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WHAMON EXPRESS 
NO MAN is Roger Miller and on WHAMON EXPRESS his guitar rages in he MISSION of BURMA 

vein as no other can. WHAMON EXPRESS includes a dazzling cover of Bowie's "Man Who Sold 

the World" and some irresistible originals such as "Heaven Street," "It's Not Enough," and "S.O.B." 

that will wallop you. SST 267 (LPICA $7.50, CD $ 13.00) 

ALSO AVAILABLE ON SST RECORDS 

NO MAN IS ROGER MILLER - WIN! INSTANTLY! 
SST 243 (LP/CA $ 7.50, CD $ 13.00) 

LP/CA $7.50, CD $13.00. Make check or money order payable in U.S. funds to SST Records P.O. Box 

1, Lawndale, CA 90260. VISA, MasterCard, & C.O.D. can order by calliig (213) 835-5810. All 

orders shipped to California must include 6.75% sales tax. Write for a free catalog. 

SST Records, P.O. Box 2AE, London, U.K. W1A 2/1.E 
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II Membership in the Audio Evolution 
ir Network is automatically extended to 
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scribers. Membership privileges in-
clude access to Audio Evolution Net-
work information services and 
network projects, activities, link-ups. 
Subscriptions are available as fol-
lows: $ IO for four issues delivered 
within the United States; $ 15 :rU.S 
funds only) for four issues delivered 
outside U.S. Single copies of current 
issue are available for $3 ppd; $5 for 
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would like reviewed in Sound 
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Turn On 
The psychedelic trips of the near 
future will be electronic strap- on 
audio /visual environments --
variable realities at the flip of a 
s. itch. Psychedelic proselytizer 
Dr. Timothy Leary, Ph. D. has 
been there and wants to bring you 
along. Exclusive Sound Choice 
interview by Faustin Bray of 
Sound Photosynthesis. 

Tune In 
Music affects the mind and body in 
powerful and subtle ways. Sounds 
can kill and sounds can heal. Read 
about the hidden influence of Sound 
and contemplate the sonic theories 
presented by the authors of sound 
consciousness books. 

Take Over 
The radio airwaves are a vital 
communication resource that is of-
ten wasted. It's high time for the net-
work to take over the airwaves. We'll 
tell you how. 

SOUND CHOICE Magazine (ISSN 8756-8176) is published by the Audio Evolution 
Network, P.O. 3ox 1251, Ojai, CA 93023, USA; telephone 805-646-6814. 
The magazine °rice staff and global desktop publishing crew: David Ciaffardini, Bob Hewitt, Matt 
Bell. Special teams: Jeff SanMarchi, Mayo Morley, Margo Eiser, Jody James, Laurette Weise, 
Bill, Daniel, Joe Bob, Brian Wallace, and Faustin Bray. Special outrageous thanks go to fine artists 
MICHAEL RODEN and DUNCAN H. whose pen and ink work expands our visual consciousness 
throughout this issue. Everlasting thanks to subscribers, reviewers, letter writers, advertisers, dis-
tributors, and all those who've been patient and understanding (and persistent) in dealing with our un-
der-staffed communication system: If you want to chat, got something on your mind, have a great 
idea, need music networking info, want to straighten something out, etc., call us at 805-646-6814! 
Subscribers: (We love you) The last two digits at the top right hand corner of your mailing label in-
dicates the number of the final issue of your current subscription. For your convenience, and to in-
sure uninterupted service, you may send your renewal any time prior to your subscription expiration. 
If you are moving, or if any of the information on your mailing label is incorrect, please send us your 
new address and your old address so that we may update our records and prevent lost magazines. 
Revtewers/Writers/ Information Agents/Artists: Your contributions are needed, encouraged, and 
greatly appreciated. .Get in touch, tell us what you know, what you need, be a part of it, just do it. 
Advertisers: just do it! Retailers and Wholesalers: Make $ by stocking Sound Choice! Call! 
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Audio Evolution Network Presents:  *****Fresh Produce Chart"' 1991 

HOT QUARTERLY RELEASES 
Newl Re ease lnde enden Label Recordin .s Available Now 
Adams, Brook; Dou_g Eagle: Private Language, C 
Spider House Music, P.O. Box 172, Dbrango,C0 81302. (303) 247-370T 
10 Instrumental pieces built around guitar & keyboards. Influenced by 70's art-rock, cab, crass 
cal. 

Alcorn Quartet: Strange New World, C 
Jim Alcorn, 12030 Sharperest, Houston, Texas 77072. (713) 530-7934. 
Pedal steel guitar, flute, bass, drums, original music influenced by free jazz, world music, 20th cen-
tury classical tonalities. 

Bare Bones: Bare Bones, C 
C/O Suzanne Nunall, 953 Melrose, Montreal, Quebec H4A 2R3, CANADA 
A duo playing essential, sultry R&B with a touch of twang. 

Billy Goat: Bukie, C 
Billy Goat, 5802 Richmond, Dallas, TX 75206. 
Exploding Silly Putty groove coated with a collage of garlic. 

Bonomo, Paul: Songs from my Right Hand, C 
Eine Kleine Totenmusik, P.O. Box 10410, Arlington, VA 22210. (202) 234-3258. 
Groovey, funky, fast, sexy, aggressive, masturbatory, homoerotic cock-n-roll. 

Brave New Tribe: ... for those who see EP 
Gregory L Young do Booming Bass Records, 330 Avenida Del La Vista, Indianalantic, FL 32903. 
(407) 723-2271. 

Buxinrut: The Criminal Elephant C 
Buxinrut c/o Ken Glanden, Rd. 1, Box 49, Frederica, DE 19946, ph. 302-335-4297 
"Strange little tunes to ' Bob' up and down to. Mucho testosterone.* 

Cardillo, Joe: Free Will- Power Perfect, 12" Single 
Meiodia Productions, P.O. Box 11359, Albany, NY 12211-0359. (518) 482-2453. 
Industrial dance, focussed on censorship. 

Clark, Dave; Walter Drake: The Mesmerization of Wa-
ter C 
2805 E. 16th Ave. # 5, Denver, CO 80206. 
Features textual - multi-rhythmic sound washes that evolve and can bring you to a hypnogogic 
stale. Some very evocative distortions. 

Common Language: Scar, CD 
Big Flaming Ego, P.O Box 718, Seattle, WA 98111. 
7 Song CD. Cocteau Twins meet Big Black, you decide. 

Ditto: Texas Electric LP, C 
P.O. Box 49124, Austin, TX 78765, USA 
*Moody, quirky, strange, and unique electronic tone poems--a 'hole 'nether thanr 

Eleven Shadows: Eleven Shadows, C 
Eleven Shadows, P.O. Box 17283, Encino, CA 91416. 
Haunting eastern melodies, sensual textures, unrelenting tension, brutal rhythms, ethereal sound-
scapes. 

Ellis, Leonard: Starlight Sonata C 
Leonard Ellis Productions, P.O. Box 66002, Los Angeles, CA 90066, USA 

lively and romantic music for piano and chamber ensemble based on the ethnic dance tra-
dii ions of Europe and America.* 

Ellis, Leonard: Circle of Dreams C 
Leonard Ellis Productions, P.O. Box 66002, Los Angeles, CA 90066 
Romantic, haunting melodies for solo piano evocative of the ethnic dance rhythms of Europe and 
America. Relaxing, hypnotic and sensuoJs. 

The Funkless Wonders: Neither the Look Nor the Atti-
tude, C, DAT 
Leelike Music, 2-12 Seaman Ave. #58, New York, NY 10034. (212) 589-7750. 
Songs across the spectrum. 

Greater Than One: Trust, LP 
We Never Sleep., RO. Box 92, Denver, CO 80201. 
Limited numberéd edition- 1000 copies clear aquavinyl, early recordings. 

Hernia Retraction Accordion: Infectious Damage,C 
CO Peter Petrisko Jr., P.O. Box 56942, Phoenix, AZ 85079. 

Kubist Tier: 20th Letter of the Alphabet, LP 
Go-Dot, 5609 W. Adams Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90016. 
Improvisational, more of an experimental chamber group than a jazz quartet. 

Larynx Zillion's Novelty Shop: Southpaws Unite!, Sin-

gle 
Lawrence Bond Miller/ Farfetched Records, P.O. Box 7045, Ann Arbor, MI 48107. 
Left-handed anthem for the supreme 6% of us... 

Lucas, Robert: Across the River, C 
Delta Man Music, Box 8874, Newport Beach, CA 92658 
Big variety of original and traditional delta blues- digitally recorded. 

MacLeod, Manee: Manee MacLeod,C 
Laurbelle Records, 610 13th Street # 15, Tuscaloosa, AL 35401. (205) 768-9505. 
Rowdy female w/ attitude sings mood-altering fok rock. Astonishing. 

Methods of Dance: A Million Miles of Green, C 
P 0 Box 3633, Boise, ID 83703-3633. 

Ordinary Boys: Southwestern Suburbia, C 
West Records, P.O. Box 55011, Phoenix, AZ 85078-5011. 
Orgasmic rock from the depths of hell. 

Puchalski, Gregg: 8 Houses, C 
C/O Powder French, 1216 Trevanion Ave, Pittsburgh, PA 15218. 
Music based on the I Ching; using 8 notes per house to create the mood of each. 

Ricketts: Orange Demo C 
Ricketts, P.O. Box 256, Streetsville, Ontario, Canada L5M 2B8. 

Rosengarden, Neil: The Plaid Album,C 
Banana Ugge Records, 1537 N. Laurel Ave. #106, Los Angeles, CA 90046. (213) 654-7429. 
A musical sketchpad written over a 3 1/2 year period, encompassing many diverse styles including 
pop, electronic, salsa, classical, and funk. 

Schlosser, Art Paul: My Cat Was Taking A Bath, C 
Art Paul Schlosser, 214 Dunning, Madison, ‘NI 53704. 
8 songs done on guitar and some have kazoo, weird lyrics, and interesting voice. 

Shepard, Mark: Feather on the Wind, C, CD 
Benjamin Lewis, Scarecrow Records, 212 Nelson Ave., Peekskill, NY 10566. (914) 739-2694. 
Acoustic rock by singer/songwriter, Mark Shepard touches heart, mind, spirit. 

Snakesquirt: Songs for Casualties, C 
Snaketlesh Recordings, P.O. Box 1849, Dayton, OH 45401. 
Amazing muhi-track free improvisations, free catalog includes other artists. 

Sohmer, Charlie: Some Shadows Lead You On, C 
Snowy River Records, Box 4655, Station E, Ottawa, Ontario K1S 5H8, Canada, 

Telescope Bowmen: Acquire the Earth, CD 
Tim Grant, 3832 E Sycamore Ave., Orange, CA 92669. (714) 744-2543. 
Post-modern, psychedelic, pure pop. 

Tilbury, Hank: Defective Recording, C 
Hank Tilbury, P.O. Box 523, Heber Springs, AR 72543. 

Triangle Mallet Apron: America's King, C 
P.O. Box 49108, Austin, TX 78765. (512) 476-9397. 
Truly unique combo with impassioned vocal, gritty tradition, surreal melodies. 

Trombla, Lisabeth: Simply Lisabeth, C 
Vbration Records, P.O. Box 7640 Grand Central Station, New York, NY 10163. (516)759-3161. 
Piano, vocals, adult contemporary music. Universal themes of love, personal change and intro-
spection. Uplifting music! 

Various Artists: Durangatwangs, C 
Spider House Music, P.O. Box 172, Durango, CO 81302. (303) 247-3707. 
Collection of songs by musicians in Durango, Colorado. Jazz, Rock, Country, other-

Various Artists: Put Down Your Pencil, C 
Hallwalls Contemporary Arts Center, 700 Main Street, Buffalo, NY 14202. (716) 854-5828. 
A compilation of work by home tapers using appropriated educational materials and/or simulated 
appropriations. 

THE LISTING OF RECORD FOR THE INDEPENDENT MUSIC COMMUNITY 
On file at the Library of Congress and other public archives. Copies are sent free, upon request, to record labels and retail and wholesale buyers. 
Artists/labels: To include your latest releases on the next Quarterly Listirg see the Review Request Form in Sound Choice Magazine (pg. 6) or call 805-646-6814 . 
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Sound Choice Review Request Form  
To obtain a free, published review of your material, please fill out this form, 
or copy, and submit with item to be reviewed. One form per item. Thanks. 

Our intention is to review as much material as possible, 
however, we cannot and do not guarantee that all items sub-
mitted will be reviewed. See information below about guaran-
teed "new release" listings available elsewhere in this maga-
zine. We do not return submitted items. 

Only submit material that is in its completed form and 

Please complete the following: 

available to the general public. No "demos." 

To confirm that Sound Choice received your item, you 
may include a stamped, self-addressed envelope, or postcard 

with this form. We will return it upon arrival. Also, when a 
review is completed and slated for publication, we will notify 

you by mail -- at our expense -- before publication date. 

Date:  
Creator (band, musician, author)  .Title of item:  

Contact name, address where readers may obtain more information or obtain item: 

Phone number--important--in case Sound Choice staff has any questions:  

Type of item being submitted (please circle one): 1. Record (7", 10" or 12" ?) 2. Cassette 3. Compact Disc 
(3" or 5"?) 4. DAT 5. Video Tape 6. Book 7. Periodical 8. Other (please describe)  

In the case of an audio recording , which font-it:its is it available in? (Circle all that apply) Record; 

Cassette; CD; DAT; other:  

What genre does the recording most closely relate? (Circle one only): Avant-garde; Bluegrass; Blues; 
Classical; Country; Jazz; Electronic; Ethnic; Experimental, Folk; Industrial, Neo-Classical; New Age; 
Regional; Rock; Spoken-Word; Other  

For recordings, what is the total playing time? . Books and periodicals, how many pages?  

Postpaid price for submitted item ( the total price, including shipping and handling that a person in the U.S. 
needs to pay to obtain one):  

Brief ( 10 words max.) description of item: 

Item submission check-list: 1. Include a completed 
2. Make sure there is a contact address attached in a 
case of cassettes, make sure the title of the cassette 
vents lost cassettes!) 4. If you want to confirm that 

Review Request Form with your submission. 
permanent manner to each item submitted? 3. In the 
is on the cassette as well as the cassette case. (This pre-
your item arrived safely, include an SASE or postcard • 

Guaranteed Network Listing 
If you want this item listed (guaranteed) in the next Audio Evolution Ne-

work Quarterly Release List of new independent releases (See page 5 

for example) , please send this form in with $ 10 for one issue listing or 
$20 for listing in two consecutive issues. (Two issue max.) Your brief 
description of the item ( 10 words maximum) will be included with your 
listing upon request for ara additional fee of $5  per issue. 

Sound Choice subscribers may take a 25% discount  on the entire listing 

fee. Subscription orders may be made simultaneously. Your listing will 
begin with the next available issue of Sound Choice. 

Number of issues you want to be listed in: . Include item description? 

_yes _no. Include phone #7 _yes _ no. Are you a subscriber? _yes 

_no. Amount enclosed: $ U S funds, (cash, check, money order) 

Note: The Sound Choice Quarterly New Release Listing is a data listing 
only, based on the information submitted above. It is not a review! 

SOUND CHOICE REVIEWS are absolutely FREE of charge and 

are not persuaded by listing or advertising fees. 

SOUND CHOICE, P.O. Box 12515 Ojai, CA 93023, USA 
for UPS and Federal Express deliveries only, use 323 E Matilija St., No. 112, Ojai, CA 93023. Questions? Phone 805-646-6814 
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SUBSCRIBE 
Are You Tuned-In? 

, 

- .-.., • -•-..,,,, -,' -4,..:,' ) 

SOUND CHOICE 
Sound Choice tunes you into stinulating re-

cordings, vital music community news, crucial 
interviews, and reviews of all manner of clever 
audio literature, software and hardware you want 

to know about. 
Importantly, Sound Choice tunes you into the 

global community of active audio-evolution agents. 
Hundreds of contact addresses in each issue 

encourage direct communication. Many collabora-
tions and friendships among people living thou-
sands ot miles apart, have been spawned through 
the pages of Sound Choice. 
Phone orders with VISA OR MASTERCARD are accepted. Phone 805-646-6814 
r MIMI 1•11 Mal IBM BM MI MI MN Mal UM MMI IBM MM MIR MIM IBM IIIIM MIMI BM MIMI Mil 

Articles are written by fans, musicians, and au-
dio-networkers for fans, musicians, and audio net-
workers. You are cordially invited to get involved! 

Subscribing to Sound Choice provides you the 
most efficient, cost-effective, and enviromentally 
sound method of obtaining each new issue. 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE  
If you're not absolutely satisfied with your 

subscription to SOUND CHOICE, upon re-
quest, we will refund your payment in full. 

YES! 
One Year -- $10 

Here's $ 10 for the next 
four Issues of SOUND 
CHOICE t more than 
15% below cover price. 
(Non-U.S. send $ 15. U.S. 
funds only.) 

YES!! 
Two Years -- $20 

I want to lock-In the 
good price and am 
sending $20 for the next 
eight issues of SOUND 
CHOICE. (Non-U.S. send 
S30 U.S. funds only.) 

Name:  
Street or Box Number:  City:   

State:  Zip/Postal Code: 

(Optional) Phone. 

To charge subscription, complete the following: Visa? Mastercard? Card Number  

Card Expiration Date  Card Holder's Name  Holder's Signature 

SOUND CHOICE, P.O. Box 1251, Ojai, CA 93023 USA I .1 

  Country:   

Age:   Occupation;   



BACK ISSUES 
SOUND CHOICE 

No 2 

No. 3 

No. 4 

No. 5 

No. 6 

No. 7 

No. 8 

No.11 

la 

MI 

o. 12 

No. 13 

No. 14 

No. 15 

Understand The History Of 

Audio Evolution! 

nterviews wit : et : a er, es : Ian Ty el : oar.. eatures on: petan T USIC, : e rze trove og, o-
gos Foundation, Belgium, Burundi, Frank Kogan, Broken Flag, Cable TV/Radio. 100s of reviews. 

assette ulture an. " istory ssue, inclu•ing essays . y It illiam evy, Tt diem pe " i• • er, • o•in ames 
and A Produce. Plus features on Wanda Coleman, Bret Hart, James Hill, Dar Es Salaam. Much more! 

With this issue SC was the first magazine in the U.S. to report on the Jello Biafra , Alternative Tentacles 
censorship bust. Plus interviews with Lydia Lunch, Martin Bisi, David Thomas, Paul Lemos. More! 

Features on Bayaka Pygmies, Mozart and the Occult, WOMAD festival, lengthy Chris Cutler int., Ice 
land, and Crass in their own words. Radical cover, 100s of reviews and lots, lots more! 

ajor interview wit ugene a• • ourne wit more t an 50 action p otos. • lus t e irst nation-wi.e 
article on Daniel Johnston, and an early cuter-than-cute Beat Happening Interview. Way more! 

Major features on Audio Theatre, plus Culturcide, Annea Lockwood's River Archive, Jack Wright es-
say, interviews with Nicholas Collins and Debbie Jaffe. + Shane Williams' rock dope fiend confession. 

John Trubee on cassette culture, Bix Larda on Industrial Noise, Alex McFee on the problem of volum-
ne, Peters andJensen or Broadcasting. Plus features on Dan Fioretti, and LSD celebration in SF. 

Super limited supply! Find out what goes on in the mind of SST Records founder Greg Ginn. This inter-
view is awesome! Andrew White on Jazz is Dead. Mind-blasting Mary Fleener cover. A Masterpiece! 

This issue has made the bulletin boards of record companies around the world with the uproarious, 
insightful, "HowTo Succeed in the Record Business" by The Fatman, withdrawings by Daniel Johnston. 

World Music Directory, WOMAD report, Ro.ert ' nton ilson on Brain Machines, T ar ' ramer! 
Shimmy Disc Interview, GG Allin arrest, Audio Answerman on four track, Hundreds of Reviews, more! 

Russian Jazz, Leo Feigim of Leo Records; Andrew White offers Distribution Tips; Buzzcocks interview. 
Pirate Radio Activist Dewayne Readus, WFIVIU-FM legal problems, Distribution and P3yola News 

GG Allin's definitive jailhouse interview, Genesis P-Orridge, Psychic TV / T.O.P.Y. , Ace Backwards, 
Ian MacKaye of Fugazi; Radio Station Address List, World Music Guide, Mail-Order Catalogs Reviewed 

Check off the is sues you want! 

OP MAGAZINE 
MI 

MI 

No. I 

No. 0 

No. V 

No. Z 

The original music-networking 

magazine. 

rticles on Charles Ives, regory saacs, In. iana scene, an. extremely nteresting reviews of 1982 in-
s ependent vinyl. Plus index for earlier issues. Tabloid style. 

• rticles on Pauline Oliveros, David Ocker, Orthotonics, On U Soun•, Olivia " ecor•s, Ohio scene, Ne-
ros, writing by Fred Frithon an Italian music collective, Peter Garland on Oaxaca and Oceania. More. 

r ic es on • sie ean ea. T inson, T irgin " runes, pave Tan " on , eorge Tan ps, Ye ve I on-
keys, David Van Tieghem, and Glen Velez. 100s of reviews and much more! 92 pages. Boss cover. 

e mal issue. eaturing long interview wit o n orn an. ev in is own wor• s. • lus eatures on 
r ager & Evans, Richard Zvonar, and the music of Zaire, Zimbabwe, and Zurich. Much more. 108 pgs. 

These magazines are so far ahead of their time they still provide fresh, exciting 
reading! Order now before they're gone for good! 

All back Issues are $5 each post-paid,  DISCOUNTS Take 25% discount on orders of 3 or more, any :ombination, take a 50'h, discount on orders of 6 cw 

more. Super-special offer': Buy all issues on this page for $25 and we throw in the ultra-rare Sound Choice No. 1! For non-U.S. orders add $1 per issue AF-

TER discounts. U.S. funds only. Cash, check or money order to: SOUND CHOICE, P.O. BOX 1251, OJAI, CA 93023, USA 

Phone orders with Visa or Mastercard call 805-646-6814. 
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No. 16 SOUND CHOICE LETTERS 

LETTERS 
Scrawlings From Prison 

David, 
Here's a piece of poetry that I recent_y wrote. It sums up my 

feelings on a page., 
Later, GG Alliai, Adrian Correction Facility 

Self Absorbed 

As I walk the blood soiled path of my cosmopolitan existence, I 
abscond to the inner fractions of my internal, external, opened up 

and bleeding lacerations. Walking alone I conjoin my death and 
dangerous desire ablaze my ultimate consummation. I conduccre 
the collision of life and suicide through confrontational dogmatic 

rituals of my burning underflesh. We are all dogmeat on the bones 
of ashes. I am introverted first and utmost. I discard gregarious be-
havior. The ene man bullet from within shoots out from the de-
scending e:evators of my ever expanding brain map. I shall proceed 

to arbitrate the ways in which I shower the fragrnents of my corpse 
with lead, further puking the phlegm through conduit intestines on 
the rusted edge of an instant plunge. Deep digging, tearing to ex-
plore new openings of our interior depths of punctured skin spiders. 

Digress with me as I have become the trail of mutilation towards 
destruction and evil for all. Follow closely the depths of my empa-
thy. We the arbitrary souls of our own temple need nobody. Our 
self structured minds will take course our passions to the battlefield 
of elasticated hands, reaching out to suffocate the closing air pas-
sages of passers by. 

GO Alliai, prison, 1990 

Don't Feed The Animal 

Dear David and Everyone at Sound Choice: 
....Did you really have to give so much space to such a total ass-

hole as GO Allin? If he wants to cut himself up, why should I give 
a shit? Any publicity for this moron just feeds his own feeling of 

self-righteousness. 
Mr. Stu, 
San Francisco, CA 

Inspiring lsh, Dude 

Dear Dave: 
Thanks for sending the latest Sound Choice. It was by far the 

most useful, entertaining, informative and inspiring ish I've seen 
(and I've seen most of them). The Ian MacKaye piece was especial-
ly inspiring. I don't know if I'd like Fugazi's music but like 
Henry Rollins and the early SST concept (the Greg Ginn in-
terview of several issues ago was another inspiration), the 

very fact of their existence and stalwart D.I.Y. ideology 
transcends the "product" they pump out. Inspiration is one 

of the few non-commodifiable things that exists (I think). 
Also, thanks for the review of my Blips cassette. Hope-

fully my terribly obscure band and misc. activities will ben-
efit from the jolt of MacKaye's words (and G.G.'s). 

Keep up the good work. You're a real fucking scrapper and a 
credit to the underground. 

Adam Quest 
Box 3291, New York, NY 10185 

Sound Choice Saves Woman's Life 

SC: 
So I'm the basic be-breasted broad seeking signs of intelligent 

life...or not so be-breasted as be-fuddled as to where and how to 

seek it. 
Item A--a small plug in some obscure "free-the-weed" rag I'd 

liberated from a be-blacked-be-in; a black hair, black walls, black 

clothes joint...there it was: Sound Choice! 
Instant enlightenment, presto chango, black hair dye be-gone--

an alternative to the alternative (although Floyd of Skin Trade will 
always be a fleshy first love.) 

Sign me up. Turn me on. 
I was a chick destroyed by fashion, saved by complete sentenc-

es and current on-target commentary. 
Rhonda K. 
Dover, FL 
P.S. Through in an in-depth "Do we want to fuck her or what?" 

Kim Gordon of S.Y. story and I'll up it to 8 issues--Easy! 
I know heroine worship is so passe'.... 

Tuned In, Turned On 

David: 
...You'd be surprised how much I get out of Sound Choice, in 

way of finding relatively unknown people and playing them on my 
(radio) show. (Beth Williams, who I heard of from S.C. recently 

played live on the station. 
I guess you know this, but all the NY stores are ceasing to sell 

G G Allin records, and the rights to them all were sold to---Stewart 
Brodian. Life is strange. Great move, how you did that whole piece. 

Compliment--the Psychic TV piece turned me on and excited 
me so much to want to see them, and I've always thought of them 
as silly. Maybe Fll still thing so, but the non-cynical turned-on tone 
you wrote in made me so anxious to fmd out. Good job. 

With love and affection, 

Andy Waltzer, NY 

Enthusiastic Coum On 

Dear Bob and David, 
GREEEEET piece ov stuff. If only thee pseudo journalists in 

Britain could study their subject & have an open mind like you. 
As we travel furthur to re-MIND ourselves you give me faith & 

TRUST that all can be as it should. 
Would L-ov-E another 5 copies IF you have them. Did ya get 

thee records from WAX TRAX? 
Thee CD's have lotsa extra MOOsick so insist you do. 
Was FUN being with you, watching your caring ways. We hope 

to coum back soonest, maybe November, do coum more. 
America seems to have ENTHUSIASM. 

cari saluti, 
genesis 
T.O.P.Y. UK, c/o Rapid Eye, P.O.Box 23, Brighton, Sussex 

BN2 4AU, England 
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Hungary For Capitalist Music 
Dear Dave: 

My naine is Tamas Levay. I live in Hungary, Eastern Europe. 
You know, it's the former communist area. The countries over here 
look forward to feel the cold hand of Western Capitalism. 

At long last we can freely publish independent papers as result 
of major changes have happened to Hungary. Please find enclosed a 
copy of our underground music magazine Alterrock. It's a monthly 
alternative paper with a circulation approaching 10,000. I have no 
idea what you will think of Alterrock but perhaps you will find it of 
interest. 

I am very interested in seeing your magazine, Sound Choice. I 
have looking for it for over a year. Can you send me one of the lat-
est copies, please. Or, I would really appreciate if you could review 
Alterrock in your zinc and send the issue to us. Thank you. 

I would be very glad to check out Sound Choice because I was 
told it's a real alternative music magazine, made by people who 
love independent sounds and know how to write. I would like to 
keep in touch with you to find out what is there on the underground 
music scene of the States. I would put you on the mailing list of 
Alterock if you could manage to do that, too. 

Well, I hope to hear from you soon. 
Kind regards 
Tamas Levay 

Alterock, Varju u. 4, Budapest 1181, HUNGARY 
P.S. Let me know if I could be of help in sending you some 

Hungarian "dissident" music. 

Digital: A Dangerous Choice? 

Dear Sound Choice, 

Greetings from Vibration Records! Thank you for publishing 
such a great magazine! As an Independent Label it is so refreshing 
to find a source that dares to state the " unstateable." I found your 
article on the merits of analog quite helpful. I have often wondered 

from an intuitive place about the effects of digital recording. I 
would welcome any additional information that you might have 

concerning the research data on the effects of analog verses digital. 
Folkways is considering releasing its library on digital; a dan-

gerous decision in the light that much of the music it has control 
over has what I would call "healing potential.' I have released my 
debut cassette-only recording that was DAT mastered and was a bit 
alarmed to read the findings of such research because I specifically 

write music to be of a healing nature. 1 will give serious considera-
tion to my next release that it be analog for the reasons your article 
mentioned. I was unaware of such information at the time of re-
cording my first cassette. Thank you again. 

Sincerely, 
Lisabeth Trombla, 

Vibration Records, P.O. Box 7640 Grand Central Station, NYC, 
NY 10163 

Lisabeth, it is my feeling that digital and analog audio each 
have different properties, and different ideal uses. But at this 
point our understanding of these differences is extremely 

poor. Certainly more research is needed to find out how dif-

ferent sound sources are perceived and they effect they have 
on psychology and physiology. 

If you want to find a lot of excellent information that 
tends to favor analog and point out the problems witgh digi-

tal, contact the Digital Defamation Leage, 23 Stillings St., 

Boston, MA 02210. --D.C. 

rio llL 

Intonation Investigation 

Dear Sound Choice, 

I was recently referred to you by a friend who mentioned the 
magazine's networking role and it's appeal to people who are into 
making and listening to independently produced music. He thought 
that the readers of Sound Choice would be fascinated, as he was, by 
the work that I'm doing. 

I'm a guitar player who was dissatisfied with the intonation de-
livered by the equal-tempered frets on guitars. I realized that the 
frets could be laid out to deliver the acoustically perfect scale 
known as Just intonation and that the music played on such a guitar 

would sound more perfectly in tune--the problem was that the gui-
tar would only work in one key signature, the particular key for 
which the frets were laid out. 

Later, I thought of developing some kind of interchangeable 
fretboards and making them for Just Intonation--a different fret-

board for each key. This was a natural solution to this universal 

problem. I wasn't the only person to conceive of such a solution--a 
Canadian, a Frenchman, and anothisr American all thought of it in-
dependently. I was in South America at the time, and I planned to 

build myself an interchangeable fretboard guitar in Just Intonation 
as soon as I got back to the states. 

Three weeks after I returned I discovered that Tom Stone, the 
other American, had already developed and patented the idea. He 
was selling new Takamine classical guitars which he adapted to in-
terchangeable fretboards. Though I prefer to play steel-string guitar, 
I went ahead and purchased one of his classicaLs, which I still have. 

His company, called Intonation Systems, went out of business 

within 18 months--the world wasn't ready for such a radical step. 
Not only could these guitars play in untempered Just Intonation, but 
fretboards could be made for authentic Japanese Koto scales, au-
thentic Arabic scales, Indonesian Gamelan scales, and any experi-
mental scale imaginable. An engineer in Texas divided the octave 
into ten equal parts so that he could hear what 'decimal' music 
sounded like--yuck! 

A couple years later Tom Stone was back, this time doing retro-
fits: adapting musician's existing instruments to interchangeable 
fretboards. I had him adapt my 5-string banjo, the only banjo ever 
done this way. It sounds great. 

Unfortunately, the world still wasn't ready for unlimited choice 
in intonation. A year later, I arrived at his factory in Iowa with my 

newly purchased steel-string Martin in hand for adaptation, only to 
find that his second company, called Nov atone, had flamed-out just 
two weeks earlier. He was kind enough to give me the materials to 

make my own interchangeable fretboards, and 1 paid one of his 
laid-off employees to adapt my guitar's neck, and that eventually 
led me to an idea: Why not make a Do-it-Yourself Kit of Inter-
changeable Freboards to sell to the visionary musicians who wanted 

Just Intonation, microtonal tunings and scales? The market might 
be too small to support the overhead of a major operation, but I fig-
ured I could travel around and distribute Interchangeable Fretboard 

Kits from the trunk of my old car. Tom agreed, and gave me license 
to do it. Although tome eventually lost his patent in the bankruptcy 

settlement, I managed to negotiate a similar agreement with 
the patent's new owner, and I have organized a small network 
of guitar builders and repairmen who now have experience in 
adapting guitar necks. I have also developed a computer pro-
gram which allows me to print fretting templates for any type 
of scale for any type and size of fretted instrument. 

The world is starting to become aware of the virtues of 
Just Intonation, other untempered scales, unequal tempera-

ments and non-twelve equal temperaments. The Yamaha 
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DX-7 Model 2 synthesiser, the Ensoniq Performance Sampler, and 
other keyboards now provide micro-tunings which include these 
scales. The New York City band called The Microtones and sacred 
music maker David Hykes have already made use of my kits. I ex-
pect that there will eventually be a wide interest in improved and 
different intonations. The standard intonation, equal temperament, 

was developed two hundred years ago as a compromise tuning 
which allowed one to play in all of the key signatures. Today we 
can change keys and intonations by pressing a button or slipping on 
a different fretboard. We are no longer limited to a single, fixed, 

compromise intonation. 
It would be difficult to exaggerate how radical these innova-

tions are. They literally go to the root of music, to the perceptual 
qualities of the steps of the scales and harmonies on which music is 
built. It would likewise be difficult to exaggerate how little-realized 
this remarkable invention remains: There are over fifty million gui-

tars in the United States along, but there are fewer than sixty guitars 
with interchangeable fretboards in the whole world. For the past 
five years I have been the only source for them on planet number 

three. 
If any Sound Choice reader is interested, he or she can write 

anytime c/o my permanent mailing address: 

Mark Rankin 
c/o U.S. Post Office, Greenbackville, VA 23356, USA 
(Editor's Note: Rankin sells his fretboard kits for bewtween 

$225 and $350 each) 

Performer for ' The Wrong Reasons' 

Sound Choice 
Got the issues you sent. The interview was very representative 

of who I am. Great to see someone with the fucking balls to print it. 

Here's a quick update on my situation: I was denied parole and 
giving a 6 month extension to my already unlawful time putting my 

out date to May 21,1991. The parole board said, and I quote, "Mr. 
Allin, you are a performer for all the wrong reasons." 

Maybe for all their lame boring reasons, but not mine. Who the 
fuck are they to try and analyze me. That how it stands. I still plan 

on filing a lawsuit against the state for discrimination. Fuck all of 

these motherfuckers. 
Send along the next issue when it comes out. I'll still be here. 

Later 
GG Allin--206045, D-4, P.O. Box 1900, Adrian, MI 49221 

P.S. Enigma LP will definitely be out in mid. Sept. " Anti Social 
Personality Disorder". I'll make sure you get one when it's out. 

GG: It looks like you're getting screwed by Enigma, (Join the 
crowd)We called Enigma to inquire about your record and were 
told they know nothing about it. We were going to suggest they do a 
co-promotion and tour with you and their new recording artist Da-

vid Cassidy. --D.C. 

G G's Political Statement 

"This thing called Censorship" 
What is all this hype lately about censorship? This is 

nothing new. So what's the big deal? We in the underground 

have been fighting this battle for many years. I myself have 

put out records ten years ago that would make 2 Live Crew 
welcome in any home. Our society would like you to believe 
that they are as nasty as it gets. But what it all comes down to 

is a game for the media, set up by our lame, stagnating socie-
ty to divert your attention away from the real corruption that 

is going on against people like myself in the American system--we 
who are not afraid to challenge their boring morals and values and 
get blood on our hands in the process. The American public being 
the robots that they are, like suckers, fall into this trap. Meanwhile 
the true non-conformists in the underground get railroaded to the 
point of breakup, financial decline or jailed unjustly as I have been. 
Not that anyone doesn't have a right to sing about or say whatever 
they want, because censorship in any form is out of the question. 
The law has no right to decide that for us. But let's not turn it into 
commercialism to the point of forgetting what is really happening 
to us in the real underground of rock 'n' roll. I have already spent 

time in jails for what all of these people are now crying about. 
When I get out of prison I face four more charges (that I know 

of) in three other states. One is for threatening the life of my audi-
ence. Jails and hospitals are just part of a G.G. Allin tour. But be-
cause my shows are so brutally real, it scares the shit out of people. 
But reality is not a pretty sight. So as you can see, these others get 
rich off the media and I rot in prison because of the cover up. 

But rock 'n' roll today is nothing but political ass-kissing any-
way. If I was Jello Biafra, the Red Hot Chili Peppers or whoever, I 
would have the backing of all the music press behind me. But I am 
the dagger in everyone's back. I am rock 'n' rolls embarrassment be-
cause I refuse to play by the rules. I create my own. I'm uncool, un-
clean and unacceptable to the always cool music biz folks and the 
law alike. So as it stands, I fight my war along. But fight I will be-

cause I am the only hope and future of what the underground of 
rock 'n' roll is all about. I am the commanding leader whether any-

one likes it or not. 
So for all you people who are so worried about being banned or 

having your record pulled from stores, well I have no pitty for you. 
I've been down that road my whole life. Try spending some time in 

prison for your rock 'n' roll. 
GG Allin-206045, Adrian, MI Prison Facility. 

Most Spoken Word Art is Illegal 

Sound Choice, 
I've attempted to concentrate on reviewing mostly "Spoken 

Word" tapes during the last few months. Many of the more effec-
tive tapes and records also include music and sound-art accompani-
ment. Regardless, a majority of the contents are dub, spoken, 

rapped or told. 
While trying to compile a playlist for a KMUD radio program, I 

had to eliminate recordings that are currently "ILLEGAL" for radio 
airplay due to use of certain blacklisted words--words without a lat-
in etymology sometimes used to describe sexual acts, body parts, or 

secretions. It was frustrating as I had to exclude Karen Finley, Patti 
Smith, James Joyce, Michele Clinton, William plake and other in-
ventive literary figures from the stack. Even with my thorough 
screening there were still a few expressions that made the radio en-

gineers flinch. 
Darrell Jonsson, Myers Flat, CA 

GG Allin: Elvis of the Eighties 

Dear Sound Choice: 
Even if GG Allin didn't go out in a trumpeting bloodspill 

of glory like he'd apparently foreseen, his arrest does in a 
way signify the end of an era. In a sense, GG was the only 

true "eighties rock" performer. I was certainly the circum-
stance of that era that molded him into what he was, that 
made his brand of rebellion viable. His whole attitude is a re-
action against the superficial vanities of the eighties where 
status symbols like spiked hair-dos and leather jackets told 
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more about a person than what he or she was actually thinking. 

With GO, one never had to guess what he was thinking, what he 

believed in, which is just another way of saying that he has convic-
tion. And since conviction is the result of desire and desire is the 
over-ruling force of art, then GG's music, in the end, is a lot more 
valid than much of the other so called "rock and roll" released dur-
ing the previous decade. 

For all his faults, GG at least realized his own potential, which 
most people never do. He accepted the range of his limitations and 
set his sights rn much further beyond them. Within that framework, 

however, he has been able to invent his own private revolution 
which, if not as dramatic in terms of impact, really wasn't that far 

off from what Elvis or James Dean or Iggy did in their own less-
confused, less-jaded, less-weary times. Meaning, I guess, that to be 
controversial anymore a performer really must kill himself, shit 
himself, etc. There you have it-- the history of rock 'n' roll in a nut-
shell: Elvis moved his hips, GO moved his bowels. 

What his really says something about is the culture that sup-
ports it. I think its' been well-known since the days of Alice Coop-
er, that some day someone would sell tickets to his own suicide. 
Did you ever doubt for a moment that folks would line up to watch? 

The sad thing is, GG doesn't have to do this. A few of his early 
records are quite good, and considering the bulk of his output--a 

dozen albums and twice as many singles--plus the fact that he was 
constantly touring, rock 'n' roll was clearly the only thing he lives 
for. There's an enthusiasm to a song like the anthem "New York 

City tonight" that is very real, of a wide-eyed hick kid from New 
Hampshire unleased in the big city for the first time, marvelling the 
skyline and feeling his oats, realizing that at that moment in life all 
he ever wanted was attainable: "Come on baby lets get goin'/We've 
got lotsa things to do/There's one thing that I know n'/ We're gonna 
raise hell in New York City tonight..." 

It's pure innocence when it comes down to it and of course in-

nocence was the one thing the hipper-than-thou hordes of the post-
punk eighties were at constant war against. 

The real GO was the kind who can be heard on one of his many 
albums pleading to an audience in Texas: " Look, I'm a 20 year old 
guy who just wants to get high or drunk before the nights' over." 

Although I'm not condoning what he did, considering sonic of 
the horror pulled by our own government or the ignorance of peo-
ple towards the plight of the less-privileged or the way some people 

treat their kids, etc., I don't think GO was all that much worse than 
the rest of us. 

Now that GG's in jail, the cult will start. I saw GG's homemade 

first album in a record store near the Berkelee School of Music. It 
was selling for twenty-five bucks and I almost bought it myself. 
But I just couldn't . Now, after his arrest, I bet if I went back there it 
would be gone. 

If people are smart they'll get onto the records before they're all 

gone. The "Public Animal No. 1" EP, for example, is an excellent 
artifact, made in cahoots with three- fifths of the MC5 (Thompson, 

Kramer, Davis) and contains "New York City Tonight" among oth-
er equally ferocious musings. The secret of a good GG record any-
way is the band behind him (and where GO is concerned, its better 
to be behind him than have him behind you), but since no-one 
could stand to work with him for any length of time, this in-
evitably varies. 

These days, we create heroes seemingly to destroy them. 
That's why the eighties will be remembers as the era of fallen 
idols. But you got to hand it to 0G--lie didn't need the culture 

or the social climate to bring him down. Hewas quite capable 
of doing it on his own. 
Joe S. Harrington, Boston, MA 

Travels and Travails of Bob Z 

David, 

In case you haven't heard, I've relocated to the west coast. 
In June, July and August I had the mixed blessing of touring the 

U.S. (by myself) on my way out here, played about 20 gigs in vari-

ous cities, the highlights being Carbondale, Illinois, Chicago, Min-
neapolis and Rapid City South Dakota. 

I've written up some crinkly strange notes based on road experi-
ences which should be appearing in some underground publications 
soon. It was mostly a lot of fun, some places really sucked to play 

at largely due to greedy show promoters, like Club Shamrock in 
L.A. Stayed with some highly cool people while traveling, which 
was really what made the whole thing fun and successful. Some 
people were those I had correspond with for months or years and 
never met before, so it was interesting to finally meet. Inspiration. 

Here in S.F. I'm looking around for a bass player and dnunmer 
who can commit to a band so I can do a record this winter and tour 
again across the U.S. next summer. One thing I learned from this 
last tour is that its better to have label backing, management, or 

preferably a band behind you before going out on the road to play 
gigs. Alternative, all-ages shows were no problem and usually the 
most fun to play...bars were usually the most difficult and run by 
idiots who could care less about music. 

I've been in San Francisco a month now and am finding it helps 
my music writing to be here. It is hard to find work though, at least 
so far. At least I've got a good flat and am no longer living out of a 
van, although that was sorta fun for awhile, actually. 

The new Bad Newz is out (# 14), stuff for #15 is in the can but I 

can't even start putting it together yet--need a new typing ribbon or 
a functional typewriter, people to do reviews here, and money to 
print the thing. So it may be a while before # 15 is out. I'm more in-
terested in making music now anyway, but Ido intend to get #15 
out. 

Oh yeah, living in S.F. is a helluva lot easier and healthier than 
living in NYC. As for my posturing war in NYC, I still haven't 

heard anything from my lawyers in NY, so the appeal I assume is 
still in the courts. I never did pay the authorities a penny, though 

my legal fees were pretty costly. Thanks to the tremendous help I 
had from the underground press and music community on that one, 
it may yet turn out to be a success. Sanitation Commissioner Bren-
dan Sexton has been fired, he was the turkey who imposed my 
fines. Ha ha. 

I've been running a van--moving service around artown here to 
make S. So if you know anyone in S.F. who needs moving or haul-
ing—hey, tell cm to call me. 

Well that's it til later. 
Better living thru heresy, 
Bob Z 

POB 28, 2336 Market St., SF CA 94115 

Soviets Love Sound Choice 

Dear David! 

I had a great pleasure reading your Sound Choice No. 14 
which I had got from Vladimir Rezitsky, a leader of Jazz 
Group Arkhangelsk (one of the article in this edition was 

dedicated to him). I find your Sound Choice to be whole to 
my taste and musical preferences, although for me 3/4 of mu-
sicians here are totally unknown. 

We, in Russia, are generally oriented towards the Europe-

an supply. On the page of back issues, for example, I came 
across the names of my favourites (Lydia Lunch, David 

LL-g. 
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Thomas, John Zorn, etc.) 
My interest to your magazine is explained by the fact that for 

the last three years I have been editing an independent 'zine TIF, 

oriented towards the same sort of music. We write about Russian 
and West European jazz and rock musicians and generally about 
underground and avant garde. We have produced 13 issues, almost 
as you have. All the articles in TIF are in Russian, typed with Xe-

rox and PC. 
I suppose that you would be interested to have your own corre-

spondent in the Soviet Union. I'll be able to supply you with varied 
information concerning developments of Soviet rock and jazz scene 
and also review your materials which may include mags, LP, CD, 

tapes. 
I agree working for you even for free. 
I can although send to you some musical material produced in 

the S. U. such as LP, CD, tapes of independent musicians, musical 

magazines. 
By the way, in our town in October this year (as usually) the in-

ternational jazz festival will take place. Participation of some of 

Leo Records' heroes is expected. 
Best of luck with all of your projects! 

Grigory S. Valov, 
Divizii Str-3, kw. 93, 23-Gward, Arkhangelsk USSR 163060 

F...ing with the Wrong Guy 

David C. 
Send me the next issue when it comes out. I just started my hun-

ger strike Friday and am prepared for battle against these fucking 
pig authorities. It's been in all the papers here and the TV news. So 
they now know just how fucking serious I am. I'm getting a lot of 
support from around the country as well as Europe. 

Neil Cooper from ROIR has been helping out a great deal in 
getting the word out. The outside support will put more pressure on 
these bastards. They can not get away with this discrimination. For 
the parole board to tell me I am a performer for all the wrong rea-
sons and add more time to my already unlawful sentencing is out of 

the fucking question. 
I'm no longer in here for the so called crime they say I commit-

ted. I'm in here because of who I am. That's discrimination in the 
first degree. The reason they can get away with it is because every-

one is afraid to challenge them. But now they are fucking with the 
wrong guy. I filed a 3 million dollar lawsuit against the state of 
Michigan as well. I hope to have your support in this rally. 
Later, 
GO Allin 
Also another quick note: Performance Records in NJ has just 
bought all of the rights to my recordings and master tapes from 
Homestead Records and plans on re-releasing them again real soon. 

Help Save Leo Records 

Dear David: 
Enclosed is my open letter to the new music community: 
I started Leo Records in 1980 and since that time I have been 

working day and night to develop the label. All these years I 
had a full-time job with the BBC saving every penny of my 

salary and investing it into Leo Records. During these 10 
years I managed to release almost 100 recordings, many of 

which received highest critical acclaim. 
All these years my main distributor in the USA was New 

. Music Distribution Service, which had a stock of my records 

worth over $ 100,000 at shop prices. In 1987/88 alone I 
shipped to NMDS almost 10,000 LPs and CDs. which was 

worth over $30,000 valued at distribution/wholesale prices. On top 
of everything I paid for delivery of these recordings to NMDS my-

self. 
However, I have received a small fraction of this money from 

NMDS. My efforts to get the payment from NMDS through a debt 
collector failed, and as a result Leo Records was sinking into debt 

The interest on the bank loan continues to accumulate with every 
month and the bank, which gave me the overdraft against the value 
of my flat, is ready to take possession of the flat. Now, at 52 years 
of age, I am in danger of becoming homeless. 

During 1990 I could not release any records except Document 
New Music From Russia, although I have on my shelf outstanding 
recordings of Anthony Braxton, Cecil Taylor, Marilyn Crispell, Sla-
va Ganelin, and dozens of tapes from the USSR. 

Ten years of hard work has been destroyed. NMDS inflicted 
tremendous personal hardship on me, but what is more important is 
that the musical careers of many brilliant musicians have been crip-
pled, their livelihood threatened. Documentation of the whole new 
music movement in the USSR stopped and the future of this music 
hangs in the air. How ironic that these musicians, who were the vic-

tims of the most totalitarian system, now have become the victims 
of a few irresponsible people operating in a democratic society. 

My efforts to find a sponsor for non-commercial, non-
conformist music did not bring results. So, my last resort is new 
music fans, who are the most sensitive, most educated, and most 
conscientious audience in the world. I am not begging for ntoney. I 
am appealing to new music fans to buy one LP from Leo Records' 
catalog from my distributor in the USA who pays: Northcountry, 
Cadence Building, Redwood, NY 13679, tel: 315-287-2852. 
I need only five thousand volunteers to buy one LP each. And 

Leo Records will be back in business releasing all those marvelous 
records which not only please but change the course of music histo-

ry as well. 
Leo Feigin, 
Producer, Leo Records, 7 Clare Ct., Judd St., London Wc1H, UK. 

ph. 071-833-4117 

Leo and Sound Choice Readers: 
I really hope lots of SC readers will get off their butt and order up 

a Leo Record. In case anyone needs reassurance, Leo Records are 
uniformly fine releases and I feel certain that most of our readers 
will easily find something in the Leo Records catalog they will find 

interesting and impressive. Not to mention, with their limited pro-
duction runs, Leo Records are certainly collectible. Wouldn't it be 
great if our small effort of buying a Leo Record or two each, would 
save the life of this fine record company and prevent a great record 
producer from losing his home? It certainly is possible. We'll keep 
you posted. For a list of many of the Leo Record releases still avail-

able, see page 52 of Sound Choice No. 14 or write to Northcountry 
of Leo. Tell 'em Sound Choice sent ya.--D.C. 

Distributor Read My Letter! 

Dave, Bob... 
...New Music Distribution Service must have read that short 

ilote of mine you published in last issue of S.C., 'cause they 

sent back any records of mine they had lying around!! 
WOW!! 
Best till next, 
DimThings Shine, Thingsflux Music, 7829 Miramar Pkwy, 

Miramar, FL 33023 
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"PEARLS", "READY TO BREAK" AND "LIBERTINE." 
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AVAILABLE ON 

ISLAND COMPACT DISCS. 

CASSETTES ANO RECORDS 

E1990 ISLAND RECORDS, INC. 
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NEWS AND NOTES 
Compiled by Audio Evolution Network Agents Around the Globe 

Ville Platte Won't Press Sleep Chamber Album 
by Malcolm Howard 

The leader of the Boston-based band 
Sleep Chamber enjoyed an eight year busi-
ness relationship with a record pressing 
plant until October when he received a 
Dear John ' letter from the plant's owner. 
The message was simple: Dear John, we 
have to stop pressing records like this. 

J. Floyd Soileau, owner of Ville Platte 
Records, returned tapes to Sleep Chamber 
leader John McSweeney, aka John Ze-
Wizz, and explained in a letter that Sleep 
Chamber recordings were no longer wel-
come at his plant. This came as a shock to 
McSweeney, who has been using Ville 
Platte's services for eight years for various 
record projects on his Inner-X 

"We're sorry that we must return this 
job to you but we cannot continue to do 
this type of job anymore," Soileau told 
McSweeney in his letter. "We have had 
complaints from some of our customers 
walking in and seeing the graphics that we 
have been printing. Also, the mastering 
lab has complained about the type of mu-
sic we've received. It is at best interest to 

return this to you." 
The job Soileau returned was an all in-

strumental album tentatively dubbed XXX 
12. 

McSweeney said *sidle Platte's notifica-
tion amounts to little than "a weird kind of 
censorship." 

"I think Soileau is looking at the 2 
Live Crew case, where the record store 
owner is picking up most of the blame, 
and also the kilo Biafra case, where the 
pressing plant was also brought into 
court," said McSweeney. To date, Inner X 
has printed S LPs, two singles, and two 
12-inch records at Ville Platte. 

"The truth is," Soileau told Sound 
Choice, " we're winding down our 
(record) pressing operations here and I 
thought I was doing [McSweeney] a favor 
by letting him know now." When asked 
why he didn't mention this in his letter and 
instead focused on objections to album 
content, Soileau told this reporter: "Look, 
I told you. I don't want to discuss this with 
you and that's it." 

"He [Soileau] told me that some of the 

Gospel groups who were coming into the 
plant got offended," McSweeney said. "I 
can buy that to some degree. But I don't 
buy the part about the people in the mas-
tering lab not liking the music. I don't 
think they need to listen to the music; they 
can [monitor the levels] by looking at the 
meters" 

While XXX I2's cover has yet to be 
designed, past albums featured covers, lyr-
ics, and liner notes with sexually provoca-
tive imagery. Although McSweeney con-
tends that his records have few obscenities 
even by pop standards, sexual themes are 
prevalent and often extreme. 

The cover of Sleep Chamber's most 
successful album, submit to Desire, which 
sold roughly 10,OCO copies total, depicts 
two naked women embracing. Sleep or 
Forever Hold Your Piece, the project most 
recently completed by Ville Platte, shows 
a woman in a body stocking hanging from 
the ce ling with her knees tucked under 
her breasts. Many of Sleep Chamber's lyr-
ics revolve arounc a variety of sexual 
themes of dominance and submission, and 
pagan symbology. 

MI Demands That Businesses Pay to Play Music 
BMI, a music licensing and royalty 

collection agency, is hoping to convince 
the owners of every private business in 
America that they must buy a BMI license 
in order to play recordings or the radio 
for employees or customers of the busi-

ness. 
That's a message betng sent out in a 

three part direct mail campaign addressed 
ta business's across the country. 

Because of intimidating language in 
the mailings, direct marketing experts pre-
dict that a significant percentage of recip-
ients will volunteer to pay the annual fees 
without understanding the law or knowing 
for sure whether they are really required 
by law to pay the fee. 

Annual fees for small businesses such 
as restaurants can be as much as several 
hundred dollars. 

In order to raise the licensing revenue 
and response rate, BMI's marketing cam-
paign stresses that business owners may be 
breaking "The Unknown law." 

The easiest way to comply with "The 
Unknown Law" is by paying annual fees 
to BMI, the direct mail literature stresses 

BMI's plan calls for three separate 
mailings to be sent to targeted business's. 
The first mailing is "an educational piece 
that explains the copyright law and solic-
its the owners to respond by signing the 
music performance agreement and paying 
the license fee. 

The second and third mailings are 
more threatening and intimidating, stating 
emphatically that all "music users" must 
comply with the U.S. Copyright law and 
that sending BMI money is the easiest 
way to comply with the law. 

BMI is also planning a large telemar-
keting campaign as well. 

Radio station personnel report that 
BMI is monitoring station broadcasts, es-
pecially call in contests, where listeners 
might mention they are listening to the ra-
dio at their workplace. BMI agents are 
then sent to the business to request licens-

ing payments. 
Some radio personnel have suggested 

that some radio stations are working in 
collusion with BMI by holding contests 
where listeners are requested to submit 
postcards listing the workplace from where 
they listen to the station. In these cases, 
employees become unwitting spies, alien-
ing BMI to unlicensed radio use. 

The copyright act which BMI refers to 
as The Unknown law, is a complex , little 
understood piece of legislation, intended to 
compensate copyright owners of music for 
the public presentation of their work. 

BMI Vice President of General licens-
ing Tom Annastas intends to have every 
business owner in America believe they 
owe BMI money every time they play the 
radio or stereo at work. 

"Our goal to educate every music user 
in America as to their need for a BMI li-
cense is a challenging one," he said, add-
ing, "Our plan is definitely working!" 
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Rockers Combat Deafness With Education, Earplugs 
A woman who blames her hearing loss 

on playing in a punk rock band, has started 
a campaign to help save the hearing of fel-
low musicians. 

Kathy Peck, a bass player from San 
Francisco, has founded H.E.A.R. (Hearing 
Awareness for Rockers), a non-profit or-
ganization that is publicizing the debilitat-
ing effects of overexposure to loud music. 

Peck, a former member of the now de-
funct all-female band, The Contractions, 
suffers a 40% hearing loss attributed to her 
involvement in that band. 

Since her loss, she has learned to lip-
read and uses a hearing aid and has contin-
ued her music career. 

" H.E.A.R. firmly advocates educa-
tion, not regulation," Peck said, explaining 
that her organization wants to help rockers 

and others involved with loud music. 
H.E.A.R. provides information, assis-

tance and hearing screening appointments 
for those with hearing difficulties. Other 
H.E.A.R. programs include distribution of 
ear plugs to club and concert goers, musi-
cians, and music industry personnel, 
school talks, live events, and operation of 
a hearing screening clinic. 

H.E.A.R. has produced a series of 
public service videos by well-known mu-
sical performers, including Ray Charles, 
Lars Ulrich of Metalllica, Todd Rundgren 
and others. 

A comprehensive packet of hearing 
loss and prevention information, is availa-
ble from H.E.A.R. for $7 ppd. The packet 
including a 50 page publication and 
pamphlets on custom and designer ear-

plugs some designed especially for musi-
cians and audio engineers, and others that 
look like fancy earings. 

For more information contact Hearing 
Education and Awareness for Rockers 
(HEAR) , P.O. Box 460847, San Francis-
co, CA 94146 

A 24 hour information hotline can be 
reached at 415-773-9590. 

Kathy Peck can be reached directly 
at415-441-9081. 

(Editors Note: We urge people to con-
tact Kathy Peck and H.E.A.R. for informa-
tion, interviews and to pass along this in-
formation to others through 'zines and 
radio programs. Hearing loss is increas-
ing and this organizations of music sup-
porters has a sensible, freedom of choice 
approach to solving the problem.--D.C.) 

Expensive Laser Turntable Is Better But Too Late 
Jacques Robinson, president of Caril-

lon Technology of Sunnyvale, Calif., 
thought he had a product that would revo-
lutionize the way people play LPs: a turn-
table that tracks an LPs grooves with a la-
ser instead of a needle. 

With only a beam of light hitting the 
grooves, he turntable eliminates the wear 
and tear records usually receive from the 
traditional diamond or ruby stylus used in 
most turntables. 

The problem that he didn't count on 
while his company was spending eight 
years and about $ 10 million researching 
and developing the product was how fast 
the consumer market for turntables would 
dry up. 

As Compact Discs and players quickly 
replace vinyl records and turntables, Ca-
rillon's "Finial LT-1 laser turntable, intro-
duced this year, has a limited market and 
as such will not be manufactured in large 

enough quantities to be priced affordable 
to most audio consumers. 

The laser turntables current list price: 
$32,000. 

Robinson said his company plans to 
market the turntable to broadcasters and 
extremely wealthy audiophiles who want 
to preserve their record collections from 
the scratches and wear and tear of stylus 
needles. 

Experimental Music Gallery Goes Out of Business 
Generator, an experimental music gal-

lery in New York City that operated for 
about a year as a performance space and 
retail outlet for experimental recordings, 
has shut down. 

"Due to financial stress and the preser-
vation of my own enthusiasm for new mu-
sic, decided to close Generator," said 
Generator proprietor Gen Ken Montgom-
ery. However, Montgomery said he hopes 
to carry on with the Generator name, using 
it for other projects. 

"For the moment I'm trying to recover 
from being exhausted, worse than broke 
and a bit dazed," Montgomery said. "The 
mailbox is overflowing with unanswered 
mail and the collection of music is in stor-
age. I will make the collection available to 
anyone interested by post or by appoint-
ment. I'm working on a self-made book 
documenting all the live shows and people 
involved in Generator over the last year. " 

Montgomery has produced a "Live at 
Generator" Cassette series and a video of 
the final Generator concert "which de-
stroyed and transformed what people will 
remember of the way Generator looked. 

People interested in contacting Mont-
gomery can reach him via 151 First Ave., 
#201, NY, NY 10003, ph. 212-260-1039. 

"There were certainly more people at-
tracted to Generator with music to sell or 
perform than people wanting to spend 
money on a new sound experience," Mont-
gomery said. 

"If good wished paid rent, Gemator 
would be open today," Montgomery said. 

Cassette-Only Exhibition Planned 
Daniel Plunkett of Austin, Texas re-

ports that with his help, the Austin Gal-
lery Mexico-Arte will be sponsoring a 
three week exhibition of cassette-only 
music in March of 1991. 

The event will include a three day ses-
sion of performances and talks by cassette 
artists. Among the cassette arts expected to 
be included are Das (Big City Orchestra), 
G.X. Jupitter-Larsen, Dave Prescott, Zan 
Hoffman and others. 
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"I will try to at least give the public a 
view of the activity that has occured for 
the past 10 years, " Plunkett said. 

For more information, contact Plunkett 
c/o P.O. Box 4144, Austin, TX 78765, or 
phone 512-440-7609. 

Send your News and Notes to 
Sound Choice, News and Notes, 
P.O. Box 1251, Ojai, CA 93023. 
Include your name and phone #. 
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Micro Radio Movement Challenges F.C.C. 

NEWS AND NOTES 

A nationwide movement to get low 
watt radio broadcasting rights into the 
hands of minorities is getting louder each 

day. 
Dewayne Readus, aka Mbanna Kanta-

ko is spearheading the "Micro-Radio 
Movement" from his home in a housing 
project in a black neighborhood of Spring-

field, IL. 
Using equipment purchased for less 

than $600 through a mail order outfit, 
Kantako, a blind, black man, has been 
sending out a 1-watt FM radio signal 

broadcasting "Zoom Black Magic Libera-
tion Radio." Started four years ago, as of 
early November, Kantako has broadcast 
415 consecutive nights of broadcasting, 
despite orders from a federal court that he 

take his program off the air. 
A sister station operated by a young 

black man, Napoleon Williams, went on 
the air August 22 in Decatur, IL. Other af-
filiated "Micro Radio" stations are expect-
ed to be coming on air in the next six 

months in Chicago, Richmond, VA, and 
Birmingham, AL, according to Kantako. 

Zoom Black Magic Radio in Spring-

field broadcasts a radical mix of rap and 
reggae music; discussion and commentary 
on local and national events affecting the 
Black Community; interviews with vic-
tims of police misconduct and abuse; inter-
views with scholars and activists con-
cerned with Black genocide; criticism of 
the NAACP and Urban League for being 
co-opted and irrelevant to current condi-

tions in Black America; anti-drug messag-

es; severe criticisms of U.S. foreign policy 
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in the Middle East; rebroadcasts of speech-
es by Malcolm X, Minister Louis Farrak-
han, Stokley Carrnichel, Huey Newton, 
Angela Davis and other Black activists. 

In defying the federal government by 
continuing to broadcast, Kantako lists sev-

eral reasons for his acts: 
"Blacks (and other minorities) are un-

derrepresented in the ownership and opera-
tion of radio stations in the U.S. by 600%. 

"F.C.C. regulations are blatantly dis-
criminatory against minorities and low-

income people. 
"It takes a minimum of $50,000 to start 

the smallest licensed F.M. station ( 100 
watts). This fact means that 70 million 
low- and moderate-income minorities and 
whites are excluded from the airwaves. 

"The establishment media does not 
represent the interests and concerns of this 

excluded population. 
"Exclusion from the media is a form of 

social control that is undemocratic and a 
violation of the 1st and 14th amendments 

to the U.S. Constitution. 
"Micro-Radio is a way of beginning to 

empower low-income citizens, it is the 

voice of the excluded." 
In attempting to develop a "Micro-

Radio" movement, Kantako stated two 

goals: 
1. To establish Micro-Radio stations 

operated lbe Blacks, Latinos, Indians, 
Asians, ard other minority groups in low-

income neshborhoods all over the coun-

try. 
2. To challenge the constitutionality of 

the F.C.C. rules and regulations that ex-
clude some 70 million low-and moderate-
income citizens from the airwaves. 

There are several ways interested peo-
ple can assist the micro-radio movement, 
Kantako stated in a recent press release" 

"The easiest and most important thing 

you can do is to write a brief letter to the 
National Lawyers Guild urging them to 
represent Kantako (they have his case un-
der consideration.) If the guild hears from 
people around the country, it improves the 
chance that they will accept Kantako's 

case challenging the F.C.C. Write to Na-
tional Lawyers Guild, c/o Attorney Peter 
Franck, 3032 Bateman Sr., Berkeley, CA 

94705. 
"Other ways you can help the move-

ment: 
"Send donations to Kantako. 
"Recruit potential station operators by 

sharing information about Micro-Radio 
with minority groups--including low-
income whites--and urge them to contact 

Kantako. 
"Ask talk-show radio hosts in your 

area to interview Kantako. 
"Urge newspapers and magazines to do 

articles on Zoom Black Magic Radio. 
"Get college groups of faculty and/or 

students to invite Kantako to the campus 
for presentations and discussions. 

"Send additional ideas to Kantako." 
Mbanna Kantako and Zoom Black 

Magic Radio can be reached c/o 333 N. 
12th St., Springfield, IL 62702, USA; tele-

phone: 217-527-1298 

Turn Up The Volume In Your Car, Pay A Fine in Court 
Laws are springing up throughout the 

US. making it illegal to crank up the 
volume of a car sound system. Fines of 
between $32 and $500 are being levied in 
various states against car owners who op-
erate a sound system that can be heard 50 

feet or more from the vehicle. 
California and Hawaii have enacted 

state laws to this effect already. Other 
states where similar statewide legislation 
is expected to be enacted in the next six 

months include Arizona, Illinois, Florida, 

Louisiana, and New York. 
Prior to the legal crackdown, car ster-

eo manufacturers had been sponsoring 

car stern. contests in which points were 
awarded to cars and trucks based on the 

Sound pressure levels (SPL) car systems 
were able to put out, as measured from 

outside of the vehicle. 
Recenly both the International Auto-

sound Challenge Association (IASCA) 
and the USA Crank It Up Association 
(USAC) have revised their contest score-
sheets to assign less weight to volume 

and more weight to sound quality and 
installation. Nevertheless, the Interna-
tional Auto Sound Challenge Associa-
tion wi.1 be sanctioning separate unlim-
ited-SPL contests to appeal to hard-core 

crankers. "Strict safety guidelines" will be 

followed, according to the organization. 
The USAC of Dallas, Texas can be 

reached at 214-340-3130, and the IASCA 
of Riverside, Calif. can be reached at 714-

688-8051. 

INFORMATION LIBERATION 
o honor the concept of free-
low of information, all articles 
in this Winter 1991 edition of 
Sodid Choice may be reprint-
ed by anyone for any reason. 
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Black Journalist on Death Row! 

Mumia Abu-Jamal, 1980 

Mumia Abu-Jamal, death row political pris-

oner, has been denied his appeal to have his death 
sentence overturned by the Pennsylvania Supreme 
Court. Mumia's appeal had also demanded a new 

trial. The March 6, 1989 high court decisio,n 
ignored a multitude of fair trial violations and 
refused to consider the political basis central in 

prosecuting Mumia and sentencing him to death. 
As a former Black Panther Party spokesman 

and an outspoken MOVE supporter, Abu-Jamal has 
been in the cross hairs of Philadelphia's racist killer 
cops for over 20 years. At the time of his arrest, 
Abu-Jamal was president of the Association of 
Black Journalists in Philadelphia. He earned the 
cops' undying hatred especially for his sympathetic 
interviews with imprisoned MOVE members after 

the 1978 cop siege. It is this history which made 
him the target of a deadly state vendetta. 

Mumia was framed up for the killing of a 
Philadelphia policeman in 1981. At the 1982 

sentencing hearing, the prosecutor argued for the 
death sentence by claiming that Abu-Jamal's prior 
membership in the Black Panther Party proved he 
was a committed cop- killer. The jury was assured 
that the death penalty would never be carried out, 
that Abu-Jamal would have "appeal after appeal." 
For years the Pennsylvania Supreme Court had 

held in other cases that this obviously false 

argument mandated automatic reversal of the death 
sentence upon review. But in its March 6 decision 
the court ignored its own precedent in its push to 
silence Momia by execution 

The case of Mumia Abu-Jarnal is what the 
death penalty is all about. It exposes not only the 

arbitrary cruelty of this ultimate form of state 
terror, but also the inherent racism of its applica-
tion. Mumia was targeted because of what he wrote 

and said, because of who he is: a radical black man 
who became known as "the voice of the voiceless." 
At his trial Mumia was denied counsel of his own 
choice. To get a hanging jury of eleven whites, the 
court permitted the seating of a white juror who 
admitted he could not be impartial, while excluding 

11 prospective black jurors simply on the prosecu-
tion's request. 

Jamal's appeal was supported by an anzici 
curiae (friend of the court) brief from the ACLU 

and National Conference of Black Lawyers. Ron 
Dellums, now chairman of the Congressional Black 
Caucus, appealed to Pennsylvania's Governor 

Robert Casey " to remove the cloud of death from 
Mr. Abu-Jamal." Thousands of people around the 
nation have petitioned the governor to demand 

"Mumia Abu-Jamal Must Not Die," as part of the 
campaign initiated by the Partisan Defense Com-
mittee. This campaign now takes on even greater 
urgency. Telegrams and letters should be sent to 
the governor at: Main Capitol Building, Room 225, 
Harrisburg, PA 17120. 

YOU CAN HELP! 

The campaign to save Mumia's life will cost 
a lot of money. We are up against the entire 
legal machinery and unlimited financial resour-
ces of the racist capitalist state. Our chances of 
success rest on the justice of our cause and 
determination and support of all those who be-

lieve Mumia Abu-Jamal must not die. We must 

get the word out. Publicity and printing costs 
are massive. We need your help now. Make 
checks payable to: "Save Mumia Abu-Jamal" c/o 
Partisan Defense Committee, P.O. Box 99, Canal 

Street Station, New York, NY 10013. 

Join the campaign to save Mumia's life. Send 
your letters of protest to Pennsylvania governor 
Casey. Organize protest. Take Mumia's case to 

your unions, civil rights, campus and community 
organizations and mobilize them to join in the 

fight to save Mumia. Contact the PDC for 
speakers, tapes of Mumia speaking, stacks of the 
campaign issue of the PDC newsletter, Class-

Struggle Defense Notes. Write us or call (212) 
406-4252 for petitions and other ways to help. 

The Partisan Defense Committee is a class-
struggle, non-sectarian legal and social defense 
organization which champions cases and causes 
in the interest of the whole of the working 

people. This purpose is in accordance with the 
political views of the Spartacist League. 
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Remember the story of Emperor Nero? 
He was the Roman head of state in the first 
century AD who is said to have been caught 

fiddling while his city burned. 
It's an interesting image—predating MTV 

pyrotechnics by centuries—this important, 
toga-clad dude standing in his cool marble 
bedroom, blissfully jamming away at a vio-
lin. while outside his window a city-wide in-
ferno colored the skies crimson and orange, 

while men, women and children ran half-
naked through the smoke filled streets. 

Was Nero oblivious to what was going on 
around him; so self-absorbed and ego-centric 
that he did not know or care that the great 
city he ruled was crumbling in soct and ash? 

Some historians believe that great fire 
was lit on Nero's order. Maybe Nero was 

symbolically fanning the fire, hopmg the 
flames would dance to his devilish tunes. 

Or perhaps Nero was the original punk, 
tearing madly and violently at the gut strings 
of his instrument--a symbolic gesture ac-

knowledging the decay of his soc-ety and tell-
ing the world he didn't give a flying f---k be-
cause it was too late to do anythir g about it 

anyway. 
Sometimes I wonder if we, in the alterna-

tive music community, are echoing Emperor 
hero, fiddling --with Marshals, Fenders, and 
Peavys—while our society is on the verge of 

cataclysm. 
How does music fit in our modern 

world? Is the pursuit of music important or 
frivolous? Is music a way for us to deal with 
problems or escape them? 

Is the best music political or should good 
music transcend such earthly sociological 

concerns? 
These questions, while simply stated, are 

complex. 

Not only is it difficult to gauge the ulti-
mate value of a given music in our modern, 
eclectic musical world--with a soectrum of 
sounds ranging from thrash rock, to industri-
al, to new age, to classical-- it is increasingly 

difficult to come to a consensus whether cer-
tain audio stimuli is music at all. 

When G G Allin drunkenly croons degra-

dations to a 4/4 beat, is he presenting a musi-
cal experience, performance ar:, or a freak-
show of deviant social behaviot? 

When singer/songwriter Eugene Chad-
bourne plucks notes on his electric toilet 
plunger, we wonder whether he is summon-
ing the heavenly muse, or if he is exorcising 
his personal Freudian demons in an exhibi-

tion of aurally veiled auto-eroticism. 
Is John Cage's symphony cf silence an 

enlightening zen koan reminding us of the 
thin dividing lines between music, noise and 
silence, or is it testimony that the composer 

hit a creative roadblock and tried to cover it 
up with clever avant-garde rationalizations? 

When internationally acclaimed compos-

Fiddling 
While Rome 

Burns? 
by David Ciaffardini 

er Piere Boulez conducts a S50.000- a-day 
orchestra presenting a symphony of minimal-
ism and dissonance, we wonder why he is so 
much more famous and well-paid than the 

folks who are creating similar music in their 
bedrooms with moderately priced electronic 
keyboards and tape decks. 

Let's assume it is all music. Does any of 
it have any lasting importance? Is music the-7-
apeutic? Can music help save the world? 

Recall the popular Coca-Cola commer-
cial that suggesied that if someone could 
teach the world to sing in perfect harmony, 
our world would be a more healthy and en-

joyable place lc, live. 
Most of us in 'his music community put 

a high value on music and audio art-- it is a 
significant part of our lives. Many precious 
hours of our lives are spent pondering and 
absoibing composed and free-form sounds. 

Most of us have an extraordinarily hig1. 
level of faith and allegiance toward music--

faith that musc is a vital part of our world 
without which our sun would seem to shine 
less bright each day, and our nights would 

feel darker and colder. 
Good music, we know, is worth seeking 

and nuturing. We believe that music is a 
field worthy cf a lifetime of study. 

increasingly, we realize music can be 

used as a tool and different musics can be 

used to aid different tasks. 
We use music to help us relax or make 

us upbeat. Music can be a therapy or a way 
to blet out disu•acting, unpleasant noises and 
thoughts. Music can he;p vent strong emo-
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tions by being a catalyst for catharsis. Some 
music is said to harm people, other music has 

healing properties. 
But let's not forget the story of Emperor 

Nero and his fiddling legacy, a story of arro-
gant self-interest and disregard for the pub-
lic that has not been forgotten for nearly 
2,000 years. Nero's fiddle playing, as the sto-
ry goes, seemed completely inappropriate for 

the time and place. 

If Nero had been of a higher conscious-
ness, perhaps his story would have been dif-
ferent, his critics more kind. 

Perhaps if he had had a greater under-
standing and respect for the potential of mu-
sic and its relation to the well-being of him-
self and his nation, he could have turned to 
music as a source of solace, perhaps a form 
of meditation or inspiration where he could 
have found a solution to his society's prob-

lems. 
Nero's Roman inferno is nothing com-

pared to the holocausts that humanity has un-
leashed in the ensuing centuries. Nuclear 
weapons, choking air pollution, toxic wa-
ters, civil wars, germ warfare, the list of 
worldly horrors grows longer each day. 

We also have our share of crazed and 
evil political leaders; leaders who, although 
they may not be fiddling while their civili-

zation gets ready to burn, act as if they are 
preparing for a Saturday afternoon weenie 

roast! 
As musicians and music fans we must 

understand and share with others a convic-
tion that music is a vital, sacred component 
of a healthy society and that the ramifica-
tions of musical actions may be more far 
reaching and important than we can currently 

imagine. 

The beautiful, life-enhancing principals 

of rhythm, melody and harmony seem to be 
universal. Maybe one day everyone in the 
world could be taught to play beautiful music 

together. 
As musicians and music lovers, we have 

a choice to make when we create our art or 
patronize musicians and artists. We can de-
vote ourselves to uncovering and cultivating 

music for a life enhancing, liberating pur-
pose, or we can use music to serve as an an-
them and soundtrack for the greed, insensi-
tivity, brutality, and wastefulness that is 
destroying our world. Or we can make mu-
sic simply for our own self-glorification. 

Our culture is in transition; holocaust 
may be on the horizon, and we've all got a 
hand on the cosmic fiddle. Whether we use 
that instrument heroically or horribly will de-
termine our fate. The time will arrive when 
we must all face the music. The sounds we 

will hear then will be determined by the un-
derstandings and actions that we take now. 
We must not miss the right beat. 



OMMENTARY 

Say No To 
by David Ciaffardini 

M usic censorship is nothing new. It's 
been happening for centuries. In ancient 
Greece and China, a man could be execut-
ed simply for playing a musical instru-
ment tuned to a scale not officially ap-
proved by the state. 

People take music seriously, as well 
they should. It is a powerful force. 

In the United States it's illegal to pos 
sess or sell 2 Live Crew's recording, N4-
¡y As They Wanna Be. The record has been 
declared officially obscene by a Federal 
judge and thus legally off limits for all 
U.S. adults, as well as children. This prec-
edent setting judgement should not be un-
derestimated. The ruling leaves open the 
potential that anyone--adult or child-- in 
the United States who posesses a copy of 
that recording could be arrested, forced to 
go to trial with the possibility of being se-
verely fined or going to prison. 

The fact that the millions of people 
who bought the record are not being prose-
cuted for their crime does not lessen the 
significance of the court's ruling. Arrests 
or not, the court's action-- in a single rul-
ing-- made millions of Americans out-
laws. 

Imagine driving down a street and be-
ing pulled over by a police car for exceed-
ing the speed limit. If the police officer, 
while writing you a ticket, notices a copy 
of Nasty As They Wanna Be in your car 
stereo,, he could proceed to order you out 
of your car, handcuff you, and take you 
into the station, while confiscating your 
cassettes and booking them as evidence of 
your possessing obscene material. 

In Florida, a man has been successfully 
prosecuted for selling a copy of Nasty As 
They Wanna Be to an undercover police of-
ficer. In Texas, another man is currently 
facing similar charges. Another arrest 
could happen anytime, in any state. 

Whether or not government agents in 
every state choose to prosecute people for 
this newly created crime is of secondary 
importance to the fact that they now hold 
the threat of being able to do it, any time, 
or any place. 

It's greatest impact is psychological. 
There is now one more reason why good 
people in America must be fearful of and 
act subservient to government authority. 

Laws like this are psychological war-
fare by Americans, against Americans. It is 

one more example of thevirulent authoritar4-. 
ianism and fascism that infects our democ-

racy. Free expression is once more ofMal7, 
ly inhibited. 

Although it's true that music and are, 
tic expression have the potential to harm or 
heal, create or destroy, people long ago de-
cided that there should be at least one 
country in the world where decisions about 
what people can say and hear are made by 
individuals for themselves and themselves 
only. 

While it may be true that Plato, Aris-
totle, or Pythagoras might have been ap-
palled if people of their culture were given 
such individual authority, the United 
States, a relatively new nation, has 
evolved from a political foundation of free-
dom that was engineered by people who 
came to this country fleeing governments 
that imposed unjust, unproductive, and 
cruel limits on individual expression and 
dissemination of information. 

When the founders of this country 
signed their names to the United States 
Constitution and the Declaration of Inde-
pendence, they foresaw a new world, a 
more adventurous world, and a freeer 
world. The United States was a new fron-
tier where truth, knowledge, wisdom and 
common sense would take the place of the 
heavy- handed rule of government and 
laws that censor, repress and punish those 
that challenge the status quo. 

The United States is a grand experi-
ment in freedom. It is an experiment that 
puts tremendous faith in the American peo-
ple. Our system asks, in fact demands, 

Crux of Caroliner speaks 
his mind. Ciaffardini photo 

that people express themselves, make their 
own decisions, and have access to all that 
society has to offer. 

But today we are told that we do not 
have the freedom to choose rap music by 
blacks who use swear words and talk about 
uncouth sex. 

W e should not let ourselves be paci-
fied knowing that we can still listen to a 
white man rap swear words and talk about 
uncouth sex (Andrew Dice Clay, among 
others.) This should only increase our out-
rage and fury as we see the hypocrisy and 
rascism presented so clearly! 

This is truly unAmerican The enemy 
is within our borders, and may be within 
ourselves. 

We must now go to battle for our right 
to swear and talk about, even engage in 
uncouth sex (with any and all races), and 
play any record we want. That is the es-
sence of our Constitution, Bill of Rights 
and Declaration of Independence. That is 
the American way. 
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Tune In The People's Radio Movement 
W e all must start tuning in with each 

other—the people--and start tuning out the 
various big brothers on our TV sets and 
network radio shows. 

As I write these words, political pundits 
are predicting that America may be at war 
in the Middle East before the 
next full moon. 

Before the ink dries on this 
page, people could be dieing by 
the thousands in the time it takes 
to fix the morning coffee. 

Each day our world's well-
being is steadily destroyed by 
the greedy, uncaring, or unen-
lightened. We face wars, fa-
mines, pollution, man-made dis-
eases--things that could be prevented if 
only enough of the right people had enough 
of the right information at the right time. 

Ironically, as our technology has blos-
somed so as to theoretically allow greater 
ease of world-wide communication and un-
derstanding, the level of miscommunica-
tion and disinformation has increased to 
catastrophic proportions. 

You'll read about global problems in 
the papers, see them on TV, and hear about 
them on your local AM and FM radio sta-
tions. Unfortunately, much of the informa-
tion will be carefully composed and or-
chestrated lies and misrepresentations. 

Recall deposed Panamanian leader 
General Manuel Noriega. U.S. troops de-
stroyed a portion of Panama City and 
killed innocent civilians in order to capture 
Noriega and bring him to America to try 
him on drug charges. 

U.S. broadcasters told America that 
about 200 Panamanians were killed in the 
attack, figures quoted straight from the 
mouths of U.S. Pentagon officials. In Pana-
ma however, people on the streets say that 
as many as 5,000 Panamanians--men, 
women and children living in a poor ghet-
to--died in that attack, their bodies quickly 
cremated, and other remains interred in un-
marked mass burial grounds. 

Uncontested is the fact that the re-
mains of the shelled ghetto neighborhood--
and possible evidence of the magnitude of 
the horror-- were bulldozed away within a 
week of the attack. A shopping center and 
business office complex are being built on 
the site. 

We were told by network media that at 
Noriega's home U.S. Marines discovered 
animal entrails and two pounds of cocaine, 
apparent evidence that Noriega participated 
in drug-sodden, satanic voodoo ceremo-
nies. Later this was disproved, the so-
called evidence was actually chicken bones 
and a couple of bags of tamales and tamale 
powder. 

In another round of propaganda, U.S. 
military officials got the networks to report 

that troops discovered sex manuals and a 
picture of Adolf Hitler in one of Noriega's 
homes. However, as Time Magazine later 
reported, these items were planted by U.S. 
Marines in an effort to rally the American 
public into accepting and condoning the 

fest our airwaves. 
The People's Radio Movement is un-

limited in potential and scope. Shortwave 
radios, CBs, scanners, ham radios, micro-
wave broadcasting and reception, compu-
terized "packet radio" , these are just a 

few of the methods we must 
master to tune in and turn on 
our global, peace-loving vil-
lage. 

W e must commandeer 

every airwave within our grasp. 
If you listen to mainstream ra-
dio talk shows, listening to vari-
ous meatheads spouting gobs of 
stupid rhetoric and deceit, call 
up the show yourself and get 

on the air. Set the record straight. Tell the 
world that there are a lot more of us ration-
al, peace-loving, freedom fighters out 
there than anyone could have possibly im-
agined--especially anybody brought up 
with the programming fed us under license 
from the FCC. 

It's time to call their bluff. 
It is time to tune into new channels. 

Get a shortwave radio or a ham receiver 
and find out what people in other countries 
are talking about, and what kinds of music 
they listen to. Get a radio scanner and 
tune in the local two-way broadcasts and 
find out what the police, fire department 
and other government agencies are up to. 
Get a fresh perspective. 

It's also time to get our voices on the 
airwaves whether it be on commercial or 
non-commercial AM or FM radio, CB, 
shortwave, ham radio, or experimental 
broadcasts. 

People must communicate with each 
other more directly than ever before. We 
must bypass government information fun-
nels and filters. 

The People's Radio Movement is a 
movement of free, unbridled communica-
tion, dedicated to truth and understanding 
among all beings, regardless of race, ori-
gin or religion. 

Timothy Leary, quoting Marshal Mac-
Luhan, once told the idealistic, peace and 
love oriented people of this world to "Turn 
on, tune in and drop out." 

Since the first time that fateful slogan 
was unleashed into our cosmic memory, 
we as a global people have evolved. 

As we approach the millennium, it is 
now time for all the brothers and sisters, 
sons and daughters, mothers and fathers of 
this planet to turn on, tune in, and TAKE 
OVER! 

We have our own voice. It is vibrant, 
beautiful, and it needs to be heard. 

Please tune in and turn on the People's 
Radio Movement. 

--David Ciaffardini 

We must instigate in a global way, a 
Radio Movement of proportions 
great enough to offset the heavy-
handed and corrupt disinformation 
services that infest our airwaves. 

Panama attack. 
These facts of subterfuge and propa-

ganda are presented, not to vindicate a Pan-
amanian general, but to point out that dur-
ing times of U.S. military aggression, our 
government uses deception against U.S. 
citizens in order to build a perception of 
public support to justify their actions. 

Now that our attention is drawn to the 
problems in the Middle East, are we to as-
sume that we really understand why our 
troops are there, poised to kill or die on the 
sands of a merciless desert? 

The real reasons for war are never 
explained, the horrifying scenes of agoniz-
ing death, destruction and mutilation are 
buffered through carefully controlled 
sound bites and military stock footage. 

This elaborate charade is psychological 
warfare-- a deadly game our government 
uses against its own people. We are lied 
to, misled, propagandized, threatened, ca-
joled, weaseled, bamboozled—every trick 
in the book is used in the mind war against 
the American people. 

The absurdities we hear each broadcast 
day are becoming more and more obvious. 

So who should we believe? Where can 
we get access to truth? And how can we 
combat all the lies that are foisted upon us? 

One answer is by turning the tables and 
using radio tools to spread truth and under-
standing. 

Radio is a marvelous, potentially liber-
ating communication resource that can be 
run inexpensively and effectively. But for 
radio to play its most beneficial role in our 
world, each of us must do more than just 
save a spare pair of batteries in order to 
tune in the local AM or FM when the pow-
er goes down and emergency sirens start 
howling. We must use our radio technolo-
gy to wage peace. Radio activity opposed 
to radio passivity. 

We mast instigate in a global way--in a 
fast way--a people's radio movement of 
proportions great enough to counterbalance 
the heavy- handed, festering, corrupt, and 
precarious, disinformation services that in-
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JULIE FRITH 
MUSIC FOR RESTAURANTS 

CHARNEL HOUSE PRODUCTIONS 
ARRHYTHMIA compact disc 

Compilation CD featuring percussive and rhythmic 
pieces by the following, available for $ 12 ppd: 
Muslimgauze Pain Teens Formula 409 
Dissecting Table Chop Shop lao Core 
Acandrum Psy/31 Bast 
Crash Worship Trance Plateau 
Turbo Messiah Memento Mori 
Master/Slave Relationship 

— Charnel House Cassettes — 

SURVIVAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES 
Illusions of Shameless Abundance  

Soundtrack from the May 1989 SF show. 

FORMULA 409 Cleanses Your Palate   
From classical to Foetus-influenced attacks. 

DADA FISH Means by No /Weans $5 
Electronic disturbance and perverse melodies. C-45. 

TRANCE Fatal Blow   
Pounding guitar-based industrial rock. 

TRANCE Abyss  $5 
Hard-edged 'no-wave' noise rock. 

TRANCE The Beaten Track  $6 
From neo-classical to hard percussion and guitar. 

TRANCE Purity  $6 
Absolute rhythmic noise. 

$5 

Other items available — write for free catalog. 

cassettes are 60 minutes unless noted otherwise. All prices include postage 
whin the U.S. Canadian orders, please add $2 per item. Overseas orders, please 
add $3 per item. M prices are in U.S. currency, to be paid by check or I.M.O. 

CHARNEL HOUSE PRODUCTIONS 
P.O. Box 170277 

San Francisco, CA 94117-0277 

Pain-Therm 

,t4pry) l• iei4k# b 
The pleasures of the flesh by Houston s finest 

Of shotguns, sickness and lovesongs. this :s 

the soundtrack of an unspeakable life. CC and 

cassette also include the Case Histories -P 

e.14-
c-`;;O:- • 

• ,r el> 

Write for catalog. 

P 0 b 4 9 7 7 1 siustin. tx 7U76.5 

catalog  

po box 323 

fremont, ca 94537 

Merzbow 

Arcane Device 

Nicolas Collins 

The Haters 

amk/amk2 

blackhumour 
White Hand 

Ne 

CHILDHOOD DREAMS 
CASSETTE BY SKIDD FREEMAN 

"Freeman seems less concerned with music 

than with assaulting his audience, using 

his instruments to put up a wall of toxic 

noise that dares the listener to continue 

'listening." -Mike Gunderloy, Factsheet Five 

SEND 
EAST 

HEAR THE FUTURE NOW!!! 

$5.00 TO: JOHN KENNEY, PO BOX 4281 

LANSING, hI 48826 

*BAD ATTITUDE PRODUCTIONS* 
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Remarkable Publicati 
2600 
In the us vs. them scenario (us vs. fascist government, 
us vs. police state, us vs. evil corporations destroying 
cur environment and making us wage slaves) I hope 
Mat someone on the us side has the knowledge and 
skill to phone hack, i.e., using telephones in ways that 
tie phone company doesn't want you to know about, 
much less carry out, e.g. making free phone calls, tap-
ping into off-limits computer networks. Most of this is 

very illegal of course, but there might be instances 
where legal bounds must be broken to obtain a higher 
justice. When that time cornes, folks who've been study-

ng the quarterly issues of 2600 Magazine, will know 
low to do it. In the meantime, they could also get them-
selves involved in all kinds of malicious, unproductive 
mischief. 2600 presents phone hacking information with 
such clarity, precision, and specifics it's surprising a gov-
ernment agency has not had the publisher arrested, de-
spite freedom of the press docthnes. Sooner or later, 
the network will definitely need agents with these skills. 
And not all of it is illegal either. But, as a word of cau-
tion, 2600 also writes about hackers who have been ar-
rested for their deeds. Knowledge can be a very danger-
ous thing. Proceed with caution and integrity. $5.00 
(2600, POB 752, Middle Island, NY 11953-0752 516-
751-2600, fax 751-2608)—David Ciaffardini 

BACKWOODS HOME MAGAZINE 
The masthead description sums up this magazine pretty 
well: It offers how-to amides on owner- built housing, al-
ternate energy, organic gardening, health, self-
employment, and other topics related to a self-reliant, 
environmentally sound lifestyle. Like if you don't have 
much money, and you want to buy some cheap acreage 

out in the boonies to live on without much money, you're 
going to find some valuable info here. Even if you're 
stuck in the ciry or suburbs, youll probably find that the 
articles on solar power, gardening, and other topics give 
you new motivation and/or instruction on how to change 
your life to a more environmentally conscious, and self-
reliant way. Downhome and funky. $2.50 (Backwoods 
Home Magazine, POB 3487, Ashland, OR 97520)— 

David Cialiardini 

BEHIND THE WALLS 
Here's a prisoners right's newsletter designed to spread 
convicts and ex-cons' views outside the prison walls. 

Outrage, allegations, prison statistics, and news fire up 
these pages. According to Behind The Walls, phsoners 
in Marion, Illinois are being forced to bathe in and drink 
'poison water polluted with massive amounts of toxic 
chemical wastes that contaminate the prison's sole wa-
ter supply. Also, did you know that Susan M. Williams 
was convicted by a jury of 'popping' her gum too loudly 

in the hallway of Fresno Superior Court, and was fined 
$150 and put on two years probation? Jay Martin Jonas 
was sentenced to 25 years in prison for selling one mari-
juana cigarette. Terry F. Dorsey was sentenced to 11 
years, 8 molths in prison for shooting a police dog that 
anacked him. These kind of Behind The Walls" prison 
facts are pal of what makes this prison newsletter inter-
esting. $ 1.50 (Behind The Walls, POB 4167, Halfmoon, 

NY 12065)—David Ciaffardini 

CLIPOPHILIA 
Quarterly compendium of oddball, ironic, or unusual 
newspaper clippings. Could be a goldmine of inspiration 
for writers and commentators. $ 1.00 (Clipophilia, POB 
5671, Portland, OR 97228)—David Ciaffardini 

CONFLICT 
Being hipper-than-thou indie music dude is a full-time 
job for Conflict zine editor Gerard Cosloy. Fortunately, 
unlike most hipper-than-thou commentators who are 
simply frustrated dilettantes, Cosloy knows what he 
writes about and has a modicum of taste, intelligence, 
and style that tempers his arrogance and jaded sexuali-
ty. His vicious slams against the latest college radio fave 
bands are welcome and will hopefully shake some 
sense into the pumpkin-heads who line up like cattle go-
ing to slaughter to feed this pseudo-underground rock 
community/scene/scam/business (take your pick). Un-
derneath the sarcasm and insider lingo, there lurks a 
genuine slobbering indie rock fan dickhead who's not 
too embarrassed to admit he's a wimp for The Chills. 
What bugs me though, are his references to drug use. 
He pretends he could drop massive mics of acid and 
handle the psychedelic experience without soiling his 
underpants. Don't believe it. Did I tell you Conflict con-
tains reviews, news and interviews? Same shit, superi-
or marketing A classic of the genre. $ 2.75 (Conflict, 
POB 264, New York, NY 10009)—David Ciaffardini 

DRAFT COUNSELOR'S MANUAL 
Worried about the return of the draft? Think you'll just 
move to Canada? Or do you think the draft is something 
that will never happen again? Well, regardless, you 
might do well to check out this volume. Keep it just in 
case the unthinkable happens, like storing food and wa-
ter in the basement The life you save may be your own. 

This is no guide to draft evasion"; instead it is a guide 
to the conscnption system that gives those who don't 
belong in the military, i.e., anyone who feels strongly 
enough about not participating in war, or the millions 
who are physically or otherwise unfit" for service, a 
chance to avoid being wrongly forced to serve. It gives 
as detailed instructions as possible on how to success-
fully navigate a system loaded against potential draft-
ees. Get it and be prepared. (NIBSCO, 1601 Connecti-
cut, NW, ste 750, Washington, DC 20009 202-483-
4510)—Sunn Thomas 

ELECTRONIC COTTAGE 
This journal focuses upon the independent tape network 
with a special emphasis on electronic and experimental 
music. It is edited and published by Hal McGee and is 
chock full of contributions from many prominent home 
tapers including Carl Howard, DAS, David Prescott, and 
Michael Chocholak. The scope is international and ma-

terials cover many aspects of any home taper's situation 
including: how to do it, where to send it ( radio and distri-
bution), who is doing it and where. There is also includ-
ed a nice bulletin board with much news about projects, 
sources, stations, and other publications. It is finely 
packaged, nice and thick, very heavy with information. 
(Electronic Cottage, POB 3637, Apollo Beach, FL 
33570)—Nathan Griffith 

EXPERIMENTAL MUSICAL 

INSTRUMENTS 
This is a marvelous and fascinating little hi-monthly jour-
nal which deals exclusively with new instruments, sound 
sculptures, and audio art, with interviews and articles on 
and by Stephen Scott, Glenn Branca, the Glass Orches-
tra, and others. Some of the articles are of a technical 
nature dealing with tuning systems, acoustics, diagrams 
for instrument building, etc., while others are of more 
general interest Included are reviews, listings of con-
certs, exhibitions, articles appearing in other periodicals, 
as well as special columns such as an excellent disco-
graphy in Vol. III, No. 2. Also available are 4 cassettes 
featuring Ivor Darreg, the Nihilist Spasm Band, Robert 
Rutman, and many others. (Experimental Musical Inst, 
POB 784, Nicasio, CA 94946 415-662-2182)—Dean Su-

zuki 

FILE 13 
Indie fanzine, dude! Rock, Industrial, Rap, and Dance. 
Clean design, nice paper. No problems with this one. 

$1.00 ( File 13, POB 175, Concord, MA 01742)—David 

Ciaffardini 

HOME POWER 
From the totally mundane to the highly technical, this 
publication covers every aspect of almost every conceiv-
able way to produce your own power. Now you can 
make your own way in the world rather than be a slave 

to the corporate power parasites. Number 18 (Aug/Sept 
1990) has a report on the Energy Park at the 1990 Ore-
gon Country Fair, 2 reports on Electhc/Solar electric 
cars, calendar of upcoming renewable energy events, 
and lots of other goodies. Get off the Gridll Six issues 
per year at $6. (Home Power, POB 130, Hombrook, CA 

96044-0130)—M. 

HOMOCORE 
Is there REAL music after coming out??' Yes, Virginia, 
there is, and it's in your face and this is the "zine that 
covers it! Good news for all gay, lesbian, and bi fans of 
HardcorerPunk/Etc. music who thought that acknowl-
edging their sexuality meant being condemned to a life 
of disco and partying with clones and/or the 'politically 
correct.' Instead there seems to be an increasingly thriv-
ing homophile alternative music scene to feel at home 
in. Homocore has the usual mix of reviews/interviews 
plus political and historical content relevant e this 
scene, not to mention wild photos of some pretty outra-
geous people having major fun! The large letters section 
seems to be something of a lifeline for some of their 
readers stuck in less hospitable areas of the country 
and/or world. In addition to the zine, the Homocore 
crew also put on shows in San Francisco. Photos and 
reports then get published in the 'zine. (Homocore, POB 
77731, San Francisco, CA 94107)—M. 

LA DISCOGRAPHIE ROCK 

FRANCAIS 
All too many are unaware of the progressive rock tradi-
tion in France with its innovative musical developments 
and considerable cult following, and this took serves to 
correct that situation. There are two crucially important 
French groups, Magma and Ange, the former an aston-
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ishingly inventive, and tremendously influential, group 
whose thunderous music is a hybrid of progressive rock 
and jazz fusion, absolutely unique, essentially defining a 
new musical style, while the latter is perhaps the French 
analog of Genesis (the early Peter Gabriel version), with 
its own singular and distinctive French twist. Each of 
these groups spawned entire, and quite substantial, mu-
sical movements in Europe, which are herein pored over 
in great detail. The book, in both English and French 
throughout, opens with a history of French from 1969 to 
the present. Capsule descriptions accompany each en-
try, along with complete discographic information: a list-
ing of all records by each artist or group (LPs, EPs, sin-
gles), labels, record numbers and date of issue, yielding 
a total of 550 groups and musicians and 2,000 records, 
with photographs of 300 record jackets. A small table 
near the end lists names and addresses of record com-
panies and distributors for those who wish to investigate 
further and hear for themselves. In addition, La Disco-
graphie covers genres within rock other than progres-
sive: folk-rock, jazz-rock; in fact, all styles except com-
mercial pop, hard rock, punk, and new wave. Yearly 
supplemental updates are planned. La Discographie 
Rock Francais is an indispensable, must-have item for 
the record collector and a real eye opener for the unini-
tiated. (Musea, 68 La Tinchotte, 57117 Retonfey, 
France)—Dean Suzuki 

LOWLIFE 
Enthusiastically noisy and/or extremely adventurous re-
cordings and performers get the good word in this com-
pendium of underground music intellectualizing, present-
ed in an enthusiastically noisy and/or extremely 
adventurous tone. A cream-of-the-crop/crap fanzine that 

"Snotty Nosed Punk" 

should not be ignored. Always worth the money. Quality 
and integrity. Educate thyself now. $4.00 ( Lowlife, POB 

8213, Atlanta, GA 30306-0213 )—David Ciaffardini 

MARQUEE 
Sub- titled, Belle Musique d'aujourd'hui, is a beautifully 
produced and smartly edited slick quarterly (or there 
abouts) magazine which covers new and progressive 
music from Japan and around the world. Marquee fea-
tures profiles of progressive rock groups, labels, and na-
tional movements, with complete discographies and col-
or shots of album covers. The most recent issue, No. 
33, looks at progressive rock from down under, Italy, 
and a survey of Japanese progressive bands from the 
'80s, plus profiles of the groups Soft Machine, Steve Hil-
lage, New Trolls, Taurus, interviews with Atoll, Arti e 
Mestien, and much more. Though written mostly in Jap-
anese, it is an excellent source of information (much of 
it, including titles, labels, record numbers, addresses, 
etc., is in English) for those who wish to find out about 
obscure, but excellent recordings. ( Marquee, 404 SY 
Bldg 3-15-18 Shimo-chia, Shinjuku-ku Tokyo 161, Ja-
pan)—Dean Suzuki 

MUSICWORKS MAGAZINE 
Billed as the Canadian Journal of Sound Exploration, 
this magazine covers the endeavors of the best of Can-
ada's music avant-garde (with a limited coverage of 
non- Canadian artists as well). The issue I received pri-
marily explored movement (dance) and its relation to 
music. For the most part, the journal is composed of 
both interviews of, and theoretical tracts by performers, 
as well as an occasional score. The text is, at times, pe-
dantic, but topics discussed are of interest particularly 

"I Burped and Puke 
Came Out My Nose" 

Debut LP on classic vinyl 
$7.00 postage paid 

Coming Soon -- SOSUMI "Bad Day At The Lab" 

14TH FLOOR "Nails To The Groove" 

SYNTHETIC RECORDS 
P.O. BOX 609478 
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44109 
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Fractal 
Music... 

TH E ULTIMATE HEAD MUSIC ' 

Botanica 
A Garden Of Earthly Delights 

ti P I P IL N.L I. 

THE ELUSIVE MYSTERIES O t 

RACTAL GEOMETRY WITH 1,/ H R 

EARS ' 

liliA ULCUR [) ISSUCEIL RS All S 

A MAU NTIN ti UNION Pt TWI i 

MUSIC AND MATHEMATIC > 

Cassette• S 8.00 Sanford Ponder 
CD. 515.00 756 S. Spring Sr 

Postage is - S 1.00 13th Floor West 

Ca Pes add 6.75% LACS 90014 

for their understanding of the state of sound exploration 
in its theoretical and social forms. (Musicworks, 1087 
Queen St West, Toronto, Ontario, Canada MJ6 1H3)— 
Nathan Griffith 

N D 13 
This wonderful magazine comes from the heart of Aus-
tin, Texas. Though dealing largely with experimental 
and difficult music, it also makes connections to perfor-
mance and mail art. Happily enough, it covers not only 
those who create the art and music, but those who are 
responsible for its dissemination. There are stories and 
interviews with and about artists and musicians, gallery 
owners, networkers, and other publishers. There is a 
large listing of current and future mail art projects, zil-
lions of short magazine and recording reviews, and 
good contact addresses for all kinds of projects. This is-
sue contains informative interviews with La Sonoritie 
Jaune and PGR as well as great cover art. (ND, POB 
4144, Austin, TX 78765 (512) 440-7609)—Nathan Grif-
fith 

PATTERN POETRY: GUIDE TO AN 
UNKNOWN LITERATURE 
Higgins, poet, composer, theoretician, academician, 
founding member of Fluxus, humorist, a Renaissance 
man if there ever was one, has written a stunning tome 
on the subject of pattern poetry, a genre of poetry in 
which the physical form of the text as it is laid out on the 
paper is an integral part of the work. Some examples 
exhibit a tremendous degree of invention, including 
those which are virtual puzzles, while others are simply 
beautiful to behold. All are wonders of the creative spirit. 
To be certain, pattern poetry is an area of literary eso-
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NO. 16 SOUND CHOICE 
terca, but one which has a surprisingly long history, 
cutting across all cultural barriers, with examples ap-
pearing throughout the West, as well as the Orient, In-
dia, Islamic nations, and elsewhere. Pattern poetry 
proves to be a literary genre of incredible invention and 
tremendous beauty. Many of the works can be likened 
to a kind of visual music, sparking a sense of wonder 
and awe. This coffee table size book belongs in the col-
lection of all those who love unusual poetic forms, and 
those who have an interest in the unusual and experi-
mental arts. Ever the thorough scholar, Higgins has pre-
pared an errata sheet available for the asking. (State 
Univ. of NY Press, State University Plaza, Albany, NY 
12246)—Dean Suzuki 

PEACEMAKER 
A down-home-personal Pacifist tabloid that prints corre-
spondence and short essays on matters of current im-
port. Gandhi is mentioned frequently and there seems 
to be some Quaker influences as well. Volume 43, 
Number 3 (Sept 21 1990) addresses the current War 
For Oil, War On Drugs, War Against Trees, and other 
matters. Also letters/reports front American Peace 
Movement political prisoners, and just plain folks. With 
all these Wars going on it's a good thing that there are 
people like these around; we need many more. Sub-
scriptions $10 per year suggested, but they appear to 
have a sliding- scale policy. ( Peacemaker, POB 627, 
Garberville, CA 95440)—M. 

PUNCTURE 
Eclectic music fanzine with punk roots and a higher 
than average literary value. Art, irtellectuality, and a lot 
of pseudonyms for a small group of writers. Imagine 
finding out your local, bespeckled socialist librarian lady 
digs the Butthole Surfers and goes to underground 
clubs and knows the scene way better than you! Cool! 
$2.50 (Puncture, 1592 Union St., No. 431, San Francis-
co, CA 94123)—David Ciaffardini 

RETROFUTURISM 
Retroluturism is a quarterly magazine edited by the 
Tape-Beatles, who are based in Iowa. This is a special 
issue with a 5 track e.p. enclosed. The magazine deals 
with such topics as Neoism, The Art Strike, Macintosh 
Computers as Capitalist Machines, Censorship and The 
Tape-Beatles. Audio reviews slant toward Industrial/ 
Avant Garde releases. The print reviews cover a wide 
range of publications with addresses and descriptions. 
The articles are interesting, but seem to be leveled at 
fellow artists. After reading them I kept asking myself 
"What does this lead to?" and 'What exactly are they 
trying to say?' The e.p. is a joint effort with RRRecords. 
Musicians are: Mystery Lab, Fleeing Villagers; X.Y. 
Zedd and the Tape-beatles. The Tape-beatles track is 
by far the best They remind me of an upbeat Negitive-
land. The magazine is nicely layed out and easy to 
read. Subscription rate is $10 for 4 issues. (PhotoStatic 
Magazine, 911 N. Dodge St., Iowa City, IA 52240 319-
351-8423)—Joe Kolb 

SALON (A JOURNAL OF AES-
THETICS) 
Not content to merely talk about works of art, this issue 
(No.11, Fall 1990) has become one—it's a numbered, 
limited edition, signed on the back by all the local con-
tributors. This time out the core theme is censorship 
and First Amendment issues, and the quality is high 
throughout, both artistically and intellectually. It's partic-
ularly refreshing to read artists condemning the tax-

funded government sponsorship of art from an unre-
lenting pro-freedom standpoint, while blasting censor-
ship with the same breath. As they state repeatedly: 
"Artists, let go of that sugartit!" You'll also find a satiri-
cal "Tips For the Artistic;" "Around the World with Cen-
sorship:" great cartoons and graphics; Lenny Bruce, an 
interview with the author of Raised by Wolves and 
True Tales; 2 Live Crew review; Cheap Art; 1st 
Amendment networking; 'Great Ignominious Moments 
in the History of Censorship:* an Artistic License for 
your wall; and even a cameo mention of G.G. Allin. All 
this for only $5.00 (get it while it's still available and/or 
before it's CENSORED!) Send cash, stamps, or 
'something made out to the editor.' (Pat Hartman, 305 
W. Magnolia #386, Fort Collins, CO 80521)—M. 

THANG! 
Rock! Yo, Touch N' Go, Sub-Poppin, besquawking in-
terviews, reviews fanzine. No. 10 features Mudhoney, 
Flour, and Jesus Lizard. Steve Albini insults Debbie 
Jaffe big-time. $1.00 (Thang!, 157 Murdock St. #3, 
Boston, MA 02135-2309)—David Ciaffardini 

THE KVINDE HADER KLUB 
Rock zinc, small print, small-time, personal, friendly, 
no bad attitudes, lots of indic recording and zine re-
views. Humor, enthusiasm. I like. $1.00 (Kvinde Hader 
Klub, 144 Hester St #8, New York, NY 10013)—David 
Ciaffardini 

UGLY AMERICAN 
Underground rock angst and loud-mouth putdowns. 
Pages of typewritten reviews of indic recordings and 
shows that, according to the authors, mostly "suck." 
No. 5 highlights include editorial contributions from 
Lisa Suckdog. Chatty interviews with Cop Shoot Cop, 
Dust Devils, Lubricated Goat, and Peach of Immortali-
ty. Bathroom scale: . 75 $3.00 (Ugly American, POB 
8433, Red Bark, NJ 07701)—David Ciaffardini 

UNBROKEN CHAIN 
Grateful Dead fanzine. Read about busts, deaths, 
drugs, scalpers and other thrills one encounters on 
tour with the Dead. Not that these topics are the focus, 
but they are worth discussing, as many of the contribu-
tors do, despite editor Laura Paul Smith's suggestion 
to her readers: 'Okay, enough focus on the negative 
you guys. Your points are well-taken, but lets have 
more positive letters next time And there is good 
news too, such as the "deaf desk" to be set up at some 
concerts 'where deaf Deadheads can go to put their 
hands in a 'vibe' box and 'feel the music.' If you are 
into the Dead, you'll definitely groove with this zine. I 
did. $ 1.50 ( Unbroken Chain, POB 8726, Richmond, VA 
23226)—David Ciaffardini 

UNDERGROUND BEAT 
This new 'zinc has a bold graphic style that really 
jumps at you, and the content isn't slack either. In the 
premier issue (Summer 1990) you'll find an Introducto-
ry Editorial which includes the proposition, "I Think, 
Therefore I Subvert:" letter from a Grateful Dead tour; 
publication reviews; report on the new American con-
centration camps; Eco-guerrillas (including the FBI's 
war on Earth First!): practical herbal medicine; cultural 
genocide and the War on Drugs; music reviews; and 
comix, art, and poetry. I really like the mix and t think 
this is a 'zinc to watch. Recommended. Four issues/ 
year for $5.00, check or M.O. ( Beat Club Productions, 

PUBLICATIONS 

1718 M Street NW, Suite 154, Washington D.C., 
20036)—M. 

VOICE OF NEW MUSIC: NEW 
YORK CITY 1972-1982 
Tom Johnson was the music critic for the Village Voice 
for over a decade--from the early '705 to the early '80s— 
a time in which new music came into its own, some of 
which became the first art music to reach a large audi-
ence since the nineteenth century. Johnson, himself a 
composer, as well as an excellent writer and critic, 
chronicled the rise of new music, particularly minimal-
ism, and the scene in New York with acuity, insight, and 
a great deal of love. This tome (some 540 pages) is a 
collection of Johnson's reviews. He covers a multitude 
of aspects of minimal music as found in the many per-
formances in downtown Manhattan, ranging from the 
'big four: Glass, Reich, Riley and Young, to the myriad 
of lesser known composers such as Charlemagne Pal-
estine, Phil Niblock, Yoshi Wada, Philip Comer, Petr 
Kotik and Michael Galasso, among many others. To put 
things in their proper perspective, Johnson also cri-
tiques works by Cage and Feldman, the latter his teach-
er and mentor, as well as other non-minimal experimen-
talists, including Evan Parker, Akio Suzuki, Harry 
Bertoia, Giacinto Scelsi and John Zorn. It all makes for 
excellent reading and allows the reader the opportunity 
to watch the unfolding, rise and development of some 
of the most important music of the century at a time of 
great upheaval. (Het Apollohuis, Tongelrestraat 81, 
5613 DB Eindhoven, Netherlands)—Dean Suzuki 

ZENGER 
This tabloid, which bills itself as "the Nation's Under-
ground Newspaper is full of those essential bits of in-
formation that never seem to get proper coverage ( if in-
deed they get any coverage at all) on the pages and 
picture-tubes of America's Government/Corporate prop-
aganda machine. They don't waste precious space on 
pointless preaching-to-the-already-converted editorializ-
ing, or any of the embarrassing isms and schisms that 
stain the pages of so many allegedly "radical" publica-
tions, either. This one is definitely worth a try. Stories 
from recent issues have included: [Vol.4 No.1 Jan 
1990] CIA Fakery in El Salvador; Law Enforcement Tel-
evision Network; FBI, Poke, and Corporate Suppres-
sion of Rock and Rap music. [Vol.4 No.3 April 1990] 
State Defense Forces - secret paramilitary groups char-
tered by Fed. and state governments to 'prevent or 
suppress subversive activity' by spying on citizens and 
enforcing martial law. They are made up of KKK, Neo-
Nazis, and Christian fanatics and carry military weap-
ons increasingly prohibited to normal civilians. Also how 
the CIA stole billions from the S & L's. [Vol.4 No.5 July/ 
Aug 1990]. How radiowaves can crash jets, fire mis-
siles, and detonate nuclear warheads; police terrorism 
against environmentalists; the Fed's assault on comput-
er nets, bulletin boards, and hackers; the cults, kooks, 
and fascists behind the PMRC. They also run frequent 
pull-out sections on the "War on Drugs," and interna-
tional affairs. Subscriptions are $10.00 for 12 issues. 
(Zenger, pob 3481, Madison, WI 53704)—M. 

Now It's YOUR Turn! 
If in your travels as an evolution agent, you 
corne across an interesting modern cul-
tureal artifact, e.g., publications and re-
cordings of the alternative, independent 
persuasion, maybe you should send us a 
review! Call us! 805-646-6814. 
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LO.G. Recordings, Inc. 
Offering great rock releases by Lucy Brown, Mum 

Abraxxas, and The Rhinos! Also featuring great fusion 
and jazz releases by Late 4 Breakfast, Octavio, 
Spazz Nastic, and District Authority! Write for a 
FREE catalog of T.O.G. recordings and a copy of the 

latest Insider publication. 

P.O. Box 4542 Arlington, VA 22204 
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"ELECTRONIO MUSIC OF THE SPACE AGE" 

SEND FOR OUR FREE CASSETTE CATALOGUE LISTING 

WORKS BY THE NIGHTCRAWLERS, XISLE, KOLAB, 
SYNBION, D. A. RATH, ART COHEN, DAVE LUNT AND 

CHUCK VAN ZYL 
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NEW RELEASE 
HEADLOCK LP 

by Thomas DImuzio 

new from 
Pogus Productions 
MORPHOGENESIS 
Proehronisma LP 
ROBERT AMMAN 

1939 LP 
RUNE LINBLAD 

Death ot the Moon LP 

coming soon 
IF, BWANA and 

FRED LONBERG-HOLM 

Posa catielog of Inno-
vadve experimental 

music from around the 
world featuring: 

Editions Rz Radium, 
Esplendor Geometric°, 
Pogus and more send 
an 3.8.3.8. to GU. 

1 
Perhaps the greatest aspect of 20th 
century music is the democratic 

accessibility to both production and the 

means ot production (i e technological 
advances and the subsequent bloom of 
alternative schools of thought) While 

history has seen vast numbers of 

people listening to a handful of artists. 
the perential exists through many media 

for unlimited numbers of artists to 
contact each other and those who are 

willing to listen Generations Unlimited 

uses whatever older means necessary 

(radio„ cassettes, LP's) to advance and 
promote music that is highly 

individualized self-expressive and 

abs tract The accessibility of new 
forms should create and advance those 
who are willing to create and advance 

new forms (unlimited generations), 



DR. TIMOTHY LEARY NO. 16 SOUND CHOICE 

Interview with an Evolution A 

by Faustin Bray 

Dr. Timothy Leary is a 
founding father of our new 
nation of infinite possibil-
ities. 

Thomas Jefferson, Ben-
jamin Franklin , and Tom 
Paine rolled into one heavy 
number; a loud-mouth 
voice of human liberaticn 
and equal rights. This 
doctor has flown his kite in 
the vastness of inner space, 
his lightning rod mind 
stoked by flashes of genius 
sent from beyond mortal-
ity. 

Leary has authored more than 

Virtual Realaty! Tim and Barbara Leary peer into a neavy soundspace in this computer generated composite of photos by 
Faustin Bray and graphics by Brummbar. An era where cyberpunk musicians create sound tracks for 3-Dimensional 

"mind movies" is starting to untold! 

40 published volumes on phi-
losophy, science and politics pro-
fessing his doctrines of con-
sciousness expansion and 
evolution awareness. His work 
has defined him, his close col-
legues, and his students as this 
century's greatest hope fiends, 
charting out a cyber-political 
doctrine of ecstasy for everyone 
in the here and now. 

This bright-eyed septua-
genarian is the quintessential, op-
timistic, hyperspace explorer, 
blazing trails into exciting dan-
ger zones where normal men and 
women fear to tread. 

Leary is a Mark Twain style 
story teller for the children of the 
new age. His wild, wild west is 
the frontier of advanced thought 

and human potential, his rough 
and tumble compatriots are min-
ing the elusive riches of cy-
berspace from underground 
computer dens, chemical labs, 
and exotic botantical gardens. 

River-panned gold is base 
metal compared to the in-
tellectual treasures that can ac-
cumulate at the bottom of a care-
fuly swirled brain pan. 

If Leary hears a good idea, he 
wraps it up in his Celtic Bard/ 
Leprechaun oratory and phil-
osophizes about it to the global-
town folks. 

L.S.D. was one of those ide-
as and his open, enthusiastic dis-
cussion of it made him infamous 
in the sixties. The decade of the 
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seventies then brought five years of life 
in prison stemming from a minor mar-
ijuana charge . He spent two years as a 
hunted international fugitive following 
his daring, intricately planned escape 
where the then 50-year-old academic 
crossed a security fence by pulling him-
self along while hanging upside down 
within easy shooting range of prison se-
curity towners. 

Today this 70-year-old altered 
statesman is still happy to talk about 
psychedelic drugs, but more often you 
can find him developing interactive, ed-
ucational computer software or on the 
lecture circuit proselytizing about com-
puters, electronic environments, and the 
ramifications of our quickly expanding 
information age. 

Space migration, intelligence in-
crease, and life extension: these are the 
new territories that must be opened to 
the masses and mined to their fullest, 
Leary has told us again and again. 

If there has been a constant theme in 
Leary's odyssey, it has been his un-
swerving dedication to empowering in-
dividuals--regular folks--by sharing 
with them cutting edge information that 
has been previously circulated only in 
small circles of academics, government 
bureaucrats, or military insiders. He.has 
a Robin Hood-like zeal toward the lib-
eration of information. 

It seems imperative that in this year 
45 A.H. (After Hiroshima), musicians 
and audio artists gain a greater under-
standing of the cyber-tech, new realities 
that our computerized information age 
has in store for us. 

Devices just being developed al-
low us to further re-create the awesome 
capabilities of our minds and produce 
self-contained environments that stroke 
all of the known human senses si-
multaneously or discretely. Machines 
let us create our own realities, our own 
multi-dimensional universes that can be 
our secret hiding places, or places to 
share with others. Portable amusement 
parks for the mind will be bought and 
sold over department store counters and 
through mail order catalogs. 

Audio artists of the new millenium 
will be composing soundtracks for new 
worlds and new consciousncsses. 

Leary also reminds us that our great-
est audio processing equipment is all in 
our heads. Our human bio-computers 
transmit, receive, amplify, codify and 
modify audio and visual signals right 
between our ears. Psychedelicized 
thinkers like Leary are helping us create 
an owner's manual for this mechanically 
mysterious graymatter of which we uti-

lize only a small fraction during an av-
erage lifetime. 

Great achievements in the audio art 
community have and will undoubtedly 
always be made by those who tap into 
the psychedelic, i.e., "mind-
manifesting" nature of sound. 

If we extrapolate Leary's rap, we 
might conclude that the importance of 
new developments in art and science 
should be measured in relation to how 
they prepare the people of earth to carry 
out or cope with three vital and inevit-
able tasks of humanity--space migra-
tion, intelligence increase, and life ex-
tension. In the near future, everything 
else might be considered little more 
than mindless entertainment. --D.C. 

Set and Setting: 
Interviewing for Sound Choice is Faustin 
Bray, with Brian Wallace on tape recorder 
and vibes. An audio version of the entire in-
terview is available from Sound Photosyn-
thesis. 

The Beverly Hills neighborhood is se-
date. Who would guess that behind those so-
ber ferns, running barefoot through the neu-
rons, is one of this century's most 
influential minds. The man William Bur-
roughs called Johnny Acidser.d. 

When we arrive, recording equipment at 
hand, to interview this notorious character, it 
is a bright sunny morning at his modern, 
open, light, art-filled home overlooking the 
city. 

These days, Timothy Leary and his wife 
Barbara appear as the exemplary house-
holders. They could be mistaken for the 
Joneses everyone would like to keep up 
with. They are slim and stylish, in the social 
fast lane, with an on-site teenage son. The 
high-overhead environs let you know they 
arc successes on the fickle front line of 
blame and fortune. 

At first acclaimed, then later defamed, 
Dr. Leary has led the kind of life that social 
psychologists, novel-writing historians and 
gossip columnists relish. He has smiled 
through decades of bountiful double edged 
adjectives flowing forth from all sides de-
scribing him as: brilliant, dapper, humor-
ous, irresponsible, clever, eclectic, egalitar-
ian, cheerleader, pioneer, cop-out, space 
case, dangerous, and evolutionary, to name 
a few. 

We found him, as always, to be a very 
charming, gracious, effervescent gentleman. 

Faustin: What do you see happening 
with the future of music? What ex-
emplifies the futuristic sound? 

Tim: The obvious answer to that is; there 
is a globalization tendency happening. 

The wonderful thing about the cybernetic, 
electronic world we are going into is that 
the barriers of language and culture and 
geography are crumbling and a new breed 
is emerging. I call it, "the brain child". 

The brain child is the young person to-
day who is out growing the values of na-
tionality and language. We saw that when 
the Berlin Wall went down and i'ts cer-
tainly happening in Japan. David Byrne is 
a good example. I love what he is doing; 
mixing up Brazilian and Reggae and 
Black Rhythm and Blues. 

Faustin: Tell me about your view of the 
Avant-garde. 

Tim: Avant Garde is always the place 
where the future happens. I think the 
most important aspect of any culture is of-
ten found on the frontier edge. I'm fas-
cinated and like to keep up with what's 
going on; although there's so much going 
on these days that you have to run full 
speed just to fall behind. 

William Burroughs is one of my dear 
friends and one that I've admired for 
years. We just came back from Japan, 
where Barbara and I went to an opening 
of a night club in Burrough's honor. Bur-
roughs is BIG in Japan. 

The young Japanese and the Avant 
Garde Japanese are absolutely obsessed 
and fascinated with the futurist part of 
American Culture. 

Faustin: When you are talking on 
stage, do you have a pace or rhythm 
you are following? You carry on at a 
pretty fast clip. 

Tim: Well, I'm very Celtic and the older I 
get the more Celtic I realize I am. Any 
corny text book will tell you the Celts are 
very strong on declamation, the oral tradi-
tion, bardic story telling, exaggeration, 
and typically with attitudes against the 
empire, against the church. They are of-
ten involved with certain states of in-
toxication. The bardic transformation of 
information--which is one of the most 
powerful and oldest --apparently comes 
natural to me, so that's what I do in public. 

Faustin: Some of your rap was re-
cently taped during a club per-
formance. What happened with that? 

Tim: Well, as we all know a very pow-
erful music in England today is Acid 
House music and one of the groups asked 
me to tape a few pages of words and they 
would put sounds behind it. Phil Bailey 
was the producer on that. When I go to 
London, I'll probably do a live one. They 
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have an idea of what I do and they can 
build the sound around it. 

Faustin: Lately you've been com-
municating a lot about Virtual Reality 
devices. I understand you prefer to call 
the field " Variable Realities." 

Tim: Very few people understand what 
'virtual reality" means. Why do they call 
it "virtual?" people ask. Many of 
us don't like the concept of "vir-
tual reality" because, number 
one, you should never say reality 
in the singular, that's an oxy-
moron. 

Reality by definition—the 
very fact that it is singular--
means that it is plural. In other 
words, everyone has her own 
singular reality, therefore it has 
always got to be plural. The 
word realities is like the word 
gods. When somebody uses the 
word God in the singular you 
know you are in trouble because 
that God is going to have a pistol 
to your head in a minute. 

The new electronic environ-
ments generated by computers--
you know, "electronic environ-
ments" which we can walk 
through--I like to call them "var-
iable realities" or "reversible re-
alities". As a matter of fact I 
think you should have many dif-
ferent terms for it. Reality is 
such a pluralistic thing. 

Nowadays with the use of electrons 
we can communicate with other people 
and create other environments which two 
or more people can inhabit. The tele-
phone, for example, when you are having 
a conversation with someone else, that's a 
virtual reality, because the person is not 
there, may not even be there, it may be a 
canned voice, a machine. The telephone 
is the first electronic, interpersonal device 
and has the wonderful advantage of ena-
bling one to talk to some one in Paris, 
London or Tokyo. My brain can travel 
along that wire , even though my body re-
mains here. That is the wonderful thing 
about electrons. 

Electrons have one function. In-
formation. Electrons can't break your 
bones. No sticks or stones. No sir. Only 
one function, to interact with other elec-
trons and act as receivers. What we have 
here is the brain, molecules and electrons 
sending our brains around. Every time I 
call you, I'm sending little parts of my 
brain, a narrow auditory part. Now with 
the eye phones and the data suits, I can 

call you up and we can agree on what kind 
of electronic reality we want: we can be 
walking on a beach in Hawaii or we can be 
sitting on the top of Mt. Everest or we can 
be in your living room, dining room, or 
bedroom.. 

Faustin: But first there has to be a pro-
grammer to program this into the com-
puter. 

The man that launched a thousand trips, has helped develop lots 
of innmative inter-active computer software for the nineties in-
cluding his latest, Flashbacks. Photo by Faustin Bray. 

Tim: Yeeess! Well, in the very near fu-
ture, almost everything that exists will 
have been photographed and digitized so 
you can pull it up. just go through my 
file: "What do you got? I've got Honolulu. 
How about you' What do you got?" 

Electronic realities have the ad-
vantage of being very inexpensive, be-
cause electrons cost almost nothing and 
they can be very easily stored and they can 
be transported almost freely and with an 
infinite number of permutations. We can 
have an electronic reality of Waikiki 
Beach but, " let's move that palm tree over 
and ..and, ah, oh, you're from New Eng-
land, we'll put a pine tree there :o make 
you feel at home." 

What we are doing is not only inter-
personally corrunmicating, our brains are, 
but our bodies may be three thousand 
miles away. We are mutually creating 
these environments. 

Right now the average American 
spends seven hours a day being a slug 
watching television; peering in at realities 
that are being fabricated by ABC, NBC, 
which are the very lowest common de-
nominator and really quite scary realities. 

We create the electronic environments. 
We do it. I don't impose them on you and 
sell them to you. I'm not a big expert de-
veloper, sending out product that you buy. 
We do it together, and that's always been 
the key to everything I've done. Inter-
action, interpersonal exchange. Finally, 
after seventy years the equipment has 
come along. 

Faustin: Yes, you've been 
ahead of your time. 

Tim: It's of interest that all this 
was predicted over two thou-
sand years ago by Plato. Plato 
talked about the ideals that you 
have in your head which can 
never be perfectly reproduced 
in the gross matter, but which 
can exist in platonic forms. 
And the little concept of final 
perfect, I can put my perfect up 
there and you come along and 
say, "Well, let's put a bikini on 
her", or "lets have a little more 
blue in the sky." 

Faustin : So it's a Joint ef-
fort? 

Tim: That's right. Jaron Lani-
er, one of the many gifted 

prophets of this incredible new 
electronic movement., talks 
about RB2. Realities built for 

two. He continually comes back to the 
point that the primary function for a com-
puter is to help people communicate more 
clearly, and more effectively, and certainly 
with more richness. 

Faustin: Lanier is a musician. He does 
a lot of his own effects. 

Tim: Yes! And boy is he a collector of 
musical instruments. He has probably one 
of the largest private collections of ethnic 
musical instruments. From different tribes 
and islands. 

Faustin: Have you experienced all of 
the different set ups of variable realities 
that are available now in the milieu? 

Tim: I 've experienced most of them. Eric 
Gullichsen said that the Air Force showed 
them flight simulation, virtual reality of 
sitting in the cockpit of a plane. It senses 
as you're turning your head around. You 
feel as though you're going 600 miles an 
hour, and that's EXACTLY the way it 
looks. That is what is fascinating. 

The military is always way ahead of ci-
vilians. It's always the military that has 
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vilians. It's always the military that has 
the money and the power to say we need 
to do this research for security. And that's 
how television was developed--by military 
sonar radar. Even LSD was developed by 
the CIA and the military. These develop-
ments always leak over, spill over, and 
are taken over by the civilians and then it 
comes down to the hands of the in-
dividuals. That's what I'm interested in: 
getting all this knowledge and information 
equipment--the appliances--into the hands 
of the individual. 

Faustin: You know, that brings up a 
question that I've had in my mind since 
I reread Flashbacks. In your question 
to Charles Manson, you asked, 
"Charles, have you ever been inter-
viewed by psychologists or experts 
about how you did it?" Did you ever 
finish that conversation with him? Did 
he ever tell you how he got the people to 
do his will? 

Tim: Well, I think it's been well described 
in books by Ed Sanders and by Bugliosi. It 
is the way every wife-beating male con-
trols his family. With just pure fear. Co-
ercion, will, domination. Particularly 
where there was a high percentage of pris-
oners coming from deprived backgrounds 
or lower working-class families or where 
there was total domination by the male. 
Anybody can do it. It's the same as child 
abuse and wife abuse. 

There's a great lesson I think every 
middle-class person has to team. Think 
about why Manson would want to use 
LSD to control people. Gosh, you spend 
some time in a prison and you realize that 
50 or 60 percent of the people out there in 
America are really not very far from the 
cave. 

Faustin : You said that you didn't think 
the government had it so together that 
they could control as many things as 
people assume they are controlling. 
Had you had any other thoughts about 
that since our last conversation? 

Tim: Well, I've put in my time. I spent 
five years in the military, including two 
years at West Point, and five years in the 
educational indoctrination factory, and 
five years in prison observing the law en-
forcement side of government. And I'll 
say again, the people in the government 
are the last people who know what's going 
on. Behind the Berlin Wall they realized 
that governments can do nothing but fuck 
up. Ninety percent of the problems that 
we have are caused by governments. Like 
the starvation in Ethiopia. That's the most 

obvious example. 

Faustin: Do you see all of these corn-
puter innovations and the communica-
tion developments helping the human 
condition? 

Tim: Well, the most astonishing and won-
derful thing to happen since we invented 
the zipper and face-to-face lovemaking is 
the emergence of electronic information 
equipment, which is getting more and 
more powerful and less and less ex-
pensive. 

Pretty soon the average inner-city de-
prived kid will have a little wrist watch 
which will have a billion transistors , 
which will allow her to store and process 
acres of information. We'll have the optic 
disc which will send information, in-
cluding graphic information and sound--
the most complex --cheaper than by tele-
phone now. Certainly much cheaper than 
pushing signals through the airwaves. 

Faustin : How will that improve life? 

Tim: The great, exciting thing is that the 
individual human being is going to be em-
powered with all this information and 
communication technology. It's all geared 
to encourage action and interaction, not 
passive watching of television or passive 
reading of someone else's books. 

The Nintendo, which costs seventy 
dollars, and every kid has it, they're doing 
funny little jumping around things now. 
But give them ten years and they're going 
to be using that inexpensive equipment to 
do things we haven't even thought of. The 
average seventy dollar toy has got more 
power than a Commodore 64 did a few 
years ago. 

My son Zach, who's sixteen years old 
and a Grateful Dead head, has got elec-
tronic processing equipment in his room 
that would have cost $20 million, 20 years 
ago. And then he would have had to have 
a warehouse to hold it all. 
I consider this to be very hopeful in an 

evolutionary sense, because the brain 
wants to be fed. The brain wants elec-
tronic information. The brain can process 
information at the rate of one hundred-
fifty, two hundred million signals a sec-
ond. 

The brain is bored and starved with the 
alphabet soups that we've been feeding 
our brains. And this is a big force on our 
side, that the brain wants it. The eyes like 
it any time you get to fine tune it. Video 
games, things like that. So, that's a genet-
ic, mutational thing and what it means is 
that the brain is going to become the cen-

ter of human life. 

Faustin: What about the over-
population situation? The concept of 
the birthing out of this planet and going 
into space has taken a back seat in your 
talks these days. 

Tim: That's because the military took 
over space. However, the civilian space 
movement is moving very powerfully. It's 
happening in Tucson, Arizona, where the 
Bioshpere II people are building the first 
true self-sustaining habitat. Although it's 
attached to the ground, it's an enormous 
dome world in which eight people will 
live two years without any material con-
tact with planet Earth. And that's a space-
ship the military doesn't even know about. 

Faustin: They haven't even gotten in-
volved? 

Tim: The Russian space team was much 
more interested in it than ours. NASA, for 
many obvious reasons, wasn't happy about 
It. 

Faustin : Some people say we should fix 
Earth before we start putting energy 
into outer space. 

Tim: There's a certain rhythm and timing 
to this. Yeah, we obviously have to get 
our act together here before we can start 
sending space colonies out. Now that vir-
tual reality equipment has come along, it's 
not as necessary to move bodies around. 
You can be in Houston control and put on 
your goggles and you're right there walk-
ing around on the moon. If you can walk 
around on the moon, you can walk around 
your friend's house in Tokyo without leav-
ing home. 

The body becomes unnecessary, thank 
God, as an instrument of work. The idea 
that you would use your body to perform 
acts that can be done better by machine or 
by automated equipment is a form of slav-
ery. The body will become liberated! The 
body will be the source of grace, of inter-
personal communication, of aesthetics, 
sport. You will not use your body as a 
beast of burden! 

With variable realities, air pollution 
problems will decrease almost overnight, 
because you won't have to jump in your 
car to drive to work. You won't have to 
lug your heavy body out to the car and 
strap it in and drive three miles, three 
hours through the traffic, and get into an 
elevator and you finally get there to meet 
someone. 

Since most of our work is mental, you 
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won't have to do that. Which means the 
only reason we'll be using automobiles 
will be for sport or for hobby or for pleas-
ure. If that seems strange, think of 200 
years ago when the horse was the major 
means of conveyance, of transportation. 
Now the horse is only used for sport, and 
aesthetics, and exercise. That will happen 
with cars. Sure it's fun to drive. The me-
chanical part of our nature is very im-
portant and it's a stage you have to go 
through, learn how to feel comfortable 
with a machine. You don't have to carry 
it to the extreme of Tom Cruise, in "Days 

of Thunder." 

Faustin: Have you seen "Total Re-
call"? 

Tim: I saw that. I went to the preview of 
that. I couldn't stand it. I had to walk out. 
I was literally, physically overwhelmed by 
the violence. And I was shocked by the 
callousness of the American public right 
now that it could sit through 90 minutes. 

The LA Times, which is a very pro-
film industry paper, said that the body 
count in" Total Recall", just Schwart-
zenegger's body count alone, was greater 
than that of that great war movie The 
Longest Day. The day of D-Day. 

This is over-violence. I was inter-
viewed by the press, and I told them that 
this was going to double the sale of auto-

matic weapons. And, just watch, there's 
going to be ten times more drive-by shoot-
ings, 'cause if you watch Schwartzenegger 
just firing indiscriminately at several thou-
sand people in this movie. It was a great 
night for the NRA. 

Faustin: What about the violent nature 
of Blue Velvet, a movie you saidyou 
liked? 

Tim: There are movies which glorify vi-
olence, and there are movies that use vi-
olence to turn you against violence. And 
there's a great difference there. 
I read in a magazine about13 year-old 

kids in Afghanistan being trained as warri-
ors, and 13 year-old kids in Burma are be-
ing trained as warriors. They have to cu:. 
the muzzle of the guns off because they 
can hardly carry them. They show them 
Rambo as a training film, to get them 
ready. Clearly, "Rambo" is a movie that 
wants a poor young guy to stagger around 

and shoot people down. 
Now Dennis Hopper ( In Blue Vel-

vet), that's different. I don't think any kid, 
any sexually frustrated kid, would want to 
grow up and be like Dennis Hopper with a 
mask on and doing that weird rape scene. 

DR. TIMOTHY LEAR?' 

How Virtual Reality Works 

The viewer wears a 3-D headset that also 
contains sensors that note head movement. 
A similar set of sensors track a glove.  

The computer then calculates what the 
artificial world looks like from that angle, 
draws it in 3-D and shows it in the goggles. 

It's obvious he's half impotent and there's 
no real sense of brutal penetration. No-
body wants to be that. That's why I can 
watch the violence in that. Because there 
is violence in the world, and to show it, 
show it in such a way that, my God, we'll 

never invite him to dinner. 

The sensors report to a computer that 
figures out what the position of the goggles 
and glove are. 

Eventually, the technology will allow 
multiple-person "realities," adding 
the element of communication 

Faustin: As a psychologist,you in-
vented that test, which was and still is 
used, the Interpersonal Checklist? 

Tim: Well, it's not a test. The Inter-
personal Questionnaires were communica-
tion devices that the so called patient 
would check things about herself or him-
self, her husband or his wife, and what-
ever. Then the doctor and other people 
check it. It's simply a way of coordinating 
and ca:ibrating perceptions and seeing 
where people see things differently. It's 
not a test at all, there's no right or wrong. 

We call it mind mirroring, because it 
simply reflects what you have chosen. It's 
simply a device to clarify the thoughts 

Graphic by Doug Arellanes 

that people have about things so they can 
communicate more clearly with each oth-
er. The computer allows us to take a com-
munications device like that and speed it 
up so quickly that you could actually have 
conversations where instantly we could be 
scoring how we are responding to each 
other. Just like in a baseball game, after 
every play you see a scoreboard--strike 

one, ball two and that sort of thing. 

Faustin : At the psychedelic conference 
this past winter, it was very nice, the 
way you opened up the whole confer-
ence acknowledging all of the im-
portant historical people that have been 
involved in the consciousness ex-
panding society. The event as a whole, 
was kind of a little cheering section and 
pep-rally for the movement. 

Tim: Well, first we should probably de-
scribe for the reader, the conference itself 
was held at a very conservative, stuffy ho-
tel in Berkeley. The management was 
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shocked and amazed, the other patrons 
were complaining to the manager about 
the members of the conference. On the 
other hand, all of the valets, waiters, and 
bellboys, who are all UC students, were 
the happiest clams running around cheery 
and shiny. So it was amusing. I think 
there were approximately 600 people, 
who paid sixty or seventy dollars, 
jammed.into the ballroom. They had to 
turn people away. Fire marshals had to 
come. That was a sign of the interest and 
commitment to consciousness expansion. 

Faustin: And it was an orderly group 
too. It wasn't wild, you know. 

Tim: Too orderly, if the truth were 
known. 

Faustin: What do you think about 
events like that? Do you think they're 
going to actually help the situation? A 
lot of other people were saying, " It's go-
ing to be the same as it was in the ' 60's, 
you draw attention to it, we're going to 
have the same problems." And it's go-
ing to get oppressive, and all that sort 
of thing. It's pretty oppressive as it is, 
already. What do you think about 
those kinds of gatherings? 

Tim: I think they're pleasant, and I think 
they're irrelevant. It's nice for people to 
come out and cheer for old times sake. 
I think electrons expand conscious-

ness. You look at a television tube and 
suddenly you're seeing things there that 
you've never seen before. You're seeing 
fabrications and fictions and you're seeing 
special effects. By definition, even tele-
vision--the worst television--expands con-
sciousness. It may emphasize propaganda 
and negative emotions, but there's no 
question that it effects consciousness. I 
think that the variable realities, electronic 
environments, that are being developed 
will there's just no way you can argue, 
and say it doesn't expand consciousness. 

We can imagine sitting in a sidewalk cafe 
on the moon, and we're going to drink 
enormous glasses of starjuice, and like 
that. And you can have free belly-
dancers, and a bullfighter, and like that 
[snaps his fingers] we can have them 
there. We can even be playing the parts 
ourselves, so that's certainly psychedelic. 

Faustin: I see an advantage of psy-
chedelics or mind expansion, to have 
the individual somehow incorporate 
different ways of being. Maybe they 
can experience not being afraid of 
death or what it is like not to do some-
thing they have been doing habitually. 

Do you think that the electronic en-
vironments will have that kind of im-
pact? 

Tim: Well, the great thing about using 
computers and electronics is, it lends itself 
to simulation. If you have metal and 
you're making a car, it takes you a long 
time to make a car, and it's just one car. 
Vr000m, with electrons you can make a 
car. Vr000m, you can make it big, small. 
You can put on nine tires as fast as you 
can. Faster than you can think about 
changing that car, you can have that car 
run through all the permutations and com-
binations. 

Faustin: Well, I spend a lot of time on 
computers. And I don't know that it 
necessarily helps me to get along , any 
better, than when I am operating one 
on one with another person. 

Tim: I agree that computers as they are 
used in the year 1990, are simply exten-
sions of typewriters or calculating ma-
chines, or files situations. But there is go-
ing to be a big change in the immediate 
future, and electronic communications are 
going to get much more rich and in-
volving. 

Faustin : One of the rumors about psi-
locybin is that it increases visual acuity. 
That's one of Terence McKenna's raps. 
And, one of the theories about MDMA 
is that it helps people to empathize with 
each other. Or that LSD lets you look 
at patterns and how things are for-
mulated that you may have not been 
willing to look at before. Is there an 
analogous electronic situation that you 
can see that will take the place of those 
substances, or do you see it as an aug-
mentation? 

Tim: I think that there will be a most ex-
act replication of these different psy-
chedelic drug reactions. You're ex-
periencing the walls breathing. Well, 
we'll give you walls breathing easy as can 
be. The thing about empathy, where you 
look at the other person and you see 

through the mask and you see through the 
guards and you see the basic humanity 
there, we could look at each other with 
electronic gear and flash each other 
through those phases. Or if we're having 
an argument, and you're being frowny at 
me, and I can suddenly start making you 
smile, see? Or if you start coming onto 
me strong, I just press a button and make 
you three feet tall, so there I am talking to 
you, looking down at you. 

Most human problems are caused be-
cause we get locked into situations, and 

we won't let each other move. This way, 
vr0000m, we can spin through twenty 
roles in a few seconds, and I think that's 
got to increase empathy in a very pro-
found, philosophical sense. Why get 
hammered into a sado/masochistic or 
dominant/submission or master/slave 
thing that's going to be, you know, cast in 
leather and iron, when we can try any-
thing. Change your leather into angel's 
wings, if you played around. 

Faustin: How do you see these var-
iable realities relating with music? 

Tim: One of the great things about music 
is that involves harmony and it brings four 
or five people together, and suddenly, 
magically, they are responding to each 
other in a very complicated way, which is 
wonderful. And the second thing about 
music is that every generation, every ten 
years they have to have a new style to sort 
out the courting, mating, and hormonal 
triggers which are hooked into different 
signals. So you know who you're sup-
posed to fuck by the cut of the hair and 
the style of the music. So that there will 
always be that. 
I noticed that Newsweek magazine, 

devoted an issue to teenagers. They had 
an assortment of six typical teenagers, and 
each one of them have their style of mu-
sic. The more "hip" like David Byrne and 
U2, and others like rap. Six groups are 
defined very clearly, by style of hair and 
the kind of movies they like, their inter-
ests, their food, but very specifically in 
part, by the music they like. 

Faustin: Are you still working on 
mind movies? 

Tim: I've been working for many years 
with Joe Johansen developing something 
which we call Head Coach. This presents 
a way you can take any book and you can 
perform it. It becomes an intricate com-
munication gadget so that you can, instead 
of just passively reading the book, you re-
spond to questions about it and you can 
discuss and actually match wits with the 
author, or with the person who's tutoring. 
The key to everything we're doing is 

perestroika, which means they're top 
down, very open. It's interactive, there's 
no teacher or student, and there is also 
quick feedback. That's the key to any sys-
tem. Quick feedback. And no authoritar-
ian system wants quick feedback. They 
want the message to go down, and they 
don't want to hear anything return. But 
the key to all of the work we've been do-
ing is immediate response. Quick feed-
back and small groups. 
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Duo Records Thoughts and Feelings About 
Ps chedelics, Computers, and Consciousness 

SOUND PHOTOSYNTHESIS 

Virtual Reality! This three frame computer compos te photo recreates eight great thinkers together on one stage for the 
first trme! Rick Doblin, Tin Leary, Mark Kleiman, Andrew Weil, Emerson Jackson, Robert Zanger, Ralph Metzner, and 

Terence McKenna. Photo and computer work by Faustin Bray of Sound Photosynthesis. 

For more than a decade musicians Faustin Bray and Brian Wallace have been meeting with and record-
ing some of the most interesting, innovative, influential and exciting people directly involved with the hu-
man potential, neuro-technological and consciousness expansion movements. People who have a mind 
for minds and can tal< about it. From their meetings with great men and women, Brcy and Wallace have 
pulled together more than 1000 of their favorite recordings---video and audio--- and now offer them 
through their company, Sound Pnotosynthesis. Their 56-page audio/video catalog is available "for $ 1, 
trade, or compelling request for a freebie from Sound Choice readers, retailers, and wholesalers" by con-
tacting Sound Photosynthesis at P.O. Box 2111, Mill Valley, CA 94942, USA: or phone 415-383-6712. Here are 
some descriptions of interesting, provocative recordings with an evolution/consciousness theme. --D.0 

WILLIAM BURROUGHS 
At San Francisco's Kabuki Theatre 
Wry, elegant, and eloquent pieces from The Place 
of Dead Roads." A 18-83 $9.00 

STEPHEN GASKIN: 
Amazing Dope Tales-Flashbacks to the 
Height Ashbury Days. 
A talking book read by the whiz, with music and 
effects appropriate to the times ard places. Hun-
dreds of people grooved to their first hits of acid 
while attending Stephen's historic "Monday Night 
Classes" in the sixties. Then he packed up the buses 
and founded The Farm in Tennessee, one of Ameri-
ca's greatest experiments in corn nunal living. If 
you want to know what the best of the '60s was real 
ly like, and where the scene is heading in the nine-
ties, try this adventure in listening from one of 
America's greatest rappers. Six audio cassettes in a 

padded album. $60. 

Real Responsibility 
At San Jose New Age Renaissance Faire 
Stephen at his most intense. This time with some 
very welcomed topical political messages. Audio A 
736-90 $9.00; Video V 264-90 $35 

TIMOTHY LEARY: 
American Culture, History (and Every-
thing) 1960-1999 
Leary is always an engaging speaker, infused with 
insight, vision, and humor. Video-178-89,S35.CO. 
Audio-A0391-89, $9. 
Deck Discussion at Brooktree - I. Psy-
chology & Cyber-punk 

The good doctor gets jazzed by William Gibson's 
"Neuromancer" sci-fi novel and proceeds to define 
Cyber-punk and its relation to possible realities of 
the future. Leary, as always, is an optimistic cheer-
leader, envisioning opportunities for the little guy-
-the free agent--to gain important victories in the 
war for information and liberation. Leary answers 
questions from an informal discussion group of 

psycholog.sts and researchers. 

Video-V9 -87, $35. Audio-A63-8i, $9.00. 
Deck Conversation at Brooktree - II 
A small relaxed gathering of psychologists and re-
searchers allow Tim to express thoughts and an-
swer candid questior s rarely ventured. The sub-
ject of psychedelic drugs is brodght up. Video-
V10-87,535.00. Audio-A64-87, $ 18.00. 

JOHN LILLY: 
A Day With Two Scientific Conscious-
ness Explorers 
John Lilly is a legend in his own time--a scientist 
who has charted new territories of the brain 
through systematic ingestion of a variety of com-
mon and exotic hallucinogenic drugs, and isolation 
and sensery depravation technlques. His pioneer-
ing dolphin research is another facet of this adven-
turous, multi-faceted, world-reknown man of sci-
ence. On this tape, Lilly joins psychologist 
Claudio Naranjo. They trace the illustrious histo-
ries apart and together, each seeker and sought. 
Big minded men.(2tVideos-V11-87, $54. (3) Au-
dios-A65-87,$27.00. 
From Here to A Iternity Workshop 
Up-to-date, fresh and pithy at the L.A. Whole Life 
Expo. Talks about dolphins, isolation tanks, and 
psychedelic research. Audio A184-89 $10 V 166-

89 
Frontrunner 
His future amid the galaxies. An intimate observa-
tion of altered consciousness. Audio 66-83 

John Lilly on Isolation Tanks 
A fascinating compilation of the inventor's varied 
apFroaches to the tank. A304-88 $ 10 

LUIS EDUARDO LUNA: 
Songs the Plants Taught Us 
Luna records an unidentified shaman singing Ayu-

huasca icaros. A123-84 $9 

TERENCE McKENNA: 
Beyond Psychology 
A.exander Shulgin, the well-known chemist 
(MDMA), is also on the tape, recorded at the Psy-
chedelic Conference. Audio-84-83, $9.00. 

True Hallucinations 
A complete "talking book"-an addially illuminated 
manuscript unlike any, before or after. This is a 
fascinating, true adventure story. Its' scientific and 
philosophic reverberations, and the outstanding. 
music-augmented production make this an abso-
lute masterpiece of post-war literature and audio 
ar.. Hear a voice that launched a thousand trips. 
During this audio joumey you will venture deep 
into the Amazon, experience scenes of intense sen-
sory overload, and find out what goes on in the 
minds of men ard women that teeter on the brink 
of psilocybin induced insanity and heavenly in-
spired genius. A must for the nutrageous sound ef-
fects! Authentic sounds from the Far South and 
East! Eclectic music! A monumental, under-
ground masterpiece of enduring importance and 
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fascination. Should be stocked in every good li-
brary. 9 1/2 hours of listening in sanity! Eaudio 
ight cassettes in a padded album. -A81-84,$80.00. 

Psychedelics Before and After History 
A rousing intro to an ethnobotanical and philosoph-
ical approach to life through Terence's eyes. Inter-
est in this tape is mushrooming. Video-V37- • 
87,$35. Audio-A227-87,$9.00. 

The Psychedelic Society 
This altered statesman pontificates among the Big 

Sur coastline at Esalen. Video-V35-87,$35.00. 

The Vertigo at History's Edge 
One of the best of Terence's compilations of his 
version of history up 'til now. You can bet that the 
magic subject of psychedelics will be mentioned. 
(3) Videos-V111-88, $ 105.00. (4)Audios-A366-
88,$36.00 

Shamanism, Symbiosis and The Psyche-
delic Experience Workshop 
A two hour wowie- zowie workshop to transport 
you to McKenna land, taped at the Whole Life 
Expo. Video-V176-89, 

Mind and Time, Spirit and Matter 
The McKenna Friday night rag, done at its finest. 
in Santa Fe. This lecture preceding the two day 
workshop. Video-206-90, $35. (2) Audios-608-
90, $ 18. 

Mind and Time and Spirit and Matter: 
Workshop 
Carmen Blue, of Blue Moon Vintage Books & Vid-
eo, publicized the weekend with the following: 
"Author and explorer, shamanologist and philoso-
pher, Terence McKenna brings a unique perspec-
tive to the idea of a spiritual path for each of us and 
an impending total transformation of the human 
world. We will examine human attitudes toward 
the Other, discuss time and its mysteries, the nature 
of language, and the techniques of ecstasy that have 
developed in non-Western societies to navigate to 
and from invisible worlds. The role of hallucino-
genic plants will be discussed in depth." (4)Videos-
V207-90,$140.00. (7)Audios-A609-90, $63 

Understanding And The Imagination In 
The Light Of Nature, No. 2 
Recorded at the Philosophical Research Society. 
Lots about DMT, theories about time and origin of 
the species. A231-87 $9 V41-87 $35 

TERENCE AND KATHLEEN HAR-
RISON MCKENNA 
Victorian Tales of Cannibas 
With sound effects and music, this is a fully-
orchestrated production by Sound Photosynthesis 
of stories by Bayard Taylor, Louisa May Alcott, Sir 
Richard Burton, and Fitz Hugh Ludlow read by this 
adventurous duo. Audio A 462-89 $20 

TERENCE MCKENNA & RUPERT 
SHELDRAKE: 
Forms and Mysteries: Morphogenic 
Fields and Psychedelic Experiences 
With Terence's inspiration, this is Dr. Sheldrake at 
his very best with some stimulating theories about 
science. Video-V101-88, $35.00. (2) Audios-A327-
88 

RALPH METZNER: 
Hallucinogens and Contemporary 
North American Sha manic Practices 
Metzner has been on the psychedelic scene since 
his early days in academia with Tim Leary and 
Richard Alpert. He's written numerous books and 
knows well what he speaks. Tom Pinkson is also 
on this tape from ICSS 1987. Audio-A212-

87,.$9.00. 

ALEXANDER SHULGIN 
Varieties of Hallucinogenic Drugs 
Very fast-paced and information dense, from THE 
reliable source. Professor of Psycliopharmacology 
at UC Berkeley. Video-V16-87,$35. (2)Audios-
A132-87, $ 18.00. 

JAY STEVENS: 
Interview With the Author of "Storm-
ing Heaven: LSD and The American 
Dream" 
Stevens has written one of the finest histories of 
the modem, North American psychedelic move-
ment. He shares his insights for Sound Photosyn-
thesis. Audio-A245-87, $9.00. 

PSYCHEDELIC CONFERENCE II - 
1983: 
Entheogens: The Spiritual 
Psychedelics. 
Albert Hoffman, Walter Houston Clark, Alexan-
der Shulgin, Ralph Metzner, Carl Ruck, Terence 
Mckenna, Andrew Weil, Jonathan Ou, Humphrey 
Osmond all appear in this great set. (6) Audios in a 
padded alburn,A250-83, $54.00 

PSYCHEDELICS IN THE 1990'S 
The Complete Conference 
This is where you will hear the latest public 
thoughts about psychedelics from leading 
authorities in the ongoing investigation and 
discussion of same. (4)Videos-V200-90, 
$120.00. (8)Audios-A600-90, $75.00. 

Psychedelics: Plants & Native Cultures 
A fascinating discussion with Terence McKenna, 
Ralph Metzner, Andrew Weil, Rnd Emerson Jack-
son. Video-V1 82-90, $35.00. (2)Audios-A560-90, 
$20. 

Psychedelics: Legal & Practical Chal-
lenges to Research 
Another winner from the Psychedelics in the 90's 
Conference featuring Ram Dass, Mark Klei-
man, Timothy Leary, Robert Zanger, & Rick Do-
blin. Through contrast information is generated. 
Not everyone is "On The Bus." The government 
viewpoint is•discussed. Hear Tim Leary remind us 
of our friends, listen to his subtle and not-so-subtle 
suggestions, play fully, cheer lead, and evoke true 
heartfelt expressions of comraderie within historic 
relationships such as with Ram Dass, who speaks 
beautifully. The video shows it nicely but the 
words will grab you without the visuals. A heart 
warmer, especially if you are familiar with the 
events of the "golden age of psychedelics." Ter-
ence ended the session with the audience in an up-
roar of appreciation for his outrageousness. Video-
V183-90,$35.00. (2) Audios-A570-90, $20. 

MDMA: Facts and Fantasies 
"Adam", "Ecstasy", "MDM", are other names re-
ferring to the substance MDMA, during this talk. 
Dr. Dennis McKenna has the definitive word on 
this subject. Here is the most scientific and infor-
mative talk given at the Psychedelic Conference 
1990. The audio cassette version is sufficient to 
understand the material, but the slides on the vid-
eo rendition of this talk are helpful to explain it to 
someone else. Dennis gave rational, explicit infor-
mation with comparisons between a common ap-
petite suppressants, flourafin, and MDMA, using 
basic chemistry. With Bruce Eisner, Jeff Beck & 
Rick Doblin. Video-V I 85-90,S35. Audio-A571-
90, $ 10.00. 

Evening Symposium on Entheogens 
This last panel discussion from the Psychedelics in 
the 90's Conference features Ram Dass, Laura 

Huxley, Terence Mckenna, Tim Leary, Ralph 
Metzner, Andrew Weil, Mark Kleiman, Robert 
Zanger, Rick Doblin, & Emerson Jackson. Each 
speaker spoke in his/her field of expertise, describ-
ing goals and strategies for the future of psychedel-
ics. Geist (a skilled instrumental combo of harp, 
chapman stick and percussion) segued during af-
ternoon and evening session. Also included is 
Laura Huxley and Ram Dass reading from her 
book, This Timeless Moment, about the last mo-
ments with Aldous Huxley. Video-V186-90, 
$35.00. Audio-A573-90, $20. 

ANDREW WEIL: 
Psycho-active Drugs in Human History 
Long term researcher and author shares his sea-
soned vision on the use of fascinating drugs 
throughout history. Audio-A150-83, $9.00. 

PSYCHOLOGY 
ELI JAXON BEAR & 
JERRY PERKINS: 
Ennen ams Workshop 
Interest in Enneagrams is building! Symbols to 
work with and categorize personalities. Eli teaches 
Neurolinguistics Programming and Jerry is a Rolf-
er. (5)Audios-A 1 I -87,$45.00. 

JEAN SHINODA BOLEN: 
Feminist Spirituality: Deepest & Most 
Significant Expression of the Women's 
Movement 
She is very convincing, and this one fills a short 
time with much information from the hem of the 
matter. Video-V184-89335.00. 

JAMES F. T. BUGENTAL: 
A Part of, Yet Apart From: The Eter-
nal Human Paradox 
A famous elder of psychology discusses the facets 
of personality. Audio-A341-88, $9.00. 

RAM DASS: 
Commencement Address at The Cali-
fornia Institute for Integral Studies. 
Ram Dass, introduced by Ralph Metzner, offers a 
warm address about maintaining humanitarian 
feelings within an academic environment. Audio A 
0445-89, $9, video, V0163-89, $35. 

DEATH: THE LAST TABOO 
CONFERENCE 
The Foundation for Human Development, in 
cooperation with the Institute of Noetic Sciences, 
and Home Hospice of Sonoma County present an 
all-day affair aimed at bringing a better under-
standing of a much-avoided, taboo topic: Death. 
Speakers such as Jean Millay, Tom Pinkson, Cheri 
Quincy, Paul Brenner, and many others discuss the 
social, political, biological, historical, philosophi-
cal, psychological, and practical aspects of an ex-
perience that, once an accepted pan of living, has 
now become enshrouded in fear. Includes: music, 
comic relief. Packaged in a padded album. 
(3)Videos-V235-90,$105.00. (5)Audios-A713-90, 
$45.00. Tapes also available separately. 

VICTOR FRANKL: 
Existential Psychology. 
Famous psychologist discusses the psychology 
movement he founded. (2) Audios-317-87, $ 18.00. 
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INA MAY GASKIN 
in The Mysteries of the Female Body: 
Midwifery in the Twenty -First Century. 
Her story telling and dedication to her craft is an in-
spiring eye-opener. Gaslcin explains the far-
reaching benefits for a society that accepts and en-
courages the practice of midwifery. 
Audio 636-90, $ 18, Video V 77-

STAN GROF: 
Beyond The Brain: Birth, Death, and 
Transcendence. 
Psychedelic researcher discusses the process of 

life. (2) Audios-A32-89,$18.00. 

KEITH HARARY: 
The Structure of Psychic Impressions. 
Remote viewing, a psychic process available to all 
of us. The process will surprise you with its effec-
tiveness. A mind-blower. Audio-A33-86,.$9.00. 
At Institute for the Study of Conscious-
ness Remote Viewing... 
A psychic endeavor available to everyone. Audio-
A34-84S,, $9.00. 

JAMES HILLMAN: 
Art and The Soul 
Psychiatrist looks at painting, at the Embodying the 
Spiritual in the Art of the Future Conference. Au-
dio-A333-88,$9.00. 

SAM KEEN & OFER ZUR: 
The Intimacy of Conflict 
You have to be tight to fight is the concept Sam 
and Ofer are arguing about. .so put up yer dukes, 
partner. Video-V426-89,535. Audio-A426-89, 
$9.00. 

JON KLIMO: 
Overcoming Cosmological Dissocia-
tion. 
Navigating whitewater stream of consciousness. A 
fast talker with a good spiritual scientific approach 
to life. (2) Audio-360-89, $ 18.00. 

STANLEY KRIPPNER & DAVID 
FEINSTEIN: 
Personal Mythology 
A nice combo: Krippner is an internationally re-
spected psychologist and head of the Saybrook In-
stitiute. Video-V161-89,$9.00. Audio-A425-89, 
S9.00. 

GAY LUCE: 
Death and Dying 
People are comforted, strengthened, and guided in 
a calm, reassuring way from a transpersonal Tibe-
tan Buddhist mystical perspective. Video-V179-89, 
$35.00. (2)Audios-A451 -89, $ 18.00. 

MICHAEL MAYER: 
Ancient and Modern Psychopathology 
A discussion of "labeling" in psychopathology 
compared with the "name-giving" insights of an-
cient cosmologies and myths; and exploration of 
the imaginative alternatives to understanding pa-
thology through symbolic unfolding. Video-V218-
90,$35.00. (2) Audios-694-90,$18.00. 

CLAUDIO NARANJO: 
Cognitive Core of Character Introduc-
tion Lecture 
Psychologist looks at aspects of personalities. Au-

dio-A337-89, $9.00. 

OLE NYDAHL 
Death and Rebirth: The Bardo Teach-
ings. 
Hear the yogi with direct blessing of the Karmapa. 
Offers a detailed scenario of the continuum of ex-
istence from form to form in the context of open, 
clear, limitless space. A 624-90 $ 18, Video V 
212-90, $35 

PETER REDGROVE: 
The Black Sphinx To The Wise Wound 
Faustin interviews. Redgrove energetically dis-
cusses his Jungian, poetic, mytholgical approach to 
pragmatic issues and the phenomena of nature. 
Peter, and his partner and wife Penelope, have re-
searched and defined a field of relating to the men-
striai cycle of the female in partnership that 
should have a significant impact on the psycholo-
gy of relationships. Audio-A627-90,$9.00. 

RUPERT SHELDRAKE 
Morphic Resonance and the Collective 
Unconscious 
Dr. Sheldrake proposes that memory is inherent in 
nature and that nature is not governed by change-
less laws, but rather by habits. He points toward a 
new understanding of ourselves and of the world. 
He discusses rituals and archetypal patterns which 
pervade the religious, cultural, economic and polit-
ical realm. A 656-90 $ 18, Video V 5-90 $35 

GARY SNYDER AND THICH 
NHAT HANH AND 
ROBERT CREELEY 
Please Enjoy your Breathingl! 
A touching occasion. A benefit for Thich Nhat 
Hanh, the Vietnamese poet, put on by the San 
Francisco zen center. Audio A 30-83 $9.03 

RUSSELL TARG: 
U.S. and Soviet Psychic Research. 
Audio-A141-86, $9.00. 
Psychic Abilities - Dreams and Physics 
Audio-A142-86, $9.00. 

CHARLES TART: 
Mindlessness, Mindfulness, Meditation 
And The Psychopathology Of Everyday 
Life. 
A fascinating look at possibilities of release from 
cultural hypnotism. Audio A 275-88, 018 Video 
V 80-88 $35 

VI VIENNE VERDON-ROE 
Healing Ourselves, Healing Our Planet 
This dynamic woman takes an honest and some-
times frightening look at the world today from 
both a personal and political standpoint. Audio A 
703-90 $9.00 

CARL WHITAKER: 
Re-empowering the Family 
The eminent therapist offers a full workshop 
which includes in-depth work with a distraught 
family. Work with the world-renowned family 
therapist. (2)Edited Videos-V172-88,$70.00. 
(8)Audios in a padded album of the entire week-
end,-A368-88,580.00. 

COLIN WILSON: 
Integrity of Intention 

Author of over 70 books, Colin Wilson inspires his 
audience to get the most out of every minute of 
life. Video-V0126-88, $35.00. 

The Discoveries of Colin Wilson 
A good, white knuckled composite of how a per-
son can stay so productive, creative, and interest-
ing so long. Presented at Shared Visions in Berke-
ley. Video-V0114-88, $35.00. (2)Audio-A0369-
88, $18.00 

ROBERT ANTON WILSON: 
Religion For The Hell of It 
Live at a San Francisco Comedy Club, R.A.W. 
tears apart established religions and establishes 
some new ones in a confetti of jokes and informa-
tion. Audio A 263-87 $ 18 , Video V 75-87 $35 
Vatican/Cocaine ¡CIA Connection 
Intriguing, fast-paced , informative, shocking, and 
funny. This is the ultimate conspiracy lexicon. Au-
dio A 397-88, $ 18, Video V 123-88 $35 

RABBI ZALMAN SCHACHTEI 
Aging To Saging 
A teacher of jewish mysticism describes new and 
traditional ways of enjoying and being empow-
ered by the aging process. Video-V0203-90 
$35.00. Audio-A0615-90, $9.00 

Dynamic Duo: Faustin Bray and Brian 
Wallace have compiled more than 1,000 
unique spoken word and music audio and 
video tapes in their Sound Photosynthesis 

catalog. 

Catalog available for $1, trade, 
or free, from Sound Photosyn-
thesis, P.O.B. 2111, Mill Val-
ley, CA 94942, USA; phone 
415-383-6712. 
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Music has charms to sooth a savage 
breast, To soften rocks, or bend a knot-
ted oak.--William Congreve, 1697 

Music must take rank as the highest of 
the fine arts--as the one which, more 
than any other, ministers to human wel-
fare.--Herbert Spencer, 1861 

What passion cannot Music raise and 
quell? 
The trumpet's loud clangor 
Excites us to arms. 
The soft complaining flute, In dying 
notes, discovers 
The woes of hapless lovers. 
The trumpet shall be heard on high 
The dead shall live, the living die, And 
Music shall untune the sky!--
John Dryden, 1687 

Music oft hath such a charm 
To make had good, and good provoke to 
harm.--William Shakespeare, 1604 

There are these certain low frequencies 
that will make people lose control of 
their bowels. That's the sound I'm after.-
-Thadeous Doyle, 1990 

Playing rock 'n' roll has driven me 
deaf—Pete Townshend,1990 

Nobody can prove that my music made 
anyone off themselves.--Ozzy Osborne, 
1990 

It's ironic that Mickey Hart collects so 
many drums. The damn things made him 
deaf years ago.-- DeadHead, 1990 
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Music and Sound Have 
Hidden Influences 

Few of us will deny the great 
influence music has upon the saul of 
our society. The invisible force of 
composed sound colors our wend 
with an aural tapestry or infinite 
magnitude, emotion, and beauty. 

But because music is such an 
integral part of our society--
surrounding us as much as water is 
the environment of fish—we te-id to 
take for granted its effects and poten-
dals. 

Everywhere we turn, sounds 
beckon us, lull us, or excite us. Mu-
sic on a TV advertisement draws our 
attention and makes us receptive to 
sales pitches. Music piped in tie 
background of a factory draws atten-
tion away from harsh, bone jarring 
noises and lulls the minds of assem-
bly line workers into feelings of 
complacency and well-being. 

Fast rhythms o a four piece bar band 
quicken the pulses ,f a Friday night 
crowd, inducing them to fidget, dance and 
drink greater amounts of alcohol than 
they would if left in a quiet room. 

And most of us are at leas: peripheral-
ly aware of the concept behind Muzak, a 
scientifically designed music hat is pro-
grammed into public and private gatherirg 

places. Different forms of Mtn dc are 
piped into offices, malls and hallway, the 
musical selections offered in accordance 
with the kind of behavior that controlling 
parties wish to induce. 

In secretarial offices where in the early 
afternoon following lunch hour, workers 
tend to become drowsy and job motiva-
tion decreases, a fast paced version of Mu-
zak is prescribed. According to Muzak 
studies, worker production increases. 

For as long as there has been recorded 
history, there have been reports of phe-
nomenal power of music—power to heal, 
and power to destroy. 

Technology allowing people to create, 

amplify and broadcast sound has grown 
tremendously in the past three decades, but 
the public's understading of the "inner" na-
ture of sound has remained static. 

It is as if we are infants, thrillzd to be 
banging on pots and pans, entertaining 
ourselves and attracting attention, but 
oblivious to the scientific, spiritual, and 
mythological factors that compe: our in-

terest. 

Some esoteric philosophers surmise 
that audio artists of the 20th century are 
working in the dark; that great knowledge 
about the secret powers of music and 
sound has been purposely obscured by 
forces that do not trust modern humanity s 
ability to safely handle itself should it 
learn to control all the potent' al powers 
of music and sound. 

Many people are realizing that within 
the science of sound are forces potentially 
as destructive as nuclear power, but, as 
with nuclear power, if harnessed can be 
put to beneficial, even magnificent heal-
ing tasks. 

Within the myriad interpretations 
of the legend of the lost city of Atlan-
tis, it is said that the nation of Atlan-
teans rose to worldwide power by 
combining kncwledge of crystal con-
ductivity with he science of sound and 
vibration. 

It is said that in Atlantis sound 
was used for what today would be con-
sidered miraculous feats of healing of 
the human body. Ironically, the Atlan-
teans are said to have developed over-
powering, world conquering weapons 
that relied on harnessing and directing 
audio vibrations and targeting them to 
overpower rival civilizations. 

The sinking of this legendary lost 
continent is said to have been caused 
when these powers got out of hand 
and proved self-destructive-- much the 
same way we imagine a nuclear pow-
er plant could wipe out a culture 
should its awesome power be har-

nessed to human carelessness and ill con-
ceived self-interest 

W ithin the music community there 
is much to be leaned about the nature of 

music and sound. Fascinating reports of 
both the healing and destructive powers of 
sound and music are beginning to see the 
light of day in music magazines and 

books. After surrounding ourselves with 
so much recorded music, our instincts tell 
us that such reports are based on funda-
mental, incredibly powerful, but little un-
derstood truths. 

We have seen the music community di-
vided over issues that reflect the inherent 
power of music. There are those that stand 
at podiums, pound the tomes of religious 
dogma, and declare that certain music be 

banned from our society because of al-
leged evil and corrupting powers con-
tained within the sound frequencies. 

There are others who uphold the right 

to, without prerequisites or punishments, 
create and disseminate all forms of music, 
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regardless of its influences. 
It is this latter group I traditionally 

sympathize with, sharing their concern 
that any authoritative body should pick 
and choose, or effectively censor the audio 
art of another. 

But, unlike other defenders of the free 
unencumbered flow of music, I acknowl-
edge that some of those who favor cen-
soring music may be basing their cultural 
fascism on a fact that we, after much 
thought and research, find hard to deny: 
certain audio signals , perhaps even those 
we consider music, can have a negative, 
possibly life threatening, mentally debili-

tating influence in certain circumstances. 

Although I whole-heartedly oppose 
censorship of music in any form, I do not 
find myself completelyt agreeing with 
such music community spokespeople as 
Frank Zappa, and Bob Guccione Jr., who, 
under national media spotlight, have gone 
on record denying that recorded music has 
the power to harm its listenership. 
I am not sure that listening to Ozzy 

Osborne or Judas Priest make music about 
suicide will induce someone to end their 

life, but I cannot say conclusively that it 
will not. 

To say that music cannot possibly 
have such power, denies, even deprecates, 
the overwhelming fascination and influ-
ence that music infuses in our lives. 

It is time for individuals within the 
music community to take it upon them-
selves to delve beneath the surface of mu-
sic and sound, to learn more about it, to at-
tempt to understand the role it plays in 
our universe and the specific effects it has 
on plants and animals, our bodies ,and our 
minds. 

Some say that it is sound—the sympa-
thetic vibrations within our universe—that 
maintains the planets of our solar system 

in their present rotations and orbits. 
Many scientists and philosophers have 

stated that all life is but a series of vibra-
tions. An objects frequency or vibration 
is said to determine its visibility or invisi-
bility, just as an airplane propeller be-
comes virtually invisible when spinning at 
top speed. 

Would it not also be possible that a 
force could be set up that would get the 
human body vibrating at such a frequency 
that it too can become invisible? 

Knowing that the human body is 
made up of an overwhelming percentage 
of water, we should reflect upon the im-
age of a stone dropped into a glassy pond. 
The complacency of that pond is immedi-
ately shattered, ripples spreading from 
shore to shore. 

Can we, in all honesty, say that we are 
sure that our bodies and minds remain 
completely unscathed and unaffected after 
standing for an hour or more within spit-
ting distance of a ten foot tall stack of 
loudspeakers, blasting out guitar chords of 

a decibel level approaching the roar of a 
jet engine? 

New reports are coming in almost dai-
ly of rock musicians who have permanent-
ly damaged their hearing with their own 
music. 

Is it not possible that a band of audio 
terrorists could, take hostage a theater full 
of rock and roll fans, threatening that 
should anyone try to escape, the band will 
issue forth such a shrill, incredibly loud 
barrage of sound that the crowd would fall 
to their knees, clutching their ears as they 
are mercilessly driven to painful, ear shat-
tering deafness? 

This and much more subtle forms of 
audio destruction and manipulation are 
certainly possible and undoubtedly already 
realities in military labs of many nations. 
A French scientist in the 1950s took it 

upon himself to research the powers of 
sound. Having experienced first hand the 
attention grabbing shrill sound of a French 
policeman's whistle, he decided to find out 
if there were sounds emanating from the 
device that could only be felt subcon-
sciously. He built a giant size replica of 
one of the whistles and connected an air 
compressor to it as a way of re-creating, 
amplifying, and studying the whistle's ef-
fects. According to at least one report ,the 
experiment produced immediate and 
deadly results. The scientist's assistant, 
whose job it was to turn on the compres-
sor, was killed when the whistle issued 
its piercing cry. The sound caused intense 
vibrations and burst the assistant's liver. 

This horrific result of the experiment 
did not quell the scientist's quest for expe-
riential evidence of the powers of sound. 
Documents allege that in the course of his 
research several other assistants died dur-
ing lab work, killed by short blasts of 
sound. 

.111, 

But, let us make clear, it is not the de-
structive forces of music that we hope to 
cultivate within our audio community. 
There is équal evidence that sound can 
heal, cause social harmony, and lead to 
greater levels of individual awareness and 
wisdom. Although we are aware of such 
phenomena, we are but naive infants in 
our knowledge and understanding of the 
true nature and potential of music and au-
dio art. 

We offer no prescriptions. What we do 
offer is a challenge and a hope. We wish 
that more people in our audio network will 
learn about and discuss the nature of music 
and sound to a depth and seriousness un-
precedented in our nuclear new age socie-

ty. 

To this end we offer a reading list 
that can serve as a point of departure for 
all those who wish to uncover esoteric the-
ories and philosophies regarding the pow-
ers of music and sound. 

We do not stand behind, endorse, or 
necessarily believe in all the opinions and 
observations made by the authors of the 
books we list for you. 

In some cases, we do not know what to 
think. Did Ludwig Van Beethoven actual-
ly change the psychological make-up of 
human kind, opening up humanity's capac-
ity to feel depths of complex emotion, 
hitherto unknown, through the release of 
his great symphonies? This is one of the 
many amazing and stimulating hypotheses 
presented among the books we list. 

We hope this article will stimulate dia-
log and further research. So far we stand, 
ear to the wind, with not much more than 
provocative questions. Perhaps through the 
combined forces of the network--the 
whole being greater than the sum of its 
parts—we will find exciting answers, an-
swers that we hope will help music com-
posers and audio artists to better under-
stand what it is they do, and help them 
shape their sounds in ways that will be tof 
he greatest benefit to mankind. 

Likewise we hope there arises a greater 
understanding and appreciation of sound 
and music among those who may not com-
pose sounds, but nevertheless are awash in 
their influences. 

The potential sounds like it's here. It 
is time, more than ever, to tune in. --

David Ciaffardini 

f.. 
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Music And Your Mind: 

Listening With A 
New Conscious-
ness 
by Helen L Bonny and Louis M. Sa-

vary 
1973, Harper and Row, New York, ISBN 06-
067067-3 

To insure a successful 
listening experience in in al-
tered state, it is important 
that you be relaxed in the 
sense that the muscles are in 
equilibrium, neither tense nor 
flaccid. 

As you become accustomed ta 
entering different levels of con-
sciousness, your body will require 
less and less immediate prepara-
tions for listening in this way. The 
pathways from normal to altered 
states of consciousness will become 
increasingly familiar and open. — 
Helen Bonny/Louis Savary 

There is no need for hallucino-
genic substances when an altered state of 
consciousness is desired. By following the 
simple steps they describe, the authors ex-
plain that individuals, alone or in small or 
large groups, can use music listening exer-
cises to easily enter altered states of con-
sciousness. 

Once the altered state is achieved, guid-
ed imagery is used with specific musical 
selections to explore levels of conscious-
ness in the "many storied sky-scraper' of 
the human mind. This " new way of lis-
tening" becomes the" elevator" te these 
various levels. Suggestions are offered as 
what to do when you "step off the eleva-

tor". 
The ultimate aim of these exercises T.s 

to"help listeners develop self- awareness, 
clarify personal values, release blocked-up 
psychic energy sources, enrich group spirit, 
bring about deep relaxation and foster re-
ligious experiences." 

Many highlighted quotations of fa-
mous people about the mind altering ef-
fects of music add an interesting dimension 
to this book.--Margot Eiser 

MUSIC CONSCIOUSNESS 

Other lectures come along 
with stage directions such as 
"blow nose" or "lean on el-

bow", etc. 
This book should be considered 

the avant-garde's Post-Modern 
Bible.--Bob Hewitt 

Self-Transformation 
Through Music 
by Joan Crandall 

Quest/ Theosophical Publishing House, 
306 W. Geneva Rd., Wheaton, IL 
60187; ISBN 0-8356-0608-2 

"The starting point for 
some musicians on this Jour-

ney of consciousness may be sig-
nalled by a decreasing joy in the 
experience of composing or per-
forming 

"Of all earthly occupations, 
music may have the closest rela-
tionship to reality and therefore 

to Joy. 
"When Joy in music diminish-

es or disappears it is time to move 
within to discover the origin of 
our being in vibration, sound, 
music. Without connection to 
that source, our music loses life 
and beauty and even meaning."--

Joanne Crandall 

Sound 
Consciousness 
Reading List 
Silence 
by John Cage 
1961, The MIT. Press, Cambridge, MA 

"I have nothing to say and I am say-
mg it and that is poetry."- John Cage. 

Silence is a collection of poems, lec-
tures, and performance scenarios by avant-
garde corrposer John Cage. The selec-
tions date back as far as the 1930s. The 
tone throughout is a blend of surrealism, 
Zen, and Taoism. 

Lovers of the avant-garde should own 
this book. Cage's insights, always witty, 
run the gamut from brilliant to irrelevant. 
Cage delves deeply into the commonplace 
to find the profound. 

Have you ever stopped to think about 
the amazingly complicated concepts in-
volved with understanding the meaning of 
the word "something" or more complicated 
still, "nothing"? Cage has, and he lectures 
for neariy 20 pages about it. 

One of his leciures was actually four 
separate lectures to be given simultaneous-
ly through the miracle of the tape recorder. 

The author, a jazz pianist, whose total-
ly improvised music is constantly varied 
and engaging, was burned out on entertain-
ing and decided to become a music thera-
pist. In the process, she discovered that, 
"healing can take place anywhere, with 
anyone, through conscious, loving use of 

music". 
According to Crandall, both the per-

former and the listener must become finely 
tuned instruments in order to share the 
"heart to heart" communication which 
leads to transformation. 

Crandall offers music consciousness 
exercises with the choice of specific mu-
sic left to the individual, with only sug-
gestions of types of music given. 

Beginning from the simplest concept 
of vibration, Crandall leads the reader to-
ward more and more complex experiences. 

Crandall explains that by letting go of 
preconceived ideas, new dimensions of 
the mind and of life itself can be discov-
ered through music, and changes and heal-
ing can occur.--Margot Eiser 
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tone dogs 

"This album is just wonderful, a veritable 

playground of quickstep saxophones, 

tangled guitars, and daredevil poly-

tonality... brilliant is what it is, strong con-

tender for album of the year." 

—Boston Rock 

"This has beautiful crystalline clearness, 

and a warm, colorful tone...the focus is on 

the bass, as it's mixed way up front— 

popping right out of the speaker. Hot stuff." 

—Option 

ankety low day 

Album, cassette and CD available from 

1407 E. Madison, #41, Seattle, WA 98122 
$8 /$ 12 postpaid 

C/Z 
meads 

DANIEL JOHNSTON 
"this is music with a moral, kind of like Oscar Wilde's 
fairy stories; listen carefully and you could become a 
better person... these are songs of intensity and pas-
sion with some of the prettiest melodies you'll ever 
hear-Melody Maker 

"Johnston's songs are never less than straight-
ahead pop, with lyrics that range from charming, to 
touching, to downright brilliant' --Bay Guardian 

this is life on the line in 
the first person" 
--Sounds 

Homemade Cassettes 

FROM A LEGENDARY 

SONGWRITER 
Songs of Pain $4.00 

More Songs of Pain 

The What of Whom 

Yip/Jump Music 

Hi, How Are You 

Retired Boxer 

Respect 

Continued Story 

Don't Be Scared 

$4.00 

$4.00 

$4.00 
$4.00 

$4.00 

$4.00 

$4.00 

$4.00 

T-Shirts Now Available 
Yip/Jump Music 

Hi, How Are You 

$11.00 

$12.00 

SPECIFY Loll-XL 

Send check or money order payable to 
STRESS RECORDS 

4716 DEPEW • AUSTIN, TX • 78761 

jade syrial border ep 

RECORDS, INC. 

Thà 
Rock 

310 East Biddle Street 
Baltimore, MD 21202 

301 234-0048 
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Music, Mysticism, 
And Magic: A Source-
book 
by Joscelyn Godwin 
1987, Arkana, do Routledge & 
Kegan Paul Ltd., 11 New Fetter 
Lane, London, EC4P 4EE, Eng-
land, ISBN 1-85063-040-2 

"At the higher levels of 
music little changes: it is al-
ways the same vehicle for voy-
ages to another world, the 
same revelation of divine and 
cosmic laws, the same power-
ful tool for self-
transformation, as it was in 
ancient and even in pretilsto--
ic times. Only the soul of hu-
manity does develop through 
time, as the individual's does, 
enabling ever new aspects of 
this wisdom to make them-
selves known."--Joscelyn 
Godwin 

This volume is a sort of ab-
breviated encyclopedia of writings by vari-
ous persons both well-known and relative-
ly obscure on the subject of music and the 
"mystical" and "magical" aspects thereof. 

The writings of 61 compcsers, philoso-
phers, poets, academics, and religious, 
metaphysical, and occult practitioners are 
presented here, along with short introduc-
tory sketches by Godwin. 

The selections are predominantly in a 
Greco-Roman, Middle Eastern, and Euro-
pean cultural context and prcvide some 
balance to the focus on Eastern musical 
and philosophical traditions that is com-
mon in other books about music con-
sciousness and mysticism. 

The book is divided into five sections 
arranged by historical periods: classical, 
Medieval, Renaissance, Romantic, and 
twentieth century. A sixth section of Juda-
ic and Islamic selections extends from the 
first century BC to the early 1900s, al-
though it concentrates on the 10th to 13th 
centuries.--M. 

The Music of Life, 
by Hazrat Inayat Khan, 
1988, Omega Press, RD1, Box 1030E, New Lebanon, 
NY 12125-9706; ISBN 0-930872-38 X 

"We find that our gain and our loss, 
our success and our failure, have much 

to do with the rhythm with which we 
pursue our motive in life. 

"It will always prove to be true that 
when a person takes no heed of rhythm, 
whether he does right or wrong, good or 
evil, in either case a wrong rhythm will 
make him fail.... 

Rhythm is a great mystery, and a 
sense which one should develop more 
than anything else in life. But if one 
were to explain what the right rhythm 
of work and rest is, the whole western 
way of life would be in question, for 
when we look at it from the point of 
view of rhythm and balance, there is far 
too much activity in the life of the west. 
It would make any person abnor-
mal...And what has caused it? This life 
of competition: the whole misery is 
caused by competition. People do things 
not for their own pleasure or for the 
pleasure of God, but in order to com-
pete with one another. 

--Hazrat Inayat Khan 

When we read poetic prose in this 
marvelous book about the metaphysics of 
sound, the vibrating aspect of atoms, and 
the principals of nature that guide our uni-
verse, it is difficult to accept that these 
flowing words of wisdom were written at 
the turn of the century and that the author 

has been dead since 1926. 
Hazrat Inayat Khan was a 

Sufi master musician and 
founder of the Sufi Order in 
the West. Born in 1882, he 
was a master of classical In-
dian music by the age of 20. 
His special instrument was 
the vina, the stringed instru-
ment, similar to a sitar, which 
he considered the most spiri-
tual of instruments. 

Khan's premise is that hu-
mans, in fact all worldly 
forms, are manifestations of 
vibrations and that all of 
man's different moods, incli-
nations, affairs, successes and 
failures, and all conditions of 
life depend upon the activi-
ties of vibrations. This is a 
theory ratified by contempo-
rary scientific study of atomic 
particles. 

From this base, Khan ex-
plains the importance of 
sound vibration and music in 
relation to a myriad of sub-

jects. 
Titles of the 50 chapters include: 

"The Law of Rhythm," "Mysticism of 
Tone and Pitch," "Music of the Spheres," 
"Tuning Oneself to a Desired Rhythm 
(Relaxation)," "The Psychological Influ-
ence of Music," "Healing With Sound," 
"The Secret of Breath," "Music East and 
West," and more. 

This is a very spiritual, worldly book, 
that teaches musicians and non-musicians 
about the musical facts of life that govern 
our existence and determine our well-
being.--David Ciaffardini 

Music 
by Sufi Inayat Khan 

1977, Samuel Weiser, Inc., 740 Broadway, NY, NY 

10003; ISBN 0-900217-049 
"Music is behind the working of the 

whole universe. Music is not only life's 
greatest object, but it is life itself." - 
Sufi Inayat Khan. 

Khan explains the Sufi philosophy 
of music and traces the history and devel-
opment of Eastern music throughout the 
ages. We learn that Music has been used 
as a tool for healing and spiritual enlight-
enment for as long as man has recorded 
history. 

Eastern theories of music are based on 
the idea of Music of the Spheres: the en-
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CASSETTE compilations $6.99 each 

PERFECTED PERVERSIONS (c60) featuring all exclusive tras by: 
SLEEP CHAMBER, 7- FROM LIFE. NURSE WITH WOUND, HIDEOUS IN 
STRENGTH, JONATHAN BRILEY, & others. 

EROTIKA (c6D) with booklet. Featunng unreleased material by. 
CONTROLLED BLEEDING. DIE FORM, HUMAN FLESH, SEVEN FROM LIFE, 
SLEEP CHAMBER, and others. Excellently Erotik I 

MUSICA VENENAE (c60) with booklet. Industrial Culture music. 

Great package. sells all the time. With: CONTROLLED BLEEDING, 
HIDEOUS IN STRENGTH, COUP DE GRACE, MERZBOW, P16-D4, JONATHAN 
BRILEY, and others. 

TASTE OF TONGUES (c60) with ATTRITION, HUMAN FLESH, CORTEX. 
BENE GESSERIT, BLAX SLEEP CHAMBER and more' 

NOIZE, NONSŒNCE,11, NOTHING. (c60) featuring. DUE PROCESS. 
BRILEY/ZEWIZZ, SMEGMA. NOIZECLOT, and many others' 

WAYS OF THE SACRED (c60) with SLEEP CHAMBER. CONTROLLED 
BLEEDING, JONATHAN BRILEY, & MERZBOW 
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SLEEP CHAMBER cassettes 

IPELLIONDAGE - contains 2 tras not on the LP - $6.99 
SEXMAGICK RITUAL - contains 15 minutes not on the album. 56 99 
SLEEP SEQUENCE - musick & interview from cable TV broadcast 
987 (c90) 57.99 
SLEEP SANATORIUM - soundtrack (c90) &7.99 

STOP BEING SILLY, AND GO TO SLEEP - (2 x c60) Beautiful package 
containing a booklet & 2- c60s. Vinyl casing and one ov the best 

z.--assette packages EVER? material lz live from TEXAS 1990 - Excellent 
Stereo!! $ 10.99 

SHARP SPIKES & SPURS - (c90) Complete Ground Zero show from 
Feb.8957.99 
FETISH GARDEN - (c90) Another tattoos° that kums in a fontastik 
vinyl album box with booklet. Material z unreieased studio tras from 
89/90. All dealing with the obsession ov FETISHES' Excellent! $8.99 

OTHER MUSICK cassettes 

PSYCHIC TV - ( musick & interviews) ( c45) vw booklet 57.99 
HUNTING LODGE - -The Harvest" ( live) cass only release raw and 
powerful $7.99 

JOHN ZEWIZZ (c60) "Passions ov Pan" ( solo tape in which voodoo 
drums are mixed with Jou Jorka horns) Az in East meets west in 
Magick musick $6.99 

JONATHAN BRILEY - (c60) Darker Profits $6.99 ( c60) "From Cain to 
Alper 56.99 (c60) "Will to Power" (c60) "At the Mts ov Madness" 
(c60)Throwaways-$6.99 

SIVEN FROM LIFE - (c60's) $6.99 each, lanTra Vendetta/Souls of 
Dead Sharks/Corral Assault Sting Spider 
HIDEOUS IN STRENGTH - (c60) "Within Wires- S6.99 (c90) An 
Anthology 57 99 

WOMEN OF THE SS - (2 x c90) A collection ov their best work along 
wi!'h some unreleased material. Over 3 hours ov musick in a VINYL 
BOX with booklet. A complete listening of their history and tras You 
put this item on a bookshelf. A smart investment $ 12.99 
BRILEY/ZEWIZZ (c45) exceptional tape musick 56 99 
CULT OV THE WOMB-I / CULT OV THE WOMB-2 $6.99 each 
TIE MAHCANIK - (c60) $6 99 
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"23 EASY PIECES" a collection ov 23 strange and unusual video 

pieces. Featuring: MERZBOW. 7-FROM LIFE, WOMEN OF THE SS, NURSE 

WITH WOUND, ATTRITION, P16-04, SLEEP CHAMBER, JOHN ZEWIZZ, CULT 
OV THE WOMB, and others. VHS stereo ( 75min) $ 18.99 

• "MORE THAN YOL, BARGAIN FOR" another collection ov Industrial 
and difficult musick. Features- IDF DUE PROCESS, JONATHAN BRILEY 

7- FROM LIFE, NOISCLOT, SLEEP CHAMBER, etc. VHS stereo ( 75min) 

"1.EG $'15995"/"MINDICX"/"CRACKED ACTOR"/"DISTANT LIVES" 

4- strange films by _iohn Zewizz-(features Zewizz himself and friends) 
Sountrack by SLEEP CHAMBER. VHS stereo ( 72m1) 516.99 

SLEEP CHAMBER.' Trance" ( 72min) video tor trance. Complete with 
'dream machine ekposures*. 515.99 

• SLEEP CHAMBER.' Sexmagick Ritual" a collection ov film and video 
that found their way to the outside world. Scraps ov live footage, 

Home video and avant garde film ( 72min) VHS stereo $ 15.99 

SLEEP CHAMBER- Submit to Desire" a collection ov erotik and 
gloomy videos. A Classic. VHS Stereo. ( 60min) $ 15.99 

• SLEEP CHAMBER-"Sleep Sanatorium" the video that SLEEP CHAMBER 
hoz played at their . ive shows, its the one most people ask about. 
multi images flash t'ru-out the 75 minutes it plays In your mind. Its 
also got a killer soundtrack. VHS stereo S15.99 

SLEEP CHAMBER-".tleeping Sickness" A 90 minute documentary on 
SLEEP CHAMBER Complete with behind the scenes action. In the 
studio. Live, interviews. etc. A must for any SLEEPER. VHS stereo $ 16.99 

SLEEP CHAMBER-"Videophile 7" ( Live in Texas 891) Complete with 
footage ov interviews, live show in Ft Worth, and more. ( almost 2 
hours') 523 00 

• SLEEP CHAMBER, Saellbondage- One ov the most interesting. With 
street interviews 11 -( 72min) VHS stereo. One ov the most important 
pieces to the puzzle $ 16.99 

SLEEP CHAMBER-"Satanic Sanction" Esoteric images and mogick A 
ritual in itself Amazing' VHS stereo 516.99 

SLEEP CHAMBER-"Mescaline Dreams" ( Live in Worcester 1989) A 
really great show'- BURNS'-VHS stereo $ 1699 

SLEEP CHAMBER- Sharp Spikes and Spurs" (Live at GROUND ZERO 
891) a mixture of both styles ov their music. Multi camera angles, multi 
special effects. WILD !!!! VHS stereo ( 80min) $ 16.99 

SLEEP CHAMBER--Sleep, or forever hold your Piece" the complete 
video collection for the LP UNEDITED' stereo VHS ( 72min) $ 18 99 

You must be 21 to purchwe ( ) theze videos. Please state so when 
you order thank you. 
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Lire universe is moving and vibrating in 
precise harmony, like a giant instrument or 
a song. Khan explains the mystical east-
ern philosophies of music based on this 
idea. 

The majority of the book is concerned 
with the effect, mental and physiological, 
that music has on the listener. 

It is fascinating to read the accounts of 
music used to heal physical and spiritual 
ailments for thousands of years. While de-
cidedly less technical than some western 
sources, Music gives a common sense ex-
planation for some intriguing concepts 
which I doubt you'll find explained else-
where.--Bob Hewitt 

Sound Health; The Music And 
Sounds That Make Us Whole 
by Steven Halpern with Louis Savary 
1985, Harper and Row, NY; ISBN 0-06-063671-8 

"There is growing evidence that 
noise need not be loud to be trouble-
some. 

Once such common sound is the low 
rumble of the refrigerator. Isn't it inter-
esting that low-frequency sound reso-
nates in your stomach area and stimu-
lates a hunger response? Is it possible 
that the refrigerator's drone sound 
tends to produce a certain hypnotic, 
trance-like effect? This may account for 
the zombie-like behavior that many peo-
ple exhibit when they walk to the refrig-
erator, open it up, look inside, and then 
close it, without even being hungry."--
Steven Halper/ Louis Savary 

Danger! The sounds around you may 

be harming your mental and physical 

health. 
The theory that the whole universe, in-

cluding our bodies, vibrates and creates 
either harmony or disharmony, leads to the 
premise of this book: We need to create 
an environment of healthful sounds while 
guarding against sounds and vibrations 
that are injurious. 

The authors strive to teach us how to 
heal ourselves if damage has already oc-
curred, and to prevent further damage to 
our psyches and physical bodies. There 
are warnings about the misuse of technol-
ogy, such as head phones and amplifiers, 
as well as noisy refrigerators and dish-
washers. We are told that the wrong mu-
sic in aerobics classes leads to physical 
dysfunction rather than health. 

The authors discuss the use of music to 

enhance teaching, as well as its use in mar-
keting. 

Performers are given techniques for 
enhancing their skills and safeguarding 
the well being of themselves and their au-
diences. 

There is a listing of various healthful 
musical selections, including some New 
Age offermgs, which are said to offset 
negative sounds of our homes and the 
world, such as motors of all kinds. 

Cultivating and appreciating silence is 
also recommended. 

The authors point out that, "One of the 
best ways to have the sound that you want 
around is to produce it yourself--with your 
voice, with a musical instrument, or both." 
Even groaning and sighing are felt to be 
therapeutic. We can all make "sound 
choices" everyday and everywhere!--
Margot Dser 

The Healing Forces of Music: 
History, Theory, and Practice 
by Randall McCleliar, Ph.D. 
A1988 A;raity House, '8 High Si., Warwick, NY 10990. 
ISBN 0-916349-34-9 

"The therapeutic application of fre-
quencies is based en two principles: that 
sound is a vibratory energy that inter-
acts with the vibratory energy of body 
structures through resonance, which is 
defined as the interaction of two bodies 
vibrating at about the same frequency; 
and that each structure of the body has 
its own natural resonating frequency. 

"Illness results when this natural 
frequency is altered by frequencies that 
are foreign to it... 

"After determining the natural fre-
quency of the structure in question, that 
frequency can be introduced to the body 
structure and, through resonance, cause 
it to return to its natural frequency. 
Thus the body structure is restored to 
healthfulness and harmony. In cases 
where the injury is severe, cells can be 
regenerated."--Randall McClellan 

The author examines the physical, 
psychological, and spiritual effects and 
uses of music from the viewpoints of or-
thodox science, fringe research, and tradi-
tional metaphysics. 

Despite the irritating excess of mis-
spellings and the occasional presentation 
of possibly erroneous information gleaned 
from sources of questionable reliability, 
this book can be recommended as both a 
starting point and a continuing reference. 

McClellan is a musician and approach-
es his subject on both a theoretical and 
practical level. Included are discussions of 
the physics of sound, the processes of 
hearing, physiological resonances of the 
human body and organs, the therapeutic 
application of pure tones, voice, and mu-
sic, and characteristics of healing music, 
among others. 

Suitable exercises are scattered 
throughout and are straightforward and 
readily repeated. The material is presented 
in an even-handed and non-dogmatic fash-
ion and much of it is immediately testable 
by the reader to see if it really works for 
him/her. Anyone willing to proceed 
through this book with the necessary de-
gree of slow, careful attention and discern-
ment, should find their efforts well reward-
ed.--M. 

Emotion And Meaning In 
Music 
by Leonard B. Meyer 
1956, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, IL; LCCN 
56-9130 

"Thus it is that music, mirroring the 
essential shape and substance of human 
experience, from time to time contains 
sudden, shocking clashes with unpre-
dictable chance. 

"Lesser composers tend to eschew 
such harsh encounters with the unex-
pected, avoiding them by employing a 
single-minded sameness of musical ma-
terials or minimizing them by making a 
fetish of well-oiled, smooth transitions. 
But the great masters have faced fate 
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boldly, and capricious clashes with 
chance are present in much of their fin-
est music."--Leonard Meyer 

Meyer uses psychological theories of 
learning and behavior and specific exam-
ples of music notation to analyze causes 
of emotions and how they can be triggered 
by certain types of music. 

Attempts by composers and musi-
cians to purposely produce them are also 
described. 

By not limiting his examples to West-
ern music alone, the author offers a rich 
field for listening and testing his theories. 
Comparisons of Be-bop and jazz to cer-
tain music from India in rhythm patterns 
and tonal repetition and variation are 
made. African music with its complex 
cross rhythms is said to produce the urge 
to move all parts of the body, and is not 
considered primitive. 

This book could be used as a textbook 
for a class in musicology, or by an individ-
ual who would like to explore the theoreti-
cal aspects of music. Either would benefit 
by playing the pieces listed and by finding 
other examples and noting their effects.--
Margot Eiser 

Mind, Music, and Imagery 
by Stephanie Merritt 
1990, Penguin Books, 375 Hudson St, New York, NY 
1C014.; ISBN 0-452-26497-9 

"Living in a mechanized world, we 
have forgotten how to resonate with 
beauty. 

"Rather than experience and feel the 
beautiful things in our environment, we 
tend to analyze them, take them apart, 
and focus only on the details."- Stepha-
nie Merritt. 

In this book, Merritt gives 40 exercis-
es that use music to unlock the creative po-
tential. 

Each exercise is well designed and laid 
out step-by-step, including suitable music 
selections. 

Unfortunately, the author finds little 
of value in modern music. All of the mu-
sic suggested is classical, with the possible 
exception of New Age which gets a grudg-
ing "okay" for imagery. 

Merritt takes pains to explain that 
Rock music (or music with a strotig beat) 
is damaging to short term memory and 
concentration. At any rate, the classical 
selections that she recommends are beauti-
ful and evocative. 

Merritt takes a very medicinal view of 
the use of music and compiles lists of se-
lections to cure what ails you. "Music to 
Calm You" and "Music to Stimulate You" 
are among the lists scattered throughout 
the book (it would be nice to have them all 
in a handy appendix) and they can prove 
valuable for matching to your mood or 
changing your mood to a desired mood us-
ing music.--Bob Hewitt 

The Magic of Tone and the 
Art of Music 
by Dane Rudhyar 

1 9 8 2, Shambhala Publications, Inc., 1920 
1 3th St., Boulder, CO 803 0 2; ISBN 0-87773-
220-5 

"Truly transformative energies can-
not be released through proceedures im-
itating sacromagical rituals but using in-
strumental means whose nature is 
fundamentally profane and common-
place. 

"To ancient musicians, instruments 
like the vina, the Tibetan trumpet, or 
the great Javanese gongs were the bod-
ies of gods. They were made with in-
tense concentration and dedication to a 
religious or sacromagical purpose. 
Their makers poured into them the psy-
chism ensouling their cultures. 

"Now, however, the sacred and mag-
ical are merely intellectual concepts and 
their expression commonplace and vul-
gar. Sources of sound are chosen for the 
unusual effects their sonic vibrations 
will produce, for convenience, or for the 
sake of following a social fashion, lest 
one be thought of as an uncreative non-
entity... 

"A process of disintegrations is at 
work in the music of the second half of 
the twentieth century; and it, too, may 
be a necessary phase of deconditioning, 
of learning to approach music radically 
differently and to hear sounds in a dif-
ferent way. Such a process may require 
profoundly revealing intercultural con-
tacts and the ability to experience reali-
ty in new ways--perhaps through the 
use of psychedelic drugs or non-
European methods of self-
transformation... 

"Unfortunately a number of avant-
garde composers have been greatly af-
fected by the iconoclastic, Dadaist spirit, 
which of course, is a part of the decondi-

tioning process. 
"Irony, sarcasm, and spoofing have 

long been used to attack the stolid rigid-
ity and inertia of middle-class society. 
The French composer Erik Satie pio-
neered this type of music early this cen-
tury, and it was adopted by many paint-
ers and writers. When such catabolic 
turns of mind become fashionable, the 
culture applauding them is indeed in a 
state of disintegration and vulgariza-
tion...Yet disintegration can polarize 
and provide the necessary background 
for the vision and efforts of creative in-
dividuals who, having personally experi-
enced the death-rebirth process, are 
able to bring into at least partial focus 
the evolutionary potential of a cul-
ture."--Dane Rudhyar 

Dane Rudhyar, a friend of pioneering 
musicians Edgar Varese and Henry Cow-

ell, earned acclaim as a composer, philoso-
pher, poet, painter, aesthetic theoretician, 

in addition to being a world-famous astrol-
oger and author of several books. 

This book, completed in the late 1970s 
when Rudhyar was in his eighties, is a 
treasure chest of theories and observations 
developed over a long life of deep, hands-
on involvement with music. 

He discusses tone, harmonics, and 
scales and their historic development and 
use, as well as their philosophical and cos-
mological meanings. 

He discusses music's role in various 
cultures as well as its relationship to the 

planets in our universe. 

Rudhyar, like Cyril Scott, Corinne He-

line, and other music-inspired metaphysi-

cal authors, believes that music is a funda-

mental and essential element of our world 
and a key to human evolution.--David 

Ciaffardini 

Music: Its Secret Influence 
Throughout The Ages 
by Cyril Scott 

DeVorss and Co, P.O. Box 550, Marina Del Rey, CA 
90294-0530; phone 800-331-4719 

"Within comparatively recent years 
certain of the Masters who specialize in 
the arts have deemed it expedient to in-
spire a type of music calculated to aug-
ment spirituality by means of knowl-
edge. 

"Through music, Man should at last 
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come to sense that other world with its 
millions of incorporeal denizens existing 

concurrently with the physical. We re-
fer of course to the Deva Evolution, 
those spiritual intelligences ranging 

from smallest nature-spirits to loftiest 
cosmic archangel. Since the generality 
of mankind are not sufficiently evolved 
to perceive these Devas, the power of 
music was brought into service. 

"As the melodious utterance of a 
poet will often convince a sceptic of 

some truth when no amount of dry ar-
gument is of avail, so the njelodious 
sounds of music can achieve a similar, 
nay, even greater, result.--Cyril Scott 

Written in the 1920s, this seminal 
work about the spiritual and occult aspects 
of music was first published in book form 
in 1933, and has since been printed in vari-
ous editions by various publishers over the 
years, including the 1980s, but is still dif-
ficult to find in book stores. 

Cyril Scott-- himself an eminent com-

poser during his lifetime--offers beautiful 
theories suggesting that higher spirits in 
our cosmos use music to fine tune the 
spiritual evolution of humanity. This spiri-
tual music is channeled through certain 
gifted composers, passing ideas and inspi-
ration in a sort of evolutionary relay race. 

For instance, according to Scott, 
George Frederick Handel's music helped 
bring a spiritual awakening to the world, 
but when that spirituality turned to funda-
mentalism and repression in the Victorian 

Age, Beethoven stepped in with his highly 
emotional, passionate--some called it erot-
ic--music and helped loosen things up. 

Such evolutionary influences of various 
classical composers are discussed in detail. 

Of particular interest in our modern 
musical world of rock, rap and industrial 
music, is Scott's discussions about discor-
dant music. 

Unlike many authors who write about 
the spiritual influence of music, Scott does 
not automatically dismiss discordant mu-
sic as debilitating to the spirit, although ul-
timately he says that such music is a tem-
porary but necessary evolutionary phase 
that humanity will eventually move away 
from. 

In the chapter "The Ultra-Discordants 
and Their Effects" Scott explains that dis-

cordant music has been necessary in the 
twentieth century to destroy "low plane 
thought forms"--the result of "mob emo-

tions" that have been in our mortal world 

for centuries and have manifested histori-
cally in such horrors as the cruel torture 
chambers of the middle ages, the Spanish 
Inquisition, and the bloodshed of the 
French Revolution. 

One might ask why discordant music 
was not used to a greater extent before the 
twentieth century to help destroy these evil 

thought forms? "The answer to this," Scott 
writes, "Is that mere discord in itself will 
not produce the desired result--it must per-
force be a special type of discord, which 
can only be engendered by the musical 
material at our disposal in this the twenti-
eth century.... 

"Only dissonances possess the power 
to alter the hard outlines of the mental 
bodies of pharisaical or conventional peo-

ple, and so render them more pliant and re-
ceptive to new ideas." 

Looking toward the future of music, 
Scott notes that, "The Hierarchy has inti-

mated that the ultra-dissonant phase of 
music will not endure, and it was never in-
tended that it should."--David Ciaffardini 

Music and the Elemental 
Psyche: A Practical Guide to 
Music and Changing 
Consciousness 
by R.J. Stewart 

1987, Destiny Books, One Park St., Rochester, VT 
05767; ISBN 0-89281-162-5 

"Much of our current impoverished 
musical state is due to a fallacy. The 
viewpoint that music has evolved over a 
number of centuries, and that it will 
continue to progress into the future. 

MUSIC CONSCIOUSNESS 

This fallacy is tantamount to equating 
music with technology rather than with 
humanity, as if better machines will ena-

ble us to be better occupants of the plan-
et Earth.... 

"We may find that the music of the 
future is a new cycle of the music of the 
past, a higher octave upon the spiral of 
time consciousness and sound.."--R.J. 
Stewart 

Stewart, a musician and instrument de-
signer, approaches his subject from an es-
sentially hermetic, metaphysical perspec-
tive that has refreshing dashes of 

irreverence (there is much castigating of 
occultist elitism and deliberate mystifica-
tion) and even occasional subtle humor. 

The core of the book and several of the 
appendices contain exercises and support-
ing material which permit the reader to di-
rectly test, utilize, and experience the con-
cepts being discussed. It is necessary to 
pay careful attention however, as his writ-

ing in these sections is not always simple, 

clear, or complete. In contrast, the balance 
of the book is straightforward and the 

chapter on the Four Ages of Music, as well 
as portions of the chapter on Primal Music 
especially are positive delights and should 
not be missed. 

Here is the beginning of a real and ra-
tional critique of modem musics and their 
effects, done almost in passing on the way 
to the core exercises. 

In a calm, even-handed manner; Stew-
art discusses the impoverishment of much 
of contemporary music, but also reminds 
us of the rich heritage of "primal" and folk 
(or "environmental" as he calls it) music 

which is so often ignored in Western meta-
physics. He returns it to its rightful place 
of importance. For this alone, both he and 
his book deserve acclaim.--M. 

READ ANY GOOD 
BOOKS LATELY? 

If you've read a good audio related 

book lately, the Sound Choice staff 

is interested to find out about it. 

Write a few paragraphs about the 

book, include contact information, 

and a brief, representative excerpt 

from the text. Send it to Sound 

Choice, and we may be able to in-

clude it and your byline in a future 

edition. 
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Your one-stop source for 
independent music production! 
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REAL-TIME: 
hear for yourself 

After you've finished recording, why 
compromise on the cassette copies? 
Listen to Acme's real-time cassettes. We've 
spent years developing the best duplication 
system possible. We copy directly from R-DAT 
or F1 digital formats and we can accept any 
analog format. And we can give you next day 
service at your request. 

Mention this ad and we'll send you a 
FREE TEST CASSETTE of your master 
tape. You'll be surprised at how good cassettes 
can sound. 

COMPACT DISCS: 
mastering & production 

Acme handles all aspects of CD 
and record production—from cover 
design to finished product. We're also the 
only 1630 CD mastering facility in Chicago. 
Take advantage of our experience and save 
yourself time and hassle. 

WHAT ELSE? 
CI Custom-wound Blank Cassettes 

U Studio & Remote Recording 

U MIDI Music Composition 

CALL OR WRITE: 

ACME AUDIO 

1708 West Belmont Avenue 
Chicago, IL, 60657 

(800) 826-2263 (312) 477-7333 

Since 1973 

SPACE NEGROS • MAGIC MOSE 
BLIND SAM • THE JETHROS 

Dark Side Of The Xmas Tree 
25 Tracks of N.MtoWaxu, Christmas Songs. 

(Nag your local store or send $7.95 per 
Cassette or $ 11.95 Per CD + $1.5C p&h) 

Performance Records - 2 Oak St. 
New Brunswick NJ 08903-0156 

Happy Family 

just 

wants 

your 

love 

debut album, cd, and cassette 0 PI 

50,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 WATTS Records 

5721 S.E. Laguna Ave., Stuart, FL 34997-7828 • ( 407) 283-6195 
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ALERT! . t, 
Swift, ac'clirAtet 
tion is essential tri o 
we not fall victim to pe 
logical or physical wade?. 
In order that the free flow of 
accurate, world-wide informaq 
tion is not impeded, we the t-
peace-loving peop[e of the 
world, must tune in and take 
over the airwaves of the 
world. 

Never has any count -y M the world 

had a greater propaganda machine than the . 

United States. - t> 
The U.S. government conducts 

and morally repugnant activities world 

• wide *Dillies to American citizens and the 

rest of the weld. 
Likewise, many priv ac busines es, 

sx>rne w--.irking for the govrrnment. (-),_her4 

not, conduct illegal and morally rcpugnant 
activities and he to the wprld aboo their 

actions and motives. 
Much of the propaganda that helps per 

petuate these problems is delivered through broaocestir.g systems the. are 

monitty-ed, ottirrius even owne(l, by . 
branches of the U.S. gkwemnient; branclie,4 ‹•••• -* 

Mcludiag the F.C.C. and the C.I.A. _hat e Lim 1‘ tnan— 
not have to answer directly to the çuhlic 

for their actions. 
Although their manipulation of p 

infoonation nas been effective at th 

SOUND GICE  

hiltless. A Turn-On 
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t:jithy,e1 and 
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RADIO ACTIVITI S 

lion of broaden.iting powet 
Fortunately , despite the efforts of gov • 

(raiment and business lobbyists. human na-

ture and the eve lution of technology has a 
. way of trying to balance ()tit the communi-

cation needs of our society. 

New technology and channels for 
communication---for combatting the lies -- 

have become accessible for the masses. 
Unfortunately not enough of us are yet utio, 

lizing these chumels. 
Now, more than ever it is necessary 

for we, the people, to get involved with 

broadcasting. 
In the following pages we have put tO 

gether information to gise direction and 

encourage pewit', to get auavely insolved 

in radio, either as a listener that gives feed-
back and searches for new channels to tune 

into, to a prog-anirrier who strives to create 
better radio pr.sranis diat will improve 
world communication and understanding 
and promote reace and freedorn- - and good: 

music: 

WAYS TO GET 
ON THE AIR 

eedf:il up Radio Talk Shows--
Teti 'em What America Really 
Knows 

Go ahead, call up one of those opinion-
.;, 

ogy-- ated radio talk shows. Give your v iew-• 
,,,tin..-0:ad.„,t•iràiflg frsti54nc tw.ijable. a .f.ew points and don't he afraid to refute in chit-

.: big b WeKtrje,i054ernmiiips.iz;tiwee 1L:nge the ho5t or any guests. 
It is tittle that wot id learns there. 

setz,ed 
the rublic's attention from the truth. In-,: \ , 

creasirgly n.o're and more peopb are'reaV, r 

izing Cult they are being lied to trd lea .-eteive toy. 
astray ill stMtle and not so subtle. ways. ••• 

Unfortunately, ciespi:e this growing awat 

ness and concern, many of us fee.': atlelesf À930s 
in combatting this disin:ormation nelvvr 

en worse, peo.le - -even çyn 

skepti--....s---are led to ticli.-:se 

most Americans crrndone, these tie-,4 
the acts of killing, poisclinig, ptAitetie,W r 

cisr.i and otner inju.stices that 
Forces of evil have had a fieldifay.i 

. • 

unity:pi taiwf 

gi they 4t. 

athry n wa See* bers9•Ine ngar-

go'sy, ("1. 

'nexe..£441; 

art 

aieenel"can ite •man(rdtscri 
1 °c'eAtres hmzu 

and 
A 

oifie fatee 

e 

are much mc-It of s free thinkers out there 

. - 
the anyone, including ourselves, ¡ma 
`gine..The problem it it is usually the couch 
potatoes and other less enlightened people 

that take the time teb-rout olT on thc se 
•ehil.vis,.../e, nut change tliic. 
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Local radio station in the mining town of Poura, Burkina Faso. Photo from the 
community broadcaster's newsletter InteRadlo. 

as your statements contain a degree of ra-
tionality, truth and sincerity, and you don't 
swear or libel private individuals or local 
businesses, station management will be 
glad to have you on the air. They NEED 
conflicting opinions in order to give their 
shows drama. 

State your opinions, and in order to 
make your self more convincing, offer a 
few facts or personal observations or expe-
riences. 

Before calling, it's a good idea to jot 
down a few notes, including the names of 
the show host and the guests. Using these 
names in the initial on-air greeting will add 
to your credibility and help put you on the 
same footing as those you are calling. 

Your best bet is to call up a local, non-
syndicated talk show. (Syndicated, nation-
wide network shows are much more diffi-
cult to get onto). Local shows however, 
usually need more callers and the phone 
lines are less likely to be busy. 

You needn't wait until the talk show 
host "opens up the phone lines." Call as 
soon as you are inspired--a show producer 
will usually answer your call and get you 
set to go on air. Talk show hosts usually 
wait to open up the lines after a call is wait-
ing, for fear that they will open up the lines 
and not receive a call. 

If you're planning on making your 
first talk show phone in, you may want to 
call and make a short comment on a rather 
innocuous subject as practice. 

If you are nervous, try yawning or hav-
ing a single glass of wine or a beer before 
calling to help you overcome some of the 
initial jitters. 

And don't worry if you think you sound 
nervous on the air, it will most likely in-
crease the perception of your honesty and 
sincerity among the listeners. Besides, talk 

show hosts usually only ask for your first 
name, so your identity will remain confi-
dential if you want it that way. 

Don't be afraid to raise heaven or 
hell...and a little fun! 

Be A Radio Talk Show 
Guest 

Any of your involvements, hobbies, af-
filiations, or activities can be valid pretens-
es for landing a guest spot on a radio talk 
show. 

Radio show producers need interesting 
people to put on the air. They 're always on 
the lookout for spokesmen or spokeswom-
en for various movements, causes, con-
cerns or activities. The weirder, more out-
rageous, or controversial, the better. 

And you needn't already be an "offi-
cial" spokesperson until you are ready to 
sell yourself to a talk show producer. For 
example, suppose there is a political 
movement afoot to put a toxic dump in 
your neighborhood. All you need to do is 
get together you and a couple friends and 
call yourselves The Anti-Dump Coalition. 
Then phone up radio show producers at 
the local stations and tell them in a very 
formal, professional demeanor that you 
have some very interesting, even-
controversial, information you would like 
to present in an open forum such as a talk 
show. 

You needn't actually visit the radio sta-
tion to get on the air. Most "on-air guests" 
are usually interviewed over the phone 
from their homes. 

The degree that you develop your 
"community action group" is up to you, but 
it could be done simply as a way to get on 
the air a single time at a particular station 
to discuss an important problem. 
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Suppose you are a member of rock 
band that has been banned from the stages 
of local elute. You can use this to your ad-
vantage by creating a "music access coali-
tion" in order to get on the radio and dis-
cuss censorship. 

Radio hosts want grass-roots organiza-
tions, loud mouths, and controversial 
folks. They thrive on this. Simply maintain 
a rational, sincere tone, don't swear and 
don't try to sell products. 

All you need is a little pertinent infor-
mation and with a little diligence you can 
get it on the radio and end up fielding call-
ins from people who either back your ideas 

or wish to shoot holes in them. Either way, 
you are on the air in a commanding, pow-
erful position with your hand inside the 
propaganda machine! 

Start a People's Radio 
Station 

Equipment for broadcasting on open 
frequencies on the FM radio band is small-

er, easier to use, and cheaper than ever. 
Nowadays, for a few hundred dollars 

it's possible to put together a broadcasting 
system that can easily blanket several 

square miles of airwaves--perhaps much 
more--with equipment compact enough to 
fit inside a suitcase. The legality of such 
broadcasting, if done without the licensing 

of the Federal Communications Commis-
sion is questionable, and not recommended 

unless you've researched the vagaries of 

communication law. 
Currently there are no licensing proce-

dures available for those who wish to 

broadcast on the band with signals of un-
der 100 watts. However, more and more 

people are experimenting with such broad-
casting set ups and some have vowed to 

fight the Federal Communications Com-
mission to guarantee their right to do so 

without harassment. 
Mobile broadcasting stations that can 

move from location to location, even while 

broadcasting, are also possible. Music, 
news, views--you name it--can be broad-

cast in this manner and if done right and 

with care, would not need to interfere with 

the broadcasts of other, government sanc-

tioned broadcasters. 
Extremely low power broadcasts of 

under 1 watt are legal in many circum-
stances, and could be used to communicate 
within a housing complex or neighbor-
hood. 
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There's lots of room for experiment and 
potential for fun! 

Sell Yourself to 
Non-Commercial Radio 

Opportunities to get hands-on/voice-

over radio experience is often available at 
community "non-profit" radio stations. 

Many communities have non-commercial 
radio stations broadcasting within their 

area. 
These stations are usually affiliated 

with either a religious organization (nearly 
half of all non-commercial broadcasting li-

cense have been awarded to church 
groups), or they are affiliated with a school 

or university, or a non-profit community 
organization set up specifically to serve in-

terests and needs of the public that are not 

being provided by commercial "for profit" 

radio stations. 
At the church affiliated stations sta-

tions, your chances of getting on the air, 
other than as a phone in, are slim. These 

stations have a tight programming formats 
geared to promote church doctrine, sell (on 
a "donation" basis) books, pamphlets, and 
religious paraphernalia. If you are not part 

of the church, or hold closely similar be-
liefs, or otherwise insure that your radio ef-

forts will bring in a significant amount of 
new donations, you can count yourself shut 

off the air. 

University and community stations, 

however, offer more hopeful prospects. At 
these stations you might make it on air as 

a guest, a call in, a news or public affairs 
host or coordinator, or a music program-

mer. 
Community stations usually employ a 

mix of volunteer and paid workers. Getting 
actively involved is usually a matter of per-

sistence and a willingness to make yourself 
useful in whatever way might be needed in 

order to get your foot in the door. Nearly 
every one of these stations needs volunteer 
help at one time or another, from stuffing 
envelopes to filing record albums. It is usu-

ally from the pool of volunteers that the 
stations draw their programmers and man-

agement personnel. 

Radio stations affiliated with education-

al institutions differ in the manner they are 
set up and fill their positions. 

Some educational stations are run very 

much like commercial stations, with paid 

staff, strict, narrow programming guide-
lines, and a minimum of student or volun-
teer help. Others, especially outside metro-
politan areas, are highly dependent on 
volunteers and will welcome involvement 
by diligent, creative, and responsible new-

comers. 
Other school affiliated stations are run 

by faculty members with the station being 
a hands-on broadcasting lab for student 

training. 
Other school stations may have no di-

rect faculty involvement, and may or may 
not have a significant percentage of non-
students involved with station affairs. 

Even college stations that seem tightly 

controlled by faculty and have policies 
limiting non-student participation can be 

swayed toward getting more community 

members involved in internal station af-
fairs. Non-student personnel play impor-

tant roles on-air and behind the scenes at 
many of the most progressive, adventurous 
and stable college affiliated radio stations 

in the United States. 
Because of the naturally high turn-

over of students at these stations, non-
students provide a level of continuum and 
provide guidance and examples to stu-
dents who usually have little or no experi-

ence with non-commercial radio. 
The bottom line in getting involved 

with non-commercial radio stations, ei-

ther as on-air music DJs, newscasters, or 
public affairs hosts, or in the many behind 
the scenes roles, is to contact a station and 

be persistent in your efforts to get in-
volved. 

There will undoubtedly be some hoops 
to jump over and some bureaucratic red 
tape to untangle, but the effort to overcome 
these obstacles will be well worth it in 

your quest to have a positive influence 
over how that station serves your commu-

nity. 
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Let Sound Choice Help 
You Tune In And Take 
Over! 

The staff at Sound Choice is making 
every effort to assist readers in getting in-
volved in radio. 

Sound Choice No. 15 included a na-
tion-wide roster of non-commercial, non-

church affiliated radio stations. The list 
contains stations call letters, addresses, and 
in many cases phone numbers. The list is 

arranged in zip code order to help readers 
find a station in their area. 

In addition, to help this nationwide ra-

dio networking effort, Sound Choice staff 

will field phone calls from people who are 
looking to get involved with non-
commercial radio, but for one reason or an-

other have come across stumbling blocks 
in their efforts to get involved. 

Based on our staffs hands-on experi-
ence with non-commercial radio, we will 
provide advice and direction and contacts 
to help people get involved. 

To receive this help, call Sound Choice 
at 805-646-6814 and ask for David Ciaffar-
dini. 

Don't be shy. Sharing radio informa-
tion is one kind of radio activity that we 
will all welcome! 

Infiltrate Big Radio 
Even though most commercial radio is 

lame, and commercial disc jockeys are 

simply air-head corporate puppets with 
deep voices, you might consider hidden 

possibilities for innovative, adventurous ra-
dio on the commercial airwaves. 

The odds of breaking onto the commer-

cial airwaves are steep, especially if your 
ambitions don't include being corporate 

puppet mouth. But as in alliambles, where 

the odds are steep, the payoffs can be sub-
stantial. 

Here's the scam: 

Commercial radio stations live and die 
according to listenership. A company 
called Arbitron routinely tallies listenership 
figures and reports which stations are do-

ing well in an area, and which stations few 
people bother listening to. 

If you can find a station that is consis-
tently at the very bottom of the Arbitron 

ratings, you may find an opportunity await-
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ing inside a dark cloud. Timing, though, 
will be all important 

The station owners or management 

will be desperate to try to do something to 

boost the station's ratings. This usually re-

sults in a total change of programming for-

mat, and firing of current station personnel. 

However, there may be a point somewhere 
in this transition period where station man-

agement will feel they are in a "we have 
nothing to lose" situation. At this point if 

you approached station management with a 
unique idea for a radio show, perhaps one 

that could be broadcast late at night during 
the "dead hours", they might be receptive 
to giving it a try. 

The show could involve call-ins, or 
unique music, public affairs, or news, but 

ultimately should be something that will 
bring in new listeners to the station without 

driving away listeners that the station is 
trying to attract. 

One example of an unusual, seemingly 

uncommercial radio show on commercial 
radio is the Rodney on the ROQ show on 

KROQ FM in Los Angeles. This weekly 

show, hosted by Rodney Bingenheimer has 

beat all odds and has survived in its week-
ly, sunday night time slot for more than a 
decade. 

By all professional standards, Rodney 
is a terrible DJ. His voice is high pitched 
and squeaky, he stumbles over words, and 

every sentence is punctuated by numerous 
uhs, and ahs. But he has succeeded in a 
highly competitive radio market, playing 

punk and new wave music, and having 

sleezy bands as his in station, on-air guests. 
How did he do it? Enthusiasm, heavy 

involvement in the scene he is covering, 
and having been in the right place at the 

right time, getting his shot on the air at a 
time when KROQ was having severe rat-

ings problems. Now KROQ is top rated 

and the Rodney on the Roq show is legen-

dary. If Rodney can do it, there is hope for 
the rest of us. 

The show you propose could be offered 
as a live deal, or you could use your audio 
efficiency and good quality tape equipment 
to produce a show in your studio that 
could be broadcast at a later time. In any 

case, you will want to prepare a demo tape 
to help you pitch your proposal. 

The more people that propose such 
things-- trying to break the tight little boxes 

of programming that our world of com-

mercial broadcasting has degenerated to--

the more likely that stations will start giv-
ing in and trying new things and the fac-

tors will come together to generate some 
really creative, evolutionary radio pro-
grams that will attract large numbers of lis-
teners and the radio gridlock will start to 
be disassembled. 

People's Radio 
Periodicals 
Monitoring Times 

This is an excellent magazine dedicat-
ed to helping people listen in on the myri-
ad of broadcast transmissions --other than 
household radio and TV--that can be tuned 
into day and night throughout the world. 

Information on equipment and tech-
niques for listening to shortwave broad-
casts from around the world, police, fire 
and other governmental communications 
in your own neighborhood, aircraft com-
munications, even cellular and cordless 
phones, are covered in Monitoring Times. 

You'll also read, on occasion, about the 
mysterious, cryptic, "spy" broadcasts that 
have puzzled and intrigued radio hobbyists 
for years. 

Monitoring Times lists frequencies to 
tune to, reviews a wide range of profes-
sional and amateur radio receivers, and 
otherwise tunes you into the world-wide 
network of people who learn about local 
and world wide events and concerns by 
tuning in broadcasts that you won't find on 

your typical walkman radio. 
Monitoring Times, P.O. Box 98, 140 

Dog Branch Road, Brasstown, NC 28902; 
phone 704-837-9200. $ 18 for 12 issues. 

Electronics and Radio Hobbyist's Newslet-
ter 

This used to be called the Experimen-
tal Broadcaster's Newsletter. It's for peo-
ple interested in low-power broadcasting, 
both legal and illegal. Includes field re-
ports, photos, and circuit diagrams and tu-
torials. 

Editor Ernie Wilson also operates Pa-

naxis, a mail-order outfit that sells high-
grade broadcasting equipment for low 
power stations, usually in kit form. 

The bottom line: if you're thinking 
about "experimental broadcasting", aware-
ness of this journal is a must! 

Electronics and Radio Hobbyists 

Newsletter, c/o Panaxis Productions, P.O. 
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Box 130, Paradise, CA 95967-0130. Six 

issues for $ 14. 

InteRadio--The Newsletter of AMARC The 
World Association of Community Radio 
Broadcasters. 

This is a worldwide newsletter, availa-
ble in English, French and Spanish edi-

tions, offering news and notes about com-
munity (non-commercial) radio stations 
and programmers from around the world. 

Find out about about folks who are run-
ning or attempting to set up Peoples Radio 
stations in small towns, rural villages, and 
various locales throughout he globe. 

This newsletter is an outgrowth of the 
AMARC organization. Every three years 
AMARC organizes a Community Radio 
Conference (in a different country each 
time) where community broadcasters from 
around the world converge and discuss ide-
as and problems confronting community 

radio activists. 
This is a vital well-structured organiza-

tion that can help you link up with people 
that can help you with virtually all aspects 

of community radio, including technical, 
legal, and political considerations. 

Write: 
AMARC, C.p. succursale De Lormier, 

Montreal, Quebec , Canada H2H 2N6; Tel-
ephone: 514-982-0351; Fax 514-843-5681; 

Telex 066270997 

SWL 
A publication of the American Short 

Wave Listeners Club (ASWLC), published 
bi-monthly. 

In SWL you'll find 'round-the-world 
listings giving the times and frequencies cf 
shortwave broadcast programs, plus news 
and notes regarding shortwave listening. 

Publisher Stewart MacKenzie recently 
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wrote Sound Choice and noted, "With glas-
nost in full swing, the international broad-
casters are taking full advantage of it by 
filling the air waves with all kinds of 
sounds that have not been heard of in the 
last 40 years or so. 

Even more recently Stewart sent out 
updates on the short wave frequencies 
where you can listen to news and perspec-
tives about the U.S.'s Operation Desert 
Shield as reported by mid-east countries. 

Annual Club dues including a subscrip-
tion to SWL are $ 12 in the US, $ 13 Cana-
da. Write: ASWLC, 16182 Ballad Lane, 
Huntington Beach, CA 92649-2204; ph. 

714-846-1685 

ACE 
This is an excellent publication for all 

those wanting to get details and make con-
tacts regarding clandestine broadcasting. 

The publication masthead sums up the 
publication well: "The ACE is an associa-

tion of individuals who find pirate, clandes-
tine and covert communications an interest-
ing part of their radio listening hobby. The 
primary existence of the club revolves 
around the publication of a monthly bulle-
tin, The ACE. The bulletin reports on pi-
rate, clandestine, convert and other unex-
plained broadcasts. Also, the readers are 
provided with other available material con-
cerning motives, explanations and theories 
behind these various broadcasts and broad-

casters." 
Annual dues, including a one year 

(monthly) subscription the The ACE are 
$18 US; $ 19 canada/Mexico, $23 world 

airmail. 
ACE, P.O. Box 11201, Shawnee Mis-

sion, KS 66207-0201 

••• 
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Umbra et Lux 
A monthly newsletter devoted to "sig-

nals intelligence" and covert shortwave 
communications. Sample issue $2. From 
DX/SWL Press, 10606-8 Camino Ruiz, 
Ste 174, San Diego, CA 92126. 

The Pirate Radio Directory 
by George Zeller 

Updated annually, this directory gives 
brief sketches of more than 100 pirate ra-

dio stations heard on the shortwave band 
in the last year. Plus general information 
about when and where to listen, and how 

to contact radio pirates. 
Zeller's publishing company, Tiare 

Publications, puts out several other radio 

related publications. 
$9.95 from Tiare Publications, P.O. 

Box 493, Lake Geneva, WI 53147 

Compilation of the Communications Act of 
1934 and Related Provisions of Law: Com-
mittee Print 101-1, House Committee on En-

ergy and Commerce (1989, 397 pp) 
This is official Federal verbiage on the 

laws that govern the legalities of transmit-
ting as well as receiving broadcasts within 

U.S. borders. 
($12 ppd, from Superintendent of Doc-

uments, Government Printing Office, 
Washington, DC 20402-9371; phone 202-

783 -3238.) 

Radio Fact Although there are 
about 25,000 major media outlets in the 

U.S. (including daily newspapers, maga-
zines, radio and television stations, book 
publishers and movie studios), a mere 
twenty-nine corporations control a vast ma-
jority of them, and of those corporations, 
nearly all are headed by conservative Re-
publicans. From The Media Monopoly, 

(Beacon Press, 1987) by Ben H. Bagdikian 
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AND ALSO THE TREES 
Farewell to the Shade 

Including a remlx of "The Pear Tree" by 
Robert Smith of The Cure and live bonus 
tracks. 

Tales of love and death offered from a 

different perspective. — The Gavin Report 
C> 

BREATHLESS 
Chasing Promises 

Featuring unreleased bonus tracks. 

Breathless tear up their contracts 
with this world and withdraw into 

the infatuation of sound itself. Just 
listen to a band that is in a state of 

grace. — Melody Maker UK 

MUSIC SERVICES 
P.O. Box 2103, Venice, CA 90294-2103 Tel: 213-305-1643 Fax: 213-306-7364 
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Avant-garde/Experimental 
BACKYARD MECHANICS FOR 
LANGUAGE: 
2 Live 4 Words C 
This is an interesting document of BY v1FL 

live performances from '88 and '89. Side 1 

is basically a collection of poetry, some set 

to minimal guitar, some spoken without ac-

companiment. Side 2 is the True Sound of 

Anarchy, free improvisation with vaiious 

sound resources. A single piece conthues 

for the duration of the side, creating a kind 

of junkyard ambience. My gut feelir g is 

that the BYMFL are strongest when work-

ing in a studio setting; their studio record-

ings are poised and calculated, while their 

live performances, though no less eft‘ctu-., 

al, are somewhat lacking in wholeness. 

Some of the spoken pieces on side 1 remind me .ef Algebra 

Suicide, only wrthout the musical rhytrim. Their poetry rang 

es from movingly introspective to oeliriously hilarious. In 

short, the Backyard Mechanics always seem to make me 

reach and this is no exception. (Burning Press, POE 18817, 

Cleveland Heights, OH 44118)—Johr Collegio 

BOTANICA: A Garden of Earthly Delights CD 
When Benoit Mandebrot published his theories on fractals, 

most notably the Mandelbrot set, back in the early to mid 

80's, it sent scientists and hobbyists running to their corpui-

er terminals to reproduce the enigmatic images that lay hic 

den within his equations. Botanica nave taken ! he mathe-

matical relationships found in fractals related to trie 
Manderorot set, known as 'Julia Sets' and uSed tnem as the 

foundation for their new computer nusic. Like Me graph c 

images of fractals, A Garden of Earthly Delighs is at the 

same time random and coherent. The self-symetry withn 

the Julia Sets holds this music together. There is neither be-

ginning, middle, nor end- rather the music slowly evoNes In 

flowing organic curves that could be extended indefinitely. A 

Garden of Earthly Delights is ideal for relaxation or medita-

tion because it flows so smoothly rom beginning to end. 

(Sanford Ponder, 757 S. Spring St. 13th Fl West, Los An-

geles, CA 90014)—Bob Hewitt 

CAPTAIN BEEFHEART AND THE MAGIC 
BAND: Shiny Beast CD 
What makes Shiny Beast a classic is not a litany of mera-

lysergic ramblings or incendiary Venusian delta blues 

(though both are present in measured quantities), but he 

profound personal conviction and ndividual spirit that per-

vades the work. The poignant "kia.hy Irene" or 'Love Lies" 

are often overlooked in favor of Dom van Vliet's more comic, 

outrageous, or technically spectmular compositions, but 
these tracks reveal him as a soulful, humanistic songwriter. 

This rereleased 1978 comeback album finds him at the 

peak of his powers, integrating his signature chopped 

rhythms and molten modern blues verth accessible so 

forms. My only disappointment is ; hat Enigma failed to ac-

quire the alternate takes from Ite unreleased, Zappa h-

nanced Bat Chain Puller LP; the • ights were Pied up when 

Zappa spirt with Warner, and the re-recorded versions cie-

came Shiny Beast with the original title in parentheses. 

(Enigma, POE 3628, Culver Cry, CA 902311—Michael 

Draine 

COLLINS, NICOLAS: 
100 of the World's Mot Beautiful Melodies CD 
Electronics and sound manipulator and composer Colins 

Redefinition 

Avant Garde, Experimental: Music 
that no one has done, no one is 
doing, or no one wants to do. 

has gathered around him a stellar array or supportirg musi-

cians, inc uding Elliott Sharp, John Zorn, Christian Marclay, 

George Lewis, Tom Cori, Zeena Parkins, Shelley Hirsch, 

Ned Rothenberg, and others. The format is a collection of 

duets featuring one o the guest nusicians who improvises 

a brief number (mostly under 2 minutes). and Collins who, 
with his •etro-fitted "trombone propelled electronics," pro-

cesses, loops, transposes, fragments, ard otherwise alters 

the sounds, Irve and on-the-spot. Occasionally, other brts of 

extraneous sound— shortwave radio broadcasts and vari-

ous recordings— are layered into the musical fabric. In the 

Cageian manner, the 42 brief "movements" may De rear-

ranged ipith the CD payer's random .access mode, or in any 

manner rhe listener chooses. Those who love the new free 

improvation of the guest artists will certainly wan r to hear 

how very • musically Collins treats :he material. You won't be 

disappohled. (Trace Elements Records, 172 E 4th St 

#11D, New York, NY 10009)—Dean Suzuki 

CONTEXT: More Structures 
This tape by the West German Stefan Schwab is the third in 

a series called Strucurespubiished by Sound of Pg, Harsh 

Reality and now XXI-urzhen Soured. We nave a collection of 

short blurbs of a variety of atmospheres created by loops of 

electron c source-scuncs processed and layered Each is 

individually intriguing and carefully rendered. The structures 

are murtifunctional and stand aiona quite well and would 

also blend smoothly into other :keorks you might endeavor 

yourself, such as multi-Darly sound collaging a la Due Pro-

cess or P16.D4, or radio noise serenades, or any other 

uses a resourceful ndividual nigh' muster. Thus, I would 

call this music reactive/interactive sound. These composi-

tions are very minimal, devoid for Me most part of progres-

sion, as if Stefan intended to focus on the present instant 

no matter how immediate or, urgent the past or fu:ure might 

be. This calls to rrrnd the arrow paradox, whereby if you 

photog aph an arrow in flight,it appears to be mot unless for 

the instant, yet we know that 1 Isis were true the arrow 

could not have competed its trajedcry. Listen to these 

noise components and piece them into a flighted whole for 

yoursel. Then go co something else creative will rt. ( Xkur-

zhen Sound, 26 Linden Ave., Asheville, NC 288311—John 

Colleg o 

COULDRY, NICK: Mouths of 
Pearl C 
If Nick Couldry's piano wile human, 

one might suspect Mr. Couldry of hav-

ing slipped it a few hits of ecstasy be-

tween the keys: ' Everything is wonder-

ful! This chaos is heavenly! My God, 

Nick, I love your Nick seems to have 

je  actually established a responsive co-

herent dialogue with an insentient col-

lection of wooden blocks, metal wire 

and bits of ivory and glue. These six 

solo piano pieces seem to be composi-

tions but have a distinct interactive 

quality that would deem them improvi-

salions equally comfortably. They blend 

seamlessly and poetically, yet swing from a sweaty neurosis 

of chaos to a blissful rush of ambience, often from one 

heartbeat to the next. The chaos in each piece will suddenly 

gel nto a moment of clarity and revert back jus! as quickly, 

almost like the instant of 'truth" we may realize at those rare 

limes when the various aspects of our Ivies instantly come 

into phase for a moment and then roll back out of control. 

This music crosses many genres. 1 feel a proclivity to mod-

ern classical composition, but the looseness and the pro-

gre;sen of most of this smack of free improvisation. There 

are moments when you'd swear he is about to break into a 

coffee house jazz standard, and then he'll jump head first 

intc a passage so minimal and still that you begin to breath 

with every note. This is cathartic, enriching, depletive and 

fulfiling; listening to this is emotional aerobics. Nick Could-

ry, 108 Englefeld Rd, London N1 3LO, England —John Col-

egio 

COWTOWN: Does Dylan C 
Altho' it might sound like the title of a new porno movie, 

"Cowtown Does Dylan" is actually the epitome of Cowtown-

chic. Peter Tonks and Lithe Fyodor seem to have a healthy 

disregard for rok iconography which, in this age o' Klassik. 

rok rehashed leftovers, is more than slightly refreshing. Par-
odying, or really, decimating, yuppie-oid lifestyles and stere-

otypes, using Dylan's muzick as a frame of reference, but 

changing all the lyrics for some scathing satirical diatribes. 

Tconz such as 'A Hard Rain's Gonna Fall,' with its free-

association asides about Tracy Chapman, Dan Quayle, and 

designer jeans, reach heights of brilliance ano genius. The 

cheap harmonica playing and space- gun sounds in 'The 

Lonesome Death of Hattie Carrot' leads up to the startling 

revelation that William Zanzinger's real name is Gary Hart. 

Samples and loops of the original Dylan recordings are 

used as background for some of the cover eersions. And 

Dylan himself appears in a brief phone internew segment 

wrth a hostile muzick critick. (Cowtown, POE 10221, Den-

ver„ CO 802101—Dan Fioretti 

DEAD CAN DANCE: Aion CD 
I first heard Dean Can Dance's music as a soundtrack to an 

amazing corrputer animation film, and I was totally blown 

away by their unique sound. Dead Can Darce appears to 

be Brendan Perry and Lisa Gerrard, with some hep from 

friends playing bagpipes and viols on a few cuts. These two 

are truly inspired madfolk. The music on this cisc is both au-

thentic medieval and renaissance music and well-done imi-

tations and variations thereupon. This disc has certain affini-

ties with other bands on the 4AD label, such as Cocteau 

Twins, in terms of haunting atmospheres aid suggestive 

yet- unintelligible lyrics, atlhough in the case of D/C/D, I sus 
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EAR-RELEVANT 
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FOR PEOPLE WITH GOOD TASTE 

NEW NMI r:XPER1MENTAL MUSIC FROM 

AROUND THE WORLD AND OLD SOUL 

Send For A Free Catalog! A . 
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Napalm Beach ... 

Just returned from 

their second tour 

of Europe, where 

their album FIRE 

AIR & WATER is 

making them 

famous.. 

Snow Bud nd 

the Flower 

People's dnal 

length casSette 

COMPLETE WORKS 

continues' to 

smoke. 

To order, send $ 12 (ppd) for Napalm 
Beach CD or Snow Bud cassette to: 

FLYING HEART fir RECORDS 

402€ NE 12th Ave., Portland Oregon 97212 
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pest the lyrics are unintellig idle because they're in old Italian 

and Catalan, rather than merely mumbled like the Coc-
teau's. The mood is like being in a temple — this is very 

spiritual music, as is suggested by the cover art being a de-

tail of Hieronymus f3osch's Garden of Earthly Delights. In 
fact, I can't put h any better than to say that this is what you 

might hear h you were dropped into that visionary land-
scape. At times, D/C/D gracefully reveal their modernity, us-

ing tasteful synths, drum machines and processing to forge 

a synthetic antique mystique. This should appeal to the new 

age crowd as well as talkies and experimentaVclassical 

fans. Extremely highly recommended. (4 AD US, 611 Broad-

way #311, New York, NY 10012)—Ed Blornquist 

DENLEY, MM; KIMMO VENNON: 
Time of Non Duration CD 
Denley's bright, whispery flute and alto sax are combined 

with Vennon's manipulations and field recordings to create 

an impressionistic musique concrete. Denley's flute blows 
like a hot wind amidst a shimmering aural landscape of 

sampled insect sounds and grainy electronic textures. The 
discontinuous, arhythmic character of these compositions is 

generative of the states of altered lime- consciousness allud-

ed to in the title. Though demanding, Denley and Vennon's 
work is striking in its originality. ( Split Records, POB 213, 

Pyrmont 2009, Sydney, Australia)—Michael Draine 

DINO DIMURO: Sunday at the Airport C 
After a muhilude of tapes, Dino, like countless others in the 

now post- incestuous continuum of K7Kuhure, has found a 

niche here and continues to release tape after lape af-

ter...oh, you know the story by now. In "Sunday At The Air-

port," Dino puts out a collection of tunes at once too quirky 

for your average pop fan, too involved and complex for the 

novelty market and too much good clean fun for the hippest 

among us. So kiss goodbye the IRS, K-Tel or Wax Traxi 
dream deals, pal, you're in for the long haul. The reality, as 

see it ( though Dino tells us that anyone who thinks his sigh 
is clear surely must be blind...") is that Dino kicks the shi! 

out of his chosen genre by exercising his songwriting skills, 

performance finesse and apparent classical training to thole 

uhramegamaxima potency. He intrepidly mounts the retread 

wheels of tired pop sensibilities onto his pop vehicle and 

manages to wear the treads out long before they would peel 

off in the high speed lane. His songs are original, hilarious, 

demented, disjointed and delirious, and they often depict 

the way life is now for sexpeople in the golden age of latex. 

That is, he seems to have a proclivity for phone titillatior, 

between his wacky answering machine voyeurism and oh! 

those 1-900 numbers. What I'd like to hear more of is what 

tell on the editing room floor from those conversations. (The 

female voice, begravelled by a dozen years of coffee and 

cigarettes: " Dino, I know we'll end up making love! I jue 

know in Anyway, if Liderace were alive, and if he were 

ever to hallucinate, even only once, and then h Erik Lind-

gren were to sign him to Ad! An!, but only to let him play a 

Casio and an answering machine, then fed him linguine with 

methedrine sauce before the sessions, and only allowed 

him to wear normal clothes, the resuh might not be a Duo 

DiMuro tape, but it might be close. 0-bla-Dee, 

(DiMuroTapes, 578 N. Gower, Los Angeles, CA 90004)— 

John Collegio 

DOUGZIG: Dougzig C 
This 90- minute tape is very pecJliar. Dougzig doodlas 

through 30 short tracks on his synthesizer. The music is 

simple but varies enough not to become too redundant. 
There are some people who play the synthesizer while oth-

ers play with them. Dougzig does the latter. Sounds like his 
experience is limited yet origiiial. There are some vocal and 

spoken tracks. The one I like is called "Change the Record." 

This person repeats over and over 'change the record" 

while there is minimal programmed music in the back-
ground. The most amateur track is "TV for Me" a poor spok-

en word reading a la Jello Biafra. 11 needs more conviction 

and force to be effective. If you like weird home-made 

tapes, check this out. (Flying Borth Cassettes, 277 Lake 

Ave, Worchester, MA 01604)—Joe Kob 

DUE PROCESS: RRRadio 26-30 C 
This is yet another of those tape collage things. This one 

has its moments, as do they all. I particularly likiad the guy 

on side 2 taiking about trying to buy some pot. There's also 

the requisite helping of blips, bleeps, and slowed-down or 

speeded-up voices. This was a live radio performance, and 

everyone is invited to contribute. Just send a good backing 

tape which can be incorporated into the show—you'll gel 

a copy." Oh, that's what this is, a souvenir. Sure beats boot-

leg Bart Simpson T-shirts. And I loved the cover art take on 

an old Monkees cover. 1 mean, it's OK while it lasts, but 
really, how many tapes like this can anyone listen to? 

(RRRecords, 151 Paige St, Lowell, MA 01852)—Stuart 

Kremsky 

DUE PROCESS (VARIOUS): RRRadio 23-25 C 
This tape is a radio performance from WZBC Boston. ft is 

basically a collage of a number of bands (Human Head 

Transplant, Esplendor Geometrico, Human Flesh, Bunker 

Club Project, Martyr V2101, P16.D4.). The over-positioning 

of the textures provided by these bands create a hypedex-

ture to which some six "participants" go sick and even dis-

courage patronage of establishments. Definitely not for peo-
ple with heart disorders. It is loud and should be played 

louder. It is good but I have heard better. ( RRRecords, 151 
Paige St, Lowell, MA 01852)—Alex Godoy 

GEORGE, GREGORIAN: 
in Phaze Shift Reality C 
Looped voices and sampled sounds that, at least on the first 
two cuts, reminded me of the McCarthy era paranoia about 

the "red peril" that I grew up arouncVwith; nicely done, and 

not so harsh that it'll break yo' ears. I like the clarity on the 

many voices and the broadly shifting panoramas of sound 1 

hesitate to play the whole tape for momma as the left/right 

shifts and sample interspersals would probably drive her 

nuts... but I liked it! Certainly breaks up the monotony found 
on so many AM/FM stations these days. Gregorian George 

would serve as a line intro to any and all wishing to expand 

their musical perspective beyond "easy listening" horizons. 

(Violet Glass Oracle Tapes, 6230 Lewis Ave Lot # 105, 

Temperarce, MI 48182)—Richard Metcalf 

IF, BWANA: Wah Yu Wan LP 
What I really like about Al Margolis' works is that they are al-

ways creative and very different from each other. The same 

goes for Generation Unlimited Records. They provide quali-
ty experimental music that does not follow the latest trends 

or limits of artistic expression. If, Bwana are six musicians 
playing a variety of instruments including synthesizer, sax, 

oboe, cello and voices. Sparse, dreamy electronics done a 

la early Morton Subotnick A quiet piece with scattered 

sounds. "What do you do'?" is one of my favorite tracks. 

Fast saxophone played against slow synthesizer sounds 

that hypnotically move back and forth between octaves, ft is 

haunting and dense. "We are not a mused" is another 

sparse pece using oboe, cello, french horn, violin and voic-
es. It is amazing how If, Bwana uses a full array of instru-

mentation to create such sparse music. This is very atmos-

pheric music that does not depend upon using the spectrum 

of sound to grab one's attention. It's very sparseness places 

one in other dimensions. There are several tracks that are 

definitely more on the industriaVnoisy side. A wild array of 

samples and sounds to assault one's senses. (Generations 

Unlimited, POB 540, Marlborough, MA 01752)--Joe Kob 

JANUARY, JOHN: The Unfinished World C 
I found Unfinished World to be a wonderfully quirky example 

of modern alternative pop at its eccentric, experimental 

best. A plethora of tunes ranging from the loony to the sub-
lime. (Scheming Intelligensia So, 3025 Plaza Blvd., National 

City, CA 92050)—Lori Higa 

KEELER: The Present Link CD 
Each track on this disc is an impressionistic electronic por-

trayal of a cryptozoological subject such as Bigfoot or Yeti, 

supplemented with photographs from the Forban Picture Li-

brary. Corny devices are employed to denote the locale 
each of the critters is purportedly indigenous to: synthesized 

bagpipes for the Loch Ness Monster, lake koto for a Japa-
nese lake creature, etc, While Keeler's sonic palette is lush 
and highly varied, these pieces lack emotional resonance. 

(Great Orm Productions, 496-A Hudson St. Suite D-35, New 

York, V 10014)—Michael Draine 

LACHENMANN, HELMUT: 
Guero/Pression/Gran Torso LP 
In 1976 I had the pleasure of hearing Lachenmann's orches-

tral work Fassade performed at the World Music Days Festi-

val held in Boston. At the time I was amazed that this Ger-
man composer was not better known, as he seemed to 

have brought the intricacies of extended instrumental tech-

nique and chance composition to a very sophisticated level 
of refinement. This recording bears my feelings out. While 

Cage was the first to use the piano as a percussion instru-
ment, here Lachenmann exploits that idea in a more subtle 

and intense way. The solo cello piece " Pression" is present-

ed in two versions by different performers which allows us to 
hear the variations that two different realizations provide. In 

this piece, as well as in Gran Torso (tor string quartet) La-

chenmann gets right to the heart of actual sound produc-
tion. In his words; 'Instead of using sound itself as a point of 

departure, structural and formal hierarchies are derived from 
the mechanical and physical conditions present during the 

process of sound production.' The sound of these works is 

amazingly contradictory; both primitive and ultra-modern at 
the same time. And there's no middle ground; you'll find 

these pieces either monstrously ugly or exquisitely beautiful. 

But they are beautiful; Lachenmann wants us to fat in love 

with sound itself, and for this he certainly deserves a wider 
audience. The recording itself is beautiful; a flawlessly re-

corded, pressed and packaged production, very handsome-

ly presented. ( Edition RZ, Leibnizstr. 33, D-1000 Benin 12, 

W.Germany)—Tom Furgas 

LINDBLAD, RUNE: 
Death of the Moon and Other Early Works LP 
Lindblad was the first Swedish composer to work with Mu-
sique Concret and electronics ( 1953) but his work has re-
mained unknown due to his refusal to align himseh strictly 

with either the French (pure Musique-Concret) or Cologne 

(electronics) school. He has also avoided the political jocky-
ing (and hence the support) of a major university in Stock-

holm. But Dave Prescott and Al Margolis are only con-

cerned with the music, not politics, and have made a 

selection of Lindblad's early pieces available on LP. The his-

torical significance of this release is obvious; most irrportant 

is the music itsetl. While these early examples of tape music 
(1954-56) may sound tame and technically primitive today, 

there is a subtle and lyrical quality that was often missing 

from the French, German, even American schools with their 

occasional shock elects and grand, dramatic gestures. 

Lindblad's use of delicate sounds (flute, marimba, subtly 
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modulated white noise) does not sound a bit dated. In fact, 

composers today can learn a thing or two about pacing and 

compositional shape from these modestly potent works. 

(Pogus Productions, 151 First Ave. #201, New York, NY 

10003)—Tom Furgas 

MAHLER, DAVID: The King of Angels C 
Two of the three songs on this cassette EP use the cut-up 

technique (where bits and pieces are edited and remixed 
into something else) and while the idle cut seems to be an 

experiment for Mahler, the opening track, "cup of Coffee", is 

a delight. The entire track is formed from the simple phrase, 
"I could use a cup of coffee, henh!" and if you wonder how 

much mileage a cut-up artist could possibly get from such 

an economy of the language I recommend an immediate in-

vestigation n'kay? The real mystery here is Mahler's nod 

and a wink to Tin Pan Alley crossed with Nashville Pop and 
50's Folk called " Every Song You Sang". The music is a par-

adigm of these styles while the vocal is delivered with the 
Country- Pop-Twang of a Willie Nelson trying to sound like 

Bud Ives so he can sell another hit to Julio Iglesias. My con-

fusion over Mahler's intentions with this cut arise from the 

fact that it's a traditionally structured song tossed in the 

drunk tank with his experimental pieces and the sudden jot 

'twixt styles could be harmful to young 'uns. (Frog Peak Mu-

sic, POB 9911 Mills College Sta, Oakland, CA 94613)— 
Mick Mather 

MATHES, ARNOLD: 
Recreation of the Humanoids C 
Another entry from Arnold, this time his trbute to the 1962 

sci-fier "Creation of the Humanoids," which dealt sympathet-

ically with machines being mistreated by humans. These 
'oids have feelings, y'see, and want more equality with the 

remaining humans in the post-apocalyptic world. Mathes 

treats this environment sympathetically also, with his bank 

of synths and peripherals relating this ethos in many short 

to mid- length pieces alternating irregularly with ten excerpts 
of dialogue from the film. The music is up to Mathes' usual 

standards, and forces him to condense his musical lan-

guage within the confines of shorter pieces, and he general-

ly succeeds, though several are too short to serve as any-

thing other than filler. (Arnold Mathes, 2750 Homecrest Ave, 

Brooklyn, NY 11235)—Jack Jordan 

MINOZIN-V: Attachments C 
Minozin-V stands for " minimal noise environment," a duo 

who use 'motors, currents, and environmental sounds." 

These Attachments are a series of 14 pieces using these 

sounds, but they're used straightforwardly; not much in the 

way of development, contrast of formal structure. This I 

would not mind so much if the fidelity of the recording were 

better. There is an unfortunately narrow frequency re-

sponse; perhaps better microphones would help. Better 

tape certainly would; my copy was on a truly low-bias formu-

lation. (SSS Productions, 5891 Darlington, Pittsburgh, PA 

15217)—Tom Furgas 

O W T: Good as Gold LP 
Zeena Parkins and David Linton use improvised perfor-

mances on drums, tapes, percussion, harps and keyboards 

to create a fascinating blend of immediate music. The seven 

cuts offer a surprising variety of sounds and textures, from 

the intensive driving force of the multi-layered "Angel Food" 

to the comparative playfulness of the track "Swing Time." 

This abum is a challenging work that forces the listener to 

pay attention, and for this alone it is to be admired. (Home-

stead Records, POB 570, Boonville Center, NY 11571)— 

Perry Glorioso 

POWDER FRENCH: 
What Sort of Fish Is That? C 
This band has become one of my favorites in this genre: 

post-punk, post-industrial, big-city electronic music. Though 

typically, I cringe at even my own use of drum machines, I 

found myself actually looking forward to what Powder 

French was going to do next with theirs. At points they tend 

to overuse the unintelligible distorted "found" vocal resplen-

dent with breathy reverb, but this is a minor point relative to 

the atmosphere they build from song to song. They manage 

a fresh sound by juxtaposing incongruous musical styles in 

a montage so different from the sources to be a separate 

style altogether. Combining swampy alien-planet electronics 

over jazzy-marchy real- drum chops—a mix that sounds like 

it would fall flat on its moons—they conjure a new musical 

image. There are several pieces focusing on atmosphere 

and devoid of beat, and these work remarkably well as a di-
version from the beat and for their diverse mood and textu-

ral elements. I enjoy the urban environment they create with 
their reverb unit and other effects, if you're a die-hard fan of 

early-80's post-industrial muzik or if you're a new- beat noize 

hound, you should really get off on this. (Gregory Puchalski, 

1216 Trevamon Ave., Pittsburgh, PA 15218)—John Collegic 

ROBERTS, GUITAR: 
Blues: The Dark Paintings of Mark Rothko LP 
Guitar Roberts' (a.k.a. Loren Mazzacane) blues are wound 

up tight in a package that is at once serene and vexing. 

While his music moves along at a slow pace, lingering over 

lazy blues phrases and slowing shifting chord changes, the 

timbre of his guitar slices into your nervous system like pain 

from a bad tooth. These seven pieces were inspired by an 

exhiba of Rothko painting, and each comes off as if you 
were viewing the blues through a microscope, tiny frag-

ments of blues ideas here and there pinned on a backdrop 

of, basically, silence. But I'd be hard pressed to say that t 

hear anything approaching the monolithic presence of a 

Rothko painting.(St. Joan, POB 390, New Haven, CT 
06502)—John Baxter 

SCHWARTZ, DEBORAH: Sonorities C-45 
A series of four compositions specifically designed to ex-

plore and expand the capabilities of the marimba. Featuring 

compositions by Byong-kon Kim, Orlando Garcia, AtIred 

Carlson, and Barbara Bennette. Students and aficionados 

of contemporary marimba playing and composition will find 

the two solo marimba works worthy of immediate contem-

plation. A rich world of wooden sonorities is further devel-

oped in the multi-instrumental compostions contained on 

the album. Barbara Bennet joins Schwartz on Garcia's 
"Four Migrations" and Bennett's own *Carilynae". BennetteS 

presence as both a composer and accompanist is deep-

ened by her thorough familiarity of the marimba and its pos-

sibilities. One gets the sense that these people are not sim-

ply acting as human tape recorders reading notes off a 

page. In fact, on "Four Individual Migrations" the combina-

tion of Christie Lundquist's clarinet, Bennett's piano and 

Robert Fernandez and Schwartz on percussion remind me 

a brt of intuitive improvisational jazz works like Marion 

Brown's "Afternoon of a Georgian Fawn" or more mellow 

moments in the works of the Art Ensemble of Chicago. 

(CRS, 724 Winchester Road, Broomall, PA 19008)—Darrell 
Jonsson 

SCRATCHPAD: Accidents of Brilliance C 
Not exactly sure where this one is coming from; it says on 

the inside coverleaf that it's for tongue in cheek productions, 

and offers "sincere apologies to all jazz, new age, classical 

and serious music lovers"... Well, they are accepted ( and 

needed). Sounds like someone took a 4-track tape that al-

ready had a Rhodes, some synth sounds and a drum ma-

chine and played the speed control up and down through 

the whole thing. I you have a jazz or new age music lover 

that you just hate, and want to fracture their ears, put this 

on. The pieces on here sound like they would have been 

pleasant enough to listen to, tho' average for the genre, but 
that speed variation ruined it for me. I wasn't impressed. 

You remember "an accident looking for a place to happen"? 

This one already has a place, right here on this cassette! 

(Presence Records, POB 2502, Houston, TX 77252)— 

Richard Metcalf 

SIMON, ART; ALVIN SVOBODA: 
The Delicate Prayer C 
This tape is excellent, It is superbly recorded, impeccably 

packaged and presented and highly representative of the 

talent contained on the tape. The music is purely electronic, 

but the programming and selection of sounds simulates 
closely the experience of listening to recorded acoustic per-

cussion. Art Simon's music is inviting and enslaving, serving 
as a backdrop for the engaging computer- recited text of Al 

Svoboda. The talking computer is an intelligible and interest-
ing feature. Pounding, slamming and metallic abrasion all 

tied together with washes and ambient chord progressions 

push this treatment of computer vocals in a new direction. 

(Art Simon, 3127 A Mission St., San Francisco, CA 

94110)—John Collegio 

STATIC EFFECT: Siamese Twin Reflex C 
You oughta see the packaging on this thing- deluxe over-
sized box with plastic window/protector, with beautiful color 

cover graphic by Damian Bisciglia. Instantly collectible. Now 
about the music... S.E. is Mikhail Bohonus and Randy Greif, 

so you know there's some respected talent here. There's no 

left channel on all of Side A, at least on my copy, so t prefer 

to refrain from, er... hat-commenting. On the flip side, there 

are some dark synth drone/moan sections with rhythmic 

clunkings. Nice for another descent into the maelstrom, but 

no new ground dug into here. Kind of rambling and formless 

(improvised?), but there are superior sections with middle-

eastern horn sounds, chanting, some jazz molds, cool at-

mospheres. Some disjointed epithet voiceover too. It's also 

time for me to vent a general bitch- untitled pieces/songs. 

Lady and gentlemen composers, even if it's improvised, you 

must think enough of your work to give t a tille, no? Certain-

ly you have a frame of reference you wish to convey? 

(Swinging Axe Productions, POB 199, Northridge, CA 

91328)—Jack Jordan 

STIPES & PATIBULUM: Vestal C 
A very amateur vanity release. White noise, record scratch-

ing, distorted radio stations and spoken word. The industi-

ral/experimental sounds are a complete bore; the few piec-

es that are listenable could fill about ten minutes of tape. 
"Woman ( Hole Lone Love)" is interesting using a bit of Zap 

as a collage and other sounds/moans. (Sonic Delights, POB 

332, South Orange, NJ 07079)—Joe Kolb 

SUCKDOG: Little Flowers Dying C 
Like the tenth time you light the filter on your cigarette, a mi-

asmic chuckle gut gurgles out... the utter encapsulad Absur-
dity Cloud descends. In the form of this endearingly psy-

chotic blast of aural ecstasy-extremities. Icy and sweet 

mebdics grunging thru the ranges of primal scream, Tomlin-

ish gooberishes, monotone epiphany ("All the flowers are 

gray & there's too many teeth in my mouth."), screeching 
implorations CI want to die.") and tinkling, thudding inter-

ludes of assaulting, caressing noize and whatever. I feel in-

adequate in descriptive agenda to descrbe the ineffable 

bliss this work has wrought on my already paranoid- schizo 

condition. I will kiss her (Lisa Carver's) toes forever. (Lisa 

Carver, POB 1491, Dover, NH 03820)—Malok 
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UNDERCURRENT: Functionally Illegitimate C 
The ever-mysterious Y and Z team's new release, and this 

may be my favorite to date, though all four tapes are excel-

lent (the first two were with X and Y). Except for one short 

percussive piece, the other five works here score high in the 

school of industrial hums, drones, and thick, sometimes flut-

tering textures. The track titles are 3- and 4-digit numbers 

which are fun to decode using the U-cube, but thematically 

we're talkin' mellifluous pieces with slow percussive effects 

and occasional, nonintrusive voice treatments. "Sounds for 

Subconscience Awakening" is the Undercurrent motto, and 

if you take Mr. Bill's advice and listen to this tape directly be-
fore retiring, who knows what devils, demons, or truths may 

confront you... In any event, "the flora, the fauna, their array 

of floating debris" do await the receptive listener. Most high-

ly recommended. (Bill Jaeger, POB 234, Concho, AZ 

85924)—Jack Jordan 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: N)ok6 (Audio Alchemy) C 
Another offering from a staple in the diet of cassette net-

workers, this collaborative effort between Robin James and 
Big City Orchestra's Das pulls together twenty-odd artists 

into an audio documentary which for the moment sets aside 

the art produced by the artists and elevates the act of net-
working itself to an art form. Almost a history lesson in audio 

networking, this tape combines snippets of monologues 

from the likes of Daniel Plunkett of ND Magazine talking 

about his zine and Steve Rubin describing the loss of his 

audio virginity to a portable reel-to-reel. This is really fun lis-

tening, and serves many purposes. I see it as a sort of aural 

welcome mat for those new to networking, yet another net-

working tool to veterans, a source of found vocals/sounds, 

as well as a valuable and informative social and cultural 

document. Some twisted picks to pick your zits to: Daniel 

Johnston's excerpt from Hip Jump is a hilarious popchop re-

motely about Casper the Friendly ghost, and in one of the 
several SubGenius appearances, the Most Reverend gives 

a run-on rave of the roots of the SubGenii. Plus there are 

brief interviews with Kim Cascone, Joel Haertling, GX Jupit-

ter Larsen, AMK, Elden M. (Allegory Chapel), Mark Hosier 

(Negativland) and more for a total of 36 "cuts." Every selec-
tion is backed by some form of sound, whether musical or 

ambient, which further extends the dynamic of listenability 

of this. My favorite backdrop is the vocal loop manipulations 

of Brook Hinton. For all the fun, usefulness, and value, this 

is somewhat limited in that many of the artists involved did 

not include contact addresses. But I'm sure the resourceful 

networker would just write to Cassette Mythos. You'll be 

glad you did. (Cassette Mythos, POB 2391, Olympia, WA 

98507)—John Collegio 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: 
Winnie's Reputation/ Winnie'sHemispheres C 
Some EXCELLENT pieces on this compilation; many folks 

on this one, including Rudy Schwartz Project, Nick, Our Be-
loved Martyrs, Dino DiMuro, Charlie Roby, Al Perry, Don 

Campau, Reflector and Nomuzic. If you read the mugs at 

all, you can see that this one would serve as a great intro-

duction to the many talents of all these folks. The styles 

vary from slow/easy ("As Temperature Falls", Charly Roby) 

to very contemporary and up ( Magick Television, Nick). Lots 

of guitarz, some looped/found sounds, too hard lo describe 

all of the various methods used to capture your attention. 

Suffice it to say that if you've wondered what all these folks 

are doing (from magazine reviews, ads, etc.) this tape puts 

it all together for you to hear. If you're looking for raw punk 

or old standard jazzifolk, dont buy this one; but if you're in 

to well crafted sounds with a dash of odd, get it! ( Kitti 

Tapes, 312 N. 3rd Ave., Highland Park, NJ 08904)— 

Richard Metcalf 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: Tellus #24: Flux Tellus C 
More than a rehash of Dada, the Fluxus Orchestra of the 
1960s-'70s was, according to its founder, George Maciunas, 

'a fusion of Spike Jones, gags, games, Vaudeville, Cage, 
and Duchamp.' Today it would no doubt be called 'concep-

tual performance arr. Whatever it's called, it broke so many 

boundaries (including its own) that it made Cage himself 

seem quaint and Neoclassical by conparison. Al the old 

masters of the orchestra are here on this historically impor-

tant tape (LaMonte Young, Jackson Madow, Alison 

Knowles, Takehisa Kosugi, George Brecht, Dick Higgins, 

and, of course, Maciunas himself) and some of their most 

important pieces are presented, many in newly recorded 
versions, and all ingeniously interspaced with precisely-

timed excerpts from Tomas Schmd's No. 13. Ranging from 

emotionally gut-wrenching to wildly humorous, these theatri-

cal- anti- musical compassions may very well change your 

mind about just what the definition of music is. (Tellus, 596 

Broadway #602, New York, NY 10012)—Tom Furgas 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: 
Sinapole Twilight in Catal Huyuk CD 
This sampler includes extended contriautions by Coil, Cur-

rent 93, Cheb Mami, plus the always mysterious, it not mys-

tical, overtones from "Les Archives sonores Sub Rosa." I, 

for one, have not been caught up in the world beat pop 
movement, so it is difficud for me to be objective about 

Cheb Mami's North African ditties. Coil's "Another Brown 

World" is a play on Eno's title, Another Green World, and is 

similarly ambient and repetitive. It even has some Frippian 

guitar eructations, along with some other strange electronic 

and found sounds which periodically intrude on the key-

board goings on. Quite nice. "Some Morning When the 

Moon Was Blood" by Current 93 is also an ambient piece, 

but much more enigmatic and obscure. Strange electronic 
sounds weave in and out of the musical fabric and the 

whole affair is bound together by a hammering, dirge- like 

drum tattoo. Great stuff. The archival recording, "Dervish 

Ceremonial" is based on a field recording made in Turkey. 

The chants have been processed and it appears that new 

voices have been layered over the original recording. The 

results are what Sub Rosa appropriately dubs a "subjectnie 

aural vision of a ritual." (Sub Rosa, POB 808, CM 1000 

Brussels, BELGIUM)--Dean Suzuki 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: Objekt No. 4 CD 
Another of Ladd-Frith's compilations of work by various in-

ternational sound artists, including Smersh, Psyclones, Illu-

sion of Safety and Randy Grief. Each of these pieces is in-

troduced by the artist(s), too. While much of this can be 

loosely classified as belonging to the industrial "school" (for 

those of you working on your dissertations), this collection is 

actually much more diverse. Grief's and Illusion of Safety's 
contributions are typically foreboding; but there's humor, 

too, like John Trubee's outrageous "Call to Idiots (excerpt)," 

a kind of comedy-verb e where a deranged caller harasses 

an unsuspecting phone operator. Zoviet- France's contribu-
tion, "Voice Print Identification" is more of a sound-text 

piece, a twisted journey through language done in the style 

of a PBS documentary. Which is to say that this collection is 
diverse, perverse, challenging, and never dull. Grab It! 

(Ladd- Frith, POB 967, Eureka, CA 95502)—John Baxter 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: New Computer Music CD 
Six of the seven pieces on this disk, a commemoration of 

Computer Music Journal's tenth anniversary, indicate that 

computer music is moving out of its squeak/honk phase and 

into something more interactive and —dare I say— more 

human. Two standouts are ' Idle Chatte?' by Paul Lansky 
and " Relationships for Melody Instruments" by Clarence 

Barlow, both of which are aggressively rhythmic— a rare 

qualdy in the older computer music vocabulary. Lansky 

works with the human voice, mixing and blending vocal 

sounds with and without "rhythmic masks." The resutt is an 
extremely-intricate, coherent and hypnotic pece of musc. 

Barlow, who has an East Indian background, works with 
computer-driven pitch and pulse modes, but uses a live per-

cussionist who clarifies the pulse cycle "by means of impro-
vised rhythms." A bass clarinet also irrprovises against the 

pulse and pitch modes according to pre-arranged instruc-

tions. This is vital, vibrant music. Another piece, Dashow's 

"Sequence Symbols," may be superficially closer to squeak/ 

bonk, but it demonstrates a gradual development in comput-

er music toward truly organic programs approximating hu-

man compositional forms. "Sequence Symbols" is certainly 

diflicutt, but it sounds composed, and hence sounds alive." 

Two other pieces worth noting are sections from "The 

Hands," with electronic instruments fitted under the hands 

transmitting movements of tinges, hands and arms to digi-

tal synthesizers. The music has a strong, rich presence. 
(Wergo Schaltplatten„ Mainz, W. GERMANY)—Bill Tilland 

VELJET,SIELUN: 
Softwood Music Under Slow Pillars CD 
This is a very odd, quirky collection of songs by a very odd, 

quirky and eclectic Finnish band. Most of the instrumental 

parts are acoustic, with the occasional electric guiar (some 
of it severely distorted) and synthesizer, as well as some 

strings and other orchestral accompaniment. If Arlo Lindsay 

were to play acoustic music, it might come off something 
like this. The vocals, both stylistically and lyrically, are of a 

peculiar sort, manifesting the influence of Captain Beef' 

heart, Tom Waits and Robin Hitchcock. Tiles are little non-

sequiturs and odd ditties such as "Mushroom Moon," "I 
Wanna Be A Frog,"Hey-Ho, Red Bananar and "Lite Is A 

Cobra." It you are looking for the new, unusual, weird and 

fascinating, here it is. ( Poko/ Unitor Oy, 33101 Tampere, 

FINLAND (—Dean Suzuki 

VIBRATING EGG: 
Castle of Dr. Eggmorbulon C 
Side 1 - Bride of Frankenstein. Side 2 - Godzilla Mon 
Amour. The most interesting thing about this recording 

the packaging. Cassette cover art sports Elsie Lanchesler 
and Rankle Babe in a still from the movie. Special thanks 

go to everyone from Screamin' Jay Hawkins to Rodgers & 

Hammerstein, Edgar Varese, Zappa, Wagner, Jerry Lewis, 
Nico and John Williams—all, immortal icons of post-

modern muzak kulture. Seems like the folks over at Vibrat-

ing Egg thought it would be fun to put out a tape of soundby-

tes from gothic horror films and hope some of us dumb, 
hard- up-for- spatial- filler suckers would buy it. No way, but 

it's an interesting idea. Is this supposed to inseminate our 

minds with the sperm of something profound? If anyone fig-
ures it out, let me know. (Viarating Egg, POB 18685, Roch-

ester, NY 14618)—Lori Higa 

ZZAJ-ART: Volume One C 
Mail-collabs between Dick Metcalf and Brett Hart comprised 

of a mainly kitchen-sink approach. And it works. Half-speed 

guitars and all sorts of guitar improv and cheap Casio sur-
round Dick Metcalf's beyond tongue-in-cheek poetic explo-

rations. Too many lave lines to quote them all. No, wait— 

the entire text is one big lave line! Titles refer to Zappa— 

seemingly gratuitously, FZ is never recalled in any real way. 

Scathing, sarcastic, and ironic asides abound, and Bret Hart 

matches wits perfectly on the guitar--some o' the solos are 

almost as funny as the lyrics. The tape includes 1 side of 

toonz by Metcalf, and 1 side o' Hart compositions, so as to 

be democratic, I guess. I especially liked the double-speed 

keyboard and Korean instruments on Side 2. (Bret Hart, 

3104 Village Rd West, Norwood, MA 02062)—Dan Fioretti 
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CLASSICAL/NEO-CLASSICAL 
Redefinrion: 

Classical:Anything that sounds 
old, with pianos, violins, 
orchestras, syrrphonies and stuff. 
Neo-Classical : Anyth ng that 
sounds new with the same stuff. 

DUBROVAY, LASLO: Streichquartett No. 3 LP 
The Arditti String Quartet perorm Hungarian composer Du-

brovay's "Straichquartett Nc. 3" with ircredible nuarce and 

precision, executing long passages cf high pitched glissandi 

with brealladking fluidity. The WeberlEsqua sudden attacks 

interrupting these shimmerng planes remind me of Jerry 

Goldsmith's moment-of- revelation mLsic fo .. the original Twi-

light Zone Series, a reference that would perhaps be lost on 

the Hungarian academe. "Solo No. 5 fir Bassflote" is a 

dreary 11 minutes of breathy tones accompanied by idle 

humning, occasionally broken up by some wet sputtering. 

"Solo No. 4 -ur Violincello" lakes similarly atonal attack, but 

the unconventional timbrai oessibilitins of tie instrument are 

exploited in a less monotonous fashion. Vary diriall listen-

ing throughout. ( DAAD, Steirplatz 2. 100C Berlin 12, GER-
MANY)—Michael Draine 

MAHLER, DAVID: The Voice ol the Poet C 
Three compositions by David Mahler. dating fron- he mid-

1970s through the early 1980s. The first, llinois Sleep" is a 

long, meditative work for organ, performed here by the com-

poser. " Illinois Sleep" lingers over long, sustained chords, al-

lowing the organ to breathe and concentrate on the oscilla-

tions of the notes. Minimalist in the true sense, this 

composition allows the listener to meditate on each chord as 

it builds, and actually seems to use sound to enforce a kind 

of serene silence, sort of aural equivalent of a Rothko paint-

ing. "The Voice of the Poet" is an extended piece for elec-

tronics and tape loops, which uses a radio interview as raw 

material. The voice part is looped, and deconstructed with a 

variety of effects, at times acting as its own chorus in a call-

and- response, as electronic patterns revolve in the back-

ground. The third composition, "Radio Rain," is an environ-

mental composition recorded at KRAB-FM in Seattle, using 

the station's leaky roof as an instrument. Like " Illinois Sleep," 

the effect is serene and meditative. Mahler has a keen sense 

tor the essential purity of sound, and this tape is both adven-

turous and beautiful. (Frog Peak Music, PO BOX 9911 Mills 

College Sta, Oakland, CA 94613)—John Baxter 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: 
Japan Composers 1988, Vol. 16 CD 
In its continuing series of recordings of new works by Japa-

nese composers, the Japan Federation of Composers offers 

up three works by three young artists. Kazuko Hayakawa's 

'Ho ( Fluctuation)' for flute and cello is simply more rehashed 
academic dissonance that is of little interest. ' Rusen for 

shinobue, a traditional Japanese transverse flute, and piano 
is a curious wedding of radically different cultures and ortho-

doxies. The part for the shinobue is characterized by the tra-

SONIC TRANSPORTS 
by Cole Gagne 

From the symphoric sweep of Glenn Branca's 
electric- guitar ensembles to the casually grand pianistics 
of "Blue" Gene Tyranny, to the mysterious and 
sometimes slapstick work of the Residents and 
Fred Frith's virtuoso guitar innovations, these mu-
sicians define an alternate and very personal stance 
at the intersection of commercial and non-commercial 
art. Through an extensive series of interviews and es-
says, Sonic Transports er-amines the work of these 
visionary ccmposer/performers, whose music em-
b--aces the fiendish and the sublime with equal gusto. 

Paperback, 8-1 / 2x11, 264 pages: with photographs, discographies, 
index 
A ./ ailable at bookstores ft rough Samuel French Trade, or directly 
from the publisher for el5.95 ppd.: de Falco Books, Dept. B, 
Suite 236, t ll East i4 St., flew York, NY 10003. ( NY residents 
please add sales tax allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.) 

&Ilonat wide vbrato, bent notes and other expressive trails. 

The piano part has a very traditional European twentieth 

century sound, like the tonal, yet dissonant works of Bartok. 

The result is a rather quirky, yet hard hitting work. Shigeru 

Miyazaki literally pulls out all of the slops in "Scena for Or-

gan". The work is a textural powerhouse, with dense clus• 

tors and a tremendous presence, rather like Ligeti's "Vole-

mina". (Japan Federation of Compo, Shinanomachi, 

Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160, JAPAN)—Dean Suzuki 

WENDY REID: Tree Pieces LP 
Four Tree Pieces (Is 34, 10, 8, 21) which, for our day, 

keep the ethos and sound of '60s avant-garde alive and 

well. Percussion, oboe, violin, piano, mandolin in various 
combinations make a very quiet academic"-sounding 

record (the ' Fibonacci numerical summation sequence is 

used in the composition's structures). One piece creates a 

landscape with performers playing against a background of 

two taped ostinati of croaking frogs, and is quite arresting: 

cell-like units of sound growing into seemingly endless 
phrases. One piece is a model vocal utterance/instrument 

interplay showpiece; another a likewise traditional dialogue 

of sparse and delicate timbres of William Wynant's solo 

percussion, and the final piece is a 19- minute score of bird-

like motifs played against a recording of the "songs" of the 

Pacific Parrotlet. This whole record mirrors Reid's profes-

sionalism, substantiates her deserved recognition, and suc-

ceeds in her objective to reflect nature's manner of opera-

tion." ( Frog Recordings, 1326 Shattuck Ave., #2, Berkeley, 

CA 94709)—Jack Jordan 

PsycHEDEL[c DilecraLç 
v*v*vev*.*.*.*.*y*v*.*••*.*. 

Tapes, books, video and software with 

Terence Nh.Kenna 
This exceptional post-modern thinker threads 

philosophy and humor through the eye of history, 

inspired by a lifetime of psychedelic investigation 

and a deep love of language. We have recordings 
of his many extraordinary talks and workshops. 

True Hallucinations... 

an 8-tape Amazonian mind odyssey, flying saucers 

and all, artfully produced as radio drama. 
Shedding the Monkey, The Gnostic Astronaut, 

New and Old Maps of Hyperspace, 
and other single tapes to stretch your boundaries. 

Also: Peruvian shamans singing magical ayahtiasca 

songs, hallucinogenic plant posters, time- travel 

software and other products of your imagination. 

Send for a free catalog: 

LUX NA`PI_IM 
2140 Shattuck Ave. 

#2196-SC 

Berkeley CA 94704 
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BUTTHOLE SURFERS 
THE HURDY GURDY MAN 
New Single Out in f'lovember! 

The Butthole Surfers put a mind-

blowing edge on Donovan's dreamy 

world of pastoral psychedellia. 

Features Jim Melly remix and "Barking Dogs," 

a track unavailable on LP Limited edition of 5000 

7- 45's on mellow yellow vinyl. Their new 

album PIOUrIGD will be released early next year. 
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ELECTRONIC/AMBIENT/INDUSTRIAL/NEW AGE 
AJAX: One World EP 
The sounds of world music meet the high-tech electronics of 

contemporary dance music on this wonderfully produced 

EP. I took this one to a dance club just to hear it LOUD. 

There are four very different versions cf the title track here, 
three of which provide a hypnotic dance experience, and 

the last which is more contemplative. Ajax incorporates 

many great samples, some of dialogue and some of ex-
cerpts from world radio broadcasts, to give the songs a mul-

ti- layered, almost Industrial feel. Clever and unique. (Wax 
Trax )—Perry Glorioso 

AJAX: Ajax LP 
NYC's Ajax, on their first full-length LP, give us a selection 

of fine dance songs, proving that Belgium is not the only 

source of good electronic house music. I specifically men-
tion Belgium because Ajax's sound most definitely falls into 

the new beat category, but without sulering the "rappilica-

lion" and general deterioration that has beset this once-
strong genre. Ajax is composed of keyboardist Michael Roy, 

mixer/manipulator/DJ Michael Homburg, and vocalist Mitch-

ell. Mitchell does not appear on every song, but when she 

does she is generally successful, sour ding like a cross be-
tween a female Johnny Lydon and Laurie Anderson. The 

con-tined work of Roy and Homburg create a full and 

dense wall of electronic rhythms, sampled instruments and 
noises, and a pervasive and ultimately hypnotic dance beat. 

The bottom line is that most of their material works in the 

way that good dance music should. It appeals to both body 
and mind. ( Wax Trax )—Michael Mahan 

ALGEBRA SUICIDE: Alpha Cue LP 
This is a two member band doing a musical conglomeration 

of spoken word and yet pretty basic rock. Reminds me quite 

a bit of the territory, in the respect of sound and nasally fe-

male vocals, explored by early 80's new wave bands such 

as the Waitresses and Romeo Void. Lydia Tomkn is a poet 
and she performs the vocals. Don Hedeker does the rest. 

My personal beef with Algebra Suicide is the vocals, or rath-

er, the spoken word and the music, don't mix or match. I 

felt as if my neighbor on one side of me was reading poetry 

and the neighbor on the other side was playing a record. I 
can't hear any obvious integration between the music and 

spoken word which, unfortunately, made this album hard to 

listen to. (Body Records, Stationsstraat 116, 2750 Beveren, 
BELGIUM 32)—Carrie McNinch 

AVALON: Avalon CD 
An essentially forgettable exper.ence. Typical new age key-

board and guitar wanderings. Simplistic and trite, mostly 

vacuous. Pure and cold, lacking but a small degree of soul. 

But, I guess I would say that it is pleasant. (Vantage 
Records, 9034 Mo Cedro Dr., Beverly Hills, CA 90210)— 
Nathan Griffith 

BLACKHOUSE: We Will Fight Back LP 
Christian electroniciindustrial music from California! Really! 
This is great stuff, powerful electronic songs that, although 

primarily instrumental, are often highlighted by some great 

vocal work The standout track has to be the too-weird, too-

much-fun ' Totally Gone,' a bizarre song featuring an orgar 
that sounds more funereal than church-like. lvo Cutler ano 
Sterling Cross, who comprise Black.house, utilize lots 01 

noise and samples to create their unique counter-attack or 

'negative' industrial music. In so doing, they actually hays 

created some of the best music of its kind, Christian or not 
Hardly tame by any standards (the album cover features the 

Redefinition 

Electronic/Ambient/Industrial/ 
New Age: 
Sonic envirbnments designed to 
alter consciouness in relation to 
any or all of the following: mind. 
body, and spirit. 

image of a 'crucified" rabbit), Blackhouse provides power 

electronics for the industrial and experimental- minded lis-

tener. This highly recommended LP is available domestical-

ly from many distributors. ( Staalplaat, POB 11453, 1001 GL 
Amsterdam, NETHERLANDS)—Perry Glorioso 

CASSANDRA COMPLEX: Cyberpunx LP 
Heavy electronic dance rhythms and occasional screeching 
guitars combine to create a pleasing, it angst-ridden, collec-

tion of 'electronic body music' ( i.e., industrial disco). Most 

of the songs here deal with futuristic and technciogical 
themes, which explains the album's title, a take-off on the 

science fiction term "Cyberpunk." Highlights are provided 

by danceable songs with deep, moody vocals, such as in 
"Nightfall (Over EC)." Much more polished and varied than 

their earlier releases, the allmm's variety could be consid-
ered its weakest element: at one moment you hear what 

could be loosely called a ballad and the next moment a 

punk track. While this in itself is not a problem, the slower 
songs just aren't as interesting. Overall, the fine production 

on this LP make it well worth a listen. Funky and fun dance 
music for the techno-freak. (Wax Trax Records Label, 1659 

N. Damen Ave., Chicago, IL 60647)—Perry Glorioso 

DREAMACHINE: Live at Kirby's C 
New age orientation, live, with some crowd sound mixed e; 

lots of strings, sax and other sounds woven in to keep the 

interest levels up... created a very spacey feel, not at all un-
pleasant, and the artists know how to build on layers so 
that it does indeed seem like a dream sequence, not an at-

tack of screeches and whistles, rather a floating weave with 

old ghosts and new arrivals all there :o greet you; but not 

so much float that it puts you to sleep, either. All in all a 

very well-done show; wish I could've been there. This will 

provide an EXCELLENT alternative to the crap on the air-
plane back to Korea! (Sound of Pig, POB 150022 Van Brunt 

Sta, Brooklyn, NY 11215)—Richard Metcalf 

EVENSON, DEAN: Ocean Dreams CD 
Ambient/atmospheric albums are a dime a dozen these 

days and most of them sound that way. Flautist Evenson 

seems to care about his music, and it shows. He weaves 

lyrical, listenable melodies to the accompaniment of 

D'Rachael's harp, ocean sounds (mostly used as inter-

ludes), subtle synth backgrounds (I didnl become aware of 
them until after a few listens) and, here and there, his wife 

Dudley's autoharp. I have enjoyed this as peasant back-

ground music and for gearing down at the end of the day, 

but it I choose to just lisien to #, it doesn't seem shallow, 
predictable, or boring, which is more than you can say for 

lots of ambient stuff these days. And it's supposed to be 

good for meditation, since mixed in is 'the resonant frequen-
cy of the earth which is known to increase 4oha state.' Emi-

nently worth checking out. (Soundings of th è Planet, POB 

43512, Tucson, AZ 85733)—Bart Grooms 

FRONTLINE ASSEMBLY: State of Mind C 
For those in the know, this IS the second FLA disc (recorded 

in 1987 & 1988) from head Assembler Bill Leeb and Michael 
Balch. A lip of the hat to ROIR for licensing and rereleasing 

this hard to find document of an industrial, electro-tech outfit 
in its early days. Since the industrial genre is a broad one, 

this cassette might be a good introduction to those who 

think this style begins and ends with harsh percussives, dis-
sonant instrumentations, grating experimental effects and 

free-for-all collections of found-sounds as punctuation. At 

the other end of that spectrum you may recall groups such 

as Al of Noise, neighbors of Frontline Assembly on this mu-

sical block, who compose with the same elements in a more 

melodic way. Where harsh percussion is made repet#ive, 
hypnotic and irresistible; where dissonance is replaced with 

sweeter electronic voices and catch etudes; where grating 

experimental effects are cashed in for mixtures of ambience 

to harmonize with the whole. As I've already said, for those 

in the know, this is a welcome reissue; and for those of you 
who've been timid about joining the industrial fray, well, this 
one's recommended. ( Asir, 611 Broadway # 411, New 

York, NY 10012)—Mick Mather 

JEFF GREINKE: Timbra! Planes LP 
These ten instrumentals fall somewhere between the cool, 
muted industrial landscapes of Dome and the twilight territo-

ry of Enos On Land. Tracks constructed around percussion 

loops alternate with haunting, cloudy drone pieces. The pia-

no-based " Upon Reflectioh" could pass for a lost Budd/Eno 
collaboration, while ' In Cages' might be a stylistic homage 
to Jon Hassell. One important distinction between Greinke 

and other contemporary electronic artists is that his work is 

free of the sterile, formica- like texture typical of digital syn-
thesis. While the ambient mode Greinke is exploring may 

not be his own creation, he approaches it with a freshness, 

sensitivity, and invention that its originators no longer seem 

capable of. ( Dossier Records, Prinzenallee 478, D-1000 
Berlin 65, W. GERMANY)—Michael Draine 

KARL REHN: Electrophonic C 
Eight light jazz ' n' funk tracks, between four and six minutes 

in length, which again showcase how one person can sound 

like a whole closely knit quartet or more through the magic 
of modern technology. All compositions were created by re-

cording the parts into a sequencer in real time and playing 
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them back through electronic keyboards and drum ma-

chines.., though it all sounds acoustic, no such instruments 

were used. (OK, it saves having to buy all those expensive 

acoustic instruments and needing the room to lay 'em out, 

and it shows how one person can be super-creative; still, I 

have a problem with the whole concept of acoustics-via-

electronics; when will we master the simulation of sex, 

fgawdsakes?) Nevertheless, the sonic result is smooth and 

professional, quite enjoyable on these four originals/four 

covers; they fairly sparkle in their easygoing verve, and 

create a perfect unobtrusive Saturday- morning soundscape 

for doing the housecleaning or any other undesirable chore 

which needs a psychological prompt or diversion to accom-

plish. (Karl Rehn, 4159 Stock Ave. #212, Austin, TX 

78759)—Jack Jordan 

KINDLER, STEVE: Across a Rainbow Sea CD 
Kindler has played with some of the finest contemporary 

jazz musicians today including John McLaughlin, Jeff Beck, 

and Kitaro. He also studied with Leonard Bernstein and Seiji 

Ozawa. But for all his training and tremendous ability ( he is 

actually a fine musician) all he does here is deliver 47 min-

utes of pleastries. Each tune is crafted with the utmost 

care and precision. Each musician responds to the arrange-

ments with impeccable virtuosity and zeal. But essentially 

the end result is bland and not unlike much of what prolife-

rates upon the airwaves from Muzak's successor, New Age 
adult contemporary radio. Kindler's violin is sweet, in fact d 

sings through the entirety of this recording but it is not 

enough to counter the relative monotony of shimmering gui-

tars, luscious synthesizers, and Latin rhythms which drone 

on endlessly from song to song. (Global Pacific Records, 

POB 2001, Sonoma, CA 95476)—Nathan GrifIrth 

LEGENDARY PINK DOTS: 
Crushed Velvet Apocalypse LP 
By now, the Legendary Pink Dots should be huge. Almost 

ten years. as many LPs, countless cassettes and compila-

tion appearances have catapulted them to relative huge-

ness in cult and alternative circles, but this isn't really 

enough. It is my opinion that LP Dols are a kiosk of musical 

dignity, a buoy in the primordial sea of a "democratic" musi-

cal network washing ashore such dreck at times that the 

real challenge is simply finding music from bands like LP 

Dols. Dots leader Edward Ka-Spel should be a ubiquitous 

icon of a modern-day musical sensibility that was once 

promising but was so raped and perverted by the mass mu-

sic markets to spur the revolt of punk rock. Ka-Spel's lyrjçs 

are inspiring, emotive and heartfelt and the band's perfor-

mance is vituoso. Their music is certainly accessible and 
catchy, even singable in places. This new LP finds a rever-

sion to the band's earlier style and more experimental na-

ture, which thankfully and miraculously remains unspoiled 

by the higher technology and smoother production values 

availed to them. Sometimes to an indio rock rat, the term 

"experimental" becomes a euphemism for "unlistenable," 

but I doubt that even the most stubborn sixteen-bar bigot 

would have problems listening to this. The LP Dots' experi-

mental styles have always augmented their rock 'n roll atti-

tude, and Ka-Spel's lyrics always seem to have a movingly 

human realism to them, a man perhaps greatly in touch with 

his own perceptions of Ile and who possesses a keen abih-
ty to express them in a superior manner. The Crushed Vel-

vet Apocalypse is a triumph of arrangement as well, combin-

ing various eastern influences, modern electronic 

sensibilities and acoustic warmth and charm with flawless 

poetics into a seamless, ultimately rewarding use of your 

time and wear'n'tear on your equipment. (Wax Tras, 1659 

N. Damon Ave., Chicago, IL 60647)—John Collegio 

METCALF, THOMAS: One CD 
Here is yet another fine example of an American synthesist 

carving out a unique and special niche for himself in a 

scene that is glutted with clones, rip-off artists and cliches. 

The compositional techniques are quite varied, from a funky 

beat, to misterioso encounters, to complex and dissonant 

harmonies a la Art Zoyd or Peter Frohmader. "C" features 

an excellent synthesized female a cappella choir singing a 

strange, oblique, but beautiful melody, while " E" features 

rhythmic build-ups and vibrancy similar to that of Reich's 

Drumming. All of Metcalf's music is driven by a dynamism 

and potency that is quite invigorating. While one can hear 

shades of the best moment of Zoolook by Jean-Michel Jarre 

and some of Ryuichi Sakamoto's mid- 80s releases, Metcalf 

puts his own stamp on each sound and on each composi-

tion. His music is darker, more bizarre and challenging than 

either of the two aforementioned composers. In fact, much 
of Metcalf's music is quite unique and all of it fascinating. 

(Clockwork Recs, POB 68, Paili, PA 19301)—Dean Suzuki 

MY LIFE WITH THE THRILL KILL KULT: 
Confessions of a Knife LP 
Out of the murky bowels of darkness comes My Life with 

the Thrill Kill Kull. Their music is dark, techno-rnechanical, 
acidic and danceable. Most of the musical vocals are almost 

identical to Skinny Puppy. This is their fifth record release 

for Wax Tras and their experience in the studio is very pol-

ished. Sampling galore — with a solid beat. Although there 

are many bands that either do collages or dance, it is hard 

to top this one in terms of combining the bizarre, dark side 
of industry to the light rhythms for the feet. As mentioned, 

Skinny Puppy is the closest to what TKK sound like, but I 

would not say they are copy cals — they are just as good 
and intriguing. Of the ten tunes on this LP, only a couple t 

do not like and mainly because they are a little too funky for 
my taste. TKK are a very talented group of individuals. Their 

dark sophisticated music should appeal to anyone interest-
ed in twisted humor and sinister sounds. Even if you do not 

like to dance, this LP is a good one to pick up. (Wax Tras 

Records Label, 1659 N. Damon Ave., Chicago, IL 60647)— 

Joe Kolb 

NUTTING, BOYD; ANDREW LERSTEN: 
Concrete Vol. 2 C 
At the beginning ol this cassette. either Nutting or Lersten 

asks his mother for a critical assessment of his efforts. She 
hesitates, then offers that the cassette is interest-

ing,...creative....but I don't like it very much." Well, I don't 

like it much either, and not being Boyd or Andrew's parent, 

I don't even have to say it's interesting or creative. Cuz 

not. The only noteworthy thing about this cassette is its in-
terminable length. It goes on and on and on, through boring 

industrial sludge to pointless sampled voices prattling about 
nothing at all to boring fuzz guitar riffs with very rudimentary 

electronic percussion. The " music" isn't ugly, or menacing or 

perverse. It just sits there, like a sodden lump of goo. Back 

to the woodshed, guys. (Concrete, Rt 2 Box 21, South 

Haven, MI 49090)—Bill Tilland 

OTHER SKIES: Vistas C 
Other Skies is a two man band featuring Keith Keeler Walsh 

on synthesizers, electronic keyboards and drums, xylo-

phone , percussion, voice effects and treatments; and Anton 

Tibbe on guitar, synthesizers, electronic drums, sequencer 

and treatments. Vistas is their debut cassette as Other 

Skies, although both gentlemen have been active as group 

and solo musicians in various projects in the past. The mu-

sic of Other Skies is pleasantly hypnotic, meandering syn-

thesizer and guitar blend in landscapes of sound suitable for 

any meditative environment. Any of the ten tracks here 

could be used as a soundtrack for film or an ambient video 

project. New age with bile. (Arcanum, 496 A Hudson Street 

Ste. K-41, New York, NY 10014)—John E 

FERRY, FRANK: Zodiac CD 
It has been six long years since Perry's last outing of solo 

music for metal percussion. For those who are unaware of 

Perry's musical art, he performs on a wide range of percus-

sion instruments, from various Oriental bells, cymbals, 

gongs, and Tibetan singing bowls, to instruments of his own 
making. Many of the timbres sound almost synthesized, 

though they are too harmonically rich and complex to be ar-

tificial. The sounds range from the most delicate, evanes-
cent wisps of sound, to the tinkling of numerous high 

pitched bells, to full-bodied, reverberant bells, to the deep, 

resonant sounds and sometimes low rumble of ritual gongs. 

Also, Perry incorporates xhoomiij or overtone singing, as 
well as a four-foot bamboo flute, in addition to the percus-

sion instruments. Rather than designing a single long lone 

poem as he did on New Atlantis, his previous recording, 

Perry has composed and improvised a set of hvelve charac-

ter pieces for each sign in the Zodiac — corny and dated, I 
know, but this gentle, mystical and luscious music tran-

scends the tired, sorry New-Ageisms. (Celestial Harmonies, 

PCB 30122, Tucson, AZ 85751)--Dean Suzuki 

PETER HAMMILL: Out of Water CD 
Hammill's solo albums began to wear out their welcome on 

my turntable about six years ago, and Out oi Water has not 

rekindled the spark of interest that died out after PH7 or Sit-
ting Targets. Even then his despair-ridden singer/songwriter 

persona could be hard to take, but was redeemed by the in-
novative, streamlined progressive rock he set his melan-

choly musings in. This overwrought delivery and insistent 

sincerity strike me as overbearing and the widescreen dra-
ma of the synth- heavy arrangements rings hollow. Maybe 

I've heard too much of his stuff to be objective, but for me 
this is one Peter Hammill outing too many. ( Enigma. POB 

3628, Culver City, CA 90231)—Michael Draine 

PEYTON, CRAIG; BEN VERDERY: 
Emotional Velocity CD 
Through an eloquent approach to the combination of guiar 

and electronic instrumentation this duo weaves a tapestry of 

rich sounds, together with a small array of other instruments 

and other musicians Verdery and Peyton move effectively 

through a wide variety of musical modes and emotional 

states. Their penchant for musical styles include fine rendi-

tions of world beat and a taste for 70s electronic guitar sty-

lings a la Ash Ra Tempel tinged with a jazz sensibility. 
These two have an excellent sense of rhythm and a genu-
ine feel for melodic structure. Some of the best songs here 

are composed primarily of quirky polyrhythms which gener-

ate en masse the remnants of a melody. To this the guitar 

responds with a wandering cascade of notes and sustained 
tones which harmonize beautifully wih a random oboe or 

flute which emerge from the periphery of the mix. Instead of 

the pristine effects which usually result from such a heavy 

reliance upon computer-generated sound and digital tech-

nology (aside from the somewhat dunlry electronic percus-

sion) what comes through is very soulful and moving from 

song to song as the mood shift from joyful to melancholic in 

a down beat. ( Sona Gaia Productions, 1845 N Farwell Ave, 

Milwaukee, WI 53202)—Nathan Griffith 

REPETITION, REPETITION: Lakeland C 
Reuben Garcia, Repetition, Repetition's main man, is appar-
ently pissed off about his lack of success in attracting any 

major label interest in his music. Just sour grapes? Well, 

maybe not, judging from this cassette. Garcia is obviously 
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operating under a strong Harold Budd influence (Budd pro-

vides an endorsement, and played on an earlier Garcia cas-

sette), but the music is more an extension of Budd than a 

copy, and Lakeland is excellent indeed. The title piece has 

the classic Budd/Eno sound, although Garcia's keyboards 

sound less murky (less treated?) than Budd's. Both artists 

have a talent for stretching and even dssoNing time in com-

positions like these. "The Men Are Fighting" uses electronic 

percussion treatments, fuzz guitar otlinatos, drones, arid 
occasional Spanish narrative to create an atmosphere Of 

brooding menace. It is certainty more aggressive than any-

thing I've heard from Budd, and is strong evidence, in itself, 
that Garcia is his own man. Side two is entirely given over 

to "The Whales Are Crying," a lovely but pensive excursion 

featuring a simple repeated keyboarc figure which is vari-
ously inflected, disassembled and reconstructed throughout 

the piece. Added mournful drones and bent guitar moans 

provide a loose approximation of whale sounds and per-

haps suggest Abandoned Cities, Budd's darkest and, to my 
ear, most powerful work. If I owned a record company, I'd 

sign Garcia to a contract. But hey, what do I know? (Third 

Stone Music, 7357 Loma Verde, Conoga Park, CA 
91303)-8111 Tilland 

REPTILICUS: Temperature of Blood C 
Reptilicus is a 4 piece group that has been around since 
1988. They are an experimental cyberpunk band. Three of 

the six selections are 'beat songs" in that they have a 

danceable rhythm to them. The other three are experimen-

tal noise collages. Well made tape produced by ex- Psychic 

TV HoH. From the very beginning one knows that this tape 
carries some intensity in the pert ormance. 'Skimpy Dog' 

has a percussion section that rivals Labach. The vocals of 

this track and ' Mosca' are fierce and direct. Like a strong 

political leader shouting over the throngs of cheering voices. 

The three industrial tracks are very well mixed. It is done in 
a way that compliments all the diverse sounds and noises. 

The collages are not as harsh as they could be if handled 

improperly. An interesting tape. A must for Psychic TV fans. 
(HEL, POB 9192,129, Reykjavik, ICELAND)—Joe Kolb 

SLEEP CHAMBER: 
Sleep, or Forever Hold Your Piece LP 
This new Sleep Chamber release from the prolific John Ze-

wizz and company is a primarily dance oriented outing, but 
that shouldn't frighten off long-time fans of the band's 

unique brand of power electronics. Now releasing their sixth 
LP ( in addition to countless :apes) the band's notorious 

S&M, violent and sexual imagery remains intact, from the 
song lyrics to the haunting cover art. This is sophisticated, 

dark and moody musick— with vocals that are sometimes 
whispered and sometimes electronically manipulated. (Jon-

athan Briley provides guest vocals on two pieces.) The lyr-

ics and vocals demand attention on all of the songs, right 
down to the cover version of Magazine's 'The Light Pours 

Out of Me." This track is also one of the many that feature 

guitars in addition to the lineup of keyboards, synthesizers, 

drums and electronic percussion. Between each of the eight 

unpredictable and disturbing tracks here, Sleep Chamber 

has included brief passages (called " verbum sapient" on the 
album jacket) of electronic droning, often utilizing voice and 

tape manipulation. The effect is to mesmerize and at times 
confront the listener. Without a doubt, Sleep Chamber holds 

its own in the crowded field of underground electronic re-

leases. ( Inner-X, POB 1060, Allston, MA 02134)—Perry 
Glorioso 

ASMUS TIETCHENS: Marches Funebres CD 
Tietchens is a prolific artist whose dark and intense music 

takes a rather different track this go ' round. 'Linea 5" takes 

its cue from early Glass, a la 'Music in Fifths" or early Reich, 

ca. " Piano Phase". The music is quite austere with inces-
sant reiterations of small musical cells which change very 

gradually over time. One even encounters bouncing, stutter-

ing rhythms which result from Reich's 'phase process.' It is 

rather gratifying to hear once again music which is this sin-

gle-minded and effective. The harmonic language, however, 
is angrier, more defiant, typical of Tietchens' more recent 

work. Other Points of reference might be Peter Frohmader 

or even Art Zoyd. On the other hand, 'Grunschatiger Nach-

mitlag' is a virtual symphonic poem for synthesizers, with a 

mixture of ambient music and hyper- romanticism, a modal 
quality akin to that of Vaughn Williams, and the colors and 

sonorities of Holst's 'The Planets,' but with a sense of sus-

pended time, all processed through Tietchens' peculiar mu-

sical personality. It's not one of Tietchens' more experimen-

tal works, but it's lovely. (Multimood Records, Sodra 

Allegatan 3, 413 01 Goteborg, Sweden)—Dean Suzuki 

THEATRE OF ICE: Murder the Dawn LP 
This is a peculiar blend of metal and British-influenced punk 

from Phoenix, AZ. I'm sure they think that they are being 
wicked and decadent by mentioning blood and corpses in 

practically every song, and maybe they are considered that 

daring in Arizona, but out in the big world, guys, this has all 

been done before. And better. Raleigh Planty has a great 

over-the-top guitar sound, reminiscent of a hundred other 

guys, of course, but still worth hearing. The problem is that 

there aren't any songs, just pointless ravings that you need 

the lyric sheet to understand, and then you're sorry that you 

looked. Only the last track, the eponymous 'Theatre of Ice', 
with a great mix of television voices over a steady backbeat, 

was really worth the listen. The rest was just dull. These 

guys are very prolific, churning out records, videos, and T-

shirts. Hey! Go write some songs lire (Orphanage 

Records, 1702 W. Camelback, Box 315, Phoenix, AZ 
85015,)—Stuart Kremsky 

THRU BLACK HOLES BAND: Early Live C 
Just a line collection of tunes to wrap my ears with on the 

way back from Ojai, through the desert/mountains of South-
ern California...tastefully exciting original comps featuring 

guitar, synth, and drums with a strong emphasis on the gui-
tan of Michael Roden, Sug Franklin and Jerry Rieger; also 

includes the guitar of Baez and drums of Steve Elam. For 

some reason, 'Haunted House" reminded me of the theme 

music in 'A Few Dollars More'— horsehooves, majestic en-

trances behind a very appealing interplay of the aforemen-

tioned instruments — maybe the desert hear causing some 

kind of hallucination, but it sure was a pleasant on Skillful-

ly mixed synth sounds, with the yJitars stay. ig right out 

front where they belonged. The n,00difeeling was 

psychedelic, with power. I felt we Clint Eastwood, looking 

for the bad guys at every twist and turn Came with two nice 

inserts (b/w), one for the tunes, and one for the players; cov-

er was intriguing too. This one will spin over and over on my 

cassette player. Recommended! (Mike Roden, 2018 Big In-

dian Road, Moscow, OH 45153)—Richard Metcalf 

TRI AIMA: Essential Tri Atma CD 
Tri Atine is essentially the duo consisting of Asim Saha per-

forming on tablas and other exotic percussion and Jens Fis-
cher, guitarist and keyboardist, joined, on this 'best of" an-

thology, by Kalus Netzle and Achim Gieseler who make 
contributions with keyboards and computers. As you might 

gather, their music is a fusion of East and West, rather simi-

lar in style to Oregon, though with more new age leanings 

and a greater emphasis on non- Western instruments and 

musical language, and less on jazz. Saha is a fine tabla 
player, fleshing out the musical textures with snappy and 

precise rhythms. (Higher Octave Music, 8033 Sunset Blvd 

*41, Los Angeles, CA 90046)—Dean Suzuki 

TRUST OBEY: The Veil C 
Open my eyes with a hot screwdriver...this tape is one deep 
ride into the swirling darkness of distortion and pain., but 

rather beautiful pain all the same. Trust Obey is the most re-

cent musical work from artist/writer John Bergen (check out 

his current works 'Ashes" — published by Calber Press, 

and his own 'Brain Dead"). The sounds found on this tape 
closely parallel his art — dark, sharp- edged, yet somehow 

inviting. There is an amazing mass of sounds churning 

about through thin tape, I found d quite interesting, almost 

introspective.., imagine new age/noise-damage. Lots of de-

lay treatment, filtered sounds, sometimes brutal and painful. 

This is the sort of stuff I like to listen to in the morning...early 

in the morning...before coffee. (John Bergen, PUB 45182, 

Kansas City, MO 64111)—Kevin Slick 

VAN ZYL, CHUCK: Callisto C 
"Callisto is one of Jupiter's 16 moons. Valhalla is Ifs crater, 

the largest impact feature in the solar system.' This mes-

sage from the J-Card should give you a clue as to what you 
can expect from this cassette. Callisto, the latest tape from 

Pennsylvania synthesist Chuck Van Zyl, contains 36 min-
utes of beautiful cosmic music in the best tradition of early 

to middle period Tangerine Dream and Klaus Schultze. Cal-

listo consists of two works: Valhalla ( 17:56) on side one and 

Callisto ( 18:52) on side two. Valhalla begins the cosmic jour-

ney with slowly reverberating and shifting chords as the first 

rays of sunlight crest the rim of the crater. Driving sequenc-

es, eerie sound effects, and a classically inspired ethereal 

organ solo take you on the first expedition to explore Valhal-

la. Callisto opens with a crystalline sequence that suggests 

starlight. The sequence and ensuing melody take you on an 

interplanetary voyage to Callisto. Tasteful orchestration, 

sound effects, and a judicious use of bass guide you into or-

bit and the end of your journey, the first dose up view of 

Valhalla A VERY relaxing cosmic suite. What is truly amaz-
ing is that this tape is a solo effort. The music, stunning 

graphics and slick packaging make for a first class presenta-

tion of an excellent piece of music. (Chuck Van Zyl, 322 

Margate Rd, Upper Darby, PA 19082)—Henry Schneider 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: Arcana Coelestia LP 
A compilation of primarily electronic music characterized by 

haunting and atmospheric soundscapes. From the opening 
moments of Terry Burrows' brief 'Loop No. 5" to the closing 

title track by Paul Lomos and Joe Papa, this compilation is 

one of the most exquisite collections of international tracks 

available. Al turns dark and delicate, the music is easily ac-

cessible and every selection is a winner. Peter Bryngels-

son's acoustic guitar piece "SyntheSs" and the exotic flair of 

Robert Rich's 'Nesting Ground' both contribute high points 

to this package. Other contributors include Asmus Tietch-

ens, Controlled Bleeding, 0 Yuki Conjugate, Twice a Man, 

Peter Frohmader and Jeff Greinke. Unfortunately, there are 
no liner notes or contact addresses on the album, which is 

the only frustrating thing about this otherwise perfect compi-

lation. (Mullimood Records, Sodra Allegatan 3, 413 01 

Goteborg, SWEDEN)—Perry Glorioso 

WALLACE, JOHN BRUCE: 
Plumbing the Depths of Reason C 
From the imoossbly pretentious title, the copious notes on 
retrograde methodologies, explanations of clean-blooded 

finger-fluts and studied randomness (On the Beach variety), 

flicks and plucks, a very serious picture of the 'artiste' with 

his machine and the list of gods-peoples thanked, plus blah-

blah redundancies stating these pieces (4) are 'entirely im-
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provisational, well...dink-doodling in the basement, ah! May-

hap improvising entails a certain amount of aimless noodling 

and elanic ramble, but without some degree of energy that 
separates the quirks from the norms,' well, wake me when 

the shooting starts, eh. Maybe my receptors and aural capac-
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WOO: Woo LP 
Recordings on the Independent Project label dont ever 

seem to include any information about who does what on 

the record (I guess they're trying to get away from the cut of 

the artist and "let•the music speak for itser). On this LP, an 

unspecified number of people combine nylon string guitar, 
woodwinds, and various electronics, including sequencers 

and percussion to create 13 short instrumental pieces (one 

with vocals) that are a sort of synthetic, ambient trbal mu-
sic which is unobjectionable, unexceptional and a step more 

interesting than New Age. (Independent Project Records, 

544 Mateo, Los Angeles„ CA 90013)—Bob Bannister 

YOUNG GODS: L'Eau Rouge LP 
'La Fille De La Mort" starts out innocently enough, but goes 

seriously wrong, as nightmarish violins and violent percus-

sion rear their ugly heads. From here we stay in a hellish 

nethen,vorld in which sampled metal guitar gets added to the 
already heady symphonic brew with stunning effect. Side 

one 'rids with "Charlotte,' a demented cabaret tune which 

sounds like it's being performed on a merry-go-round popu-
lated with satyr% and three- headed dogs. Side two picks up 

with "Longue Route" which keeps the mood intact with driv-

ing metal percussion coupled with howling guttural vocals 
that leave me feeling like I've been through a baptism of fire. 

As a whole, the album sets a consistent (if ominous) tone, 

while at the same time making good use of instrumental and 
stylistic contrasts in order to keep the songs from sounding 

the same. This should appeal to fans of lggy Pop as well as 
those of Iggy Stravinsky. (Wax Tras records label, 1659 N. 

Dames Ave., Chicago, IL 60647)—Eric Iverson 

DITTO 
TEXAS 
ELECTRIC 
(LP, Cass) 

"Charles 1)itto é. an electronic artist trout Feu. mho 
Aoki% the antiseptic ' Berlin' school as melt as the nem 

age (*idde-sut . Music to hack and immerse youselt 

— loin Gnne, Opinion 

oss, this one as a pleasant surprise., a diserse.. 
sophisticated album Mai uses mosi4 ekuronics, hut 
has a uide range of tones and feelings... Great 

— Mud, r). FILE 13 

-... 12 short pieces that coser more ground than 
many other electronic musicians ssould.oser a span ol 
many albums... yet each piece manages to contain a 
,:iimmon dark element." 

.V0/flu:. Alierindisr 

Available at Inner Sanctum. Waterloo. 
Sound Warehouse. Sound Exchange & 

Ditto Records 
P U. 49124 

Austin, TX 78765 454-7074 
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FOLK/COUNTRY/BLUEGRASS 
Redefinitiorr 

Folk, Country, Bluegrass: Anything 
with a banjo, hollow guitar, a ho ler, 
a cry, or a wish. 

CHESNUTT, VIC: Little LP 
Here's 'nolher one of those acoustic guitar toting, singer-

songwriters. Ge:s his sal hep from some big name dude.I 

Simple, one-song-fits all production by licheral Shoe and 

John Keane. The abum reminds me of MÉhelle Shacked's 

"Texas Campfire Tapes" but I didn't like that either If you 
liked that abum, and you dort care much about melody, 

creativity, or interesting lyrics, you should like this cne too. 

(Texas Hotel, 712 Wilshire Blid # 151, Santa Monica, CA 
90491)—Ira Rosen 

ELMAN, PETER: Durango Saloon CD 
In the tradition of new bluegrass explorers such as David 

Grisman, the music on this release melds a very strong 

country/bluegrass style with a ‘ unky jazz sensibility. The re-
sult is eminently pleasurable and musically admirable. El-
man has assembled a first rate band including, Daro Anger, 
Pete Grant, Flaw Jiminez, anc Todd Philips. Erman himself 

wrote the music and performs on pianc and guitar. All per-
formers are equally competere and each gets a chance to 

shine through. Elman's achievement is most notably a high 
degree of compositional ability and styistic versatiity. The 

recording moves through a variety of song types from mel-
ancholy waltzes to swing routines, from trail songs to word-

less ballads, ar d each is constructed around the ciever in-

teradions of melody and coun:er melody in a .au- like 

modality. It strikes me very positively as the ultimate sound-
track to a cross-country drive. (Acorn Music, 323 Marine 

Street #5, Santa Monica, CA M405)—Natian Griffin 

HARTFORD, JOHN: 
Me Oh My, How the Time Does F,y LP 
Mississippi steamboat pilot, author, sineer-songwriter, fiddle 

and banjo player extaordinaire, media Eila: (& the Smothers 
and Glen Campbell '60s TV variety st-ove).. or do I even 

need to make an introduction? I used to listen to Hartford a 

lot back a couple of decades ago, the same period during 
which I was going to the perennial bluegrass and fiddlers' 
conventions in the South and having "pig pickin's" with a 

bunch of long-haired buddies. But I lost touch, and this is 

ike a nice postcard from an old friend The 10 culs ( 18 on 

CD) are culled from seven albums spanning Hartford's ' 76-
87 career which was decidedly low- profile yet gaYe him a 

Grammy for Best Traditional Record ( l976's Mark Twang). 

Hartford has an unorthodox approach to folk music: he'll 

pick out a crude banjo melody (I like to call it -ractured 
blues') then slop to sing the verse, se-cussive continuity 

courtesy of one tapping foot or even what some night call 
"dancing." Hel, you want unorthodox"! lnagine Tcm Waits 

moaning out his plans for the evening's impending bout of 

lust, answered by occasional musings from I ddle and man-
dolin ("Boogie"). Further, his BIG HIT, "Gentle on my Mind," 
is given not the expected folk- twang treatment, but a full-

band, fleshed-out arrangement that is pretty doggcne close 

to Glen Campoell's initial flash of radio notoriety, just a bit 

more bluegrass in tone. That's what all- acted me to Hart-

ford originally: he rarely does the sane thing twice, and in 

doing so, he not only perpetuates a strain of rural Ameri-

cana, he adds his own twisted, moornh'ney variations with 

his reliable fingers, whether on fidda or Dania, and his 

warm, friendly, son-of- a-hick vocals. t FI:-ing Fish Records, 

1304 West Schubert, Chicago, IL 60614)—Fed Mils Ill 

LAVIN, CHRISTINE: Attainable Love CD 
Lavin's musical style occupies a place akin to that of the 
best artists in the contemporary folk scene today, including 

Loudon Wainwright Ill, The Roches, and the McGarrigle si 

fers. She does not quite possess the wit of Wainwright or 
the silliness of the Roches, but in her comedic mood she 

comes close. And in her more serious moods she carries 
herself with the best of them. Her voice can be compared to 

that of Jane Siberry in its high pitched ethereal wanderings. 
Lavin is a wonderful singer/songwriter. Her arrangements 

are usually minimal, solo guitar or a small combo and the 

vocals are mostly carried by her alone. The music itself is 
very moody, relying on harmonics and an occasional minor 

chord. Her vocal style is somewhat terse and articulate: 

words translate into rhythms which mimic the structure of 
the guitar lino. Her keen sense of rhyme is combined with 
this rhythmic structure, and together they create a tine lyric 

whole. The music is a bit ironic and a bit sad, but an excel-

lent tonic for those of us who suffer a bad case of urban 
neurotic tension. ( Rounder Records, POB 154, Cambridge, 

MA 02140)—Nathan Griffith 

MORTON, PETE: One Big Joke CD 
Morton brings passion—in copious quantities— to his 

rough- edged folk music. Unlike his Green Linnet label-

males, Morton eschews traditional fiddle tunes in favor of 
originals, sung in a declamatory, unpretty voice with tradi-

tional accompaniment (acoustic guitar, accordion, violin). 

Morton's lyrics and melodies are often impressive; a fre-
quent theme of the former e the soullessness in the pursuit 

of business success. Another song, "Lucy," deals with a 
young girl learning the horrors of the nuclear threat; its a 

cappella rendering intensifies its punch. These topical 
songs are good, but other songs numbers like "Simple 

Love" and "Another Train" have more replay potential for 

me. (Green Linnet Records, 43 Beaver Brock Rd, Danbury, 
CT 06810)— Bart Grooms 

RALPH BLIZARD AND THE NEW SOUTHERN 
RAMBLERS: Blizard Train LP 
Ralph Blizard is a fiddle player from east Tennessee who 
plays the more traditional "long bow" technique, which is 

closer to the old country style than to the flashy style of 

many contemporary bluegrass players. The music on this 

record should instantly remind you of the sound of old Cart-

er Family or Jimmie Rodgers records (they all came from 

the same part of the country as Blizard), and it reminds me 

of the great old-time gospel stuff I used to hear at night on 
AM radio on shows like the Mull Singing Convention. Blizard 
also has a habit of hovering around the tonal center of each 

song, never quite right on, and it gives his music a mournful 
and almost exotic quality. The songs are, with the exception 

of the title track, which was composed by Blizard, classic 
old-time country tunes, from sources like Jimmie Rodgers, 

Vernon Dalhart, and Mainer's Mountaineers. And there're 

some great tunes, like "House of David Blues," "Hell Among 

the Yearlings" and "When Zephyrs of Heaven Shall Fan Me 
To Sleep." Blizard's playing represents a tradition of Ameri-

can music that many of us have ignored. Too bad, because 
when its played right, as it is here, this music cuts right to 

the soul. June Appal does its usual outstanding job of docu-

mentation, and they include an extensive and well-written 

history of B izard's career and the musical tradition he repre-

sents. (June Appal Recordings, 306 Madison St., Whites-

burg, KY 41858)—John Baxter 

RENO, DON: Family and Friends LP 
Most people, if asked to name a bluegrass banjo player, 

would corre up with Eart Scruggs. Yet the late Don Reno 

(he died in 1984) was a stylistic innovator at least as impor-
tant as the more famous Scruggs. Perhaps just the strange 

breezes blowing in the music industry, or perhaps Reno's 

equal facility for flat picking guitar kept him from attaining 

Scruggs' notoriety. This set, some of Reno's last recordings, 

provides ample evidence of his enormous talent. Joining 
him are several of his family members, as well as bluegrass 

giants Byron Berline and Tony Rice. The session is easy 

and footloose, with some bluegrass standards, a couple of 

gospel numbers, and several more swinging, countryfied 

tunes like " Freight Train Boogie" (which has back-to-back 

flat picking solos from Reno and Rice) and "Lonesome Wind 

Blues." And lest you think that Reno couldn't fire up his ban-
jo, check out his virtuosic display on "Chokin' the Strings." 

During his lifetime Reno made some of the best bluegrass 

records on the planet, and this ranks with the best I \re 

heard. (Kaleidoscope Records, POB 0, El Cerrito, CA 

94530)—John Baler 

RUSKIN, RICK: Turn the Page CD 
Ruskin is an acoustic guitar player and this recording was 
obviously designed to conspicuously convey all aspects of 

his talent. The music e very jazzy and builds quite a bit from 

Latin and Caribbean styles. There are various instrumental 

combinations involved and for the most part Ruskin plays all 

the parts. HÉ abilities on anything but the guitar are rudi-
mentary, and so weighs down the success of this abum. 

His guitar playing, on the other hand, is slick and precise, 

but rather cold. The arrangements themselves are clever 

but methodical. This e competent and listenable but fairly 
soulless. (Beachwood Records, 6253 Hollywood Blvd., Ste. 

810, Los Angeles, CA 90028)—Nathan Griffith 

SEXTON, LEE: Whoa Mule LP 
Well, there's folk music and then there's folk music. Sexton 
ain't no college- educated revivalist; he's a good ol' boy 

from Linefork, Kentucky, who has played far more Saturday 

night country dances than he'd care (or be able to) remem-

ber. And, of course, his dad and gran' dad played banjo, 
and most of his Linefork cousins, and even his mother (al-

though she would never play in public). At the age 62, Sex-
ton is still playing square dances throughout Eastern Ken-

tucky with his longtime sidekick, fiddler Marion Sumner. 

(Sexton and Sumner appeared as musicians in the movie 

'Coal Miner's Daughter.' Sexton also worked in the area 

coal mines for 20 years, until he contracted black lung dis-

ease, and his dad's banjo-playing was ended by a mining 
accident which blew oh most of both hands. The 20 pieces 

on Whoa Mule combine expertly played traditional solo ban-

jo instrumentals with some rousing ensemble work featuring 

Sumner's splendid violin. Plenty of standards are present — 

"Charmin' Betsy," "Shady Grove," "John Henry," "Cumber-

land Gap" — given more or less familiar treatments depend-
ing upon where Sexton learned them, and he obviously 

picked up material like a sponge. Nothing on this album is 
sell- consciously fancy or artsy; this is working man's music, 

and you won't hear old- lime country played any better. A de-
tailed, nicely-written biography and annotated list of selec-

tions is included. (June Appal Recordings, 306 Madison St., 

Whilesburg, KY 41858)—Bill Tilland 

SEXTON, MORGAN: Rock Dust LP 
The banjo style with which most of us are familiar is the 

three-fingered style, which has been popularized by blue-

grass musicians like Earl Scruggs. This is the style most re-

sponslole for the banjo's emergence as a solo instrument, 

rather than one used primarily to accompany a singer. This 
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recording, featuring the 77- year-old Morgan Sexton, high-

lights the more traditional, two fingered style. Sexton is pri-

marily a balladeer, and his songs come from the Kentucky 

coal mining country, and a culture both shaped and ravaged 

by over a century of corporate exploitation of both the land 

and its people. In fact, Sexton's voice is clearly hampered by 

silicosis, which he contracted over the years working the 
coal mines. The songs are mostly well known traditional bal-

lads, like John Henry" and Little Frankie: but if you know 
these songs from grade school music classes or the 

squeaky-clean New Christy Minstrels (sorry for dredging 

them up), you're in for a revelation. Just a few minutes with 

this record will place those songs into their cultural context. 

What's further striking s the accompanying booklet, which 

quotes Sexton's thoughts and reminiscences about each 
song, placing these folk warhorses into the shapes of real 

human lives. Sexton's banjo playing sparkles, and the re-

cording quality is beautiful. An important document of a way 

of life all but gone. (June Appal Recordings, 306 Madison 
St., Whitesburg, KY 41858)—John Baxter 

SIMPSON, MARTIN: Leaves of Life LP 
This is part of Shanachie's excellent Guitar Artistry" series 

(which includes an excellent LP by Stefan Grossman w/ 
guest John Renbourn): each record contains a booklet with 

comments from the artist on specific tunings, origins, etc., 
plus separate transcriptions for the tunes in case the listener 

feels inclined to pick up a guitar and join in. Here, Simpson 
performs original compositions solo, joined occasionally by 

Eric Aceto on electro-acoustic instruments violect and man-
dolect, (quite interesting sounds at that). Twelve tunes in all, 

based, as Simpson explains in the liner notes, on the melo-
dies of traditional ballads and songs from England, Ireland, 
Scotland and Australia: As one might expect, reflections of 

Renbourn, June Tabor, Robin Williamson, Fairports et al are 

heard. Most enjoyable are the slower tunes during which 

Simpson's fingers flow with a startling dexterity, shifting easi-
ly from one discernible and vivid mood to the next— say, a 
country-ish mournful twang one minute and a rippling, imag-

es- of- flowing-fields strum the next. Standout track: "Green-

fields of America, conveying both cynicism and hope (with-
out words— this is an instrumental abum) via earthy picking 

and eerie delta-style bottleneck, plus Aceto's haunting vio-

(tact shimmering in the background like a distant breeze. 

Don't expect high energy stuff, but do expect some mighty 

pleasurable melodies and aural salves. (Shanachie Records, 

37 E. Clinton St., Newton, NJ 07860)—Fred Mills Ill 

SKYLARK: All of It CD 
Although there are a goodly number of groups revamping 

the Irish folk tradition, there are also plenty who see no rea-

son to fix what wasn't broken in the first place. Skylark is one 

of the latter, and in this collection of dance medleys, ballads, 
and other songs you won't hear much beyond the numbers 

themselves that's new (assuming you don't already know the 

Songs — I didn't). You will hear everything done well by a 

trio who, judging from their photo, have probably been- at this 

for a decade or two. The six lively instrumentals are spear-

headed by Gerry O'Connor on fiddle and Garry O'Brian on 

guitar and mandocelb: other players add acoordian, flute, 

whistle, and second fiddle and backing vocals. Lead vocalist 
Len Graham has a warm, classically Celtic voice, a bit like 

Christy Moore's but deeper and with a more noticeable burr. 

As folk music generally, and Irish in particular, goes, this is 

quality stuff, and it gets better with repeated listenings. 

(Green Linnet Records, 43 Beaver Brook Rd, Danbury, CT 

06810)—Bart Grooms 

TRAFFIC IN OCEANS: Live Sampler C 
A duo exploring folk, new acoustic and related tuneage. Cof-

fee houses of the nineties take note. Sort of a " It's A Beauh-

ful Day" for our modern times. Here we have three tracks 

recorded at DeAngelo's Cafe in Mountain View, CA. Vocals 
are beautiful, and they dont rely strictly on the acoustic gui-

tar here, either. Percussion and violin are found in the tex-

ture. Songs are well written and introspective. Recom-

mended. (Si Productions, POB 817, Palo Alto, CA 
g4302)—Mark Canner 

TRAPEZOID: Moon Run CD 
Now in their 15th year, Trapezoid is a fine folk-oriented 

group that has expanded its horizons recently. Founder 

Paul Reisler has gathered together four new members, all 
multi- instrumentalists who sing and perform on a plethora 

of instruments including keyboards, guitars, hammered dul-

cimer, mandolin, dobro, bass, autoharp, woodwinds, violin, 

and percussion. The group embraces traditional and neo-

folk styles of American, European, and non-Western cul-

tures. This, coupled with a contemporary sound which in-

cludes keyboard synthesizers, may not please the purists, 
but the music is very pleasant indeed. In their songs and in-

strumentals one can hear strains of Clannad (before the 

overt attempts at commercial success), Suzanne Vega, 

Oregon, and Richard Stolzman, among others. Excellent 
arrangements, especially in the vocal harmonies, solid writ-

ing, and superb musicianship help set Trapezoid apart. 

(Narada, 1845 N. Farwell Ave., Milwaukee, WI 53202)— 
Dean Suzuki 

WOLF, KATE: An Evening in Austin CD 
This remastered recording of her performance on Austin 

City Limits in 1985 serves as a memorial to the late Kate 
Wolf. She was a remarkable singer/songwriter in the North-

ern Californian folk and bluegrass traditions. This classic 

recording contains 75 minutes of songs mostly written by 

her and performed by herself and her long time accompa-

nists Nina Gerber and Ford James along with Randy Sabi-

en. Wolf has a deep, smooth, clear voice which flutters and 

soars on occasion and always packs a wollup. She sings 

with heart and aficionados will not remain unaffected. Hap-

py or sad though the songs may be, they are always sweet. 

California country pickin' guitars shine through melancholic 

fiddle strains. Mandolins play fervent melodies driven by a 

thumping bass. Sweet songs about love lost and found, 

friends and the wonders of nature. Kate Wolf was one of the 

best and this is one of her best. (Kaleidoscope Records, 
POB 0, El Cerrito, CA 94530)—Nathan Griffith 

WRIGHT, JOHN LINCOLN: That Old Mill CD 
Wright comes from a long tradition of country Balladeers. 

His sound is for the most part steeped in the sounds of New 

England folk stylings. He is not so much a songwriter as a 

storyteller. And he is a wonderful storyteller. Each song 
weaves a vivid tapestry of people, places, and sounds. He 

speaks of his home and family and with the conviction of his 

words he givesius a clear vision of aspects of America that 

few of us ever experience. The structures of society are em-

bedded in the history that can be culled from the depths of 
his lyrics. The craft of his lyrics is not lost in the construction 

of the music either. He is equally as skillful at relying upon 

traditional song structuring to convey the total essence of 
the music. Proficiency in many regional styles such as Ca-

jun, Appalachian bluegrass, and Texas ballads is apparent 

and reinforces the historic and authentic feeling that Wright 
so carefully conveys. (Northeastern Records, POB 3589, 

Saxonville, MA 01701-0605 )—Nathan Griffith 

A 
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Z ULU PS 
ANDREWS, INEZ: 
The Two Sides of Inez Andrews LP 
It's inspiring to hear someone in her 77s still belting it out 
with as powerful a voice as she had in her youth. Andrews 

came up through black gospel's golden age to dominate in 

groups like the Caravans and the Andrewettes. Having seen 

a share of quartets, I know how a grouD can impel a soloist 
on to a more intense, fiery testimony/song. All Andrews has 

here is a band, so the quality isn't sc pleading when she 

sings/shouts as she has no one to chime in antiphonally. 
This isn't to say she isn't impassioned, though. It jure comes 

out in a more intimate communion with her Creator like she 

and God are lovers (in a sense, that's right). Even the most 

modern cut here, 'New Name,' swings like it's coming from 

a lady half her age., If the sex/spirit metaphor isn't enough 
of an irony, the blues feel of some of Andrews' gospel shod 

hit similarly, though numbers like Staid by Me" and "Lord 
Ive Tried" likewise express her own subverting of te blues' 

cathartic power by turning them into Dreyer. (Shanachie , 
37 E. Clinton St., Newton, NJ 07860)—Jamie Rake 

BALL, TOM; AND KENNY SULTAN: 
Too Much Fun LP 
From the opening track to number 12, 'A Dollar Down," it's 
obvious that you are encountering something very special. 

don't really like others comparing the -n to Sonny Terry anc 

Brownie McGhee because they are very. much into thei 
own unique styling. Sure it's acoustic guitar, harmonica and 

vocals, but what acoustic guitar, harmonica and vocals!!!II 
These guys are dynamite! I had the peasure, no, make that 

the honor, of appearing on the same Dill recently and it real-

ly cemented my view that they are the best acoastic blues 

act going, bar nonel Their original material on this release, 

'Long Legged Woman' and 'Your Mhd is in the Gutter' are 
the standouts! Let's hear more of your own on the next one 

You want a lesson in acoustic blues guitar pickin'? Try 
'American Medly!" Every song on this release d a supero 

gem! They've reworked one of my all time favorites in "It 

Should've Been Me," the old Ray Charles side. I'm a sucker 

for old Ray Charles!! With this, their latest release, my two 

favorite 'down home' boys have arrived. ( Flying Fish 
Records, 1304 West Schubert, Chicago, IL 60614)—Dan 

Pollock 

BERTRAM TURETZKY, VINNY GOLIA: 
Intersections CD 
Turetzky is well known as a performer of avant-çarde music 

for double bass and has written a book on modern bass 

techniques. Golia is a fine woodwhd performer and com-

poser. Intersections is a set cl 11 peces for bass or some-

times 2 basses and wind(s). This is especially good for trie 

hot bass playing but Golia shines as well. (Nine Winds 

Records, PO BOX 10082, Beverly Hills„ CA 90213)—Bruce 
Christensen 

BIGARD, BARNEY; ART HODES: 
Bucket's Got a Hole In It LP 
The original liner notes call this a ' modern yin /life record,' 

and the sound is certainly vintage, though it was originally 

released in 1968 at the height of Lie free jazz-avant ga-de 

scene. Veteran Chicago pianist l- odes and New Orleans 

clarinetist Bigard team up for a blues drenchec set that can 

be alternately rowdy, warm or delicately rendered. They are 

joined by the All Star Stompers (Nap Trottier on trumpet, 

George Brunis on trombone, Ray Nilson on bass and Bar-

rett Deems on drums) and even render an uncredited vocal 

on the title cut (hey, Ricky and Hank werenl the only ones 

Redefinition. 

Jazz and Blues: uncontrollable 
emotions in control-- just barely. 

to do this chestnut). Reissued as part cl the Art Hodes Note-

book Series with excellent liner notes provided as usual by 

label owner, Bob Koester, whose Delrnark Records became 
justly famous for Chicago blues, but whose first lore was 

trad jazz. (Delmark, 4243 N. Linco'n Ave., Chicago, IL 
60618)—Ron Sakolsky 

BLUESARAMA: 
Live at Tipitinas, New Orleans, Vol. 1 and 2 LP 
If you like your blues live and direct, you're gonna hop on 

these two recordings. Vol. 1 is for Anson Fundeiturgh fans. 

He gets the entire first side, with Sam Myers vocals and 

harp backing for authenticity. But it's the Texas tenor pyro-

technics of Grady Gaines on Side 2 that bring a smiie to the 

lips of them that likes the honk and scream approach. Vol. 2 

features some line rhythm and blues vocalizing by Nappy 

Brown (sounding much more in his element live than in his 

recent studio comeback recording or even on his classic Sa-

voy sides). Former Duke recording artist, James "Thunder-

bird" Davis gets almost an entire side to stretch out his vo-

cal chords in a Bobby Bland-BB King- inflected set. New 

Orleans' own Earl King gets only one shot, but it's a dandy 

tribute to his mentor, the late Guitar Slim. Other artists front-

ing their own bands are Black Top session  piano man Ron 

Levy and guitarist Ronnie Earl of Roomful of Blues. All in all, 

these recordings offer kind of a retake on Fathers and Sons, 

only their soul is planted more in the South thai on the 

Southsice. (Black Top, PO BOX 56691, New Orleans, LA 

70156)—Ron Sakolsky 

BLUESIANA TRIANGLE: 
Bluesiana Triangle CD 

This is a one-shot all-star band with Or. John (Mac Rebenn-

man, and the great Art Blakey on drums (8 piano, his first 

instrument, on one track), with current Jazz Messenger Es-

siet Okon Essiet on bass and percussionist Joe Bonadio. I 

think I expected too much from this -combination of favorites, 

and the first time around I didn't get behind the ate- night, 

relaxed, bluesy ambience of this session. But try; it late at 

night, with the lights down, and il works just fine. Of particu-

lar note is the ghosly, minor- blues version of 'When The 

Saints Go Marchin' In," which Dr. John, in a Downbeat arti-

cle, says is the way the tune is performed in the New Or-

leans Spiritual Church. Then there's Al Blakey's poignant 

feature, For All We Know," an old standard that features his 
piano and voice. I've heard him perform this song at Mes-

sengers shows, and its good to have a version on record. 

'Fathead' Newman, on a range of saxophones plus flute, 

fits right in, having worked on Dr. John's hit LP of last year, 

In A Sentimental Mood. It never would have occurred to me 
in a thousand years to pair the Night Tripper, ' Fathead,' and 
Buhaina, but here it is, 45 minutes worth. (By the way, al-

though the package doesn't say so, the article in Downbeat 
mentions that proceeds from this release go to the National 

Coalition for the Homeless.) A fine, low-key affair. (Wind-

ham Hill, 1416 N. La Brea, Hollywood, CA 90028)—Stuart 
Kremsky 

BROWN, CLARENCE "GATEMOUTH": 
Standing My Ground LP 
Maybe recording in Louisiana created the warm, loose feel 

infusing Standing My Ground or maybe it's just 'Gaternouth-

Brown's wooly version of blues blended with jazz and coun-
try. Opening with a vbrant version of the standard 'Got My 

Mojo Working' that almost convinces you he just finished 
writing the song, Brown drives each song with his powerful, 

rough-edged guitar, occasional fiddle playing and confident 

vocals. He's comfortable playing slow tempos or fast ones 

(including one raveup zydeco number) and has deployed a 
horn section to give him plenty of room to show his talents. 

Its definitely Brown's album but he's not grandstanding: the 

horns add punch without smothering the songs and the rest 

of the band doesn't get lost. They're not doing anything new 
but as Brown shows, sometimes you just have to stand your 

ground and play for all you're worth. (Alligator Records, PO 

BOX 60234, Chicago„ IL 60660)—Lang Thompson 

CONSPIRACY: The Beaufort Scale C 
Conspiracy is Adam Bohman (strings and sutff), Nick Could-

ry ( piano), Andy Hammond (electric guitars) and the estima-
ble Barry Edgar Pitcher on sax and clarinet. Comfortably 

dark and textured pieces evoking a 'Georgia Faun', Marion 
Brown feel, a somewhat ominous weave and not- just-totally 
improvised meshing of respective instrumental stations. Mr. 

Pitcher's sax and clarinet are like the bliss-factor easings of 

pleasure tendrilled sirens, cascading the overall mix into 

contemplative head jazzes, somewhat daring and not ex-

perimentally catatonic. Strong stuff and highly recommend-

ed. (Conspiracy, 86 Hendon Lane, Finchley, London N3, 

England UK)—Malek 

CRISS, SONNY: This Is Criss CD 
Omette Coleman called him 'the fastest man alive,' but aho 

sax man Criss ( 1927-1977) was much more than a virtuoso 

technician. Heavily influenced by Charlie Parker and Benny 

Carter, Criss went beyond being their imitator to forge a 

soulful, gloriously expressive style of his own, and was a 
peer of Cannonball Adderley and Frank Morgan. This abum 

is one of Criss' best, and like a lot of his work, has been out 

of print a long time (Crisscraft on Muse is great, too — h you 

can find it). The reissue adds an extra cut, bringing the play-
ing time up to 40 minutes — LPs were short in 1966. But 

this is all meat: mostly standards, with a few blues (including 

a terrific Black Coffee"), worthy accompaniment from pia-
nist Walter Davis, who isn't in a flashy mood here but none-

theless shines on the upternpo 'Steve's Blues.' The ever-

dependable Paul Chambers is on bass, and drummer Alan 

Dawson, adds color and freshness throughout with his tap 

dance figures and subtle accents. But the spotlight stays on 

Criss who is a joy to listen to, his elegant lines shining with 

no note out of place or extraneous. As his improvised melo-

dies ring out, it's hard to believe how undersung this man 
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has been. A first-rate album. ( Prestige Records, Tenth and 

Parker. Berkeley, CA 94710)—Bart Grooms 

DEFUNKT: Avoid the Funk LP 
Ever read Ben Sidran's Black Talk, his book about how all 

developments in jazz can be explained in the context of pod-

tics of the Afro-American community at any given time? In 
the light of what Mr. NPR Jazz Guy says therein, Defunkt 

could have been viewed as nostalgic, revolutionary and con-
ciliatory all at once. Nostalgic because they brought back 

the idea that jazz was originally a party and dancing music. 

Defunkt takes modern jazz elements and spruces them up 
with the elements of intelligent disco (by the early '80s, 

when their debut was released, this wasn't so great a con-

tradiction), all while keeping the ho:ns sounding fiery and 

. the bass lines all over the place. Revolutionary for being a 

kind of jazz fusion without most, d not all, of the less-than-

noble connotations the term would accrue under dreckrneis-

ters like Spyro Gyra and Bob James. Defunkt enacted a 
kind of revolt. The stuff smoulders with booty-grooving 

steadfastness-bordering- on-chaos, just held together by 

tightness of groove. Makes you happy they're getting back 

together. (Carthage Records, PO BOX 667, Rocky Hill, NJ 
08553)—Jamie Rake 

DONALD BYRD SEXTET: 
Getting Down to Business LP 
Trumpetertflugelhornist Dr. Donald Byrd, after many years 

away from the acoustic jazz scene (first playing electric mu-
sic and later becoming a prominent music educator) has re-

turned to the genre of his early success with small group al-
bums.This learns him up for the first time with stellar tenor 

saxophonist Joe Henderson. Byrd and Henderson both 
seem to have mellowed with the years, and consequently 

the pleasures of this recording are more subtle than many 

of their respective Blue Note dates of the 1960's. The re-
warding programming avoids familiar tunes in favor ol origi-
nals from the band (two from the leader, one from Joe Hen-

derson, and one from pianist Donald Brown) plus Bobby 

Hutcherson's Pomponio" and a tune from another pianist, 

James Williams. Byrd sounds very confident throughout, 

with his flugelhorn work on Williams' A Certain Attitude" 

particularly notable. Joe Henderson just gets better and bet-

ter, as this October 1989 recording proves. The band is 
rounded out by alto saxophonist Kenny Garrett, who is par-

ticularly fine on Henderson's Around The Corner: and 

drummer Al Foster. A recommended 45 minutes of modern 

hard bop. (Landmark Records, 2600 10th St, Berkeley, CA 
94710)—Stuart Kremsky 

EDWARDS, TEDDY/HOWARD MCGHEE: 
Together Again CD 
Two of my candidates for the most undersung bop horn-

men, tenor saxist Edwards and trumpeter McGhee wax elo-

quent on this 1961 session, one of the best albums I've 

heard by either. McGhee was a colleague of Charlie Parker 

and an influence on Fats Navarro. While not quite the virtuo-
so Dizzy Gillespie or Clifford Brown were, McGhee still 

sounds terrifically elegant here. His wry tone and occasional 

understatement are a good foil for Edwards' extroverted, all-
over-the- horn cries of joy. Edwards, whose early career got 

a boost in McGhee's 1945 47 group, also sounds good on 
his ballad feature "Misty." There are some above- average 

original turres and Perhaps," a Bird blues that here chang-
es keys twice during each man's solo. Ray Brown (bass) 

and Ed Thigpen (drums), at the time a working unit with Os-

car Peterson, are top-drawer rhythm males, and pianist 
Phineas Newborn, Jr. makes a rare appearance as a side-

man. Solid, satisfying stuff marked by a freshness that 

would probably be hard to duplicate today. (Contemporary 

Records, Tenth 8. "arker, Berkeley, CA 94710)—Bart 

Grooms 

FIREWORKS JAll ENSEMBLE: Implosion CD 
Hey, you, don't you try to steal that name! It's a registered 

trademark! And don't imitate those neo-psychedelic Ab-

stract Expressionist drip shirts the whole band is wearing 

(Starburst Designwear). Another trademarked product. Not 

that you want to steal anything from this release. Fireworks 

Jazz is bland New Age fusion, fit only, I suppose, for dinner 
background music in the kind of places I never eat at. Even 

with compositions Iron] four of the six musicians, a certain 

sameness prevails. This is an andy project all the way, with 

band member Keith Hooper (oboe) acting as executive pro-
ducer and synth player Bob Long producing, and released 

on their own Fireworks Music label (yup, another trade-

mark), so they can't say this was forced on them. Dull yup-

pie music from Chicago. Take it away. ( Fireworks Music, 
400 S Green Street #310, Chicago, IL 60607)—Stuart 

Kremsky 

GIBBS, TERRY; BUDDY DE FRANCO: 
Air Mail Special LP 
Recorded live at Carmelo's in Sherman Oaks, CA in Octo-

ber of 1981, this material was previously issued on two dif-

ferent LP's: Now's The Time (Tall Trees) and Jazz Party-

First Time Together (Palo Alto Jazz). If you missed this in-
fectiously swinging music the first time around, now's a 

good time to check it out. The extremely sympathetic 

rhythm section of Frank Collett on piano, Andy Simpkins on 
bass, and Jimmie Smith on drums, lays down just the right 

cushion for the vibes and clarinet in the front line. Gibbs and 
DeFranco sound like they had been playing together for 

years when this was made, so closely do they anticipate 

each other, yet this was, in fact, their first recording togeth-

er. The program of mostly jazz standards includes the title 

track, a jumping version of a Benny Goodman tune, and a 
pair of Ellington titles, as well as three functional Gibbs origi-

nals. A fine 50 minutes of music, a little old-fashioned in its 
emphasis on pre-bop swing, but also timeless, since quality 

never goes out of style. (Contemporary Records, Tenth 8. 
Parker, Berkeley, CA 94710)—Stuart Kremsky 

GRIFFIN, BESSIE: Even Me LP 
Because she never made a lot of schlocky, orchestra-

burdened black gospel of dubious artistic integrity, Bessie 
Griffin has never achieved the vaunted status of Mahalia 

Jackson in the hearts and minds of audiences outside gos-

pel's core following. I, frankly, have heard more of the 

groups she has been with, like the Caravans, than her solo 

work. My loss, especially since she's still living, and the 

'80s- recorded material on side one holds up to ' 40s and 
'50s cuts on the flip. Griffin's ado soars: bellowing upward to 

the Lord she sings of in obsessively impassioned, yet some-

times oddly conversational, tones and earthward to convey 

that life still isn't easy and that laith sometimes is the only 

thing to keep her and her listeners from giving d all up. To 

express the same dichotomy, there are times en the record 

in which il sounds like she's actively suppressing a groove 

laid down by her minimal accompaniment (no more than pi-

ano, organ and guitar in any given track) by strength of her 
voice forcing soulfulness onto the listener where the music 

might not be enough. Here she sings old hymns, Thomas 

Dorsey, and songs later made popular by her rival, Jackson. 

Kicking it all together- the faith, the music, the grieving, the 

hope, is an a capella "Old-Time Moan." How people can't be 

moved by this on any level I dunno. (Shanachie Records, 

37 E. Clinton St., Newton, NJ 07860)—Jamie Rake 

GROSS, JOHN;PUTTER SMITH, LARRY 
KOONSE: Three Play CD 
Three Play are John Gross on tenor sax and flute, Putter 

Smith on bass and Larry Koonse on guitar. For the most 

part this record works quite well. It is mostly a very mellow 

"adult" jazz record. This is especially true when Gross plays 

the flute. When he plays the tenor it sounds like Jim Hall 

and Ron Carter practicing in a room next to Archie Shepp. 

(Nine Winds Records, PO BOX 10082, Beverly Hills„ CA 

90213)—Bruce Christensen 

GUITAR ROBERTS: Bluesmaster 2 LP 
Introspective guitar improvisations that are concerned with 

plumbing the depths of the blues feeling rather than just 

hammering out another 12 bar blues. Guitar Roberts (ne 
Loren Mazzacane) is not simply a white boy imitating his 

black blues idols. He is doing something new with the blues 

that is about mood not guitar heroics. Blue notes are 

stretched to resonate creating a music that breathes, cnes 

and moans. Sometimes melancholy, sometimes meditative, 
sometimes dreamy and otherworldly, this is heady stuff. Su-

zanne Langelle's vocals provide the perfect blend merging 

uncannily with the guitar in a way that is seamless in execu-

tion and at the same time deeply emotional. Though the al-

bum contains ( in addition to Mazzacane originals and tradi-

tional numbers) compositions by Jimmy Rodgers, Chuck 

Berry and BB King, she doesn't sing covers, but weaves 

spells. Berry's ' In the Wee Wee Hours" is transformed into a 

song of desperate longing: BB's "The Thrill is Gone" into a 

dark lament, and Rodgers "TB Blues" from blue yodel to 

death rattle. File under avant blues. ( St. Joan, PO BOX 390, 

New Haven, CT 06502)—Ron Sakolsky 

JIM STEELE TRIO: The Jim Steele Trio C 
Jazz as unpretentious as the title/cover made it seem; tho' a 

quick glance at the titles is what caught my eye - loading 

Mercury with a Pitchfork", "Jesus Christ and John Coltrane" 

and "Spiderwalk", just to name a couple or three... Jim's ex-

cellent piano chops (smooth but loaded with the same kind 
of energy I used to listen to in the after-hours joints in Frank-

furt back in the mid-sixties - when folks like Oscar Peterson 

and Horace Silver would stop in to jam with the locals) are 

very well balanced by the acoustic bass of Geo Connor and 

the drums of Todd Harrold! These guys sound not only like 

they know what they're doing, but like they enjoy d; no 

canned and tired 'standard" fare for the masses from the 

big studio moguls here. For the baby boomers yearning for 

what they "used to" hear, as well as the new aficionado 
thirsty for original jazz energy, this is just the ticket. (Splen-

did Units, 9930 Lake Ave., Ft. Wayne, IN 46805)—Richard 

Metcalf 

JOEY SELLERS JAll AGGREGATION: 
Something for Nothing CD 
This CD is a real showcase for Seller's compositional and 

arranging skills both of which are prodigious. He has written 

arrangements for the Tonight Show Orchestra and these 

pieces have that kind of brassy showmanship. The pieces 

are all well played and the soloists are fine. Bruce Fowler 

plays in the band but unfortunately was allowed only one 

solo. One high point of the group is the fine playing of Kei 

Akagi on piano. (Nine Winds Records, PO BOX 10082, Bev-

erly Hills„ CA 90213)—Bruce Christensen 

KIRKLAND, EDDIE: Have Mercy LP 
Kirkland has a rough, seasoned voice that can start with a 

shout and trail off appealingly at the end of a phrase — a 

contrast to his crisp and clean guitar style. A storyteller 

whose tales of hard times ("Young Man Young Woman 

Blues") and hope ("Tomorrow May Bring A Better Day') are 

his own compositions. Kirkland does an interesting turn on 

"Golden Sun" which is a roots tune of longing for the land of 

his birth, Jamaica, complete with "Day- 0" choruses by the 

Ikons. Produced by Kirkland with the help of St. Louis' Oh-
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ver Sain. ( Pulsar Records, Bogey Hills Plaza # 1880, Steil, 
St. Charles, MO 63302)—Ron Sakolsky 

LAN DOKY, NIELS: Dreams LP 
Danish native Niels Lan Doky is only 27, yet he has serious 
jazz credentials including a stint with the Thad Jones band 

at the age of 15. A pianist/ composer, he has made four pre-

vious LP's for the Danish label Storyville, but this is his first 

US release. For this session, he has enlisted some stellar 
sidemen in trumpeter Randy Brooker, saxophonist Bob 

Berg, drummer Adam Nussbaum, and guitarist John Sco-

field. The bass work is supplied by Dokys brother, Christian 

Minh Doky. With such fine credits, I wisn I had a more posi-

tive report, but the album never rises above a sort of anony-

mous mainstream sound. Scofield, who really gets to cut 

loose, is the most consistently interesting soloist; his playing 

pushes the band closer to the fusion end of things. There 

are no problems in the rhythm section. Nussbaum keeps 
things rolling along. And solid bass playing seems to be sec-

ond- nature in Denmark. Unfortunately Doky's compositions 

are not very memorable. Essentially they are functional ve-

hicles for the soloists, and they succeed or fail depending 
on the inspiration level of the players. Brecker is OK, sound-

ing a bit like Miles Davis circa 1964, but Bob Berg just 

seems to go "out" to no particular effect. And the leader, 
with his Herbie Hancock/Bill Evans (i.e., thoroughly modern) 

style, never generates much heal. In sum, a noble effort, 

but watch out for jazz albums with a wardrobe credit. ( Mile-

stone, Tenth and Parker, Berkeley, CA 94710)—Stuart 
Kremsky 

LEWIS, GEORGE; DON EWELL: Reunion LP 
Traditional New Orleans jazz by four masters who are gone 

now, recorded in 1966. Clarinetist Lewis, pianist Ewell, and 

trombonist Jim Robinson were all members of Bunk John-

son's landmark New Orleans revival band in the 1940s, and 

Robinson and drummer Cie Frazier were regulars in the 
Preservation Hall bands of the '60s and 70s. They sure 
were in good form for this dale, which features standards 

not usually thought of as New Orleans fare — no "Saints" or 

"Basin Street" here. The pared- down ensemble is interest-

ing, too; without a trumpet, banjo, or bass instrument, the 

ensemble is more intimate, the solos slightly more involved. 

All the playing is superb. In the words of annotator Paige 

Van Vorst, "There isn't a chance of recording music like this 
now." Probably not; this cuts the P. Hall records I've hearc 

in terms of sheer sustained elegance and lack of grand 

standing. For those who haven't heard good Nwollins trad. 
this is it. (DelmarK 4243 N. Lincoln Ave., Chicago, II. 

60618)—Bart Grooms 

LIL' ED AND THE BLUES IMPERIALS: 
Chicken, Gravy and Biscuits LP 
Lit' Ed Williams plays raw houserockin' slide guitar in the tra-

dition of Hound Dog Taylor and his (and bass player "Poo-

kie" Young's) uncle, J.B. Hutto. Recordings always pale 

next to his live show, but if you like blues that makes you 
wanna shake your booty rather than cry in your beer, this is 

it. Uptempo rave-ups like the tile tune and "Can't Let These 

Blues Go" are expected, but the expressive slow drag d 

"Blues for Jeanette," catches you off guard. As to the res,, 

mostly Lil' Ed originals here, with the exception of a sizzling 
version of Albert Collins' " Master Charge" and the Hutto 

classic "20% Alcohol" (no doubt a reference to the alcohol 

problem mentioned later on "Got My Mind Made Up" that a.-
most ended Ed's musical career and sent him back to the 

Red Carpet Car Wash on Chicago's West Side). (Alligator 

Records, PO BOX 60234, Chicago„ IL 60660)—Ron Sakd-
sky 

LITTLE MILTON: Too Much Pain LP 

You know ' Lille" Milton Campbell has said that 'age ain't 

nothin' but a number." I'm sittin' here tellin' ya that what he 

says is the gospel truth! He probably doesn't remember, but 

I used to open shows for him in Huntsville, Alabama, at a 

place called " Bigger N C's" on Church Street, way back in 

1964. Little Milton was as good then as he is now. You just 
don't get any better than Little Milton. He's one of the very 
few to keep a big band and full review going all these years 

and we are indebted to him for it. His latest release at last 
brings him back to full blown blues, which is his forte, wheth-

er he likes it or not. That big husky voice, crying out at you 

and that fat sound and superb technique on his Gibson Ster-
eo guitar, make him so far a cut above other artists of his 

genre that it's shameful!! Although they are now on the 

same label, do not, I repeal, do not compare this man with 

Bobby Blue" Bland. That has been an error down through 

the years. You've got to put Little Milton on your machine 
and see and hear what d was all about when there were 

only a handful of greats that toured all through the South 

and tore it up. Little Milton! One of a kind!!! (Malaco 

Records, 3023 W. Northside Dr, Jackson, MS 39213)—Dan 
Pollock 

LLABADOR, JEAN-PIERRE: 
French Guitar Connection CD 
Jazz guitar,st Llabador got conservatory training in his 
hometown of Montpellier, France and studied in L.A. as 

well. Here he's playing mostly straight ahead jazz with some 

rock vocabulary, but unlike most "jazz rock", which is about 
80 percent rock, Llabador's is 80 percent jazz and thus, for 

me al least, much more interesting. On most of the cuts, the 

instrumentation includes the leader's hollow-body electric, 

an acoustic piano and an electric keyboard, an electric or 

acoustic bass (sometimes both), drums and occasionally 

percussion. The doubling of instruments adds a fresh touch 

and makes for flexibility and varied textures. As a player, 
Llabador is very accomplished, and unlike many guitarists 

of his generation, seems more concerned about clarity and 

elegance ir his soloing than with flashy technique. He's also 
written 16 distinctive numbers that give the group a wide va-

riety of directions to explore, from bebop to Miles Davis' 

modalisms to Pat Metheny's early open-air style. Llabador 

loves waltzes; seven numbers use 3/4 or 6/8 time, and 

there are several other odd meters elsewhere. The result is 

70 minutes of jazz that isn't easily pigeonholed and all the 

better for that. Llabador's future looks bright. (Oxymoron, 

9532 Quakertown Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311-5521)—Bart 

Grooms 

LUNAR ADVENTURES: Alive In Seattle CD 
Sub-tilled ' Electro-Acoustic Tribal Sounds in the Tradition of 

the Twenty- First Century." Right from the gel- go, these folks 

come right at you with a musical force that either knocks 

you over or sweeps you up and carries you along for an 

hour long ride of "sonic excursions." Equipped with string 
bass, drums, electric guitar and saxophone, the sound they 

create is lull of surprises. Each member delivers a unique 
exhibition of their abilities, but what is great about this group 

is the way they romp together. It sounds like they have a 
great time and it's a pleasure to hear intelligent players com-
municate their talent. To describe the music, terms like " glo-

bal" or "world" and even "avant garde" do come up, but so 
does about 20 years worth of American modern jazz. The 

kind of jazz that builds on tradition and keeps on looking for 

new ways of getting played. ( Nine Winds Records, PO BOX 
10082, Beverly Hills„ CA 90213)—Michael Courier 

MANN, ED: Get Up LP 
Ethnic-tinged fusion is perhaps an overworked genre, and 

Gel Up offers few revelations, but percussionist Mann and 

his six-piece ensemble serve up a pleasant and profession-

.1AZZ/B1,1JES 

al LP of mixed mood pieces and uptempo cookers. The lat-

ter utilize some catchy start/stop rhythms and (naturally) a 

strong percussive quality, with Mann's marimbas and vibes 
reinforced by acoustic and electronic drums. Mann's origina 

compositions are attractive, if not terribly distinctive, and he 
makes a conscious decision to write for the ensemble rather 

than for solo voices. His own work is featured somewhat, 
but for my tastes, a little more solo freedom for the trumpet 

and trombone, especially, would create some additional in-
terest. (CMP Records ( USA), 115 W. 72nd ST. Ste. 706, 

New York, NY 10023)—Bill Tilland 

MAYNARD FERGUSON: Big Bop Nouveau CD 
After a long sojourn in explicitly rock- based glitz jazz, the 

big M.F. returns to swinging and (naturally) hard- driving big 

band jazz. About 3/4 of this album is really enjoyable stuff 

the band is light, the arrangements uncluttered, the soloists 

hot (alto sax prodigy Chris Hollyday gets an uptempo fea-

ture) and Maynard even plays some lyrical lines that aren't 
in screech range. Ferguson has stated that he got tired of 

electronics and wanted to get back to "the real thing." And it 

sounds good- that is, until the last track, a 12-minute WS. 

Hit Medley," which harkens back to his more commercia 

days with Herbie Hancock's "Chameleon" then gets maudlin 
with "Maria" and downright embarrassing with "McArthur's 
Park." Not a good way to end an otherwise respectable anc 

exciting album. ( Intima Records, PO BOX 3628, Culver City, 

CA 90231-3628)—Bart Grooms 

MIKE MORGAN AND THE CRAWL: 
Raw and Ready LP 
Yet another hard-driving blues-based band cut from the 

same cloth as the Fabulous Thunderbirds. This Dallas 

group is more than just a pale imitation of the 'Birds. First, 

lead guitarist Morgan delivers bright, slicing solos. Second, 
vocalist and harp player Lee McBee has an absolutely siz-
zling voice, which is probably this band's most memorable 

feature. Third, they're backed up by former Johnny Winter 
sideman Uncle John Turner on drums. The sum is nothing 

fancy, just blues and R & B played straight and hard, which 

is, of course, the hallmark of Texas blues bands. Most of 

the tunes here are originals, but there are some obscure 

treasures like "Nothing's Gonna Be Alright" and " Flatfoot 
Sam." Anson Fundarburgh sits in on three tracks, too. So il 

you're into the ' Birds or Stevie Ray Vaughan, this banc 
ought to feel at home on your shelf. (Black Top, PO BOX 

56691, New Orleans, LA 70156)—John Baxter 

NEE TUMI: More Than Life Itself LP 
They call their music "power cabaret," but it sounds like I'm 

at a play but I'm standing in the back with someone talking 

to me and I'm trying to follow the play and listen to this per-

son at the same time so I don't catch all of what is happen-

ing on stage. This record makes me feel that maybe I'm 

missing something, that I'm not quite catching all that they 

are trying to say, a soundtrack to a play I donl know any-

thing about. Lots of songs about unsure relationships, 

throwing around phrases like "tableaus mundane," and at-

tempts at dry humor in titles like You Make Me Feel Like a 

Beached Crappie," and in Praise 01 A Burlesque Queen." 

The music is competent cabaret-ish jazz but the lyrics strike 

me as leftovers from creative writing class. Maybe they 

should listen to Tanita Tikaram or The Roches to hear how 

lyrics with intelligence and humor can be done. (Bathos Co. 

Records, 529 S. Seventh St., Suite 510, Minneapolis, MN 

55408)—John Krinov 

NEW ORCHESTRA WORKSHOP: 
The Future is Now CD 
The live ensembles on this CD consist of members of the 

New Orchestra Workshop as well as various Vancouver im-
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provisors. The NOW was organized in ' 977 by a small 

group of Vancouver musicians, inspired mostly by the Chi-
cago AACM and the Woodstock Creative Music Studio. 

NOW now consists of nine musician/ composers including 

some original members. One thing does stand out about all 
of the compositions displayed on this disk. There É definite 

structure as well as communication within each piece. 
—hose two elements keep the listening interesting and enter-

taining. I believe this release will serve its purpose in creat-

ing demand for more. (Nine Winds Records, PO BOX 
10082, Beverly Hills„ CA 90213)—Michael Courier 

OTIS AND THE ALLIGATORS: Blue Vision C 
"Jentral Wisconsin has never been a key part of the nation's 

olues or R8B scene and never wit be. Nevertheless, it's 
martening to know that musicians from the area are knowl-

edgeable of the styles and do their best to keep them alive 
in the papermill ben of America. Otis and the Alligators wont 
put Son Seals or Otis Clay out of business, but they do 

some workmanlike blues covers and originals on this re-

cording. is McLennon's singing stands out as being partic-

ularly strong on some culs. To his credit, McLennon manag-

es to avoid coming oft like a white bar-band singer trying to 
sound black. The country overtones in his singing are a real 

plus. In addition, Kevin Stellman's guitar playing deserves 
praise as well. Stellman delivers wall-conceived, deftly exe-

cuted solos throughout the tape. ( By the way, the engineer 

should have mixed Stellman more up front on some cuts.) 

The rhythm section plays with less verve, but they do pro-
vide a solid foundation behind Stellman and McLennon. Put 

it this way: anyone who lives from Pittsville to Cornucopia. 
Wisconsin would enjoy hearing this band in a bar and would 

find the tape a fun selection for a night with a case of Point 
beer. ( False Dog Records, 1675 Greenlield Ave, Wisconsin 

Rapids, W1)—Bucky Halker 

ox 202, Beverly, OH 45715)—Dan Pollock 

RICHIE COLE/ HANK CRAWFORD QUINTET: 
Bossa International LP 
Pick this one up for Hank Crawford's beautiful ballad lea-

ure, " All The Tnings You Are." This is not to take anything 

away from the balance of this live date, recorded in France 

n 1987. The rhythm section of guitarist Emily Remler, bas-

sist Marshall Hawkins, and Victor Jones on drums e buoy-

antly supportive of the two main soloists, and they get a fine 

feature as a trio in the obscure Claude Thornhill composi-

tion "Snowfall." Alto saxophonist Richie Cole, who orga-
nized the band for a European jazz festival tour and pro-
duced this album, sounds great, especially on the faster 

tempos. But is Hank Crawford's sound on alto sax that 

stays with me after this record is over. Besides his feature, 

he burns on Charlie Parker's 'Confirmation,' which kicks off 

the LP, as well as on the 9-minute " Fantasy Blues," which 
he co-wrote with Cole. A most enjoyable session. (Mile-

stone. Tenth and Parker, Berkeley, CA 94710)—Stuart 

Kremsky 

PLIMLEY, PAUL; LISLE ELLIS: 
Both Sides of the Same Mirror CD 
Paul Plimley on piano and marimba and Lisle Ellis on bass 

sparkle on this digitally recorded CD with nearly 60 minutes 
of superb free jazz playing. These two men interact with the 

tremendous respons*Neness that comes from improvising to-
gether for over 15 years. Hailing from Vancouver, which, ac-

cording to the informative liner notes, has a sparsely docu-

mented jazz scene, these two have managed to get around 
quite a be, playing with the likes of Sieve Lacy, Cecil Taylor 

and Kenny Wheeler. Major inspirations for the duo come 

from Taylor and Jimmy Lyons, Mrigus, Monk and Miles, as 

well as Debussy and Glenn Gould. Eight of the nine cuts 

are originals, with the one cover being a highly abstracted 

version of Hendrix's "Third Stone From The Sun", which 
proves that acoustic piano and bass are psychedelic tools in 
the right hands. This is no 'easy listening' jazz — this is 

strange and challengingly deep music that should help to 

put Vancouver on the musical map. (Nine Winds Records, 

PO BOX 10082, Beverly Hills„ CA 90213)—Ed Blomquist 

RENNOCK, LIZ; DR. BLUES: Blue Illusion CD 
At first, I thought this was some sort of " put-on", a parody of 
some sort but as the disc progressed. I realized that these 

people were serious! Personally, I haire never heard any-

thing this bad since Bo Didley tried to do Hip Hop Rap mu-

sic. Somebody's got to tell this chick that there is no way 

she can sing! She's gotta be a looker, a knockout to have 

absolutely nil talent but alas, they didn't even throw in a pho-
to of this lady! God forbid that she's ugly too! The musician-

ship is not bad and Dr. Blues plays a decent guitar and Sen-
sock does a pretty good imitation of some barrelhouse 

piano. Big suggestion Liz: find yourself a good singer and 
you just might have something. If you break even on this 

one, consider yourself LUCKY!! (Upright Records, Rt. 1, 

ROLLINS, SONNY: 
Falling in Love with Jazz LP 
Those of us who regard tenor saxophonist Rollins not only 

as probably the greatest improvisor in jazz, but perhaps one 
of the greatest living musicians, period, have reason to do 

so. He's made some remarkable albums, and those who 
have seen him on a good night know him to be a soloist 

without peer. A lot of us have also been frustrated with most 
of Rollins' recordings since 1972's Next Album. I'm not 

ready to call this his best since then, but it is refreshing to 

hear almost an entire album of actual jazz tunes; only the 

closing 'Sister' has electric funk passages. The numbers 

are mostly standards and Rollins plays intricate, command-

ing lines all through them some of his playing is so virtu-

osic, in fact, that one wonders if Rollins isn't trying to defend 

his 'greatest tenor player" title. Judging from some of the ex-
tended melismas heard here, he may be thinking George 

Adams É the challenger. Hey, Sonny, dont worry. Rollins' 

less pretty, more piercing tone of late has taken some get-
ting used to. You can really hear the contrast on the two 
tracks where Branford Marsalis (a fan of Sonny's) joins in; 

Branford's sound is smooth, Rollins' arresting, like a bas-

soon in heat. The great Tommy Flanagan joins in on these 

cuts (how about a whole album with him next time?), and 

the rest of the album features drummer Jack De Johnette 

with Rollins regulars Jerome Harris (guitar), Mark Soskin (pi-
ano), Bob Crenshaw (bass), and Clifton Anderson (trom-
bone). Harris gets several solos and really shines. Dont 

write off Rollins' recent efforts until you hear this, and 

please, Milestone, start recording this giant regularly in con-

cert so you can make his best album in years. (Milestone, 

Tenth and Parker, Berkeley, CA 94710)—Bart Grooms 

SERAH: Flight of the Stork CD 
Lush, drearry song cycle from vocalist/songwriter Serah, ac-

companied here by a mostly German ensemble with a pop 
New Age sound. Heavy on the synths, everything carefully 
orchestrated and extremely well produced. Serah has a 

clear, sweet voice that recalls Judy Collins; in combination 

with the acoustic guitar/synth/ percussion ensemble, I was 
also reminded of Sally Oldfield and Singh Kaur in places. 
While I appreciate the craft of this music and didn't actively 

dislike any of it, neither was I moved, nor hooked by repeat-

ed listenings. Comes with a pretty lyric booklet. (Great 

Northern Arts, 114 Lexington Ave., New York, NY 10016)— 

Bart Grooms 

JAZZ/BLUES 

THE UNIVERSAL CONGRESS OF: 
This is Mecolodics LP 
Universal Congress Of can be credited the genius of being 

able to expertly reference the more electnlying jazz masters 

without ever sacrificing the integrity of their own '70s and 

'80s hardcore roots. They explore two balanced directions 

on this LP — Cool Jazz and Cruel Jazz. Cool É not neces-

sarily mellow as Joe Biazas compositions "Joey" and ' Ni-
nos de la Terra' indicate. Instead the Cool direction in ils 
best form emotes an attentnre-relaxed-intensity, an artistic 
mood this band has mastered. With a little help from their 

friends, West Coast Cruel masters Lynn Johnston (tenor 
sax/bass clarinet) and Guy Bennet (trombone), they do 

splendid justice to Albert Aylens spiritual/ humorous scintilla-
tions on 'Happy Birthday' and Omette Coleman's "Law 

Years." Cruel in this sense is best defined by Antonin Ar-

laud "...Cruelty proposed to resort to a mass spectacle; to 

seek in agitation of tremendous masses, convulsed and 
hurled against each other, a little of the poetry of festivals 
and crowds when, all too rarely nowadays, the people pour 

into the streets." The last time I saw Universal Congress Of 
was at Al's Bar in downtown L.A.. My date was a young lady 
from Madrid who had grown up under Franco's fascist re-

gime. We were having a great time drinking beer out of 
paper cups, dancing and joking, as the rest of the audience 

also grooved to the infectious Meco-beat. Halfway through 
the set, the bar was busted by the Fire Department. As the 

audience reluctantly flowed into the curbside flashing red 

lights and police lines, my Spanish guest gasped in disbe-

lief, ' Is this really America?" Somewhat embarrassed, while 
simultaneously wanting to apologize for the situation, all I 

could say was, 'Yeah, baby, but this is a dangerous band." 
(SST, PO BOX One, Lawndale, CA 90260)—Darrell Jons-

son 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: Jazz Guitar Classics LP 
This is one afoum that is easily judged just by looking at the 
cover. One look at the names across the top of the jacket 

and you'll be heading for the cash register, provided, of 

course, you are the type of person who wants to be thrilled 

by 13 of jazz's greatest guitarists. From Kenny Burrell to 
Wes Montgomery to Tal Farlow to Herb Ellis to narre a few. 

The record contains exceptional performances from the 

'505, '60s, and '70s. This was pre-fusion, while the guitar 

was still taking secondary billing to the horn. Some cuts are 

more familiar than others, a couple are lairly rare, but what 
you'll hear throughout, is an instrument capable of many 

things in the hands of many masters. The album begins apt-

ly with a bluesy "Salute to Charlie Christian" with Barney 
Kessel featured. We hear Burrell and Jimmy Raney trading 

riffs in a fierce ' Dead Heal." My I avorite is the Jim Hall, Ron 

Carter interpretation of "Autumn Leaves." Hall's almost clas-

sical approach to chording is his signature, but when the 
time changes from a two-beat to a four-beat walk, you can 

feel the wind blowing from Carter's thick bass lines, right 

through the melodic solo....brilliantl (Prestige Records, 

Tenth and Parker, Berkeley, CA 94710)—Michael Courier 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: 
Chicago Gospel Pioneers LP 
This recording features 5 vocalists, in their sixties, who are 

products of the first generation raised in the gospel ballad 
sound of the Thirties which was pioneered in Chicago by 

the likes of Thomas A. Dorsey, Mahalia Jackson, and the 

Soul Stirrers. With the exception of Debris Barrett Campbell 

(who appeared in the groundbreaking gospel film, Say 
Amen Somebody), none of them has recorded in decades 

and in the case of diva Irma Gwynn, her 'cultured voice" e 
heard for the first time on recordings here. Other featured 

vocalists are soprano Little Lucy Smith, the legendary Rob-
ert Anderson, who Mahalia Jackson referred to as her Idol" 
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and who was the former leader of the Gospel Cara.van, and 

Gladys Beaman Gregory whose performance of "God's 

Amazing Grace" rearranges the hymn to excellent effect. 

Liner notes by Tony Heilbut whose book The Gospel Sound: 
Good News and Bad Times is essential reading for an un-

derstanding of the scope of this music. (Shanachie Records, 

37 E. Clinton St, Newton, NJ 07860)—Ron Sakolsky 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: 
Big Band Jazz: Tulsa to Harlem LP 
"Big Band Rhythm 8 Blues" would describe most of this set 

more accurately. Five cuts are from a 1950 Cab Calloway 

band full of fine musicians who don't get to do much behind 

the singer. Cab sings well technically, but his self-

consciously melodramatic or ironic colerings rob a potential-

ly good version of "One More for My Baby" of an emotional 

impact it might have had. His R & B number "Shotgun Boo-

gé" works pretty well, though. Ernie Fields never had a big 

name, but was popular with black audiences in the mid- and 

southwest in the 30s and 40s. By the time of these seven 

cuts in 1949, his was pretty much an R & B band. Amidst 
the vocal numbers are two good instrumental cuts; the vo-

cals are pretty nice as well—entertaining and soulful, with 
good solo work. The best thing on the album is the briefest: 

two cuts by longtime Ellington reed man Jimmy Hamilton, 

heard here on tenor sax instead of his customary clarinet on 
two gorgeous original ballads. Would that there was more of 

this to be heard! ( Delmark, 4243 N. Lincoln Ave., Chicago, 
IL 60618)—Bart Grooms 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: Violin Connection CD 
France has a long standing love affair with great jau violin-

ists. They have produced strings of great virtuosos starting 

with Stephane Grapelli, continuing through Jean-Luc Ponty 

and beyond. This sampler offers works by twelve very fine 

violinists from France and Germany, covering a wide range 
of musical styles from hot jazz to fusion to progressive to 

quasi-classicaVmodernist to the uncategorizable. The sinu-

ous strains of the violin variously swing, sing, rock, and 

burn. One of the most unusual and intriguing works is Mic 

Oechsner's " Polyspheres," a strange but marvelous inven-

tion for two violins that borders on "contemporary classical" 

music, with its angular, fiery and vicious melodic lines and 

rhythms. Patric Tilleman rocks hard with his electric violin 

and electric tenor violin on The Legend of the Red Bird." 

Debora Setter, assisted by a trio which includes one of 

France's most unique musicians, her father Yochk'o Setter, 

performs a seductive, sultry swing tune. -Yougos," an at-

mospheric piece by Christian Zagaria, begins with a floating 
Impressionistic prelude which gives way to oblique lines, 

quasi-contrapuntal voices enunciated by violin, piano, bass 

and drums. Lots of variety and fine music herein. (Musea, 
68 La Tinchotte, 57117 Retonley, France)—Dean Suzuki 

WILLIAMSON, SONNY BOY: 
Keep It To Ourselves CD 
Light, limber and energetic, Sonny Boy swings atop deep 

roots at sixty-six in '63 when these just released bows were 

taken. His smokey voice shovels a colorful fire out of the 
rolling hills onto the sidewalks Sweet Home Chicago. With 

rhythmic accuracy and tonal dexterity Sonny Boy sustains a 

groove all his own (albeit with Guitar Murphy's companion-

ship) — bojangling intricate intervals without leaving a note, 

just in the grain of his impish drawl or of the echoing soul 
ventriloquy of his harp. The voice and harmonica conver-

gence on "When the Lights Went Out" says "t want you to 

hold me, to keep me from goin' wrong" with such a confi-

dent whirrpering that you feel like you do have that respon-

sibility. Like Taj Mahal echoes Mississippi John Hurt so Jun-

ior Wells, Howling Wolf, Josh White, and now Tom Wails, all 

echo Sonny Boy Williamson— but why not enjoy the casual 

original when 4's available, especially in such a testy collec-

tion. (Alligator Records, PO BOX 60234, Chicago„ IL 

60660)—Brian Wallace 

WOODS, CHRIS: 
Somebody Done Stole My Blues LP 
A solid blues and ballad set on these hi fi United sides from 

the early Fifties featuring the precision alto sax stylings of 

Chris Woods accornpanied by pianist Tommy Dean's Gloom 

Chasers. This LP, first produced by Bob Koester in 1976 for 

Delmark, is now reissued here, but it was then a combina-

tion of reissued and unissued United sides. Actually, United, 
the nation's first successful black-owned record company, 

had issued only a third of their masters prior to the wide-

spread rise of the LP format and so they didn't see the light 

of day until the ' 76 Delmark issue reprised here. Uncredited 

male vocals appear on "You Got To Move" and " Raining," 

and female vocalist Jewel Belle É heard on "Lonely Mon-

day" and ' Foolish." All are backed by Woods to good, if pre-
dictable, effect. Yet the fact that Woods É not simply a 

bluesman is evidenced here by his bright and bouncy take 
on " Brazil" on this session, and his later recording date with 

Carla Bey and the Jazz Composers Orchestra of America 

(J.C.D.A.) playing baritone with the Hotel Lobby Band and 

Orchestra on her classic 1971 " Escalator Over The Hill" 

opus or his live sets which range from bebop to freebop. 

(Delmark, 4243 N. Lincoln Ave., Chicago, IL 60618)—Ron 

Sakolsky 
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ALGEBRA SUICIDE: Alpha Cue LP 
'This is a two member band doing a musical 

:•onglomeration oI spoken word and yer pret-

:y basic rock. Reninds me quite a bit of the 
territory, in the respect ef sound and nasally 

female vocals, expored by early '80's new 

wave bands such as the Waitresses and Ro-

meo Void. Lydia Tornkin is a poet and she 

performs the vocals. Don Hedeker does the 
rest. My personal beef with Algebra Suicide 

is the vocals, or rather...the spoken word 

and the music just don't mix and match. It's 

like two separate entities. I felt as if my 
neighbor on one side of me was reading 

poetry and the neighbor on the other side 
was playing a record. This abum just 

doesn't blend well together and I can't hear 

any integration between the music and spok-

en word which, unfortunately, made this al-

bum hard to listen to. (Body Records, Sta-
tionsstraat 116, 2750 Beveren, BELGIUM)— 

Carrie McNinch 

Other/Ever thin Else 

ANSSI TIKANMAKI 
FILMORCHESTRA: Greed LP 
Finnish composer, pianist Tikanmaki wrote this music for a 
live accompaniment to Erich von Stroheim's silent film clas-

sic, Greed. Tikanmaki has assembled a little bic band con-
sisting of keyboards (piano, organ, synthesizers. anc accor-

dion), a rhythm section, horns, strings, and voices. Their 

music runs the gamut from big band sound, to fuit-on rock 
with burning Terje Rypdal inspired guitar work, to Scandina-

vian folk flavored numbers, and much more. inroduction' is 

a little experimental post-modern ditty, featuring an oscillat-
ing ostinato on prepared piano and a gentle tune that 

sounds like a perversion of '0 Suzanne" with miscellaneous 

percussion. "Joy" features a pipe organ and synthesizer in 

an impressive, if not spectacular gothic display. Scriabin 

and Dubussy were models and the source of inspiraten for 

the piano piece entitled " Farewell." The second re features 

a wordless male choir that is simply gorgeous. Despite the 
variety of musical styles, this is uniformly good music. (Eu-

rock, POB 13718, Portland, OR 97213)—Dean Suzuki 

BOWLES, PAUL: 
The Voices of Paul Bowles C60 
There is a master story teller among us in this century. Or 

should t say an artist who has left us to live in Tangier 

where the daily confrontation of the forces of lie and death 
are unavoidable. Paul Bowles has much to merit his six odd 

decades of life on this planet. As for 21st century literature, 
he is bound to be remerrbered with Jorge Borges, Anais 

Nin and Albert Camus as a writer of western 

finest continuum of wordsmiths. His recordings and essays 
of and about Moroccan music that began in the late 1950's 

played no small part in the following Rock and Jazz commu-

nities cyclic flirtations with North African forms. Abandoning 
his own writing for a brief while, he worked at transcribing 

novel length prose works memorized by illiterate Moroccan 

peasants. If you want to experience florid ancient arabic sto-
ry-telling craft mixed with modern day third world street wis-

dom, Bowie's transcription and translation et "The Lemon" is 
highly recommended. He is also a contributor 'e the neglect-

ed field of modern day American composers of Serious` 
music. Whether you find a story of Paul Bowles in a City 

Lights paperback or an Ellery Queen Mystery magazine, 
from the first paragraph you are launched into a brave lucid 

Redefinition 

Other: That which is not with all the 
rest Everything else: All the rest. 

vision of a world where nuance and sublime timeless poetry 
laugh from every edge. To further propel you into this realm 

the ever-searching eclectic producers of the Tellus tape se-

ries have combined the musical compositions and field re-
cordings of Bowles with his jewellike stones. The result is 

the thin line above daily simple joy and evil hysteria ii a 

stage cast with colors and characters from, to quote Ste-
phan Fraley, an 'enigmatic culture that subverts the securi-

ty of comprehension". (Tellus, 596 Broadway #602, New 

York, NY 10012)—Darrell Jonsson 

'-r RANCA, GLENN: Symphony No. 6 (Devil 

hoirs at the Gates of Heaven) LP 
. In the past, Branca's compositional slabs of sound have 

drawn mixed critical reactions, to say the least. Branca has 

been equally critical of his own work, but he should be 

pleased with this latest contribution, because if presents his 
rather extreme visen with perfect clarity. What Branca of-

fers here ix an almost excruciatingly dense rock and roll 

minimalism, where an eight piece eleciric guitar ensemble 
plays simple, often single-chord riffs, wit some guitars dou-

bling and others playing almost imperceptibly different vari-
ations. Confronted with music which is numbingly uniform 

and yet never quite uniform, the listener can easily become 

lost in Branca's organized maelstroms. This is intentionally 

disorienting music, especially when olayed loud, and it 

should be played loud for maximum effect. Part one, with a 
simple rock drum beat and massed guitars, is perhaps the 

most rock- oriented section of the 'symphony'— it sounds 

like a reflection of basic Chuck Berry riffs multi-tracked to 

infinity, with some hardcore thrash elements added. In con-
trast, the second movement starts with slow, bowed strings 

gradually rising in pitch—a little like Ligetti, perhaps, solemn 

and dangerous. A drum pulse is added, but the massed 

strings maintain their tension, and never break into rifting. 
Section four is surprising in its sophisticated use of counter-

point; it combines a compelling ostinato figure with drones 
and primal drums, sounding for all the world like a craggy, 

unsynthesized Klaus Schulze, and indicating that Branca 

may have a number of tricks up his sleeve. Branca 

is definitely someone to watch, and if you want to 

check him out right now, this LP is a great place to 
start. (Blast First, 262 Mott St, Room 324, New 

York, NY 10012)—Bill Tilland 

CADELL, MERYN: Talking Like Crazy 

C-30 
Can an ex-Dairy Queen worker run circles around 

Laure Anderson as a performance artist/poet? No 

problem. Meryn shows you how in a dozen tracks 

which cut to the quick, and leave less daring artists 

in a wake of shame. She is accompanied by a va-
riety of sound artists/musicians. She describes 

'women's relationships with the world around them 

and the stories they would tell it they had a 
chance.' Confusion, fear, ecstasy, the absurdity of 
organized religion and education, desire, and de-

pression are some of the emotions evoked and de-

scribed. Always clearly echoing the strength to 

transcend the morass. Meryn's voice remains con-

vincing with accompaniment ranging from lounge 
jazz to industrial metallic percussion. Cadell is a ti-

red, intelligent and fonvard thinking communicator. We 
hooe to be hearing more from her soon. (T.E.C. Tapes, 

POB 4285, Toronto, Ontario, CANADA M5T 1R5)--Darrell 

Jonsson 

CLINTON, MICHELLE T.; WANDA COLEMAN: 

Back Angeles LP 
Most of the time when Coleman's or Clinton's verses make 
us laugh it is to ring home a socio-econornic injustice or ab-
surdity. Through their use of satirical relief, autobiography 

and historical reference they provide the listener with more 

than just superficial tiresome ranting. Harry Partch once 
said, ' Print is the sarcophagus of the poem, the voice is its 

soul.' Those who like to hear truth directly from the votes 

e poetesses should buy this record. There is plenty of inspi-
ration and insight to be gathered from repeated listenings to 

the words of Clinton and Coleman. (New Alliance Records, 
POB 1389, Lawndale, CA 90260)—Darrell Jonsson 

COWTOWN: Cow Pies C 
Best-of by the only Denver band that matters, featuring the 
lyric genius and wit of Peter Tonle, aided and abetted by 

some friends (no musicians listed here!)— waxing prophetic 

about yuppies, politicians, Denver, and similar targets. 

Styles change from all-out rok o' 'Pesitively 4th Street" to 

country-blues o* 'The Stone Woman." Lyrics of irony, contra-

diction, frustration, and resignation are buffeted by Tonks' 
pointed sense of satire, which is reflected in everything in 

any given piece, from the arrangement to Tonks' own vocal 

inflections and tone of voice, making this much more than 

some guy talking over pre-recorded muzick This represen-

tative selection of Cowtown material is as good an introduc-
tion as any, featuring, as it does, an hour of great music. 

!.Covrtown, POB 10221, Denver„ CO 80210)—Dan Fioretti 

CROWLEY,RICHARD D.O.D.: 
Warhol Machine 12"EP 
A tribute to late artist Warhol, this is formulated 5 two 

styles, House and Rap. The house groove in definitely lyser-

gic. The rap, with a sample of 'Papa Don't Take No Mess' 

by James Brown, is a bit more loose, perhaps too busy and 
has rather weak lyrics. There are five meas. The heavy 

house groove, with a corrugated industrial grind, makes this 
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record a must. Certainly it deserves to be mixed in. (Lime 

Skull Records, POB 461657, LA, CA 90046)—Alex Godoy 

EXVOCO: ProViva LP 
EXVOCO, the EXpanded VOice COmpany of Stuttgart is a 

vocal trio which exists on the border between music, lan-

guage and theatre." They perform musical compositions, 

sound-text compositions, Futurist and Dadaist poetry, pho-
netic improvisations, radio pieces, and more. They take full 

advantage of the spectrum of techniques available in the vo-
cal instrument: whispering, speaking, shouting, Sprech-

stimme, and even singing. They perform here, four works by 
European composers, three German, the other Swiss. Diet-

er Mack's GINA" is for vocal trio and percussion, played by 

the vocalists. The emphasis is on sonority with the vocalists 
engaging some extremely wide vbratos, peculiar vocal tim-
bres, including some Diamanda Galas- like wailing by Hanna 

Aurbacher, amid and juxtaposed against the wide array of 
percussive sounds. "Vice-Versa" by Werner Hader is a kind 
of theater piece featuring lingual polyphony, with the female 

voice in the center and an overlay of pre-recorded sounds, 

including zithers, applause and a melange of other sounds. 
The results are rather chaotic, but provocative. (ProVÑa, 

Scheibinger Sir. 10, D-8000 Munich 80, W. Germ.)—Dear 

Suzuki 

HINDS, JOHN: Blue Intensity C 
Manic guitar frenzy from John Hinds, playing in a wide varie 

ty of styles, from straightforward guitar heroics to artistic gui 
tar impressionism. The sheer diversity of styles makes this 
here K7 interesting, but the blending of those styles—from 

all-out rockin' toonz to free-irnprov—keeps the muzick con-
sistenth/ exciting. Performances by Peter Hinds on drums, 

Bill Brady on bass and James Hill on trumpet and key-
boards are noteworthy and exciting, too--guitar/drums duel 

with Mike X is one o' my f aye points--some awesome jarre 

min't Excellent tape, indeed. (Omni Sonic, PCB 786, Mill-

brae, CA 94030)—Dan Fioretti 

KEMP, PENN(Y): Ear Rings C 
A 90- minute collection of vignette word plays averagirg 

about 3 minutes each and often strung together in a stream 
of improvisatory consciousness. There is both humor and 

poignancy here. It's a jam of ideas and phonics that blencs 

a childlike playfulness with certain litanous aspects of trbel 
chant. At times the utterances come across as instrumental 

or animalistic rather than verbal. It makes you realize what a 

fine and delicate edge language walks. Penny's voice is a 
pleasure to listen to—sounding soft, melodious and gracetul 

even when engaged in assertive verbal acrobatics. It blends 

well with the frequent accompaniment of David Prentice's 
complimentary violin work. (Underwhich Editions, POB 

2162, Adelaide Stn,Toronto, Ont., Canada M5C 2J4)— 

Michael Chocholak 

OTHERI EVERYTHING 

common and a lot to say to us. Comet Kansas É about how reconstructed it at K's most simple and logical level. Only 
a cornet is about to land on Earth, and how life will change, the essential s left on the record; you could compare the to 

and all like that there—lots of references to cosmic and a folk version of the early Minutemen records. These guys 

metaphysical things, what with the Intergalactic Cross-Time seem to have everything, and it makes perfect sense. The 
Mind Control God Patrol going up against the Right Rever- album is brilliant...listen to it...every1hing will become clear. 

end Thomas McBane, and the Eternal Sol 3 Congress (Shimmy- Disc, JAF Box 1187, NY, NY 10116)—Kevin Slick 

around for.., well, whatever they do. The story's too compli-

cated for me to follow, although the music is excellent; the 

singing and instrumental arrangements are entertaining and 

engaging, on both this and Howling," and previous Meta 

Rata tapes. Highly creative drum programming and synths 
and guitars and basses form eccentric and uncanny rhyth-
mic and melodic twists and turns, over which members of 

Meta Rata relate these tales, usually populated by eccentric 
characters. Kansas" features Big Lester B. Snurg, owner of 
a general store, and some tourists from Perth. The Howling 

Truth" is a slightly more straightforward saga, relating the 

adventures of someone only known as a bibliophile" (as 

per liner notes) whose daily Ibrary habit leads him to infor-
mation which he uses to denounce a local politician, inter-

rupting his speech, and, eventually, ruining his career. 

Some use s made of writings by Richard Nixon and Hunter 

Thompson, obviously in keeping with the theme of Ibrary 

reference material as essential information for future gener-
ations. Comet Kansas also features two guest vocal appear-

ances by Don Campau, which I certainly appreciated. (Invis-
ible Music, 118 Mattison Lane, Aptos, CA 95003)—Dan 

Firoretti 

LUNCH, LYDIA: Oralfixation LP 
I see rifles ricocheting off the bellies of pregnant womer, I 
laugh, baby, at shopping mall murCers. I see polluted cities 

crumbling beyond recognition. I see animals, men, women 
and children burning burning burning burning. I see so 

many fucking burnt buildings on my way over here toda, I 

thought there was a war going on. I thought I was in ' he 
Middle East. I was just in the middle of Detroit. Lydia does 

Detroit, what more needs to be sad? The road to nowhare 

s covered with shit, baby. (Widowspeak Productions, POB 

1085 Canal St Station, NY, NY 10013-1085)—R. Wire 

MATA RATA: Comet Kansas C 
Two excellent storytellin' cassettes of Mata Rata— 

devotees of Linda Birch will note how they have a lot in 

MUHS, ERIC: Swooploop C 
Tape- loop pieces built on repetitive drones and/or simplistic 

melodic fragments. They are at first hypnotic as they seduc-
tively draw the listener in, and then seem to become the lo-

cal point of some strange alien universe. I pictured a futuris-

tic world with strange looking buildings and all sorts of 
futuristic-looking aircraft overhead. The simplistic nature of 

the basic material actually helps the looping process—the 

different elements work surprisingly well when combined, 

and seem to suggest, after awhile, some sort of looping 
symphony orchestra. Oh, and t also appreciated the varia-

tions on the Andy Griffith Shove theme. ( Invisible Music, 

118 Mattison Lane, Aptos, CA 95003)—Dan Fioretti 

SERAH: Flight of the Stork CD 
Lush, dreamy song cycle from vocalist/songwriter Serah, ac-
companied here by a mostly German ensemble with a pop 

New Age sound. Heavy on the synths, everything carefully 

orchestrated and extremely well produced. Serah has a 

clear, sweet voice that recalls Judy Collins; in combination 

with the acoustic guitar/synth/ percussion ensemble, I was 

also reminded of Sally Oldféld and Singh Kaur in places. 
While I appreciate the craft of this music and didn't actively 

dislike any of d, neither was t moved, nor hooked by repeat-

ed listenings. Comes with a pretty lyric booklet. (Great 

Northern Arts, 114 Lexington Ave., New York, NY 10016)— 

Bart Grooms 

VAGUE ATMOSPHERE: Electric Poetry C 
Vague Atmosphere is a trio of Brett Simpson on guitars and 
drum machine, KC Pocius on voice, lead pipe and maraca, 

and Scott Thompson taking care of lights and staging. The 
sound consists of distorted guitar and cheesy drum patterns 

over which M. Pocius recites the poetry". I quote from said 
poetry: "I strangely know that whether/ This speeding bus 

approaching mol Smashes me to pulp or not/ Makes abso-

lutely no difference." No kidding. Maybe Scott Thompson 
should turn off the lights and have our earnest young men 
exit stage right. ( Blue Cube Music, 129 West Warren, 

South Bend, IN 46637)--Bruce Christensen 

TINKLERS: Casserole LP 
I wonder if Woody Guthrie ever dropped acid? If he had, 

and then sat down in front of a tape recorder, the result 

might have sounded a lot like this — post nuclear folk songs 
for an electric campfire. The Tinklers are two guys silting 

around with minimal instrumentation singing in an often 

chant- like style. The songs range from the most painful, 

poignant social commentary like "Eleanor Bumpers" to the 
most silly and logical children's song you can imagine: 

"Don't Put Your Fingers in the Fan." This is one lull album of 
total genius. There's not a lame tune in the bunch...and 

there are a bunch of songs here...maybe twenty per side. 
Tinklers have taken music apart from the ground level and 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: 
Your Silence Will Not Protect You C60 
Rastafarians, American Nat'Nes, Afro-Americans and an 

Ethiopian singer have a feast of native song, scratch, rap, 
jazz-rock dub and world beat thought-provoking prose. Us-

ing expertly crafted chaotic gloom rock as a vehicle, the 
Beatnigs declare Television drug of the Nation, creating ig-

norance and feeding radiation'. Their spiels on the song 
"Suffering" echo historic rants by the MC5. Tooth and Nail 

accompanies Celest Corner as she asks ask not what you 
can DO for your country, but what your country s doing TO 

you". American Indian singing mixes with psychedelic rap 

on Conspiracy Circle A Crews' " Black Man Once Again". 

Poetry reading and a cappella singing is followed by sha-

man drumming and panpiped storytelling. The poignancy 

never ends, as the poets tear at a mound of common non-

sense and rewrite history, pulling out superstitions by their 

roots and replacing them with functional myths and meta-

phors. The descendents of cultures who have seen the rise 

and fall of several urban civilizations from Timbuktu to Tulsa 

reflect that, two have lost our reason for being." Chuck D of 
Public Enemy reminds The power of the mind is the thing 

that keeps you from submitting and eliminating yourself right 

now.., we have got to think! Jeanette Armstrong speaks of 

the two 500 year-old riots posing as civilization Out of the 

belly of Christopher Columbus' ship a mob burst, running in 

all directions, pulling the furs off of animals, shooting buffa-

lo_ shooting each other. (Maya Music Group, 341 Military 

Trail, West Hill, Ont. MIE 4E4, Canada)—Darrell Jonsson 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: 
Words Made Flesh/ Rebel Poets C60 
Jazz and poetry mix on this cassette, launching a multi-

faceted assault on the mass media's mainstream descrp-

lion of reality. With demands and observations the poets 

here throb to the constant wail of cross- ethnic rhythms. Ask-
ing for 24 hour theatres, equitable world views and singing 

to hopes of the blooming sprouts of cosmo American music. 

Beneath the stoked voices of John Sinclair, Lawrence Fer-

linghetti, Boadba, Maureen Owen, Elizabeth McKim... 
cooks a musical ire kindled by Henry Kaiser, John Karr, R.J. 

Spangler, Michelle McKinney, David Blood, Henry Flood 

and others. Congas, guitars, timbales, saxophones, and pia-

nos churn while poets seek within their complex American 
linguistic personas powerful phrases to descrbe homeless-

ness, sensuality, the grisly fates of the outspoken in our 

time, and the search for sanity in an insane world. Here 

neo-bop and post-beat poetry lace each other and dance 
hard. ( Revolutionary Records, POB 1821, San Francisco, 

CA 94101)--Darrell Jonsson 
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VARIOUS ARTISTS: 

Trash Will Eat Big Culture '89 LP 
Compilation of bands in a German indieground festival 

proves there's no shortage of influences transplanted from 
across the Atlantic and through to the Continent and that 

Teutonic reinterpretation of them is in no dry spell, either. 

Some people are better at assimilating their given Yankee 

idioms than others, naturally. Kingstze Terror is a rapper 

who would dearly like to be a bad motherlocking gangsta 
but ain't got the beats nor articulation to do rt. The Omsk 
gives ska a metal edge while the Real Scorpions might have 

recorded themselves to be played faster than 33 1/3 as their 
art- head dub reggae comes off so warped ( literally). With 

the cultural hodgepodge Europe is, it's easy to understand 

how most styles can be found there, but the neo-surf of Tris-
tan and the Rosewood gives pause to wonder how long 

things slick around in the sonic landscape. Elsewhere, a 

wide gamut is covered, though it's tough to figure whether 
every track is representative of its given group. That the set 

begins with sludge heavy metal and ends with speedcore 

(Blue Manner Haze and Zapata) might be telling something 
of roots and the future, too. Probably a good buy, especially 

if you're heading for the land of kraut 'n' beer any time soon. 
(Musical Tragedies, Muggenhoferstr. 39, 8500 Nurnberg, W. 
GERMANY)—Jamie Rake 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: Soundviews C90 
An essential oompilation of Audio-Art produced by Jeffery 

Bartone. The tape features the works of 45 artists including 

Annea Lockwood, Karen McPherson, Richard Lerman, Pau-
line Oliveros, Bart Hopkins, Carl Stone, Ellen Fullman and 

others. The tape, as a whole, is an aggregate montage of 

brilliant audio moments. Whether the artists are composing 
sound producing kinetic sculpture, putting sound sensors on 

Voyager Il space craft, producing sound from the waves in 
the San Francisco harbor, or performing Mozart on 'pre-

pared music boxes beyond repair"—the pieces , although 

unique in departure, are presented with a continuity of vi-

sion. The tape comes with a colorful booklet containing brief 

descriptions/portraits of the artists who contributed to the 

tape. Brief excerpts from interviews with John Cage, Annea 

Lockwood, Doug Hollis, Richard Lerman, Brigitte Bertoia, 
Hildegard Westercamp, Liz Phillips, Ron Konzak, further 

place us in tune with the techniques and thought that propel 

audio art. The combined package is both an accessible in-

troduction to audio art as well as a crucial documentary 
about the stale of this art. The enclosed booklet requests 
submissions and suggests more editions of SoundVews 

may be on their way. This is a project that deserves atten-

tion and support as the movers behind SoundViews contin-

ue working hard to deliver the futuristic and the beautiful. 

(Nonsequitur Foundation, POB 15118, Santa Fe, NM 
87506)—DarrellJonsson 

ZIEGLER, HARALD "SACK": Sack Heil LP 
This is a most unusual and intriguing record. Compiling 

tracks from an apparent wealth of cassettes by Sack, the 

music is of the most eclectic sort imaginable. Most of the 

tracks are quite brief, juxtaposing the most disparate sorts of 
music. A rich, majestic sonority of a church pipe organ is fol-

lowed by a strange little post-punk number; a vignette con-

sisting of sampled scratchy records overdubbed with distort-

ed, angst-ridden vocals and thrash drumming is set off 

against white boy reggae with German lyrics. Also included 
is one of the weirdest, shortest drunken a cappella pieces 

you will ever hear. To say that Sack Heil is modern, weird 

and fascinating is about as close as one can get to describ-

ing this uncategorizable release. (Home Produkt, rue de 

Joie 112, B-4000 Liege, BELGIUM)--Dean Suzuki 
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REGIONAL ETHNIC/WORLD 
ACKAH, JEWEL: Oh Jesus LP 
Jewel in a Christian spiritual mode with very little trace of the 

Ghanaian highlife sound with which he is most closely asso-

ciated. Instead we get an abundance of swelling church or-

gan and backing by the Tema Anglican Church Choir. If your 

spirit turns more to the dancefloor, try nie most recent High-
life World album, "Me Dear." (Nightie World Records, PO 

BOX 1123, Station F., Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y 

2T8)—Ron Sakolsky 

ALPHA BLONDY: The Best of Mpha Blondy LP 
Though Ivory Coast reggae star Alpha Blondy packs stadi-
ums across Africa and sells gold all aver Europe, he's stir 

relatively unknown in the U.S. Except or two tracks, ' Rasta 

Poue,' a rare single recorded with the Wailers and "Brigadier 
Sabari," a song protesting polce britality taken from his 

breakthrough album Jah Glory ( not released in the U.S.), the 

record is a straightforward review of Slondy's recording ca. 
reer to date. The material, pulled from his four U.S. releases, 

bounces from political tunes to spiribal anthems to a few 

less serious, giddy tracks.11's easy to see why Blondy has 

become the most celebrated reggae ear since Bob Marley. 

His unique style combines the Jamaban rhythm with a dis-
tinct African sensibility and a genuiney internationalist sent-

ment. (Blondy employs English, French, Hebrew, Arabic and 
his native Dioula in various songs). Perhaps Blondy and his 

record company hope this record will : urn on new fans in the 
U.S., but to me it creates a sense of incomplete closure, 

making it much less satisfying than any original recording 
he's done so far. (Shanachie Recceds, 37 E. Clinton Se, 

Newton, NJ 07860)—Jason Fine 

BEAUSOLIEL: Allons a Lafayette & More CD 
The famous Louisiana smoothy—the Creole violin—assures 

deep expression in these traditional Cajun songs. Beausoleil 
lets you feel comfortable within the relaxed intricacy arid 

goodhumoredness of this music. a sunny day attitude 

with a touch of defiance that perpetuates this music—perfect 
for dancing wih the minds eye aye - wood floors, past kind 

faces, in the environs of fields and marshes of Southern 

Louisiana. This French language of these lyrics provides a 
welcome ambiguity of content for jaded American ears. And 

that helps to release a satisfyingly inquisitive feeling toward 

a musical environment which is initially familiar — in his 
case a relaxed bluegrassy lifting country folk music. The cul-

tural integrity produces an edge that is touching and inspir-
ing, whether it's the poignant La Valse Du Vacher (Cowboy 

Waltz) or the comfortably rollicking Canray's Breakdown with 

its unusual intonations. (Arhoolie Records, 10341 San Pablo 

Ave, El Cerrito, CA 94530)—Brian Wallace 

CRAWLING WITH TARTS: The Tudor Tapes C 
Stark, haunting, ethereal, and mes -nerizing toonz playec on 

a variety of ethnic musical instruments. Minimalist, repetilve, 
but very melodic, with beautiful female vocals on several 

cuts. The music suggests the cotrtryside of England, with 
wandering minstrels and such, as you might see in some 

renaissance fair. Even the titles of some pieces suggest this 

same imagery: " By the Crest Carr:nng Plums," 'Need to the 
Thrown Coast,' etc. Excellent packaging, too: a hand-

decorated cardboard envelope with lyric inserts. (ASP, 633 

Cleveland St. #4. Oakland, CA 94606- 1006)—Dan Fioretti 

DIBLO: Super Soukous LP 
Set your chin and shake your bottom then stop short .hen 

strut tall. What disco squandered and falsified is richly devel-

oped here, from Zaire. De° is moving up there into electric 

Redefing.on. 

Regional, Ethnic, World: 
That which reflects or defines 
a culture as perceived 
geographically or spiritually. 

rhythmland with the even quicker than Caiibbean feel that 
we've grown to love from Kanda Bongc Man. But this group 

has even rrcre of the tribal singing anc entvens Diblo's lyri-
cal repent ve electric guitar circles which handsomely modu-

late keys ling the stricth/ pulsating rhythms lake light. With 
tastefully restrained synthesized comets streakirg in as if 

over swaying villagers, naked in a necn circle of moonlight. 
This musc refreshes rather than perverts ancient musical 

traditions. ••Shanachie Records, 37 E. Clinton Si., Newton, 

NJ 07860)—Brian Wallace 

DILLIS, BO; & THE WILD MAG\IOLIAS: 
I'm Back at Carnival Time! CD 
These guys are the street pros, the happy heartbeat of that 

rhythmic core of New Orleans black society that has lei fra-
ternal bons— deeply and playfully— with Amercan Indian 

culture wide blending African, Ali o-ceban, Ca, tbean, 

Southern bues, Jazz and Rock & Rail imo a dance music 

that leaps to its `eet in carnival celebration. More eaSc street 

voice than :he Neville Brothers offer Inese days, Bo plays a 
lyrical murrtly peg in gravel and the chorLs keeps the blade 

quivering an its point through sheer trbal stone force. This is 
mardi gr rhumba style rhythm and blues for revellers. It 

sets the lily straight-ahead and famitar " lko lko" ard 'Meet 

De Boys on the Battlefront' next to the lurching bu «npbump 

of Professor Longhairs "Ttilina" and the call and response 

of 'Jockamo Jockamo'. No insidious drum machines here, 

and no fancy production, just tambourine driven rock n' roll 

to play, sing, dance and çroove with. ( Rounder Records, PO 

BOX 154, Cambridge, MA 02140)—Brian Wallace 

DOUCET, MICHAEL Beau Solo CD 
Twenty-two tracks of pure Cajun from iiddlertaccordionist/ 

vocalisl'arehivist Dow. et, best known as he leader of Beau-
soleil. The twelve fiddle tunes were previously released on a 

limited edition cassette, Cajun Fiddle. Coucet's brother ac-

companies him on guiar on these numbers. The CD is 

rounded cut with nine accordion solos and an a cappella bal-

lad for a leng:hy program. There's lots of energy through-
out—this a music for dancing, primarily—Doucet wails away 

on his fiddle and pumps hard on his deep-voiced accordion. 

There's oienty of passion in his hoarse s nging on nine cuts) 

as well. The words are all in Cajunzed French, bit Doucet 

provides : ranslations win the texts in his detailed liner notes. 
It's obvious that he loves this music and knows it backwards 

and forwards, and this may be as fire a collection of wanzes, 

blues, and two-steps as can be had these days. (Arhoolie 

Records, 10341 San Pablo Ave, El Cerrito, CA 94530)--

Bart Grooms 

I GIULLARI DI PIAllA: Dea Fortuna LP 
A wonderiul album of recreated Southern Italian folk pieces 
(15th century villanelles and several tarantellas) plus adap-

tations from Italian Commedia dell'Arte folk opera. This mu-
sic is played and sung by a very professional New York 

troupe which, to my ears, has captured not only the sub-

stance, but the soul of the source material. Principal vocalist 

Allesandra Belloni is nothing short of magnificent; singing in 

clearly articulated Italian. Her voice is a perfect blend of 
beauty and passion. She can be elegant and sweet on a 

ballad, but on "Tarantella Di Ogliastro" she almost spis out 

the words, capturing perfectly the frenzied quality of this tra-
ditional exorcism music. Ample praise should also be given 

to John La Barbera, lead guitarist and group musical direc-

tor, whose arrangements of the folk opera selections on 

side two are very attractive indeed. The ensemble consists 
of 13 individuals altogether, singing and playing a variety of 

traditional instruments, including violins, violincello, record-

ers, flute, oboe, percussion, and so on (plus an unobtruSwe 

DX7 synthesizer). And while it might be a bit far-fetched, 

one could say that the presence of the synthesizer, however 

discrete, indicates the group's commitment to entertainment 

as well as authenticity, because the music is vibrant and 
alive from the first track to the last. Dea Fortuna is a must 

for any decent ethnic music collection. (Shanachie Records, 
37 E. Clinton St., Newton, NJ 07860)--Bill Tilland 

KING, BEN TAVERA: Coyote Moon CD 
The sounds of this recording are best characterized by 

King's own description of his music as "Southwestern His-
panic Jazz." King's forte is the nylon string guitar. With à he 
strings together flamenco melodies which reside in the 

midst of a rich musical accompaniment. King is an accom-

plished guitarist. His style is precise and extremely sensu-

ous. In fact, the whole of the recording is incredibly lush. 

The mood of the recording moves from soulful wandering to 

the upbeat and danceable. Ethnic styles range from flamen-

co and rhumba to Caribbean movers and Native American 
meditations. They are, however, all infused with a thorough 

dose of pop jazziness. Though King clearly holds center 

stage, he is backed by a splendid array of resourceful musi-

cians, most noteworthy of them all being David Travers on 

tenor sax. My only complaint with this recording is with 
King's indulgence of synthesizers. They do not appear 

throughout, but when they appear they are slightly distract-

ing. Rather than compliment the luscious textures woven by 

the rest of the ensemble, they sound artificial and forced. 

(Global Pacific Records, PO BOX 2901, Sonoma, CA 

95476)—Nathan Griffith 

L'APPUNTAMENTO: Italian Folksongs, Mazur-
kas, Polkas and WaltzesC 
This is orchestral mandolin music from the vauis, lifted from 

old 78's recorded primarily in the 19105 and 1920s. Pieces 

are a mixture of vocals and instrumentals, but always with 

plenty of speedy, virtuoso mandolin. All of the selections 
were recorded in the U.S., and played by Italian emigrants, 

but the native Italian opera tradition is dominant. To the av-
erage Italian of the time, opera was a popular art form and 

the mandolin was a legitimate concert instrument. This may 
be folk music, but it is folk music with sophistication and a 

substantial musical tradition behind it. Were it not for the 

poor condition of the source materials (lots of surface 

noise), this would be a thoroughly delightful recording. As il 

is, the tape hovers somewhere between a musical expert. 
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Big Trouble House - C3-1890 
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ence and a cultural artifact. (Global Village Music, PO BOX 
2051, Cathedral Stn., New York, NY 10025)—Bit TiIland 

LOKETO: Soukous Trouble C 
Right up there with Kanda Bongo Man...Makes the parrots 
sing, brings the sun into the room, with a steady guitar and 

everybody in the groove — you can see the bottoms swing. 
It's a buy if you want to get up and dance, or just get up. 
Wait until the aerobics classes get a hold of this one. Each 

tune plays a genetic memory chakra rag. This one is partic-
ularly good for staying awake during the long late hours on 

the straight highways. (Shanachie Records, 37 E. Clinton 

St., Newton, NJ 07860)—Faustin Bray 

MAD PROFESSOR & PULS DEFi ZEFT: 
The Mad Professor Meets Puis Der Zeit at 
Checkpoint Charlie C 
The Mad Professor has worked with Pulse der Zeit ( Pulse ot 
the Time) singer Soer La Blanche (white sister) off and on 
since the two recorded an obscure album called Reggae 
Ron in 1983. Here the Mad Professor mixes down Puis' 
German brand of reggae with a rough and choppy style that 
blends German lyrics (according to press materials. Soer 

was the first reggae singer to sing in German) with sparse, 
industrial rock ' n' roll, reggae and African rhythms. The best 

track, Flower on the Slope,' begins with a foghorn blast 
and weaves in and out of a thick groove full of guitar clangs, 

machine sounds, Soer's chants and a quiet spoken word 
piece running underneath. Despite the intricate mixes, most 

of the tracks are funnelled into minimalist grooves that 
achieve a casual, spontaneous and loose mufti-cultural feel 
(Roir, 611 Broadway # 411, New York, NY 10012)—Jason 

Fine 

Rock the House 12"Single 
Miami rap that isn't strictly Bass'. 'Shour in the remis (leads 
off the 12' side) has the paroled-and-ubiquitous James 
Brown sampled against a medium-weight funk riff and gener-

ic hp-hop beat that doesn't gel as well as the *Original Soul 
Mix,' which takes liberally from Lyn Collins' 'Thinir to make 

out of it something as fresh as the Real Roxanne or Rob 
Base would have done with if. Those horn motifs he the 
diplomatic blerd of uplift and boast in the rhymes. 'Rock the 
House' has nada to do with the Pressure Drop classic of the 
same name, but a (premature?) salute to the rap and house 

music fusion that's been sweeping club charts. (Nastymix, 

7th & Olive, Seattle„ WA 98101)--Jarnie Rake 

THE MIGHTY SPARROW: Party Classics CD 
Increasingly lewd, yes, as the dancing accelerates, but 
that's part of the Calypsonian charm, and the Mighty Spar-

row is still the foremost of those rascally charmers. Since 
the fifties, he has been Trinidad's most successful Calypso 
Tent competitor and has expanded the genre globally. This 
collection gratifyingly includes many of his major hits, how 
ever some are annoyingly attenuated within medleys, while 
his ad for Stag Beer occupies luxuriant space (perhaps thelr 
financed the recording). And, strange for Sparrow, there is 

too much uniformity in pace and rhythm throughout — unfor 
tunate because one of his major contrbutions has been a 
dexterity with many rhythmic variations, stretching the calyp-
so mold to embrace other Carbbean rhythms and new ca.-

lypso inventions. But the groove is still a good one and prob-
lems are surmounted by Sparrow's even more impressive 
contribution to Trinidadian music, his melodic invention, 
which remains here well displayed. 'Good Morning Mr. 
Walker rises like a sly smile and were it not for the rollicking 
cal and response of 'Ten to One Is Murder one might ge 
unbearably stuck whistling its horn motif. 'Ten To One' is a 
tightly knit story expressed in the Road March street parade 

style called Kalinda (which is derived from stick fighting). It 
became Sparrow's public self defense in an actual incident: 
'They take off in mih skin with big stick and boulder/ ten to 
one is murder.' There is plenty here of the almost embar-
rassingly outrageous, huge Trinidadian hit, 'I Envy the Con-
go Man', replete with Fred Ftintstone walk in, which is a 

romp and a wicked fest. And try not singing 'Bag O' Sugar 
for weeks aller one hearing. This song couples a character-
istically pretty and elaborate melody with equally characier-
istic lyrics of insultingly colorful locker room ad/ice. These 
are, as advertised, party classics. (Gutu Corporation, PO 
BOX 9206, St. Thomas, Virgin 1st 00801)—Brian Wallace 

SIDE F-X: What Makes Me Want to Shout b/w 

THE JOHN VARTAN ENSEMBLE: 
Mid East Mosaic C 
I'm not sure about the legitimacy of this 'ensemble,' since 

Vartan is listed as playing virtually every instrument on the 
cassette, assisted only by additional percussion and vocals 
on several tracks. Either Vartan has eight hands, or a whole 

lot of multi-tracking is happening here. (Or maybe the credits 
are just deficient?) At any rate, the music is just fine, regard-
less of who is responsible for it — it's good, vigorous Middle 
Eastern folkdance music (Armenian. Anatolian and Arabic, 
according to the cassette sub- title), with a slightly ragged 
edge which reinforces authenticity. At times, especially when 
music and vocals combine on certain up-tempo pieces, there 

is a quality to the music which comes very close to Disse-
denten's Arabic trance-rock, although Vadan's ensemble is 
strictly acoustic, and he would probably be amused al the 
idea of being placed in the worldbeat ethnopop camp. None-

theless, the Mid East 'folk' clearly know how to get down, 
and this is lively, soulful stuff, with Varian performing on tra-

ditional stringed instruments such as oud, saz, tahr and 
kemeneche, plus several Mid East flutes (kaval sting), a 
double reed horn called a zuma, and unspecified percus-
sion. As is typical with Global Village recordings, the liner 
notes are detailed and user-friendly. (Global Village Music, 
PO BOX 2051, Cathedral Stn., New York, NY 10025)—Bill 

Tilland 

' 

rai styles with a mixture of African, European, and Native 
American influences. But they don't really sound much 
alike, primarily because of the intricate, subdivided rhythms 
(heard in both the instruments and vocals) in forro that are 
so typical of Brazilian music in general. On Toinho de Ala-
goas' six cuts, for exarrple, he sings so many highly rhyth-

mic syllables each measure that his voice becomes part of 
the band. Jose Orlando is the only one of the artists who's 
made any money (he has his own truck for gigs)—his five 

cuts are fancier only in that he uses backup singers. Duda 
da Passira and Heleno de Oito Baixos get four and two cuts 
respectively, all instrumentals full of energy and good vibes. 
Good, honest, rootsy dance music that's not bad just for bs-

tening either. At 37 1/2 minutes, a tad short for a CD, partic-
ularly vis-a-vis producer Gerald Seligman's forro anthology 
Asa Branca on Ryko, but there he used previously released 

material, whereas this appears to be all new stuff by artists 
who probably haven't been recorded before. ( Rounder 
Records, PO BOX 154, Cambridge, MA 02140)—Bart 

Grooms 

3 MUSTAPHAS 3: Heart of Uncle CD 
This London-based group has evidently researched a pletho-
ra of musical styles from all over the globe, then chosen to 
assemble various strains in new configurations. Every cut 
seems to be coming from a different place (or several plac-
es), and a variety of exotic instrumentals (kaval, gajde, dum-
bek, Bulgarian tambura, Hawaiian guitar) and languages 
(Hindi, KiSwahili, Macedonian) pass by in surprising, and 
sometimes bewildering settings. So we go from an opener 
right out of an Indian movie to what sounds like a salsa/ 
merengue dance number complete with a snappy horn sec-
tion (but the lyrics are in Frenchl); then there's an instrumen-

tal that sounds authentically Middle Eastern until a string trio 
breaks in about halfway through. And that's just the begin-

ning. 11.e listened to this a lot, and I discover something new 
each time; the attention to detail and the sophistication is tru-
ly amazing. In fact, if there's a weakness here, it's that 3M3 

are so clever that they risk smugness. But their humor and 
the sheer beauty of the instrumentals and female vocalist 
Lavra's singing make me enjoy this enormously. An hour of 
music that doesn't drag anywhere. ( Rykodisc, Pickering 

Wharf 00-3, Salem„ MA 01970)—Bart Grooms 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: Brazil: Forro- Music for 
Maids and Taxi Drivers CD 
Forro (pronounced law 'HAW') is the accordion-based 
dance music of northeastern Brazil, and this is an excellent 

sampling of four representatives of the style. I've heard lots 
of comparisons of forro with zydeco, and the similarities are 

the instrumentation and the fact that both are essentially ru-

WAILER, BUNNY: Time Will Tell LP 
ft anyone is qualified to record an album of Bob Marley 
songs, it's Marley's childhood friend and Wailers co-founder 
Bunny Wailer. For all their apparent difference— as Marley 
became Jamaica's most celebrated public figure and an in-

ternational pop star Bunny quit the band and fled to the hills 

to continue his Rasta studies— the two set the agenda for 
politically motivated reggae. Unlike many artists associated 
with Marley, Bunny has avoided exploiting the reggae lead-
er's image and this album comes less as gimmick than 

heartfelt tribute. Bunny's vocal style is not as fluid as Mar-
ley's and he sings each song with serious, upright convic-
tion, adding contemporary arrangements fueled by the 
rhythms of Sly and Robbie and a stellar Jamaican session 
band. Standout tracks are 'War,' the lyrics to which Manley 

borrowed from a speech by Ethiopian leader and Rastafari-
an god, Halite Salassie, the roots-driven Crazy Bald Head' 
and the warm anthem Rederrption Song.' Wailer doesn't 

shed any new light on the material, but his faithful interpreta-
tions are a welcome addition to the legacy of Bob Marley. 
(Shanachie Records, 37 E. Clinton St., Newton, NJ 07860) 

—Jason Fine 
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ACORNS: Acorns 7"EP 
I don't know what the music scene is ike in Dmaha, Nebras-
ka, but the Acorns' press release implies tnat they're trying 

to inject a little cheer into a sea of gloomy Sonic Youth wan-
nabos. Whatever the truth may be, the Acorns music has a 

gentleness that without being lightweight o wimpy is decid-

edly non- urban. The band is guiar, bass arid drums with oc-
casional keyboard and the recording is no-nonsense. The 

songwriting is not always memorable, bu Jeannette Mor-
gan's voice with its slightly ragged country twang and modal 

harmonies with guitarist/co-songwriter Ale) McManus really 
carries the group. ( Post-Ambient Motion, 5402 Camden Av-

enue, Omaha, NE 68104 402-455-9575)-3ob Bannister 

ALIAS RON KAVANA: Think Like A Hero LP 
This album is a peculiar mixture of Britith folk, American 

pop and social protest, almost as if the Chieftains were go-
ing after The Pogues' audience. Whatever they're really af-

ter, Alias Ron Kavana (headed by someoody namec Ron 

Kavana who must not have liked the name ' Ron Kavana 
Band") can't avoid the preachinesS that mars American 

'folk" music; knocking U.S. arrogance and South Africa is 
common among even portfolio- seeking yuppies nowadays. 

Still, you can't accuse Think Like a Hero of being solemn. 
The band occasionally goes in for pomp and stateliness but 

they're not against kicking up their heels on a few tracks of 
pseudo-acoustic dance music. It's slick for sure— proficien-

cy generally substitutes here for innovation— but then au-
thenticity was never an issue for a bunci like this (a blurb 

on that back tells us «Ron Kavana is a Casio sponsored art-

ist using a P'G380 Guitar Synth"). Generally, though, the 
whole thing seems a little pointless. (Chiswick, 48-50 Steele 

Road, London, NW10 7AS England)—Lasg Thompson 

ALL SYSTEMS GONE: 
You Think You've Got Problems C30 
This five song cassette EP is straight alead hardcore with 

enough kinks in it to keep me awake. The usual expected is-

sues are presented: animal rights, apartheid, racism, Native 

American repression, hippies and nuclear war, U.S. involve-
ment in Central America, and, my very favorite, the irony 

and hypocrisy of organized religion. Each topic is encapsu-

lated into either a fleeting speedmetalcore tune or an equal-

ly brief punked-out xerolage visual image. ASG's music is 
full of an anger of weaponry calber, but aimed al targets so 

numerous and volatile as to render the band outgunned. 

Yet, blistered but unbowed, they wrangle ferociously with 
splintered fretboards, if occasionally landing on the wrong 

fret or at the wrong time, and bulemicaiy vomi out the bile 

of rage into a speeding fan aimed at everyone responsible 

for everything. But within each slice of attitude is really only 

enough information to define the band's position, to perhaps 

provide a basis for alliance with a partcular audience. The 

music is not proficiently performed or produced, with the sin-
gular and perhaps most important exception of the success 

the band achieves in conveying their emotion; again, this 

seems to me to be more about gelling thoughts across than 

getting music into my ears. The tape is punctuated by bits of 

media samples which vary from hila ious to boring, and 
seem to put the tape into a coherent display of ideas, ener-

gy and pure emotion. ( All Systems Gore, POB 1741, La Mi-

rada, CA 9C637)—John Collegio 

ANNE BE DAVIS: Scouts Depc sit LP 
This young band's debut album is quite a straightforward 
approach to college rock and roll. Melodic. Twangy. Anne 

Be Davis sounds 'Lust like what I expec of college music. It's 
line to have «influences" and to use them as a starting and/ 

••••••• 

Redefinition. 

Rock: Anything with big dr.ims, big 
• 

beat, big hair or big attitude. 

or reference pont, but...this band hasn't yet created anything 
"new." Let me just say "Replacements,* and that's all I need 

to say. ( Picnic -torn Records, POB 452, Cnelsea, MI 48118 

313-475-0269)--Carrie McNinch 

ARMS & LEGS & FEET: 
Arms & Legs & Feet CD 
A Milwaukee band that falls squarely into the overcrowded 
(and frequently maligned) "college pop" category. Briskly 

strummed guitars nudge into jangledom at times; others, 
powerchord garage barrages. Plus the oto igatory haimoniz-

ing. II this sounds like I'm a bit underwhelned, well, so be il. 

There are simply too many tunes that have that rushed 

"sound- alike" quality tailor-made to keep the band a local fa-
vorite at the alternative rock bars but won't neoessariy bring 

the major label A&R types jetting in. However, there are sev-

eral tunes coniaining the essence of uncomprunised inspira-
tion, enough to warrant checking into the band. Despite a 

certain preciousness to the disc, the loam: does show porn-
ise — the recording itself is full-bodied, cuite well- pi oduced 

— so it's onlv a provisional thunts-down for now. (Spoo 

Records, POE 93560, Milwaukee, WI 53203)—Fred Mils Ill 

live of or advocating one or more of the following: nudity; 

sadism; sexism ("You're my hole"); sodomy; bestiality; sa-
domasochism; scary rubber suited transvestites; morbid vio-

lence ("stick a knife in your hole"); growling vocals; big bass 

and drum sound not unlike Drunks With Guns; plodding 
dirge tempos; illegal use of drugs, alcohol, lithium, razor 

blades: parental advisory! (Treehouse, POB 80037, Minne-
apolis, MN 55408)—Christopher Carstens 

BEVIS FROND: Inner Marshland LP 
While most of the sixties psychedelic legends restricted their 
deep-space forays to brief interludes between straightfor-

ward pop or blues, British acid rock guitarist Nick Salome!) 

(Bevis Frond) pushes the effects pedals to the floor on every 

track on this release. A neat balance is struck between folky 
strumming and expansive, stroboscopic solos that hold to-
gether far longer than seems possible. In addition to his in-

strumental virtuosity, the 36-year-old Bevis evinces a per-

sonal affinity for the hallucinogenic that lesser revivalists and 
Hendrix emulators lack. ( Reckless Records, 1401 Haight 

St., San Francisco, CA 94117)--Michael Draine 

BIG TROUBLE HOUSE: Afghanistan LP 
An interesting mix of hard edged psychedelia and 70's rock 
that ends up being confused in purpose. They go for a pro-

gressive mysticism on songs such as 'Afghanistan (A Ro-
mance of Asia)" that hearkens back to Blue Oyster Cult or 

Utopia, but doesn't sound quite right with a garage band 

lineup. Still, inventive guitar interludes and intricate chord 
progressions twist all over the place in front of a sold rhythm 

section. Better moments come when they jurro into an up-
tempo C&W beat or a Minutemen- like groove. And there are 

some cool wah-wah guitar fills that poke out of a mix that is 

for the most pad subdued. (Horse Lattiludes Records, POB 
300021, Minneapolis, MN 55403)—Christopher Carstens 

ARSON GARDEN: Under Towers LP 
Indiana's Arson Garden are a bit of a departure from Comm 
3's usual roster of all boy, no image trios playing dsjo nted 

songs. This band has two guitarists and a female sMger 
whose looks are part of the package. The guitar daying is 

consistently pod, ranging from intertwined arpeggiations to 

vigorous strumming and controlled feedback. People are go-

ing to compare this band to Throwing Muses and they'll be 
right on the level of song structure and use of dynamics. For-

tunately that distinctive Throwing Muses warbling vocal style 
is nowhere in evidence - April Combs' voice is far better 

(she's also less affected than Natalie Merchant, another like-

ly comparison). The weakest link is the lyric wring. I 

wouldn't mind that the words don't appear to moan much 
(the singing can be appreciated in pureli tar-brat terma), but 

the repetition of certain phrases in every song like tney're 

supposed to be really significant gets a utile wearirg. iCom-

munity 3 F.ecordings, 438 Bedford Ave, BrooKlyr, NY 

11211)—Bob Bannister 

BASTARDS: Monticello LP 
Warning: Contains explicit lyrics and supjec matter déescrip-

BLACK CLOTHES, POINTY SHOES: 

Black Clothes, Pointy Shoes C 
Huh? Oh, one o'dem Funny bands! You can hear the red-

necks heckle now ( in B.C.P.S. — the theme). Five disillu-
sioned Irish-folk purists puree Tex-mex polkas, jigs, waltzes, 

tangos and filter the whole mess through the Middle East. 

Air- lilt this demo to Hussein and watch 'em run! A spoof on 

the Pogues or Poi Dog with humor, BCPS forge unique dit-
ties that are equal measure entertaining and annoying. Di-

versity is a plus (mandola, button accordian), but the nasal 

drawl and sophomoric lyrics are fatiguing over seven songs. 

Still, 'Chicken Boy' is a strong finish that makes me hit re-
wind. Buy and be entertained. (B.C.P.S., POB 2053, Isla 

Vista, CA 93118)—Peter Leavitt 

BLACK SUN ENSEMBLE: Lambent Flame LP 
I don't want to scare anyone away from this LP, because at 

its best, it's definitely heavy duly. The combination of Bridget 

Keating's soaring violin, Jesus Acedos brilliantly psychedel-
ic, sometimes Hendrix-like guitars, and an effectue rhythm 

section, weaving in and out of modal, Middle Eastern motifs, 

is capable of transporting the listener into other realms and 

dimensions altogether. However, as one piece succeeds an-
other and the album begins to take shape as an entity, the 

group's original compositions are revealed as the weakest 

part of the package. Simply put, the material doesn't gia 

the Ensemble a whole lot to work with, and they are appar-
ently not willing (or able) to turn the limitation into a virtue by 

taking their material into more hypnotic trance/drone territo-

ry. Instead, guitars and violin sometimes exhibit a tendency 

to "noodle" as they run up and down modal scales, toss off 
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fee fragmented riffs, and generally try to extend something 

that doesn't want to be extended. A good homework assign-

ment for Black Sun might be a session with some Pcpul 

Vuh LPs, because they're definitely into the same quasi' 

mystical territory as Popul Vuh, and with a little focus, could 

be every bit as effective. (A little time spent with traditional 
ethnic sources might also be profitable.) However, Black 
Sun already have a highly original sound, and though 

they're not always quite sure what to do with it, their near-

misses are sa a lot better than the tame, predictable suc-
cesses of more conventional rock groups. ( Reckless 

Records, 1401 Haight St., San Francisco, CA 94117)—Bill 
TiHand 

BLUE HEARTS: The Blue Hearts CD 
When I first listened to this 17-minute disc, I didat know 

what to make of it. The Blue Hearts are lour Japanese guys, 

who look kinda cute in the cover photographs. The instru-
mentation is standard rock — guitar, bass, drums, and vo-

cals. The first song has a kind of pop-50's sound to it, that 
deceived me into thinking that their music was all going to 

be doo-wop style posings. However, as t listened to the rest 
of the disc, I realized that these guys really sound a lot like 

the Jam, only singing in Japanese, which is both weird and 
cool at the saine time. The high energy is the same as on 

the upbeat Jam material, but the lyric sheet shows the 

words to be rather disappointing in translation. I look for-

ward to a full length disc from this promising band. (Juggler 

Company Ltd, 1101 SW Washington # 134, Portland, OR 
97205 503-223-9419)--Ed Blomquist 

BOB'S YOUR UNCLE: Tale of Two Legs LP 
Bob's Your Uncle is an old British saying that means every-

thing will turn out fine. In the case of this Vancouver quintet, 

the saying is appropriate. BYU has the foundations of a ba-
sic garage pop band. Their sound is that of early Blonde 

and Talking Heads, with occasional forays into old psyche-
delia in the vein of the Doors and the Airplane. Commercial-

ly viable, nothing overly challenging, and fairly well in kne 

with everything else that is selling. What sets BYU above 
the rest is vocalist Sook-Yin Lee and harmonica player Pe-

ter Lizotte. Lee sounds Ike Debbie Harry, but with a marve-

lous range that Blondie could only dream of. She is a rare 

find, often carrying songs to success that would have taled 

with most singers. Lizotte brings a blues feel to every song 

on the LP, resulting in the Blondie/Head sound being spiced 
with the flavor of Hot Tuna He is a superb musician. More 

than anything else, it is the talent of these two individuals 

that make this band and this LP work. This is not to down-
play the remaining members: guitarist James Junger, bas-

sist Bernie Radelfinger, and drummer John Rule. They 

create a good consistent base over which the other two 
work their wonders. The songs are all high quality, with two 

that merit special mention. 'AWOL', although instrumentally 

identical to Roxy Music's in Every Dream House a Heart-

ache', features some of Lee's most impressive singing, 

stunning the listener with her range and depth of emotion. 
The joint harmonicahocal work in 'Martians' e tremendous, 

especially in the finale in which Lee soars like a trumpet hit-

ting the envied high-C. (Doctor Dream Records, 60 Plaza 

Square, Orange, CA 92666)—Michael Mahan 

BONE OF CONTENTION: 48 Points of View LP 
The band comes on like a punked-up Jefferson Airplane 
and proceeds to blast through 13 tunes that are variously 

raw, sloppy, disjointed (I mean those as compliments) funny 
and beautiful. The Instrumentation is fairly standard 

(drums, bass, guitar, keyboards) and the lyrics, shunning 

overt poetry, grab fragments of ordinary language and 

squeeze a few truths out of them. The band splits up the 

songwriting chores although they really excel when they col-

laborate, as on Saving Grace'. ( Igor Records, 605 E. 16th 

Avenue, Munhal, PA 15120)—Bob Bannister 

BOREDOMS: Soul Discharge LP 
Noise. That is all this four man, one woman group from Ja-

pan can dish out. All they do is bang on their instruments 

and yell. There are a few moments where they try to turn 

out a punk song, but il just disintegrates into more noise. It's 
not even slightly funny like Shockabilly was or disgusting 
like Carcass is, Is just boring noise. (Shimmy-Disc, JAF 

Box 1187, New York, NY 10116)—John Krinov 

CAMPAU, DONALD: One-Sided Story C 
The latest by prolific home-taper Don Campau presents 

some of his most heartfelt and sincere material. Don grap-
ples with all of life's difficulties in the opening cut, "Mocking-

bird's Nest," with sparse instrumentation of electric key-
boards and acoustic guitar. He follows this up with a more 

rocked-up piece, the tille track, where he puts things e per-
spective as relating life and art. The next cuts feature sam-
pled rhythm tracks—does Don know what distinguished 

company he is in with this strategy? Consider Janet Jack-

son's latest, amongst kits more. Campau's muzickal pilfer-

ing pays off and the sampled bits take on new life of their 
own. 1Vigglin' arid Winkin' and Watchin"' features Don's 

moody vocalizin' and a real clever hook and a toe-tappin' 
an' hurnmable melody. 'Both Hands On r is a hilarious col-
lage o' sampled rhythms, guitar bits, and effects, with Cam-
pau's own guitar soloing over il. This leads to a much quiet-

er moment, the poignant 'Don Worry, You'l Make It,' with 
multi-tracked guitars over electric piano. James Hill shows 

up for 'Clone' playing keyboards and trumpet, altho' Don 

plays all the rest of the instruments himself. As usual, it's a 
highly enjoyable tape by a talented artist. (Lonely Whistle 

Music, POB 23952, San Jose, CA 95153)--Dan Feretti 

CELEBRITY SKIN: Celebrity Skin EP 
Glam-Heavy metal melodrama with a keen sense of humor. 

This is pure thrift store trash with a very clean sound on pink 

marble vinyl. They turn ABBA's 'S.O.S.' into a tortuous HM 

ballad (the singer even intones in a Swedish accent). On 

'Clown Scene' and 'Monster they attempt a hyper goofi-

ness akin to the Dickies or even John Zorn. (Trple X 

Records, C715 Hollywood Bltdd #284, Hollywood, CA 90028 
)—Christopher Carstens 

CHEER-ACCIDENT: Vasectomy C 
Fairly effective presentation overall— band and voices a lot 

like Robert Wyatt's solo efforts. Soria jazz-rock based, with 
lots of key and tempo changes, and usually a pretty good 

'fit" between the music and the philosophical fragments 

which serve as lyrics. Ah yes, the lyrics. Little of Wyatt's 

gentle, mocking whimsy here. Too much heavy, preachy 

gloom, from a very detached, intellectual viewpoint. Lyrics 
like 'What is happening to our world? It seems like we're not 

even part of it' are bloodless arid not very persuasive. The 

most successful lyrics include several which are inscrutable 

enough, either by accident or by design, to call for a little 
thought. A surreal prose poem, 'Art,' is the best of this 

group; it makes its point about the absurdities of modem civ-
ilization, but with specific imagery, and with humor. (Com-

placency Productions, POB 1452, Palatine, IL 60078)-8111 
Tiland 

CLANG: Lovey-Dovey CD 
The first song on this disc, 'Love Canal,' almost makes me 

want to cry. ft's a beautiful ode to the stupidity and bes be-
hind that environmental disaster. And it just keeps going 
along, each song as good as the one before. The members 

of Clang are al classically trained musicians, and graduates 
from Rochester's Eastman School of Music. The founder of 

the group has a Ph.d in computer music. Clang is their ex-

cuse to play rock, and toy, do they ever! There in nothing 

on this disc that's not played by human hands — no midi, 

synths or computers. The corrpositions are of extremely 

high quality, as is the playing and recording. There's a 
strong influence of Talking Heads and XTC, although Clang 

does not come off as derivative at all. There's even a fe-

male voice in there, although no credits are listed as to 

who's doing what... Highly recommended! (Circulaphile 

Records, 42 Margaret St., Rochester, NY 14619-2113)—Ed 
Blomquisl 

CLICK CLICK: Bent Massive LP 
A nicely uncomfortable blend of dark electronics, dance 

beats and haunting instrumental soundscapes. The abum 

does not adhere to any particular format: one piece may 

possess the beat and sound of Neon Judgement or the 

Clan of Xymox, while another may feature the slow rhythmic 
beauty of early Tangerine Dream. Click Click is composed 

of keyboardist Adrian Smith and percussion/keyboardet 

Derek Smith, with Graham Stronach playing guitar on half of 

the songs. The upbeat pieces al fare best when augmented 

by Stronach, whose guitar file in the spaces left vacant by 

the electronic rhythms and tides. The spacey pieces are the 

ones most commonly overlooked, which in this case would 
be very unfortunate. These are the ones that best highlight 

the group's diversity, and have the strongest potential for fu-
ture development. They are at once softly reassuring, yet 

convey a sense of uneasiness. Some are performed solely 

on synthesizers, utilizing gentle scales and pohirhythms, 

tainted with harsh sampled voices and raspy percussive 

screeches. The album stand-out fits in neither category: the 
vocal piece, 'Room,' a slow motion tango that sounds Ike 

Peter Murphy fronting for the Residents. This is an abum 

that successfully demonstrates opposite directions for a 
darkly shrouded synthesizer to travel: atmospherics or 

dance, and it does so in a way that should entice fans of 

one to appreciate the other. (Wax Tras Records Label, 1659 

N. Damen Ave., Chicago, IL 60647 )—Michael C. Mahan 

COFFIN BREAK: Rupture LP 
Boy, I was ready to hate this one. Gbson SG on the front, 

'Play this record loud on back, Endino production.., can 
you spell bandwagon? Well, dont bother. Sure, it's got the 

Mudhoney-Soundgarden-Sub Pop axis down pat, but hard-

core-like razor-edged dynamics meld with a better pop sen-

sibility to distinguish this trio.So it's not surprising that 
Husker Du gets name-dropped ('World," 'Just Say No as 

well as quoted directly (*Diane). The ultra-tight rhythm sec-

tion gives ballast to all cuts, allowing Peter Litwin's guitar to 

affect the musical equivalent of deforestation. Unfortunately, 

while variety is a spice, too much can kill a dish and these 

guys still are groping for an individualistic style. Given their 

talent, I expect a more focused effort next time out. 'Til then, 

this will definitely do. (C/Z Records, 1407 E. Madison #41, 

Seattle, WA 98122 206 323 4569)—Peter Leavitt 

COWPOKES: Hey Judy CD 
These three intelligent, individualistic guys play yer basic in-

struments — bass, drums, and guitar, although the guitar is 

said to be only acoustic on the liner notes... but damn if this 

band dont kick ass even without an electric guitar. The 

songs have the best elements of pop music, great melodies, 

killer hooks, and a bent sense of humor that doesn't trumpet 

its presence, but just raves away in the corner. I play this 

one loud when I'm alone, and the cats dance around, no 
kidding... My favorite cut is called 'Bald,' which asks wheth-

er the listener is also losing hair, like the singer is. I love 
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'Song For E'" — do they know me or what? There's also a 

cookin' cover of "If I Had A Hammer." Come to think of it, 
there's a bit of overtone of Minutemen in Nye somewhere, 

but they're not imitative at ad. Recommended. (Circularphile 
Records, 42 Margaret St., Rochester, NY 14619-2113 716 

271 4209)—Ed Blomquist 

DANNY SORENTINO AND THE SINNERS: 
Danny Sorentino and the Sinners LP 
Over the past five years, Danny Sorentino has built a Bay-

area following, playing straight rock and roll in the Cougar/ 

Petty vein. This record nicely blends acoustic and electric 

guitars, over a strong, basic rhythm section. Nothing fancy. 

What the album lacks in imagination (Song titles like "Your 

Desire," Walk on the Water" and 'Blood from a Stone"), it 

compensates with fine arrangements and excellent produc-
tion by Sorentino and Norman Kerner. Sorentino sings con-

vincingly on standout cuts like "Your Desire" and "Hide Your 

Heart: as the Sinners rock behind him. Sounds like John 

Hiatt, after a kick in the ass. (Industrial Management, 3450 
3rd St. Bldg. 2a Ste. 300, San Francisco, CA 94124)—John 

Lewis 

DOS: Numero Dos EP 
Minutemen/ fIR EHOSE bass player Mike Watt and wife, for-

mer Black Rag bassist Kira formed DOS a few years ago as 

a medium to explore avant-punk/ jazz territory. The songs 

here couldn't be more suitably diverse, from Billie Holiday's 

"Don't Explain" to Sonic Youth's " PCH" and four challenging 

originals. Kira's spare, unornamented vocals lend a perfect-

ly understated charm to 'Don't Explain" and her own tunes 

"I Worry, My Son" and 'Silence," while Watt's " Heartbeat" 

fuses dreamy melodies with thick rhythmic slabs. Its not a 

record for everyone, but die-hard Watt fans as well as any-

one interested in do-it-yoursell musical innovation shouldn't 

pass it up. (New Alliance Records, POB 1389, Lawndale, 
CA 90260 213-835-3522 835-4267)—Jason Fine 

DUOPHONY: The Hyperactive Duophony C 
This is cosmic post-surf cyborg music, somewhere between 

Devo, Dolby and the B-52's, but floating on an entirely differ-

ent astral plane. Q is almost purely electronic with occasion-

al guitar licks, but terribly recorded. The recording quality is 

of note here, because the hissy high-handedness of this ac-

tually creates a frenzied, high-stress environ, and, although 

t would have preferred its absence, the presence of this 

screechy noise adds a funky homespun folk- art feel to this 

typically sterile genre. The songs are all choppy cheap-

synth/rhythm master excursions into weird niches of the 

pop-psyche culture. This neurotic tunage is the stuff that 

sends people wild in the streets in search of support groups. 

The song writing is expectedly uneven with all of the songs 

falling somewhere in the great lyrics/lousy music-great mu-
sic/lousy lyrics continuum. Some of the oddest lyrics jump 

out of "(There's a) Hole ( in my Wife)", about a man who con-

templates his dead wife lying on the floor. (There's a) hole/ 

in my wife/and I'm glad/that its there) and ponders the fruit-

ful trees of a new, single life awaiting him somewhere out 

there. But the music is cheezy 4-4 casio-auto-bass-chord 
shlock that's kinda funny but kinda boring too. I really 

wigged out to the wiggly vibrato refrain of "Wiggle:" it in-

spired in me that ticklish, nervous, chainsmoking laughter 
that usually overwhelms me at the most inopportune mo-
ment — say at Great Aunt Millie's wake, for instance.This 

neato keeno pasteurized process sound — suitable for mid-

night snacks of Velveeta and saltines — comes at a time 

when itchy-kitschy homebrew tapes are a prime commodity. 

(Basement Occurrence Trans, 3934 Ashland Dr., Box 9, 
Huntsville, AL 35805)—John Collegio 

EGGPLANT: Monkeybars LP 
Calculated to be childlike and infectious; comes off as incon-

sistent but playful. A clean rock sound with touches of folk 
harmonies. Jeff Beals writes about everything from 'Coin' to 

Maine" to "The People From Venus," while bandmate Jon 

Melderson lakes on the more serious topics. This duality of 

styles may be the root of the album's unevenness, or per-

haps the band just needs a chance to mature. Their cover 

of Lou Reed's 'Vicious" lacks depth and simply does not 

work. (Doctor Dream Records, 60 Plaza Square, Orange, 

CA 92666 (714) 997-9387)—Robert Wire 

EHART, DAN: Re Coil C 
Ehad aims towards a stripped down sound, relying less on 

drum machines and other electronics. The result is his finest 

work to this point. Ehart's strong suit is easily singable melo-

dies: deceptively simple, yet undeniably strange. Fans of 

Robyn Hitchcock's solo efforts I Often Dream of Trains" 
and "Eye" should enjoy this. As a whole, this recording 

comes across as a more honest statement than most home-

recordings you hear; the simple recordings and unpreten-

tious delivery go a long way toward making this a fine work. 
Listen to this tape as if it were a postcard— one in a se-

ries of notes--from the road from a friend. (Dan Ehart, 

540 Manor Drive, Pacifica, CA 94044)—Kevin Slick 

ESCAPE ASYLUM: 
Nothing Will Be the Same C 
This San Francisco area band otters a few nice tunes on 
this live recording. The sound quality is exceptionally good; 

the songs, on the other hand, are a mixed bag ranging from 

excellent to okay. On bass and vocals Dan Ehad provides 

the most interesting songwriting, bringing a sofid melodic 

style combined with a good understanding of early-psych/ 

early Pink Floyd sounds. This shows up nicely on 'The King 

In Yellow" and "Dancin' In The Dirt." Most other songs fall 
into the good-time-groovin'-kind of like the Grateful Dead-

rockin'-blues type band sound. Over all, the tape sounds 

like a variety of songs from different bands. (Dan Ehart, 540 

Manor Drive, Pacifica, CA 94044)—Kevin Slick 

FLOPHOUSE: Flophouse CD 
Flophouse is worth listening to more than once. Their music 

works on a subtle level that might be missed by a casual lis-

ten. Flophouse, a San Francisco four piece band, takes the 

melodic simplicity of folk music and adds a fair amount of 

Velvet Underground transmuted through acoustic guitars' 

energy to the sound. The result is that Flophouse is really a 

fusion band, letting you hear their roots clearly. Instead of 

covering their tracks, they sail down the paths of country, 

folk and punk while creating new roads, taking the listener 
along for the ride. Flophouse seems to have taken some 

time growing up with their music, and spent some time ab-

sorbing their influences—so the influences become a part of 

music rather than an obvious nod to one genre or the other. 

The resulting recording is honest, pure and intriguing. This 
is the folk-process al work, alive and well.- Kevin Sick 

Second Opinion: Ten nicely crafted, highly melodic and 

pleasantly executed folk rock toonz, many of which conjure 

up glimpses of Gram Parsons- era Byrds, long panoramic 

shots of Jesse Colin Young riding a llama, and Donovan 

looking under moist rocks for his Vaseline. Kim Ostenvald-
er's cello adds a nice droning quality at times and a better-

than-electric bass sound at others. Producer Peter Case 

steps in for some strummin' and face-harp on a cuppla 

tunes. One of the cool characteristics of Flophouse is their 

ability to avoid playing "country" so slightly... Retaining the 

hot licks, vocal harmonies and root-canal bass fat notes that 

characterize lotsa country, but infecting enuff other stuff, 

enough personal muse to make the songs into much more 

than Rodney Crowell's ever waved his chaps at, on a scale 

of A-Z, Flophouse rates a solid T.5. (Heyday Records, PUB 

411332, San Francisco, CA 94141)—B.H. Hart 

FRANCO, M.; J. CHAINE, T. REID: 
Hazzard Profile C 
Every hem I check with DimThingShine on d is HOT!! These 

pieces were recorded in 81-82 from Ira performances. 
Franco on guitar, DimThingsShine on drums, Chaine plays 

bass, and T. Reid does 2nd Guitar/vox. The sound quality is 

a little rough, but the sheer energy here will knock yer sock-

zoff... I wouldn't have minded being at the shows these 

were played for. Some background cheering on occasion 

snows that whoever was there was havin' a great time! The 
live aspect (as always) makes it much more attractive, as in 

spontaneous. Strong interplay between bass/drums on the 
slower tunes, and the solo runs by Franco are, in places, 

scorching. If I had this kind of show in my hometown, I'd 

make sure I was there, but since t dont, the next best thing 

is this tape. Some real hoarded playing here. (Thingsflux 
Music, 7829 Miramar Pkwy, Miramar, FL 33023 305-962-

3721)—Richard Metcalf 

FRANKHAUSER, MERRELL; COTTON, JEFF: 
Mu LP 
At once exotic, earthy, mystical and souNul, this re-released 

1971 recording marked the reunion of guitarist-songnvriter 

Merrell Fankhauser with Magic Band slide guitarist Jeff Cot-

ton, a.k.a. Antennae Jimmy Semens. The smooth vocal har-
monies and life- affirming spirit of this intricate blues- rock 
place it closer to late sixties Dead or Airplane than to Beef-

heart, but Cotton's euphonious sax solos disclose progres-

sive leanings beyond his San Francisco contemporaries. 

There are a few weak points: the five-minute drum solo on 

'Eternal Thirst" has dated badly, and the CSN-like "Nobody 

Wants to Shine" may present a problem to those hankering 

for hard-edged psychedelia. However, this isn't just for the 
Relix crowd; I thoroughly enjoyed it despite my violent aver-

sion to the Grateful Dead and their kin. (Reckless Records 

)—Michael Draine 

GODISH, J.; J. DAVIS & J. PRICE: 
Chemical Cat C 
Tastefully produced straight-ahead rock trio. Lyrically profi-

cient, tho' I heard nothing there that would make me change 

the world. Feels like a demo tape, with a slightly commercial 

tinge. I'd pay a cover charge to hear 'em, now. (Third Story 

Recording, 5120 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19139)— 

Richard Metcalf 

GRANEY, DAVE; WITH THE WHITE BUFFA-
LOES: My Life on the Plains LP 
While there may be a lot of folks who'll enjoy this particular 

batch of Aussie down-under compositions following the 

tracks of American country-rock, my needs require that Gra-

ney take a real run with the longhorns out there on the dusty 

trail. Let him move those Id' doggies along one time, feel the 

surging power of a sweaty horse beneath 'im mixed with the 

smell of the starrpeding herd and the ozone blast of a 

cracking whip. When the dust settles, wear a little of it into 
the studio, have a cup o' chuck wagon coffee and let it rock 

some more. (Homestead Records, PUB 570, Rockville Cen-

ter, NY 11571 516-764-6200)—Mick FAather 

HETCH HETCHY: Swollen LP 
Produced by ex-Hugo Largo member Tim Sommer, I'm led 

to believe that Tim wasn't exactly the brains behind his old 

group. This sounds like it was recorded under water, all 

meshed and blurry. There are some non-Hugo Largo, if not 
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entirely original, ideas: some artsy rambling fast rap fike 

pieces, and a waltz/march type piece reminiscent of early 
Cocteau Twins. The arrangements are rock- like, with lots of 
upfront drums and electric guitars swamping k up with elec-
tric violin and indecpherable mumble vocals. There are 
pretty melodies near the start of side two, but fleeting pleas-

ures aside, this is the sort of overly artsy pop music that, un-
like Hugo Largo, is hollow inside. (Texas Hotel, 712 Wilshire 
Blvd 1151, Santa Monica, CA 90401)—Andy Waltzer 

HORNY GENIUS: Burn Your Sister LP 
Precision garage rock. Tight grunge. Should be played loud. 
Best tunes for my buck are 'Montana Stomp, "Cha Cha 
With Hal; and 'A Long Way To Rewind,' althought admit-
tedly I don't km» what they're singin' about I hear echoes 
of early B.T.O. Definitely worth hearing. (Community 3 Re-
comings, 438 Bedford Ave, Brooklyn, NY 11211)—Mark 
Casner 

INDIAN BINGO: Scatological LP 
Cm first listen I got the impression of more droney pale and 
weak gothic depressed dress in black music. Upon a few 
more listens, though, I became aware of the subtle, growing 

melodies, interesting sections in songs that keep things 
from becoming comatose, and lyrics that are worth the effort 
of decphering. Also, the tape loop ending side one and the 

movie blurb ending side two are fine touches. This can sort 
of be described as a Smiths meets Birthday Party meets 
Four Way Cross kind of sound. It's worth looking into. (Inde-
pendent Project Records, 544 Mateo, Los Angeles„ CA 
90013 213-617-3294)—Andy Waltzer 

JEAN-PAUL SARTRE EXPERIENCE: 
Size of Food LP 
Second U.S. release for this criminally under-known New 
Zealand quartet took two years to get here. In a sense the 
typical Flying Nun release, JPSE incorporate alt the best 
elements of Oz/N.Z. pop-rock including trippy Church, hyp-

notic Bats , and Blue Aeroplanes or the Chills. Not as unre-
lentingly upbeat as the Clean, Size oF Food tuses the ac-

cessible angst of the Cure to crunchy guitar pop producing 
both sublime badads and powerful, moody, brooding tracks. 
This who's-who approach does have its problems — JPSE 

seem copyists in a sea of originals and it takes 3 or 4 spins 
to really dig in. Then again, if you like any of these other 
bands, this LP will be essential, not existentiaL (Communion 
Label, POB 95265, Atlanta, GA 30347)—Peter Leavitt 

JOHNSTON, FREEDY: The Trouble Tree LP 
Triumphantly ordinary. The simple three and four chord 

songwriting and high reedy voice may evoke thoughts of 
Jad Fair and Jonathan Richman; he's not really weird 

enough nor is he sophisticated enough to be Elvis Costello. 
Akhough the music may not compel you , :he lyrics are 
good — an articulate chronicle of the quotidian hopes and 
fears of small town Kansas, presented without cliche. IL for 
some reason, you were spending a night in this guy's small 

town and stopped in thee local bar where he was playing, 
you'd be impressed. Whether you'd drag him back to New 
Jersey to make a nationally distributed record is another 
question. (Bar None Records, POB 1704„ Hoboken, NJ 
07030 201-795-9424)--Bob Bannister 

KAISER, HENRY: Heart's Desire LP 
This double live album shows guitarist Kaiser at his most ac-
cessible, backed by a tight band and tackling familiar as 

well as original songs. Some of the material ('Dark Star," 
'The Fishin' Hole," 'Ode to Billy Joe') was on his recent 

Those Who Know History Are Doomed to Repeat It. The 
versions here are warmer and less self-conscious. Other 

pieces range from blues to free improvisation and include 
Stoceausen's 'Nr. 2 Klavierstuck Ill,' Captain Beef heart's 
'Flavor Bud Living,' Neil Young's 'The Loner and Dionne 

Warwick's hit 'Anyone Who Had a Heart." The band's origi-
nals fit this eclectic mix quite well, especially guitarisV 
vocalist Bruce Anderson's stunning ' River's Edge.' The CD 
is 21 minutes shorter than the LP. A solid addition to the 
work of a wide-ranging, intriguing musician. (Reckless 

Records, 1401 Haight Street, San Francisco, CA 94117)— 
Lang Thorrpson 

LEAD INTO GOLD: Age of Reason LP 
Paul Barker, (a.k.a. the other half of Ministry) demonstrates 
on his first full length LP that Jourgensen is the talent and 
Barker the session man. Judging by the plodding nature of 
this LP, it is highly suggested that Mr. Barker not quit his job 
as Ministry's bassist. The album consists of four industrial 
dance numbers and four sombre electronic dirges. The 
common factors that downgrade all the pieces on this re-
cording are mundane arrangements and a singing voice so 
remarkably off-key that not even the distortion treatment it 
has received can conceal the fact. The one song that is well 
conceived is, not surprisingly, the only one co-written by 
Jourgensen, 'A Giant on Earth.' its driving dance rhythms, 
steady bass line and synthetic horn section eate a very ef-
fective sense of suspense. One can even overlook the sing-
ing. The remainder, however, are not salvageable. (Wax 

Tras Records Label, 1659 N. Damen Ave., Chicago, IL 
60647 (—Michael Mahan 

LIQUID JESUS: Live C 
Banal? 'Take my advice donl think twice.' (Liquid) Jesus! 

70's-based twin guitar overkill of West Coast sextet sours 
under the glam-metal vocal inflections and turgid melodies. 
To be fair, the band packs a sonic punch that rivals NW 

counterparts, but I can't get over the feeling this is a mutant 
cross of Rush and Poison. Histrionic as most live albums, 
sympathetic studio production might trim the excesses and 
produce a killer. Then again, it might not. (Triple X Records, 
6715 Hollywood Blvd #284, Hollywood, CA 90028)—Peter 
Leavitt 

LORD LITTER: Another Dark Night C 
This time, Lord L. applies his bright, jovial pop sounds to 
some bright and bouncy covers— including two Status Quo 
covers, one version of ' In The Hut 01 The Backyard Lord" 
(sic) by Edvard Grieg, and a rewritten 'Morning Has Brok-

en"- the liner notes mention poor old Cat Stevens- another 
religious victim.' Original tunes, such as 'Why Is The World 
So Grey' and 'Another Dark Night' show a lyrical and me-
Iodic side to Lord Litter's oeuvre. In stark contrast to a liner 

note on his 'No More Rock 8 Roll' K7 where he said he 
didn't care about proper tunings and 'just kept on vomiting,' 
this tape has some decidedly folk influenced moments. 
Mostly, it's mid- tempo rock, great fun-time tunes by a talent-

ed muzickal artist. (Out of the Blue, Panser Str. 63A, 1000 
Berlin 15, W. GERMANY)—Dan Fioretti 

LUSH: Mad Love LP 
Currently, U.K. guitar bands are dominated by three flavors: 
'baggy'-dance ( Stone Roses, Inspirai Carpets, Happy Mon-

days), 'Raggle-Taggle' (Hothouse Flowers, Power of 
Dreams), and oil-on-sandpaper melodicism (Valentines, 
Ride, Telescopes). Lush virtually defines the last category. 
Less wah-wah laden than other groups, Lush's Mad Love 

shears fat slabs off sock with shards of aseptic guitar noise 
while leaving room for their submerged Abba tendencies. 

The fact that both guitarists Miki Berenyi and Emma Ander-

son write one song in each style suggests Lush will have 
staying power. This EP is ripe with promise but it's over too 

ROCK 

soon, with just 3 new tunes. Be astounded. (4 AD US, 611 
Broadway #311, New York, NY 10012 )—Peter Leavitt 

MARSHMALLOW OVERCOAT: 
Beverly Pepper LP 
Choosing the Strawberry Alarm Clock as a stylistic model 
may not seem like an auspicious point of departure, but glit-
tering raga rock guitar and sharp hooks lend the Marshmal-
low Overcoat greater appeal than you'd expect of a psyche-
delic bubblegum band. The problem is that Tim Gassen's 

limited vocal range doesn't approach the technical stan-
dards açAnriated with sixties pop singing, and his porten-
tous mutterings tend to blow the raspberry incense-tinged 
atmosphere generated by the bright, catchy instrumenta-

tion. (Skyclad Records, Inc., 6 Valleybrook Dr., Middlesex, 
NJ 08846 (—Michael Draine 

MEAT BEAT MANIFESTO: Dog Star Man EP 
Meat Beat Manifesto is an angst-laden white rap group 
whose harsh instrumentation goes far beyond almost any-
thing else in this genre. Their music is dense, with more 
rhythms and percussion lines than most ears or speakers 
can digest. They utilize distortion as a musical method, to 
the point where it appears that one of the keyboard solos on 
this release is composed of sampled radio static. Else-
where, sampled guitars, percussions, and electronic 

rhythms literally rage against each other: a terrorizing on-
slaught set to a relentless hip-hop dance beat. As with most 
rap, the weakness is in the vocal style. The chants here are 
generally screamed rather than "rapped' in the conventional 
singsong method. Any hopes at understanding what is be-
ing said are instantly lost, d you can overlook the vocals, the 
ins:rumentation on this EP is technically fascinating and 
gratifying, and fortunately constitutes the majority of the 
time each piece lasts. This aspect of the recording is well 
worth enduring the rap sequences for. (Wax Tray Records 
Label, 1659 N. Damen Ave., Chicago, IL 60647 (—Michael 
C. Mahan 

MINIMUM VITAL: Les Saisons Marines CD 
There appears to be a rebirth in the genre of progressive 
rock in Europe, and Musea is the label at the forefront. Mini-
mum Vital is a French band whose music recalls the glory 

days of progressive art/classical rock, with complex arrange-
ments, lyrical guitar solos, full-bodied synthesizer textures, 

powerhouse drumming and solid bass lines. Their music 
falls between the likes of Genesis and fusion jazz. The vo-

cals are an area of weakness of which Minimum Vital must 
be aware, as they resort to singing on only a couple of occa-
sions. One exception is a vocalised passage wherein the 

gutarist sings, doubling his own solo; very nicely done. (Mu. 
sea, 68 La Tinchotte, 57117 Retonfey, France)--Dean Su-

zuki 

MUSSOLINI HEADKICK: 
Themes for Violent Retribution LP 
Belgium's music scene has offered the world an amazing ar-
ray of new artists, and must be recognized as one of the 

world's hottest spots for new sounds and talent. Out of this 
creative cauldron comes the dark music of Mussolini Head-
kick, light-heartedly named after the public mutilation of II 

Duce's corpse. Headkick owes a great deal to Ministry, 
whose danceable electronic and slash guitar mutations ap-
pear to have been the inspiration for a large portion of this 
band's music. The Headkick do a very good job in this area, 
presenting six pieces of doom and dance that effectively 
combine suspense and movement. They reiy upon electron-
ics for their beat and rhythm, but Iwo bass guitars form their 

bottom and their guitar's wailing has a distinct Hendrix in 
Heir appeal. Singer John Butcher has a low threatening 
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voice, which he prefers to electronically distort to varying de-
grees. Other pieces feature voices sampled from radio or 

television to complement the singer or as solo instruments 

themselves. (Wax Tras Records Label, 1659 N. Damen 

Ave., Chicago, IL 60647)—Michael C. Mahan 

NEIGHBORHOOD TEXTURE 
JAM: Funeral Mountain CD 
These guys are way cool. The opening song, "Borax Facto-

ry," is an ode to romance that tears out your jugular and 

spits it back in your face for laughs. One of the great things 

about this thrashing bunch is that besides the mandatory 
bass, drums, couple guitars and singer, they have several 

people credited with playing "texture," which sounds some-

thing like what Allen Ravenstein does for Pere Ubu, and 

something like musique concrete, and a bit like Einstur-

zende Neubaten. Is that clear? Anyway, there's a psychotic 

energy here that's a little reminiscent of Fresh Fruit period 
Dead Kennedy's. Its sick, funny, twisted, and it's even re-

corded completely digitally, although there's a bit of nasty 
distortion in places which is either sloppy engineering or my 

brain dissolving from ecstasy overload. My favorite lyric is 
"The Big Johnson," about being a cellmate with a gentleman 

who's smashed out your teeth to make a nice smooth ride 

for his...well, d you don't know, I'm not gonna spoil it for ya! 
As an extra bonus, the disc sleeve has some very bizarre 

photographic embellishments. I highly recommend these 
maniacs for your mind- melting leisure consumption. ( Feral-

ette Records, 2012 West End Avenue, Nashville, TN 

37203)—Ed Blomquist 

NO ALTERNATIVE/ LIFELINE EP 
No Alternative's early punk style ages very well (they've 
been around since 1977). This San Francisco trio plays ba-

sic three chord rave-ups reminiscent of the Ramones, Dead-

boys and X. Even though so many bands have played these 
very same chord progressions, No Alternative still makes 

songs like "Meathouse" (grunge rock with horror movie sce-

nario) sound fresh. Lifeline plays a kind of Motley Halen 
style of punk- n- roll, with metal guitar licks, dean production, 
and an emphasis on leather. This is brought lo you by Paul 

Rat. ( Beach Recordings, 237 Page St., San Francisco, CA 

94102 415- 553-8633)--Christopher Carstens 

NOMEANSNO: Wrong LP 
Working under the guise of a hardcore band, this Vancou-

ver trio has produced the equivalent of a Rubber Soul" in 

their scheme of development. They've got all the speed, 

abrasion, and angst of the best punk bands, but they contin-
ue to go beyond HC without degenerating into one of its 

miserable offshoots. Some have even termed them "pro-

gressive punk." The hyper funk beats and disjointed 

rhythms call to mind other 'progressive bands like Gang of 

Four, Wire, and the Minutemen. The alternating tempos of 

each song and an ominous sense of dread contribute to the 

album's feeling of completeness. Very tight, superior playing 
— this one smokes. " Be strong, be wrong!" (Alternative Ten-

;Ides, POB 11458, San Francisco, CA 94101 415 541 
5305)—Christopher Carstens 

NYLON, JUDY: Pal Judy C 
Once upon a time, back in high school, I heard this really 

cool version of "Jailhouse Rock" on the ' Rodney on the 

Roe show and, unfortunately, Rodney never announced 

who the band was. I was bummed. Oh, well. Until 

now...about 8 years later and hey! here is that song on this 

Pal Judy cassette. I'm amazed. Pal Judy...Judy Nylon with 

her cool deep vocals and producer Adrian Sherwood. It's 

this sarta new wave—stripped down—al times minimalist 

dub. Even though recorded in 1980 it doesn't sound out of 

date. Pal Judy sounds retreshing, different, danceable and 

simply layered with sound. This tape is also a reissue of an 
abum released in 1982 and yep, it's darned cool music! 

(Roir, 611 Broadway # 411, New York, NY 10012 212-477-

0563)—Carrie McNinch 

PSY 231: Art Decade C 
You know, when I snapped open the case of this colorful 

package. I never expected the wildly varying tunage con-

tained on this tape to escape forever unchecked into my liv-
ing space. Every time I go home now, I have to scrape a 

wild guitar string off the ceiling or sweep up a pile of broken 

synth keys scattered about the place. Ever since I played 
this damn tape, t keep seeing the speaker elements make 
faces at me from the corner of my eye, only to have them 

freeze into normalcy when t look them in the tweeter. There 

is this opening song, which I kind of grooved to, called 

"Rock Till We Shock" that sounds like the Sunshine Band fi-

nally got fed up and is now strapping KC to the disco elec-

tric chair for crimes against humanity. (WHERE is the vid-

eo?) I mean, Gawd, h only disco sounded like this in the first 
place! 'Man Without a Face" has some mildly insipid lyrics, 

set to some wonderfully minimal rhythmic electronics which 

might better have been left instrumental. PSY 231 also 

have attained the dubious achievement of outweirding Devo 
with "(Are we not)PSY 231!?" Are we not chimps? PSY2-3-

1! Incredible Chadbournesque closure to that one, Yowl Oh, 

there h goes, it changes rhythm dramatically, but those 
synth lines stick around, those noxious fumes- like notes that 

float like plasma, and look beautiful til you get too close and 

it's too late. This 'Space Lullaby°. causes Sleep Apnia, so 
turn it off before you turn in. New here it is; I've been waiting 

for almost an hour to see what they've done with Virgin 

Prunes; 'Sweet Home Under White Clouds". A noble and 

moderately successful attempt, but messing with perfection 

is a rough trade (ahem(... I mean, jeez-louise, Gavin himself 
doesn't sound like he could pull that one off anymore. Yes, 
there is a lot of intrepidity in the cover tunes on this tape, 

but PSY 231's version of ' Paint It Black' is possibly the 
most creative adaptation of anything I've ever heard. The 

melody line is arranged a la Brahms violin concerto, and the 

sitar/guitar arrangement is sacked altogether. This is the 

most refreshing version of the tune since the Stones' "ster-

eo" remis came out and I tried listening to it through alter-

nate single channels. OK, OK, their original tunes are key, 

too. Hmmm, e says that this is the fourth release of PSY 

231, mail collaborations between Psycbnes and Pierre Joili-

vet of Pacific 231. Time to search out I, II, and Ill. But for 

now, t think I'll use "Chaos in Hometown" for a radio spot— 

my ultimate compliment— "don't think and drive", maybe. 

Perfect. (Ladd- Frith, POB 967, Eureka, CA 95502)—John 

Collegio 

PURE JOY: Carnivore LP 
Hard rockin' pop sensibilities that threaten to go bland but 

never do. The fact that this record improves with repeated 

listenings gives credit to a trio that is light, but not preten-

tious, and some excellent production by Chris Hanzsek, 

Ross Harney and the band. Rusty Willoughby's guitar and 

voice should become a trademark. If this band is as young 

as their cover photo looks, Pure Joy has a long career of 

good music ahead. ( Popllama Products, POB 95364, Seat-

tle, WA 98145)—Robert Wire 

RAUNCH HANDS: Have a Swig LP 
The Raunch Hands are the Bar Band to end all Bar Bands; 

they can drag themselves through a gutter full of blues 

grunge, or they can rock hard on up to the bar for the next 

round o'hooch. So's they can play the last set, but what's 
this, the asshole that owns the place is tellin"em to turn a 

down. As he walks back to his office they just shoot him the 

finger. Turn a up and rock like fuck! (Crypt Records, POB 

9151, Morristown, NJ 07960)--Brian Curley 

REPTILE: Fame and Fossils LP 
Iceland's Reptile, on their debut LP, present us with a fine 

selection of folk rock songs with strong jazz overtones. The 
folk, in this case, are not the bland contemporary styles, but 

are the Scandinavian and eastern melodies that rarely 

make their way to American shores. Reptile sounds Dike a 

cross between Finland's jazz/rock/folk fusion masters, Piir-

pauke, and America's favorite pop crazes, the B-52s. 
Throw in an occasional taste of the avant-garde and melo-

dy/time signature changes that are so frequent that a three 

minute song sounds like seven rolled into one, and you've a 

rough idea of what this quirky quintet sound Ike. Bizarre, 

with one hell of a sense of humor. Reptile, as you can ima-
gine, defies easy classification. Even within a single song 

they step wildly amongst the genres. Their constant use of 

sax gives most songs a pervasive jazz feel (although they 

occasionally use this instrument's silly side to yield a Bonzo 
Dog Band sound), and their violin/guitar and oreasional 
banjo work bounces them continually between folk and pop. 

Their frequent instrumental breaks take off from the original 

songs, warping their way through hard rock and free-form 
jazz, then smashing their way across the rough terrain of 

the avant-garde. It would not be totally corred to place them 
in the fusion Rock-in- Opposition camp, but they are close 

to it, in their own light-hearted way. (Bad Taste Ltd., 660 

Bryant St, San Francisco, CA 94107 415-243-9184)— 

Michael Mahan 

RIPCORDZ: Ripcordz Are Go! LP 
Uptempo garage music from the editor of Canada's Rear 

Grade magazine. Pretty much the sloppy mix of fuzz-guitars 
and vocal growls one would expect from a trio that cranks 
through 14 tracks including " Elvis Death Cult", Punk Rock'll 
Change the World" and a cover of "Some Enchanted Eve-

ning". (OG Records, POB 182 Station F, Montreal, Quebec, 

CANADA H3J 2L1)—Robert Wire 

RUDER THAN YOU: Take This! C 
Rude boys indeed! Ruder Than You has made their mark 

as a bunch of skia rockin' guys with more energy than the 

average nuclear reactor. A typical show is funky, fun and 

features tight playing along with catchy originals, and their 

first tape captures that energy. Production is crisp, and fea-
tures a nice fat horn sound along with drNing bass and 

sharp drums. There is some studio trickery-delay, panning 

solos etc., but it seems to all be in fun, and doesn't distract 

from the overall sound. If you like your ska with a tougher 
edge, a little more fuzz on the guitar, a little nastier horn 

sound, and a bit more balls to the vocals take this tape from 

Ruder Than You. ( Ruder Than You, 243 E. Prospect Ave., 

State College, PA 16801)—Kevin Slick 

SAMIAM: Samiam LP 
Pop neepunkcore music from the shores of the East Bay, 

Samiam presents a pastiche of time-worn and time-tested, 

but still hooky, guitar-dominant cliches, interwoven with gar-

age-thrash phrasings ranging from the sophisticated to the 

sophomoronic. In other words, not too deep, but occasional-
ly entertaining. (New Red Archives, 802 Colusa, Berkeley, 

CA 94707)—Lon Higa 

SCORN: Scorn '88 C 
Beat box But-punk on some tracks, Beastie Boys-style 

white rap on others. Other styles as well. Consistent 

throughout a a left wing, autonomist, British anarchist per-

spective like Chumbawamba used to exhbit. 'Radical Drum 
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Machines" is a great track, though little more than the title 

suggests. Another track, 'Kronstadt Levelled To Make Way 

For Chainstore Fashion' is in an English folk style, while 

We Dont Have To Take Ir is strictly garage punk in the 

mold of other British bands. 'Hop 'Till Ya Hip' is great for 
those of us who love rap but don't go for be sexism you of-

ten find in the genre. If you find Hip-Hop and other new ur-

ban diseases exciting, but also like the sluff that came out 

on Crass Records and other similar labels in the UK a few 
years ago, go for this onel (Scorn, Top Flat, 5 Wingate Rd., 

Fenham, Newcastle-on-Tyne, ENGLAND NE4 9BP)—Mark 

Casner 

SHAKERS: Songs From Beneath the Lake LP 
Fluffy, soft and sweet with creamy whipped filling. The 
Shakers, however, rise above your average Twinkle music 

— influences range from bluegrass, folk, medieval chants, 

and melodies that remind me of church hymns. This gentle 

music, made all the more lifting by the generous use of man-
dolin, acoustic guitars, and fiddle is guided by a sigh-like fe-

male voice. There also are elements which I can't verbally 

identify that would put this in a 'new music' category. One 
surprising high point is the cover of Led Zeppelin's 'The 

Rain Song' — seems like an obvious, gimmicky ploy to pret-

ty up that, but this version works wonders — capturing the 
haunting qualities of the original while weaving it into an en-

tirely original arrangement of breathtaking beauty. Granted, 

tnis is dreamy head in the clouds music, and if you're the 

type who looks for bones in your angel food cake this isn't 

f)r you, but if the word nice doesn't make you squirm, try 

his on. (Carlyle Records, 1217 16th Ave So, Nashville, TN 

37212 615- 327-8129)--Andy Waltzer 

SHEEHAN, STEPHEN: 
Eyes of the Wilderness LP 
This founding merrber of the group Digital Sex has come 

out with an LP full of progressive, often dark, sometimes 

gothic and distinctly European-flavored rock. At times, I cari 
almost hear the guiding hands of such popular acts as, Yes, 

King Crimson, with a nod toward Depeche Mode, Flock of 

Seagulls and other acts of that ilk. Everything here is pol-

ished and squeaky-clean. I'm sure there are many who'll 

welcome a fresh batch of this sort cf musc and, if so, this 

will fit the bill. (New Rose, 7 rue Pierre Sarrazin 75006, Par-

is, France)—Mick Mather 

SNOWBUD AND THE FLOWER PEOPLE: 
Complete Works C-90 
When I first started listening to this I thought, 'Come on give 

me a break, a double concept albLm about marijuana!' I 

mean, a good song or two about the wonders of herbs will 
usually suffice anyone for a week or two. Bu: no, some 

freaks up in Portland find it necessary to sing, for an hour 

arid a half, anthems to mild psychotrope experiences and 
related folklore. I had to give the dual- length cassette a clos-

er listen being as SnowBud and the Flower People are com-
posed of a few members from Napalm Beach, one of my all 

time quintessential hard rockin' party bands. Stripped of the 
lyrical content, Snobud's Complete Works is essential 60's 

style psychedelic hard rock. Breaking no new ground, but 

doing full original justice to the more convincing musical 

archetypes catalyzed in the late sixties, including Mountain 

and Jeff Beck. They juxtapose hard racing rock against oc-

casional hypnotic and lyrical pieces. Now and again Snow-

bud references more recent rock history with thrusts of punk 

and heavy metal. It's easy to imagine a groups like Snow-
bud and Napalm Beach churning out nothing but trashy nos-

talgia. But these cats are very sincere; the portraits of hu-
man existence they paint in their lyrics are anything but 

uncommon in the present day. Songs like 'Speed Freak' 

'Mainline', arid ' Hitchin' in the Nude" reflect the down side 

of living in the chemical age, while 'Bong Hit". Black Con-
go', Blue Hawaiian" howl with hum about the blue collar 

joys of getting high. It is curious that Snowbud, in these 

days of 'just pretend to be stupid' mustered the audacity to 

illustrate the lifestyle and dreams of the marijuana subcul-

ture in song. This in itself is a poetic act but one that might 
gain more credence if the music made it certain that this 

cause isn't a nostalgia trip. ( Flying Heart, 4026 NE 12th 

Ave., Portland, OR 97212 503-287-8045)—Darrell Jonsson 

SOCIETY GONE MADD!: 
What Do You Care? LP 
Society has gone madl Visions of NOTA, old Social Distor-

tion, MDCI Uncorrupted early eighties harctorel No metal 
influence! Snarling, spike-headed punks on the cover! Tight 

playing! The ubiquitous crunch guitarl Introspective lyrics re-

vealing adolescent alienation ("Age 8, Experience11 Anger 
directed at prejudice, religious fundamentalists, the status 

quo! Confused politics ('Desegregate, but don't overdo it/so 
it ends up in reverse discriminationll Social studies 

(*Different ways of living/which way is rightr)I Metaphysics 

rA Supreme being/is there such a thing?")I Cryptic punk ac-
ronyms (VIAble UTTerancenl What do you fucking care?r 

(VIAble UTTerance Records, POB 4191, Burbank, CA 

91503 818- 566-8772)--Christopher Carstens 

STAINED GLASS: Stained Glass C 
Stained Glass is the solo project of Cheryl Leonard who 

does all the vocals as wet as plays guitar, bass, percussion, 

flute, recorder, laundry basket (!) and other odds and ends. 
The one-woman approach, especially the buried- in-the- mix 

vocals, recall a more unpolished and primitive Debbie Jaffe, 
though with Stained Glass the instrumentation relies more 

on the electric guitar than the processed keyboards of MSR/ 

Debbie Jaffe. This is moody, dreamy jam-rock; lyrics sung/ 
spoken while the guitar solos over everything. The sound of 

the guitar rarely varies, making each track which otherwise 
might be entirety unique, sound similar. Leonard will no 

doubt overcome such a minor problem on subsequent re-
leases. (Stainec Glass Music, POB 1490 Hampshire Col., 

Amherst, MA 01032)—John E 

STEWART, DAVE; BARBARA GASKIN: 
The Big Idea CD 
Lavish sounds, rich production...found sounds, voices, am-

bient weaving their way through the music. This could be a 

film score — for a good film, that is. It features a rap ver-

sion of Dylan's 'Subterranean Homesick Blues'— -which 
ranks as one of the greatest Dylan covers ever 'a fact, the 

radio programmers who subscribe to claeic rock" way 
of life, should be locked in a room with this tune playing 

over and over. The Big Idea is packed with keyboard sam-

ples, drum samples, guitar samples...all the sounds you 

might hear on a top-40 song, except none of these songs 

are heading for top 40...there are too many interesting 
sounds, too many interesting words for top-40 radio. This is 

what pop music could be. The music is well-crafted and has 

a fresh feeling, slightly improv. This is music for an open-
minded listener...if you are turned off by the thought of a 

drum machine of synth...stay clear...il you can appreciate a 

wide range of sounds creatively and playfully assentled on 

to one recording, you get The Big Idea. (Broken Records, 

POB 2556, Chino, CA 91708)—Kevin Slick 

STRAWBERRY ZOTS: 
Cars Flowers Telephones CD 
Psychedelic? With a name like Strawberry Zots, what do 

you think? While the spirit is undeniably paisley, the sound 

has been filtered nicely through the 1980's. I hear a touch of 

Iron Butterfly or maybe Head-era Monkees... But then, wer-
en't Iron Butterfly and the Monkees the same band? Or is 

Strawberry Zots the same band as the Monkees and Iron 

Butterfly used to be? (Acid Test Records, POB 21788, Abu-
querque, NM 87154)—Kevin Slick 

SWAMP ZOMBIES: 
Scratch and Sniff Car Crash CD 
I know these guys are going to hate me for saying this , but 

they sound like the Dead Milkmen with some early Talking 

Heads and Mojo Nixon thrown in. They have one basic for-

mula they use for almost every song; harmonize folk-singer 
style for a few lines and then shout a few tries and then 

back to folk. It works for a few songs like 'Creeps' arid 

'Love Crash' but it gets tiresome alter 14 songs. They are 
good at whet they call 'post-punk-modem-alternative- folk-

rock', but it al ends up sounding the same. Ill give them 
credit for doing a cover of Public Enemy's ' Fight the Power', 

but I think somebody's wasting their time atad money with a 
scratch and sniff cover (it smells like rubber and fumes). 

(Doctor Dream Records, 60 Plaza Square, Orange, CA 

92666 (714) 997-9387)--John Krinov 

TANGLE EDGE: In Search for a New Dawn LP 
This record, will satisfy those questing to discover new psy-

chedelic, progressive and/or space rock. Based around the 

core duo of Hasse Horrigmoe (bass, acoustic 12-string, key-

boards) and Ronald Nygard (guitars, keyboards), this Nor-

wegian group presents a complete package, with a colorful 

gatefold cover, replete with spacey, psychedelic ad featur-

ing an Egyptian birdman playing a guitar whose body is an 

extinct pre-historic lite form. There's a mystical photo-

montage on the back blending antiquity and the cosmos. 
The music combines the aforementioned rock styles, with 

some wild guitar histrionics, including wah-wah chords and 

solos, backwards solos, heavy fuzz on tracks including the 

15-minute magnum opus, "Solorgy." More than enough to 

appease the most obsessive guitar fanatic. One can detect 

the influence of Robert Frpp in the sustained guitar tones of 

The Centpede's Tune." Some of the acoustic numbers, 

with their Middle Easternisms, invoke Popol Vuh and the 

host of '605 and early '70s raga rock bands. One can detect 

a plethora of influences ranging from Hawkwind and Amon 

Duul II, to the Grateful Dead and the Jefferson Airplane, to 

Pink Floyd and much more. ( Mushroom Productions, Sels-

banesgate 19A, 8500 Narvik, NORWAY)—Dean Suzuki 

THE DEATH FOLK: Deathfolk LP 
This here album is comprised of folk/acoustic (okay...and an 

electric nunter or two) ditties by a guy from Celebrity Skin 

(Gary Jacoby) and a guy that was in L.A.'s punk rock leg-

ends The Germs ( Pat Ruthensmear). I don't know. The 

sound is similar to the folk records my dad listened to when 

t was a kid and also has a strong dose of Bowie and Oueen 

('39' is covered on this LP). The sound is predominately 

acoustic guitar with both guys singing. I suppose one needs 

to be a big fan of the folk genre or of these guys Gary and 

Pat to really get into this. Although this isn't bad, and it's lis-

tenable, it lust doesn't grip me. (New Alliance Records, POB 

1389, Lawndale, CA 90260)—Carrie McN in ch 

THE FAITH DEALERS: Big Busty Beauties LP 
'My Gerbil's Dead' and 'Hot Rod' are the standout tracks 

for me on this one — not that the jokes don't wear a tittle 

thin after a few spins. Basically, it's a post-hardcore (rela-

tively) high-energy college rock style that they're playing 

here, but the main thrust seems to be in the lyrical content 

(well, maybe not, because vocals are not always right up 

front or 100% intelligible). "Who Taught You To Talk Like 
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RUINS... " STONEHENGE" 
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VOLUME 112 OF THE SHIMMY-VIDEO LIBRARY with new videos from BONGWATER, KING MISSILE, BALL.. GA LAXIE 500, 
DUPLEX PLANET, DANIEL JOHNSTON, WHEN PEOPLE WERE SHORTER, DOGILOwL, TIIE TINKLERS, LEE RANALDO, 
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ALSO GOING FAST .= "YOU DON'T LOVE ME YET - PORPOISE SONG" 7" single by BONGWATER • $3 

and volume #1 of the shimmy-video comlilation with BONG WATER. GWAR, SIIOCKABILLY, B A LL., GALAXIE 500, VELVET MONKEYS, 
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SOLOMON GRUNDY - 

Solomon Grundy Jack 

Endino produced debut 
from this Washington 

state band which features 

the songs and voice of 

the Screaming Trees . Van 
Conner. The quartet 

serves up hard rock and 

hooks with nary a cliche 

in sight. NAR 049 ( LP/CA 

S7 50 CD S13.00) 

VARIOUS ARTISTS - 

Taste Test #1 . Recor-

dings on Los Angeles 
radio station, KXLU. In-

cluding fIREHOSE, 

Screaming Trees, Roger 

Miller, and D. Boon. 

LP and cassette have 

bonus tracks. NAR045 

(2XLP/CA 512.00. extend-

ed CD 515.00) 

JACK BREWER BAND - 

rockm ethereal First record 

from the legendary Sac 
charme Trust singer since 

the demrse of that band In-

tense and intelligent tunes 
with gurtanst Richard Ford 

(ex-SWA) and Mr Brewer's 

Insightful lyrics. Features 

the anthem. Dog's Lrbera-

non NAR 039 
1LP CA ST 50 CD SIS 00) 

THE PURPLE OUTSIDE - 
Mystery Lane Screaming 

Tree Gary Lee Conner 
wrote sang and played all 

the instruments except 

drums which he left to 
brother Patrick on this 

debut It ventures roto 

psychedella with massive 

guitar overload NAR 052 
(LP,CA 57 SO CD 513.00) 

WHAT MAKES DONNA 

TWIRL? - ' What Slender 

Young Leaders Steve 

Stained industrial what-

not NAR 028 

For every New Alliance EP, LP, 
cassette or CD that you buy, receive 
one of the above 7" singles of your 
choice free. All orders must be 
postmarked by 12/31/90. California 
residents please add 6.75% sales tax. 
New Alliance Records, P 0. Box 1389 

Lawndale, CA 90260. 
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That" should go down well at the flat house with its goofy 

thurda-thumpa style. Nothing new here but that's OK, 
Captain. So check it out, maybe your town can be "Terror 

Town" someday, just donl expect any subtlety, cause you 

won't get it. On the other hand, it's all quite listenable, so d I 

was doing a radio show, I'd reach for one of these tracks, 
for sure. (Limited Potential Records, POB 268586, Chicago, 

IL 6C626)—Mark Casser 

THOMAS, PAT: 
It's a Long, Long Way to Omaha, Nebraska LP 
This collection of ten songs relies mostly on folky, minor key 

acoustic guitar strumming, fleshed out with very nice ar-

rangements including banjo, piano, violin, harmonica, accor-
dion and electric guitar. Pat's singing is very loosely in the 

Dylan/Lou Reed tradition ( i.e., more reliant on expressive 

quality than actually hitting notes.) I find his most effective 

moments are on the bluesy " Dear Miss Richards" and the 

countrified "Hard Boozing Woman" as opposed to the more 
straight- ahead plaintive folk stuff. Barbara Manning's guest 

vocal on one song makes me wish we'd heard a lot from 

her. The presence of both her and Cnris Cacavas plus the 

fact that Pat was in Absolute Grey gave me higher hopes 
for this. It either the singing or the words were a little strong-

er, one could have carried the other. (Heyday Records, 

POB 411332, San Francisco, CA 94141)—Bob Bannister 

THUNDERBOX: This Rainy Season C 
According to the notes, this is the second cassette release 

from brothers Steve and Puppy Rogers. The Brothers Rog-

ers handle all the instruments, and they produce a superb 
pop sound from their lour-track The guitars and basses are 

played competently, but unobtrusively, so that the overall 

moodiness of the three songs is the key fed•ure here. The 

brothers' voices blend nicely on their visually oriented ("the 

sky lights up with silent silver flare.") lyrics. These two guys 

are 'always looking for gigs anywhere" with their tape ma-

chine. They've put a lot of thought into their arrangements 
and direction, and this very accessible tape, sounding as 

great as it does, should he them reach the wider audience 
they're after. I'd like to hear more. ( Pummel Productions, 

The Basement, 14 Belgrave Pl., Brighton, BN2 1EL ENG-

LAND)—Eric Muhs 

TRANCE: The Beaten Track C 
This is not only music, this is an attitude, a motif, a kulture. 

Expect poor fidelity and perhaps simple musicianship, but a 

few good ideas, themes and variations, soma more devel-

oped than others. Most of this is highly stylized in the Lai-

boon/ In The Nursery school, with wash synth tracks, and 

marches, rituals and commanding vocals, while Skinny Pup-
py drop in to influence a track or two. I also hear an influ-

ence from the Sleep Chamber contingency in their use of 

hypnotic rhythm structures and eerie synth lines. Their use 

of rhythms, sampled or otherwise rendered, remains the 

most interesting feature of this tape, slicking true to the 

bourgeois late 80's interpretation of 'industrial music". The 

Sleep Chamber similarity rings true most markedly in the 

track "Desire", where the vocalist, my mind's eye envision-

ing a leather-clad, incense burning leviathan-with-a-guitar, 
oozes 1 must possess you" in a style strikingly similar to 

McSweeney's undulations on the "Synthetic Woman" EP 

from years ago. There is some decent guitar work strewn 

about here and there, but too frequently the magic gets bur-

ied by cliche and a distinct lack of direction, particularly in 

'Crash", where they traverse the thick, nebulous border 

zone from 'good" chaos into "bad". Although this tape is cer-

tainly fun, well performed and pleasing to look at with a 

package well complementing the music, the problem is tha: 

there seems to be too much influence at v,ork and nor 

enough original application of them. (Charnel House Pro-

ductions, 135 Divisadero, San Francisco, CA 94117)—John 

Collegio 

TWO SMALL BODIES: North 421 LP 
I was just thinking not too long ago that there doesn't seem 

to be any powerpop bands with an edge anymore. Well, 

here's one with enough roughness to break away from the 
pack I really like this. ( Hit a Note Records, POB 25834, 

Lexington, KY 40524-5834)—John Krinov 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: Tantrum Compilation LP 
A wild and current cross-section of garage bands including 
Celebrity Skin, Pigmy Love Circus, and Spderbaby. LTs 

hard rocking and Tony Gilkyson's country-flavored "Wed-

ding Day" keep the album from frying into complete psyche-

delia. Instigators and Frightwig both turn in manic punk per-

formances bringing to mind the late 1970's (for better or for 
worse). Overall a sale bet and a good compilation, but noth-

ing too new. (Cocktail Records, 842 Folsom St * 101, San 

Fransisco, CA 94107 818-810- 2954)—Robert Wire 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: Stimme Des Volkes LP 
A surprisingly good compilation of European bands on what 

looks to be a promising label. Heavy hitters here are the 
English industrial dubmasters Bourbonese Oualk and the 

eerie musics of France's Human Flesh. Everyone else is 

from the underground scene in Dusseldorf, Germany, and 

you get a fairly diverse sampling. Performance poetess 
Dino Oon, with a voice like Cosey Fanni Tutti and quirky 

synth backup like Tara Cross, is just the beginning. There 

are Big City Orchestral samples/tapes by Seventh Day, 

Neubauten industrialists Mynox Layh, and the a;Grumh-ish 

synthbeal of Konrad Kraft. Dark rock makes appearances in 

the form of Deux Baleines Blanches (reminiscent of Crime & 

the City Solution) and the Sons of Care, who cop a bit too 
much oft early Cure. Sensitive Nick Cave- meets-They Might 

Be Giants songwriters Red Ant Feet round things off with 

some plucky guitar. All in all, a satisfying sampler that 

makes rie want to hear more from almost at of the bands. 

(SDV Tontrager, Zimmerstr. 5, 4000 Dusseldorf, W. GER-
MANY)—Manny Theiner 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: 
Another Pyrrhic Victory: The Only Compilation 
of Dead Seattle God Bands LP 
This is a Sub Pop record in everything but name and label. 

Two of the five defunct bands featured on this compilation 

eventually splintered into Sub Pop outfits: the legendary 

Green River begat Mudhoney (and major label dudes Moth-

er Love Bone) while H- Hour featured drummer Tad Doyle, 

who later picked un the guitar, formed TAD in his own im-

age and became Seattle's psycho-metal answer to Leslie 

West. In addition, the other three combos here— Mat unk-

shun, My Eye and 64 Spiders— are all up to their earlobes 
in the new amphetamine-fuzz shriek that has become Sub 

Pop's and post- punk Seattle's, trademark Of the two Green 
River tracks, "Bazaar" is a killer variation on futurist Zeppelin 

a la PLesence dosed with naked Stooges aggro. (The other 

one is simply dopey, the traditional Christmas carol "Away in 

a Manger" treated with drunken punk scorn.) H-Hour's 

"Medley" is the closest thing here to "classic" Seventies 

heavy metal, arty riff-o-rama that sounds like a smarter 

Black Sabbath. Although Mallunkshun and 64-Spiders both 

simulate guitar apocalypse with impressive results, the best 

of the rest is the mysterious and shod- rived My Eye, whose 

two tracks "Harder Trust" and "Gets That Way" ripple with a 

dark hypnotic tension that would have made them Sub Pop 

heroes if they'd stuck around a little longer. (C2 Records, 
1407 E. Madison *41, Seattle, WA 98122)—David Fricke 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: 
Badger-A-Go-Go Compilation LP 
I agonized for several minutes in a local store about wheth-

er to buy this LP. After all, it has unreleased goodies from F/ 

i, Boy Dirt Car, and Couch Flambeau. Unfortunately, I opted 

for something more immediately gratifying, like the new Les 

Thugs. Now that it's come to my door, I can see why Wis-
consin cheese-biters might want this LP, but it's mainly for 

completists as far as the rest of the human race. The tracks 

by the above mentioned lave bands are prime, but Die 

Kreuzen's original version of "Season's Wither" isn't as 
dense as the one on their "Gone Away" EP. The album also 

features a decent Chadbourney send-up of "Blood on the 

Saddle" by Brian Ritchie and the Ghostly Trio ( in lieu of a 

Femmes appearance) and some throbbin' punkly bursts 

from Appliances SFB, whose vocalist sounds a tad like H.R. 

I sure hope the dude who put this out comes through on his 

promise for a Badger Vol. 2, 'cause he missed Tar Babies, 
Killdozer, Liz & Miekal, Poopshovel, and other Wisconsin 
legends I'd like to be reminded about. (Atomic Records, 

1813 E. Locust, Milwaukee„ WI 53208)—Manny Theiner 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: 
Charlie Manson Street Compilation LP 
Listening to this Austin comp, it's easy to understand how 

that city can produce a Butthole Surfers or a Nice Strong 

Arm. However, the groups on this LP don't quite measure 

up to those high standards. Most Successful are the noisy, 
throbbng tracks from Ed Hall. Some songs from their Albert 

LP are here, but with vocals from original singer Andrew 

Colvin. IV Culture do some enjoyable funny/artsy spoken 

word and guitar/drumbox ditties. On the down side, Queen 
Penis and Squat Thrust do second-rate Butthole impres-

sions. But d you're an Ed Hall fan, this record is worth it for 

their tunes. (MD Records, 737 33rd Ave., Seattle, WA 

98122)—Manny Theiner 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: 
Distant Purple Majesty, Vol. 1 C 
Archival selections from all over, from a lot of different 

years, covering surprising territory and giving us highly ob-

scure musics. Devo from 1974?!? Yes! A rare demo, "1.0. of 
37," plus a later live cut from Feb. '77 of "Hu- Boon Stomp" 

from The Crypt, Akron. Also included is a rare 45 by Poli 

Styrene Jass Band from Mustard Records c.1975, Peter 

Laughner live in '76, and radio concert in 75. Personally, I 

appreciated the Pere Ubu toonz from 1977—surprisingly 

good quality, too. Also Tin Huey's " The 59th Street Desert 
Clowns" from 1973, plus another demo c.74, as well as an 

untitled Keith Busch piece from 1974 were particularly excit-

ing, too. Overall, the selection, sequencing and all like that 

there make this an excellent comp, especially with inclusion 
of such unlikely archival candidates as Human Switchboard 

and Rocket From The Tombs! All this for sending a blank 

C90 plus 65 cents?!? (four tapes per address limit, ) ( Incred-

ible Backlog, POB 7606, Akron, OH 44306)—Dan Fioretti 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: 
Requiem for the Americas CD 
I hate to bust on a release whose profits are allocated to-

ward Save the Children, but this big budget production fea-

turing the voices of Jon Anderson, Toni Childs, John Waite, 

Grace Jones, and famous corpse Jim Morrison rests so 

snugly within the conventions of mainstream rock that I 

can't imagine many Sound Choice readers finding à of inter-

est. The sound alternates between a slick variation on Peter 

Gabriel's tribal electronic stylings and Alan Parsons Project-

type softrock. There's almost no point in raising aesthetic 
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criticisms in reference to this vague but evocative homage to 

Native American culture, as any major non-commercial deci-

sions would have imperiled its fund-raising function. ( Enig-

ma, POB 3628, Culver City, CA 90231)—Michael Draine 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: 
Squares Blot Out the Sun LP 
This is a miscellany of independent single B-sides, live re-

cordings and out- takes, some dating as far back as 1979, 

but all from art fsts associated over the years with the DB la-

bel: groups like the Brains, the Swimming Pool Os, the Fans 

and Pylon. But these are far from castoffs and leftovers: 

there're some true gems here, such as Jack Heard's techno-

cover (with Thomas Doy and David Gamble) of ' Sex Ma-

chine;' Tim Lee's folky "Talked Abr)ut it;" and Pylon's Link 

Wray-ish instrumental beer keg anthem 'Party Zone.' And 

that's just on side one. Side two has the Skeeters doing the 
theme from 'High Noon"— at least what it would've sounded 

like had the film starred Dennis Hopper— and Jack Heard's 

wacky 'Burnin' Love.' This could be re- titled 'Greatest Un-
known Hits of the '80s' if it were marketed by K-tel. Buy it: 

it's pure fun. ( DB Rocs, 432 Moreland Ave N.E., Atlanta, GA 
30307 404- 521-3008)—John Baxter 

WALDO THE DOG FACED BOY: 
Gifts of Finest Wheat LP 
Waldo the Dog Faced Boy engage in rock-jazz-new music 

genre hopping sort of like Universal Congress Of, but more 

like when those guys were in Saccharine Trust and more 
still like a merger of Saccharine Trust and Fourwaycross (fe-

male voice and occasional flute are the " rnotiv" for that com-
parison). There's a wealth of non- cliched good ideas here 

and a really unique sensibility. It makes me hope there's a 

whole slew of cool L.A. groups awaiting wider recognition, 

but I doubt it - bands this good just donl corne along that cd-

ten. Over varbus percussion, bass and freaked out guitar, 
Mary Ellen Mason's voice keens like Grace Slick in some 

psychedelic banshee 4 am. Fillmore jam that never hap-
pened with trontione, sax, violin and piano added to create 

a timbral kaleidoscope. (Waldo Int. Network, POB 26811, 

Los Angeles, CA 90026)—Bob Bannister 

WHERE I BELONG: Where I Belong C 
Eccentric guitar-oriented toonz, mostly instrumental, some 

with sampling, some vocal pieces. Most are under 1 1/2 min-

utes, 21 pieces are less than a minute— there are a lot of 

loonz here. Toonz written and performed by Timothy Noe, G. 

Don Trubey and Michael Citlin, usually based on some ec-

centric and repetitive fundamental, ove, —MC some eccen-

tric and incongruent vocal sample is a,,c1ed. 'I wear a bra 

every day,' an obviously teenage female voice says. And 
she still has it on! 'That's saying a lot for me, for me to have 

it on.' Thanks for sharing that. The tape's a fun bit o' muick-
al merriment and whimsy, with slightly unusual rhythmic 

structures pitted against odd instrumental lead parts, in a 

minimalist/deconstructivist pop vein, with a heavy dose of iro-

ny. Imagine if Rembrandt or Van Gogh had learned to play 

guitar and fronted a band with Pee Wee Herman. There are 

some 'serious' guitar pieces, which is a nice touch. (Interim 

Music, POB 1301 Cooper Station, New York, NY 10276)— 

Dan Fioretti 

WIG: Lying Next To You LP 
To Wig or not to Wig... this is the kind of music that makes 

you want to vomit or do heroin. Al very least, il provides a 

reasonable facsimile of the experience. No fuss, no muss. A 
band with a history that illuminates its enigmatic origins, 

Wig's two founding members met in an insane asylum in 

West Virginia and met up with the other two at the Holy 
Light Church of Deliverance in Rodman, OK. Sound good 

so far? Now working out of Ann Arbor and affiliated with the 

Laughing Hyenas, Wig puts pedal to metal making records 

that meet my minimum daily requirement for dreamy, anhe-

donic, Dostoevskian incantations full of swirling sturm and 

drang angst. Thoughts that come to mind: hallucinogenic, 
gloomy, doomy, moldy, moody, black, dark, cemetery. Who 

needs music that makes you want to slit your wrists? But 

when given a chance, Wig, like good lovemaking, therapy or 

a religious experience, works to save your soul. Wig's aural 

atonal onslaught is delivered with a certain sledgehammer 

charm, underscored by the sustained severity of acid-

washed guitars, and agonizing indecipherable vocals that 
evoke pictures of Edvard Munch's The Scream. (Nocturnal 
Records, POB 19550, Detroit, MI 48219)—Reto Higa 

YO LA TENGO: Fakebook CD 
I love this disc. Yo La Tengo is four good folks from Hobok-

en, three men arid a lady, and they play wonderfully strange 

songs culled from a wide range of sources, many original. 

The instrumentation (double hags, steel guitar) and the 

choice of material puts them in the folk/country end of the 
rock spectrum, and they sometimes bring to mind Cowboy 

Junkies, Lou Reed or the Byrds. The playing is too- rate, al-

though not flashy or pretentious. I just can say enough for 

this band, the disc has been on my player a lot... Some of 

my favorite cuts are the haunting 'Can't Forget,' and cove's 
of The Scene Is Novis 'Yellow Sarong' (incredblel), 

NRBO's 'What Can I say?', and Flaming Groovies' 'You 
Tore Me Down.' The is highly recommended for anyone 

who likes passionate and melodic rockin' music with a 

touch of whimsy and gentle psychedelia. ( Bar None 

Records, POB 1704, Hoboken, NJ 07030)—Ed Blomquet 
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It: o Mor Y's sayin 

Hey, Audio Evolutionists! 
Want great music from around the 
world, but don't want to DIE trying? 

Check out these Seldom Seen treasures! 

"eatte, 

PROGRESSIVE MUSIC from: 
*Japan *Australia 

*Eastern Europe *Western Europe 
*South America 

PLUS: 
*Electronic *Experimental 
*Fusion *Industrial 
*Collector's Items *Reissues 

We distribute Recommended Records! 

For wholesale distribution or direct mail 
order, call TOLL FREE: 

800-962-6054 
Fax: 415-726-7080, or write: 

SELDOM SEEN RECORDS 
P.O. Box 91 

Half Moon Bay, CA 94019 
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Audio Services 
ATTENTION ALL BANDS! Does your 
record project need direction? My name 
is Mark S. Shearer. I am an independent 
record producar. Great references, great 
price. Write to Hardway Record Compa-
ny, Inc., P.O. Box 540, Dearborn Heights, 
MI 48127, USA. . 313) 278-6068 or (31:3) 
561-2134. 

REAL TIME CASSETTE duplication is the 
only way to go. C..istom loaded cassettes, 
on shell printirg Jr paper labels, one to 
four color irises, shrink wrapping, great 
prices and seRice. SoundSpace Inc., 125 
Dayton St., Yellow Springs, OH 4538; 
ph. 513-767-7353. 

ATTENTION BANDS AND MUSICIANS! 
Record companies in this country and 
abroad are now accepting demo tapes. 
For a listing of o!.er 400 record compa-
nies send $9.75 to: Newfield Productions 
P.O. Box 400, New York, NY 10037. 

SEQUENCED BACKGROUND rhythm 
patterns! For your original songs! Availa-
ble for ESG-1, SQ-80, MC-500/300, Kaw-
ai 0-80, and Alesis MMT8. Choose from 
over 60 different patterns to give your 
songs the professional sound they de-
serve. All styles of music included. Each 
pattern includes :)ass, keyboard, and 
drums. A must or all songwriters. Write 
to: New Sound Music, Box 37363, Oak 
Park, MI 48237. (313)276-8817. 

ALLEMANDE PRCDUCTIONS. . . Not 
just another recording studio.. . We offer 
a positive, creative atmosphere with a tal-
ented producer and noted musicians. We 
are open to a wqe range of music pro-
jects and specialize in high quality pro-
ductions for LPs, CDs, Cassettes and 
Sot. ndtracks. For further information call 
(415) 285-4577. 

Books 
BANDS! "Releasing an Independent 
Rec)rd: The Book" A new, step by-step 
guide includes mailing lists for college ra-
dio, independent labels, distributors, 
press, booking agents. Copyright forms 
and sections or advertising, touring, 
more. $19.95 + $2 P&H to Rockpress, 
P.O. Box 3535 Redondo Beach, CA 
90277. 

FEARLESS LEADERS READ "Going 
our! Bush, Thatcher, Gorby get free sub-
scriptions to this brilliant, devastating nov-
el on the end of western civilization. 
Wimpy leaders, scheming generals, holo-

gramic hookers, freak rains of appliances. 
Funnier, more frightening tan news. 
Mailed in 12 monthly installments starting 
January 1990. $19.95 on 3-hole pages. 
$24.95 gets binder, cover art. Free "Going 
Out Songbook" By John Strausbaugh 
(Red Zone, NY Press). Great gift for 
aware Americans. Order/information: Dol-
phin-Moon, P.O. Box 22262, Baltimore, 
MD 21203. 

ROCK JOCKS: A Pillow Book For Wom-
en--Boston music personalities strip to 
their jock straps in this reveaing collec-
tors' item. Includes The Del Fiegos, Vol-
cano Christmas, Scruffy The Cat, 
Swinging Erudites, Flies, Classic Ruins, 
Blackjacks, Outlets, Skin, Bard 19 and 
more. $".50 to T. Max, 74 Jamaica St., 
Boston, MA 02130. 

"BEGINNING SNARE DRUM and Drum 
Set Study" by Joe Locatelli. The most 
complete beginning drum book ever writ-
ten especially designed for teachers and 
students. Endorsed by Jak3 Hanna, 
Louis Bellson and others. Price $7.00 
plus $1.00 P&H; dealer rates available. 
Joe Locatelli, P.O. Box 12535, L.as Vegas, 
NV 89112. 

Brain 
Machines 
ALPHAPACER II+ BRAIN MACHINE--
Electronically induces Alpha and Theta 
brain waves for deep relaxation and medi-
tation enhancement. Uses pulsing lights, 
sounds, magnetic field, and direct electri-
cal stimulation. These four modes of syn— 
chronized stimulation are not found to-
gether in any other brain mach ne, thus 
allowing the Alpha Pacer II to produce un-
surpassed results. New ALPHAPACER 
II+ has cassette tape input and timer con-
trol. $529. SASE for more information: AI-
phaPacers, P.O. Box 2385, Eugene, OR 
97402. (503) 683-2108. 

INNERQUEST Mind Machines; Super-
Learning, Monroe Institute Her-ni-Sync, 
and Acoustic Brain Research Tapes; 
Bach Flower Remedies; MetaDhysical 
books and more. Send $1.00 for catalog 
to: Brainwaves, 159 Harbison Avenue, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R2L 0A3 or 
call (204) 669-5014. 

NUSTAR is a brain wave training device 
that induces Delta, Theta, and Alpha brain 
waves. Direct electrical stimuls lion is 
pleasant, safe, and non-habit forming. Im-
prove meditation, relaxation, concentra-
tion. and learning. $299-$399. Nustar, 
283 Columbine, Suite 137, Denver, CO 
80206. (303)698-1749. 

Let them kr ow where you're coming from! 
As a courtesy, Please nention Sound Choice 
when contacting advertisers. 

LARGEST SELECTION. Our catalog in-
dudes photos, product descriptions, con-
sumer advice, suggestions for applica-
dons, how to determine which machine is 
most suited to your needs. Immediate de-
livery on all products. FREE catalog. in-
mer Technoiogies, 51 Berry Trail, Fairfax, 
CA 94930. 415-454-0813. 

Clothes 
t960's CLOTHING and apparel. Lava 
lamps $60, Kaleidoscopes $6, Ponchos 
$20. FREE catalog. Wholesale welcome, 
Gypsy Rose, Box 624-SC, Richboro, PA 
18954. 

Distribution 
SEEP CHAMBER - Available WHOLE-
SALE/RETAL ' Satanic Sanction" PAL 
V-IS, CD 7 LP. 'Sirkle Zero" CD & cas-
sette. Other esoteric and mystic record-
ings available: Luciano D'An i C.P. 54/ 
80100 Napoli Centro/ WAY. 

SLEEP CHAMBER - Available WHOLE-
SALE/ RETAIL USA" Sleep, or Forever 
Eic.ld Your Place • LP, CD, VHS, also All 
LPs, CDs, Videos tapas, posters, & info: 
INNER-X-Musick Box 1060 Allston, MA 
02134. 

Radio Station 
Contact List! 

«Over 400 addresses of inde-
pendent and alternative radio 
stations of the U.S. & Canada' 
«Preprinted on mailing labels' 
«Zip code order for bulk mailing! 

Send just $2010 
Sound Choice 

POB 1251 • Ojai, CA 93023 

SEARCHING FOR EUROPEAN distribu-
tion' Send finished product or demo's to: 
SEMAPHORE, Box 213, 1740 AE Schag-
en, Netherlands. If you're looking for an n-
ternational label, send demo's to: RESO-
NANCE, P.O. Box 549, Village Station, 
NY 10014. 

Education 
UNIOUEI PLAY IMMEDIATELY! Learn 
music through keyboard improvisation. 
Beginners, re-beginners and teachers. 
Sample lesson 13. Modugno's, Box 1476, 
Laytonville, CA 95454, USA. 

BLACK GOSPEL MUSIC in print. Written 
for the pianist who cannot pick up black 
gospel by ear. Notated exactly the way it 
is played. "Praise Him With the Gospel* 
by Charles F. Little, Jr. Book *1, $14.95, 
cassette $10.95. book *2 $12.95, cas-
sette $10.95. C.F.L Music Publishing 
Co., Inc., Box 2028-SC, Lexington, KY 
40594. 

HOME STUDY SERIES - 3 Courses of 
study, based on 2 College textbooks, 
which bacxup 36 hrs of cassettes, provid-
ing you with best procedures needed to 
handle audio recording sessions with 
confidence. Call SKE Audio Pub. (800) 
284-1258. 

Gigs 
GALLERY X is interested in showcasing 
performance artists, experimental bends, 
and underground films. If youll be pass-
ing through Phoenix (or are a filmaker), 
please write to: Gallery X, do Peter Pe-
trisko Jr., P.O. Box 56942, Phoenix AZ 
85079. Incode SASE. Or call 602-420-
9390. 

Healing 
CRIES OF THE INNER CHILD, Healing 
sounds by Hunter Campbell. Toning tape 
for emotional and energetic release. $14 
including slipping. Credit cards accept-
ed. Sheridan Sounds, 826E Viejo Rastro, 
Santa Fe, NM 87505, (505) 988-2071. 

Miscellaneous 
SWEET GRASS, sage, fiat cedar and 
other herbs. Rawhide and drum frames. 
Traditional Native American music. $1.00 
for catalog from: Jim Bond I.T., 34030 
Totem Pole Road, Dept. SC, Lebanon, 
OR 97355. 503-258-3645. 

FOR LIVING .... Buy into a small, 8 acre 
land trust community in N.E. Pa End-
less Mtns. from our home let's make a 
difference, ecologically, politically social-
ly, creatively, spiritually, Business poten-
tial, guest program & non profit center. 
now latent, waiting for you. INFO: Jann 
Rucqoui 108 Breeze Ave, IC, Venice, 
CA 90291 for Rabbity Hill Farm. 

ROAD CASES, unbelievable introductory 
prices. Keyboard $72, racks $65, DJ cof-
fin $ 129, man/ more. Write for brochure 
and nearest dealer. gland Cases. 112-1 

Lincoln Ave., -Iolbrook, NY 11721; 563-06.1.516 

PSYCHIC READINGS FOR Insight/ 
Guidance. Orados, answers, advice; set 
your own price. Send self- addressed, 
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ter publications, c/o Lainie ( the Oyster), 
723 N. Highland Ave., Arlington Hts., IL 
60004. 

stamped envelope for brochure, mention 
Sound Choice. Kathy Lynn Douglass, 
H.C. 89 Box 451, Willow, Alaska 99688-
9705. 

CREATIVE LAND ACQUISITION! $1 re-
fundable. Ridgehaven, P.O. Box 849-SC, 
Glen Ellen, CA 95442. 

FLY AGARIC MUSHROOMS. Amanita 
Muscaria. Wasson said it was Soma. Al-
legro said it was Jesus. 30 dried grams 
red var. muscaria grade A: $63.00. 
Grade B: $50.00. Red/orange var. fiavi-
volvata grade B: $40.00. Other variations 
and grades available. J.LF. P.O. Box 
184-SC, Elizabethtown, IN 47232. (812) 
379-2508. 

Musical Instruments 
WHAT'S IT WORTH? Free evaluation!!! 
We buy, sell guitars, banjos, mandolins: 
Gibson, C.F. Martin, Gretch, D'Angelico, 
D'Aquisto, Stromberg, Dobro, National, 
Dyer, Rickenbacker, Santa Cruz, older 
Fender, used Taylor. Banjos: Gibson, 
B&D, Epiphone, Paramount, Vega, Fair-
banks, Stewart FREE Catalog! Mandolin 
Brothers., 629 Forest Ave., Staten Island, 
NY 10310. ( 718) 981-3226. 

FREE CATALOG!'!' NAME brands: Fer-
nandes piiars / basses, Fender Acous-
tics, effects, racks, cables, microphones, 
pickups, Vestafire recorders, harmonicas 
and more! DISCOUNT MUSIC SUPPLY, 
Dept SC, 41 Vreeland Ave, Totowa, NJ 
07512-1120. 

DIJERIDU. AMERICAN CRAFTED Dijeri-
du. Add this exotic wind instrument to 
your collection. Instructional cassette in-
cluded. Find out why Avant - Garde, Ex-
perimental, and New . Music composers 
and players are discovering this primal 
analog to the modern synthesizer. 
$85.00. Fred Tetien, 26 Allen St, San 
Francisco, CA 94109, 415-474-6979. 

Make Your Ads 

STAND OUT 
With Sound Choice 

High Profile Classified Ads: 
JUST $ 20/ column inch! 

805-646-6814 

WE BUY BRASS & WOODWINDS. Top 
$. Send INF. Rayburn Music, 263 Hunt-
ington, Boxton, MA 02115. (617) 266-
4727. Emilio or David. 

Personals 
GROUP MARRIAGE: Lifestyle for the 
'90s. New book: send $7.95 plus $ 1.50 
postage. Quarterly newsletter $9/year. 
PEP, Box 5247-SC, Eugene, OR 97405, 
USA. 

TRADITIONAL ORIENTAL LADIES, living 
overseas, seeking i,orrespondence, mar-
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riage. Dignified introductions by American 
husband, Filipina wife since 1984. Free 
details, photos, references. Our club has 
an extremely high rate of success! Asian 
Experience, Box 1214LP, Novato, CA 
94948, phone (415)-897-2742. 

EXCITING NEW NATIONWIDE photo 
magazine for singles. Send your name, 
address and age. Send no money. Ex-
change Publishing, 1817 Welton Avenue, 
Suite 1580-3, Denver, CO 80202. 

WHERE IS LOUIS SARNO? Would like to 
get in contact with this former New Jersey 
house painter who went off to live and 
study music with pygmies. Help us get in 
contact. Write to Sound Choice, P.O. B. 
1251, Ojai, CA 93023. 

Publications 
RECORD WORLD TRADE CENTER. 
Buy-sell-trade collectible and used 
records, CDs and memorabilia through 
"Discoveries Magazine." Fantastic fea-
tures and reviews, the most complete dis-
cographies in print and hundreds of first-
time published photos of your favorite re-
cording stars. Request a FREE sample. 
Call toll FREE 1-800-666-DISC or write 
"DDiscoveries", P.O. Box 255-SC, Pt. 
Townsend, WA 98368. 

DAS DAMEN TURNS twentysomething, 
Mike Bullshit sounds off, Big Wheel rocks 
out, and our staff rates 1989... plus lots 
more in jersey Beat # 39, only $2 post-
paid, 64 pages full of interviews, reviews, 
and photos, to Jim Testa, 418 Gregory 
Ave, Weehawken, NJ 07087. 

DO YOU KNOW the warning signs o 
death? #1 Lack of pulse, #2 General unre-
sponsiveness, #3 Stiffness in joint & limb, 
#4 No fun at parties, #5 Loss of sight, 
taste, hearing & sex drive, #6 NOT order-
ing an issue of ASPRIN zine lull 76 pages, 
(full size) $ 2 . 50 ppd., $3 (can& Mex), $ 4 
Overseas (airmail) c/o Woksa, 3614 N. 49 
th St., Omaha, NE 68104 USA. 

SALON; A JOURNAL of Aesthetics is an 
Omni for the creative arts: a publication 
that can be enjoyed equally by profession-
als and nonprofessionals. Sample copy 
$2; one year (four issues) $ 10. (Checks 
to Pat Hartman) c/o Salon: A Journal of 
Aesthetics, 305 W. Magnolia - Ste. 386, 
Fort Collins, CO 80521. 

OCK 'N' ROLLERS REPENT! Is Satan 
laying air guitar with your soul? Read ex-
se of Christian anti - rock ' n' roll fanat-

ics, in KOOKS #5. Also space criters, 
kooks in prison, the "numbers man," mys-
tery writers, and more! Send $ 4 to Donna 
Kossy, P.O. Box 953, Allenston, MA 
02134. 

"TWIST"- REVIEWS, OPINIONS, con-
tacts, poetry, artwork, soulwork of all 
kinds, and more, We welcome your contri-
butions. $1 ppd from: and / or trade: Oys-

LIVING FREE newsletter promotes self-
liberation, practical methods to increase 
personal freedom, & provides forum for 
discussions among FREEDOMSEEK-
ERS, LIBERTARIANS, SURVIVALISTS, 
ANARCHISTS, OUTLAWS. Lively, 
unique. $ 8 for 6 issues, sample $ 1.00. 
Box 29-SC, Hiler Branch, Buffalo, NY 
14223. 

JOHN ZORN AND Z'EV had a lot of inter-
esting things to say about themselves 
back in 1984. Read it in the "Z" issue of 
OP, featuring articles about both of these 
iconoclast musicians. and LOTS more. 
For this hard-to-find back issue, send $5 
to Sound Choice, P.O. Box 1251, Ojai, CA 
93023. Outside of U.S. add $ 1. 

YOUR NAME HERE. 

Now there's a brand new way to 
advertise in Sound Choice-
The High Profile Classified. 
It's just $20 per column inch, 

typesetting included. 

Call or write to receive information 
and your order form: 

Sound Choice 
P.O. Box 1251, Ojai, CA 93023 

805-646-6814 

UIDE TO UNUSUAL HOW-TO SOURC-
S. Describes over 50 periodicals and 

handbooks on basement tech, far away 
places, gardening, low-cost shelters, trav-
el, woods lore, etc. All addresses includ-
ed. FREE for SASE. Light Living, POB 
190-SC, Philomath, OR 97370, USA. 

ELECTRONIC COTTAGE MAGAZINE is 
dedicated to home tapers, cassette cul-
ture and electronic music. Sample copy # 
3. P.O. Box 3637, Apollo Beach, Fl 33572 
USA. 

SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION # 11 out 
now with Skinny Puppy, Dessau, Fiendz, 
Nemesis, Bloody Mary, Dirge, & more, $ 2 
ppd to Mike Vinikour 3943 Cumnor RD, 
Downwers Grove, IL 60515. Wanted Skin-
ny Puppy live tapes, promo posters, fly-
ers, press kits & pictures. 

HOW TO SUCCEED IN THE RECORD 
BUSINESS. Get this special essential is-
sue of Sound Choice (No. 12) for only $5 
ppd in U.S. Humourous but truthful words 
of music business wisdom written by 
George Alistair Sanger, aka The Fat Man. 
Essential for any musician on the way up. 
Cash, check or money order or VISA/ 
Mastercard! Sound Choice, P.O. Box 
1251, Ojai, CA 93023, USA ph. 805-646-
6814 9 AM-5PM west coast time. 

CHADBOURNE DOESN'T SELL OUT. 
We still have more copies of Sound 
Choice No. 7, with Eugene Chadbourne 
on the cover and his best interview ever. 
Contains the infamous editorial that had 
the dear Dr. Chadbourne fuming for 
months. ( Inspired Chad's "Fuck The Au-
dio Evolution Network" cassette album.) 
See Back Issues ad on page 8 of this 
magazine for ordering details! 

NUDIST / NATURIST JOURNAL: The 
Event is the journal of clothes-optional liv-
ing on the eastern seaboard. Nude 
beaches, resorts, clubs, events, travel, le-
gal issues, and more. Many fine photos. 
Year's subcription $ 16.00. Sample issue 
$ 5.00. The Event, P.O. Box 203-S, Pe-
quannock, NJ 07440. 

CONTAX ONE number five out now! 
With American Standard, the Stench, 
Rest in Pieces, and the Razor's Edge 
Zine, also record/zine reviews, comix, 
info, environmental issues. Write for a 
copy (or for back issue info). Send $1.50 
to: Contas One / 12 Harriett Lane E. / 
Darien, CT / 06820. 

NOTES is a French magazine devoted to 
all "different musics" such as progressive 
music, fusion, free jazz, new age, world 
music. . . Request a free copy from: 
Notes, 16 rue Hignard, 44000 Nantes. 
France. 

CADENCE MAGAZINE & Record Cata-
logue. Since 1976 Cadence has re-
viewed 18,000 different recordings, inter-
viewed 100's of creative improvising 
artists. We also carry over 700 different 
labels sold at great prices. Sample 
$2.50. Cadence, Cadence Building, Red-
wood, NY 13679. 315-287-2852, FAX: 
315-287-2860. 

WRITER'S BLOCK. Latest issue, #6, in-
cluding the Go Team, Scrawl, Spiral Jet-
ty, Walkabouts, Glass Eye and Barbara 
Manning. $2.00 postpaid. Write for info 
on back issues, which include news of 
bands old and now alike. Mike Appel-
stein, P.O. Box 271, Spotswood, NJ 
08884 USA. 

PSYCHOTRONIC VIDEO Magazine!!! 
This highly acclaimed fact- filled sixty-
page quarterly magazine offers unique in-
depth interviews with Psychotronic stars 
and reviews of the world's strangest and 
best video releases. Six issue subscrip-
tion $20 / Sample issue: $3.50. Back is-
sues ( 2-6) $3.50. Make checks payable 
to: Michael J. Weldon, 151 first Avenue, 
Dept. P.V., New York, NY 10003. 

THE ROC: Newsletter of Rock Out Cen-
sorship. Written in a "no nonsense, tell it 
like it is manner," The Roc takes the 
PMRC $ other would-be censors head-
on. Single issues $ 1.25. Six issue sub-
scription $6. Write: R.O.C. c/o Woods, 
320 S. Cadiz St., Jewett, OH 43986. 

ROLLER SPORTS REPORT— published 
monthly-- your front row seat in the world 
of roller derby! Results, rosters, commen-
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tary, nostalgia, trivia and more. Sample 
issue $2.50/six-month subscription 
$12.00/ full year $18.00 payable to Fred 
Argoff, 1800 Ocean Pkwy. (#6-12), 
Brooklyn, NY 11223-3037. 

BLUES ACCESS: The exciting new 
"can't-put-it-down" source of blues ir for-
mation and opinion. Published quarterly 
by the producer of W.C. Handy Award 
winning radio program, "Blues from the 
Red Rooster Lounge." Just $8.00 for one 
year airmail subscription. ($ 12.00 outride 
U.S.) Sample issue $2.00. 1514 North 
Street, Boulder, CO 80304. 

BIG TAKEOVER 10th Anniversary Issue 
28; interviews: Mark Burgess (Chame-
leons), That Petrol Emotion/Undertones, 
Buzzcocks, Social Distortion, House of 
Love, Bad Religion, Ian McCulloch, (origi-
nal) T.S.O.L. Send $3.50 or $ 12.00 (cash 
or check made out to Jack Rabid) for sub-
scription to: Jack Rabid, 249 Eldridge St. 
#14, NY, NY 10002. 

LOVERS REVOLT-- zine dedicated to 
cultural and spiritual revolution rooted in 
Love, $ 1.00 for postage (free to prison-
ers), P.O. Box 6042, Mpls., Minn. 554C6. 

DISPLAY ADS 
AT CLASSIFIED RATES! 

Reversals Logos 
All Fonts Borders 

Call Sound Choice today! 
805-646-6814 

STRESSED OUT # 11... The latest & best 
issue so far, tons-o-cool shit for stressed 
out people; silk screened paper bag cover 
w/ a screaming monkey-head. Costs 
$1.50 ppd. Send cash or stamps. Zire 
tades welcome too. Pauline Poisonous, 
96 Hilldale Ave, Ormond Beach, FL 
32176. 

GOING GAGA is a quarterly magazine 
exploring new cultural expressiors 
through art, information & noise. We pub-
lish 3 (36- page) issues a year and ore 
".?xpanded field" issue which takes vari-
ous forms (bagzine, audio, video) samp'e 
issues are $2.00 from: Gareth Branwyn, 
2330 Robert Walker Place, Arlington, VA 
22207. 

SLUTBURGER STORIES by Mary Floor 
is now available for $ 2.50 at better 

comic book stores or order direct from 
R p Off Press, P.O. box 4686, Auburn, 
CA 95604. Include an over-18 age state-
ment since this is "adults only". The com-
ic that says )res" to sex and drugs! 

FILE 13 back issues $2 each: #8- Green 
Magnet School, Re/Search, Electronic 
Cottage; #7- J.S. Laboratories, China 
Tour Diary, in the psychiatric ward; Ho 
ward, Allan Jenkins; #4- Fire Party, Suivi 
val Research Labs, Too Far. Checks 
payable to Mark Lo, Box 175, Concord, 
MA 01742. 

N D Magazine is dedicated to the idea 
and process of Contact- Exchange-
Document Our magazine explores such 
forums as mailart, cassettes, performance 
and more. Our latest issue includes inter-
views with Anne Gillis, La Scnorite Jaune, 
Monochrome Bleu, The Haters, Dobrica 
Kamperlic and more. Sample issue $3.00 
postpaid. N 0 P.O. Box 4144, Austin, TX 
78765. 

Radio 
RADIO FANS UNITEI DecaloaMania club 
is seeking traders/ collectors of radio 
stickers, T-shirts, recordings, and general 
station discussion. Sample copy club bul-
letin $1.25 (NO freebies) to DecalcoMa-
nia, Box 126, Lincroft, NJ 07738. "Decal-
on-Tape" cassette with club news, air 
checks, jingles $3.50 (NO freebies) to 
Mark Strickert, 8765 W. Higgils, Chicago, 
IL 60631. 

RADIO STATION MUSIC directors and 
DJs who are interested in playing inde-
pendent label recordings on their radio 
shows should let Sound Choice headquar-
ters know anc we'll pass on -he informa-
tion in future issues. Advertising your in-
terests in our classified section also yields 
good results. 

RADIO STATION CONTACT LIST: Over 
400 addresses of independent or alterna-
tive radio stat ons printed on mailing la-
bels in zip code order, comes with hard-
copy, just $20 Send to: Sond Choice 
Radio Station List, P.O. Box 1251, Ojai, 
CA 93023, USA. 

Recordings 
Available 
NO TAPE, NC CD; lots of g-eat music! 
Crystal Arcade, by Douglas aregger, is 
unleashed on the public. Pop/ambient/ 
spoken word/noise coming to you straight 
from the basement. Available only on ar-
chaic vinyl! $7 ppd. Dealer/record store 
inquiries welcome. Douglas Bragger, 700 
Malibu Dr., Silver Spring, MD 20901. 

THRU BLACK HOLES music is space 
rock, psychedelic ethnic, cosmic old 
west... Combining synthesizes, guitars 
and percussions to form soundscapes 
from this worlc and others. Thru Black 
Holes Music and Art/Michael Reden, 2018 
Big Indian Rd., Moscow, OH, 45153. 

SEND SASE FOR short, but nteresting 
list of out-of-print and rare records; David 
Parker, Box 4651, St. Louis, MC 63108. 

PARTY AKIMEl0-- 6 song cassette, 
"Somewhere East of LA.", is now availa-
ble from Primal Productions for only $6. 
Also available live tape, $5; Pary Akimbo 
T-shirts $ 10; stickers and much more. Pri-
mal Productions Box S, 403 Timber 
Branch Pkwy. Alexandria, VA 22302. 

LASER SHOW PRODUCER (Internation-
al) co-creates Cinephonic Chrome Cas-
sette (49 minutes) of electro-orchestral 
award-winning Affinity. Aired on 400 sta-
tions. $ 9.98 & 2 s/h, OMEGA, Box 
33623-SC, Seattle, WA 98133, (206) 364-
7881, Northwest Producer/Studio, 10 
years, available. No Spec. Exotic laser, 
music, AN gear sale! trade 200 & item list 
$2. 

SPECIFIC OCEAN MUSIC. Rave reviews 
in Sound Choice, Option, etc. Mata Rata, 
Crispy Modica, Ant and Beel, Carol Hun-
ner and more. Hear them on a special 90 
minute CRO2 sampler cassette. Only $31 
Pay to Charles Laurel at Specific Ocean 
Music, 948 15th Ave. Redwood City, CA 
94063 ( note new contact address!) 

Also recent stuff, send 3 IRC's for lists & 
Catalogue. 

IMPORT, DOMESTIC, INDEPENDENT 
CD's, records, tapes, videos, T-shirts, 
posters and books. Send $1 to get on 
mailing list. Magnolia Thunderpussy, 
Dept. SC, 1585 N. High St, Columbus, 
OH 43211, USA. 

SUBLIMINAL HYPNOSIS LEARNING 
casual& Dramatically enhances tech-
nique within weeks, without extra reading 
/ practice, or your money refunded!' Ben-
efits all styles / Levels musicianship. Not 
a mail-order rip-off Ill Specify: 'Key-
boards", 'Guitar / Bass', "Drums". $15.03 
each, three: $30.001 LI. Research, Box 
221-SC, Valley Fall, RI 02864. 

SMALL TOOLS TRADITION announces 
the release of Naram Sin 4, the cassette 
follow up to their LP, Daisies. Also: LP's 
by Little Fyodor and 'coolants, compila-
tion tapes, etc. Write for FREE catalog at: 
P.O. Box 8005, Suite 239, Boulder, CO 
80306-8005. 

WEST BY THE symptoms. What Hiss 
Music Co.'s first child of artistic concep-
tion. Duration: 84 minutes. Question: Pre-
pare yourself. Answer: you can't Synop-
sis: Hoffer is the one with the bad eye, 
you must hear this. Cassettes: $7 post-
paid, payable to What Hiss Music Co., 
P.O. Box 24155, Winston-Salem, NC 
27114-4155. COD orders: 919-760-4438 
- 24 hrs. 

ART CONTROL: New 32 page auction/ 
set sale. Progressive, electronic, industri-
al, experimental music world-wide. Mostly 
rare, near mint imports. Steven Del Nero, 
10301 Lake Ave., Suite 825, Cleveland, 
OH 44102. Please mention Sound 
Choice! 

POINT NO POINTI Roots pop band. 
Catchy melodies, tight harmonies, brac-
ing guitars, solid bass/backbeat show the 
days of good pop songs are not over. 11 
songs, one tape, only $5.95 ppd. from 
Optional Art, P.O. Box 22691, Seattle, 
WA 98122. 

BLANKS DEBUT LP, $7.00. Forthcoming 
LP, " If This Had Been An Actual Emer-
gency," $6.00. These and other vinyl 
gems from detroit available through Bill B/ 
Falsified Records, P.O. Box 1010, Birm-
ingham, MI 48012. 

THE AGE OF the cassette has arrived! 
No threat! Non-toxicl The true alternative! 
Discover some unique Boston talent (Mr. 
Curt, Urban Ambience, laughing acade-
my, the EXI's and more) releasing prod-
ucts via the tape culture. For FREE cata-
logue/more info, write to: Camaraderie 
Music Cassettes P.O. Box 403, Kenmore 
Sta., Boston, MA 02215 

D.C. RECORDS LTD., Schoenbuck 9, 
7157 Murrhardt, West Germany. Special-
izing in 60's/70's Italian, American, pro-
gressive and anything else you might dig. 

ecclorte 

We'd like to thank all the Sound 
Choice readess who've inquired 
aboul our Mail Order Catalog of 
independent records, tapes, CD's, 

t-shirts and books. However, 
we're. not able to send one upon 
request. We require $1 to cover 
pos'age. We look forward to 
caring from you soon! Our 

address remains: TOXIC SHOCK 
Box 43787, Tucson, AZ 85733. 

DJAM KARET: The Crimson, Floyd, 
Gong tradition brought to the '90s wholly 
unplagiarized. Ripping guitars, surging 
rhythms, moving textures. "Reflections 
from the Firepool" CDs $ 12; cassettes $7 
postpaid. Write Djam Karet, P.O. Box 883 
Claremon; CA 91711 USA. Other releas-
es and info available. Call 714-626-7533. 

THE COMPOSITE DRAWING LP of vari-
ous artists, about which Ben is Dead 
Magazine says, "All in all, this is an excel-
lent compilation for varied tastes in the 
underground world. Buy itr Features Big 
City Orchestra, Angel of the Odd, and 16 
more. $6 (foreign orders add $3). Dew 
Records, P.O. Box 57549, L.A., CA 
90017. 

PRAGUE SPRING. Real time cassette. 
Six dollars and fifty cents (Amencan). No 
small mill( frogs please. Braidwood 
Records, Box 4621, Metuchen, NJ 08840. 

"BELL BORN" by Michael Mantra Featur-
ing Tibetan Bells, Burmese Gongs with 
principles of Nada and Swara Yogas. Re-
juvenating, centering, calming, grounding. 
Live digital recording. Real time duplicat-
ed audiophile cassette. Great for medita-
tion, relaxation or stress management. 
$9.95 and $1.50 shipping per album, 
6.5% Calif. sales tax. Send check or mon-
ey order, Tranquil Technology Music, 
P.O. Box 20463, Oakland, CA 94620. 
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"ELYSIAN BEACHES" by Bhagavad-X. 
48 minutes of digitally recorded music for 
meditation and massage. Real time dupli-
cated audiophile cassette of soft, sooth-
ing, silken sound quality that creates an 
audio massage. $9.95 and $ 1.50 shipping 
per tape, Calif. sales tax where applica-
ble. Send check or money, Tranquil Tech-
nology Music, P.O. Box 20463, Oakland, 
CA 94620. Please allow 4-6 weeks for de-
livery. 

BORED? CRAZY? DRUNK? Try X-AP: 
Equinoxious- hard rock. Posture V- ex-
perimental synthesizer. Off Headset- soft 
rock. Spike- varied. Loose cannons on 
the deck of reality. Each quality cassette 
$4 ppd., 35-40 minutes. Write: Nebula 
Productions, P.O. Box 342, Grand Island, 
NY 14072. 

WHILE OTHER PEOPLE are raising their 
prices, we are slashing ours. Major label 
LP's, Cassettes, and CD's as low as 50 
cents. Your choice of the most extensive 
listings available. For free catalog call 
(609) 890-6000, FAX: (609) 890-0247. or 
write: Scorpio Music, Inc., Post Office Box 
A, Trenton, NJ 08691-0020. 

T.O.G. RECORDINGS INC. offers great 
rock releases by Lucy Brown, Maxx 
Abraxxas, and The Rhinos! Also featur-
ing great fusion and jazz releases by Late 
4 Breakfast, Octavio, Spazz Nastic, and 
District Authority! Write for a FREE cata-
log of T.O.G. recordings and a copy of 
the latest Insider publication. P.O. Box 
4542, Arlington, VA 22204. 

RAYMOND SCOTT-WOOLSON has sev-
eral fun, serious, loud, quiet, strange, nor-
mal, simple, complex home recorded cas-
settes available. $2.00 ppd each or 
trades welcome. Raymond Scott Wool-
son, POB 1158, Lockport, NY 14095. 

ELEVEN SHADOWS debut! 8 songs of 
haunting beauty, dark erotic rhythms, sen-
sual dreamscapes, unrelenting tension, 
chaos, and asian influences, Top -quality 
cassette of intensely emotional music. 
Superb packaging and sound quality. 
$6.00 ppd. Eleven Shadows, P.O. Box 
17283, Encino, CA 91416. 

PRIMITIVE EARTH is the new compact 
disc from indie veteran, guitarist Carl 
Weingarten and synthesist Walter Whit-
ney. "A veritable garden of musical de-
lights", says Sound Choice. Hear it on the 
syndicated "Echoes" program and availa-
ble through Backroads, Wayside and Im-
portant. Direct orders, $12.99 for CD and 
$7.99 chrome cassette w/bonus track. 
FREE catalog: Multiphase Records, P.O. 
Box 15176, St Louis, MO 63110 USA. 

A STATE OF FLUX Catalog of New Cas-
sette Releases available now. Fresh Ex-
perimental Sounds from the USA and Eu-
rope. Plus distribution of dozens of 
unusual recordings. We are also on the 
radio: experimental music program re-
turns to the New England airwaves after a 
short absence. Musical contributions ac-
cepted (records, tapes, CD's). Contribu-
tors will receive playsheets with contact 
addresses. Bite the Bullet and send SASE 
for FREE catalog and other into. A State 
of Flux, P.O. Box 28543, Providence, RI 
02908 (Overseas, please send 1 or 2 
IRC's). 

DU RECORDS 1990 inventory! New qual-
ity releases by Guns That Own Men and 
Abdomen of Hypnosis..$4. Spinal Jaun-
dice issue 10 (Human Head Transplant, 
Buffalo Tom, Dave Clark, Warlock Pinch-
ers + much more..$1) Off the beaten path 
exploration for all of us. (DU, 7647 S. 
Pierce Way, Littleton, CO 80123 USA) 

FOR SALE: Hundreds of rare punk 
records at reasonable prices. D.O.A., The 
Drones, Social Distortion, X- Ray Spex 
and more! Plus shirts, stickers, buttons, 
posters, CD's and more. For catalog send 
two stamps to: Dr. Strange Records, P.O. 
Box 7000-117, Alta Loma, CA 91701. 

ORIGINAL MUSIC: Real world music from 
Cajun to Cantonese, salsa to spirituals, 
dumbek to didjeridu. Customers say our 
selection, service and knowledge are une-
qualed, our catalogue a true learning ex-
perience. We thank them, and keep try-
ing to do better. Catalogue $1 from 
Original Music, Dept. SCI, RD1 Box 190, 
Tivoli, NY 12583. 

Recordings 

Wanted 
LIFE THREATENING RADIO, WNEC: 
Seeks material to consider for airplay and 
monthly "Best or compilations (Cassette-
zine distributed by subscription). Only mu-
sically new, groundbreaking, intelligently 
humorous, or weird need apply. Rich 
Lynch, Life Threatening Radio, WNEC, 
Box 943, Hellsboro, NH 03244. 

ATTENTION AUDIO EVOLUTIONISTS. 
New cassette-oriented label is looking for 
interesting sounds. Electronic, experimen-
tal, improv, psychedefic or....? Coripila-
tion LP in the works. Send tapes to: Jon 
Booth, 540 San Clemente, Ventura, CA 
93001. 

WE'RE LOOKING for a few good music 
videosll Independent television producer 
seeks music videos and short films for two 
television series, Bombshelter Videos and 
NBTV (No-Budget Television). Both pro-
grams air weekly on KTZZ-TV in Seattle, 
Washington. Send videos for considera-
tion in 3/4" broadcast format to: No Bud-
get Production, P.O. Box 23145, Seattle, 
Washington 98102-0445 USA. For more 
information contact: Frank Harlan, (206) 
682-5920. 

WANTED: Englebert Humperdink's "White 
Christmas" album, 1984. Epic- lable FE 
39469. Contact Sally Olson, 16444 Bolsa 
Chica #83, Huntington Beach, CA 92649. 

TAPES WANTED: Readymade Tapes is a 
new cassette only label seeking quality 
music. All submissions considered. 
Readymade Tapes/ P.O. Box 52593/ At-
lanta, GA 30355. 

NEW LABEL looking for new artists for al-
ternative-underground compilation CD. 
Send tapes to: Obelisk, P.O. Box 492 
Kenmore Station, Boston, MA 02215. 

SOUND CHOICE 
I Classified Advertising Works! 

Regular Rate: $15 for 40 words or less; additional words 25 cents each. 
Subscriber Rate: $10 for 40 words or less; additional words 20 cents each. 
Discounts: 25% off for pre-paid, four issue insertion. 20% off two issue pre-pay. 

Instructions: Print words clearly, using upper and lower case letters. First two or 
three words will be set in all capitals. On word count, consider any address, exclud-
ing name of addressee, to count as four words, regardless of length. Hint: to keep 
word counts down, keep your message simple and offer readers a chance to send 
for more information. We do not take classified ads over the phone. 

Send to: Sound Choice Classifieds, P.O. Box 1251, Ojai, CA 93023, USA 

Video 
REAL GEORGE'S BACKROOM TV 
wants to play your music or art video. 
We've got a million possible viewers. 
New Yorkl Send 3/4" or 1/2" VHS. Re-
ceive FREE Buzz Magazine too, just ask. 
P.O. Box 3111, Albany, NY 12203. 

FOREIGN NATURIST VIDEOS AND 
MAGAZINES, $2, S.A.S.E., Natplus-SC, 
Box 9296, Newark, DE 19714-9296. 

1,000,000 VIDEOMOVIES/ Soundtracks-
Broadway LP I If we donl have it, we'll get 
ill Video Catalogue-- $1.00. Big, descrip-
tive video catalogue -- $7.95. Sound-
tracks- Broadway LP'S catalogue --
$1.00. Soundtracks- Broadway Record 
values guide-- $ 7.95. Poster catalogue--
$1.00. RTSMP, Box 750579, Petaluma, 
CA 94975. 

RARE VIDEO (VHS or Beta): Silents, 
mysteries, horror, nerver-before-released 
double features, More! Profiled on play-
boy channel news! Large, profusely illus-
trated nostalgia collectors' catalog $2.00 
(refundable). Video Specialists Interna-
tional, 182-AV Jackson St, Dallas, PA. 
18612. Visa/MC. accepted 9Am till mid-
night eastern standard time. 

BOMBSHELTER VIDEOS (Broadcast 
T.V. program) is looking for music videos 
and short films by independent bands, la-
bels and producers. Submit in 3/4" broad-
cast format ( incld. S.A.S.E. for prompt re-
turn). More information write: no-budget 
P.O. Box 23145 Seattle, WA 98102-0445 
or call Bombshelter hotline 1-206-523-
4556. 

BETA, CED, 8 MM, Laser, VHS Movies, 
Thouisands at discount prices. Specify 
format. Catalog - $2.00 Refundable. Mail 
Box Video, 3595 LaPlaya, W. Bloomfield, 
MI 48033. ( 313) 442-9360. 

It's NEW. It's COOL. 
It's FUN. It's CHEAP! 

Now there's a whole 
NEW way to 
advertise in 

Sound Choice! 

A High Profile Display 
Classified ad like this one is 

only $20 per column inch 
typesetting included. It 
allows you to print in any 

font with reversals, borders, 
and even your logo. Call 

today to get your order form! 
805-646-6814. 
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ORIGINAL SCORE BY 

VELVET MONKEYS 

STARRING DON REMING AS "RAKE" MALCOLM 
THURSTON MOORE AS maim PUSSY" JULIA 
JOHN HAMMILL AS "POLACK JOHNNY" AND 

4 

IPR• 

RIVIERA AS 'THE ASSASSIN" MY SPIEGEL AS "THE RUMMAGER' 
CAFRITZ AS "MISS GAR BOWL' J MASCIS AS "SWEET DICK" ROUGH 
INTRODUCING DAISY VON FIRM AS "CHIKLET" 
Wrde for a free catalogue 611 Broadway Suite 311 New York NY 10012 ROUCH US 102 TRADE 

Why a duck? 

SOUL ASYLUM AND THE HORSE THEY RODE IN ON 

Produced by Steve Jordan Associate Producer: JOE Blaney 

1990 ACM Records. Int. All Rights Ageworvud. 
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